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Abstract 

___________________________________________________________ 

  

 

      The aim of this thesis is to provide a comprehensive study of prehistoric pottery 

throughout the region of Kent. Research will focus specifically on middle Bronze Age 

through to early/middle Iron Age pottery, a date range of approximately 1500 to 400 

BC. The study of pottery offers a wealth of information relating to many aspects of the 

past and yet despite this, prehistoric pottery has been under-researched in Kent. A 

growing number of important pottery assemblages have been excavated and recent 

development-led archaeology has produced a great deal of new evidence from 

excavation and evaluation. This offers an important key to understanding the 

chronology and interpretation of settlement and burial sites. 

      The basis of this study is to analyse pottery assemblages in order to develop an 

understanding of the societies who produced and consumed the ceramics, and to provide 

the foundation for a ceramic typological and chronological framework. This was 

undertaken through the study of some 77,000 pottery sherds from 66 sites across the 

region.  The data was collected from personally recording and illustrating large 

assemblages of pottery sherds and by using data from ‘grey literature’, published reports 

and research by a number of pottery specialists. A form type series was devised, which 

demonstrates the range of pottery types present in Kent from the middle Bronze Age to 

early/middle Iron Age. A chronological sequence has been tentatively suggested, which 

is in need of refinement when more radiocarbon dates are available. A fabric series has 

been created and presents a brief summary of the types of fabrics used to make the 

vessels.    

      Key areas were studied, namely, the production and distribution of the ceramics 

across Kent and how this compares to surrounding regions. Changes in both pottery 

form types and fabrics over 1000 years of potting history are evident and offer insights 

into the changing nature of social practises and settlement patterns. Consideration of 

how the ceramics have been deposited may also offer glimpses into the past, and also 

serve to highlight the complexities of site formation.  

      This study contributes to a growing body of research on the prehistory of Kent. The 

limitations are also addressed and the scope for further research.
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Chapter 1 

____________________________________________________________ 

 

Introduction and aims 
 

 

   ‘‘ When you hold a pot in your hands, when you go over its walls with your fingers, 

you feel the hands of the potter, his finger marks, his touch. You may not know who 

he was or what he looks like, but, handling the pot, be it hundreds or thousands of 

years old, you can still feel the imprint of his hands. It is this fact about a pot that 

makes it so endearing.’’ 

                                                                         Otto Natzler (Rice 1987:1) 

 

 

1.1   Introduction 

 

The purpose of this research is to provide a comprehensive study of prehistoric middle 

Bronze Age, late Bronze Age and early Iron Age pottery throughout the region of Kent. 

A prime goal of any archaeological research is to try and understand the activities of 

past societies by studying the material culture left behind. Pottery, as the most 

ubiquitous form of material culture, readily identifiable, and with its suitability for 

typological studies, continues to be the key indicator of prehistoric activity on excavated 

sites (Barber 2003: 36; Sinopoli 1991: v). Pottery is used in this study to offer a new 

perspective on the changing nature of social practices in prehistoric Kent. Generally 

speaking, the last few decades have seen pottery studies rise to a position of 

considerable importance, and this will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 

 

1.2   Time Frame Covered in this study 

 

This study will cover the period from the middle Bronze Age through to the early to 

middle Iron Age, a period spanning approximately 1500 – 500 BC. The period of time 

is characterised by settlements and their associated fields, and appears to reflect a shift 

from larger to smaller scale communities (Barber 2003: 12). Bronze Age settlements 

generally consisted of a single household group occupying several post-built 

roundhouses, and many sites were set within an enclosure and associated field system 

(Bruck 2001: 149). The Iron Age is characterised by diverse settlement evidence 

ranging from individual farmsteads to large hillforts (Haselgrove 1999: 113). In 

conventional terms the Bronze Age gave place to the Iron Age in Britain around 700 BC 

(Cunliffe 1995: 27), although the adoption of iron began in the Bronze Age, probably 
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by 1000 BC (Parker-Pearson 1993: 124). Recent developments on the chronologies of 

the late Bronze Age and earliest Iron Age conclude that around the turn of the 

ninth/eighth centuries there are radical changes afoot in addition to the switch away 

from a total bronze base (Needham 2007: 39-40). 

 

1.3   Chronology and terminology 

 

For many years the Bronze Age had been divided into three parts of unequal length – 

Early, Middle and Late – these divisions being largely, but not exclusively based around 

changes in the metalwork repertoire (Barber 2003: 40). There are in current usage 

several dating schemes and associated terminologies that cover the early first 

millennium BC. This has resulted in an inconsistent use of the terms ‘Early Iron Age’ 

and ‘Late Bronze Age’ (Hamilton 2001: 90). In southern England, the Deverel-Rimbury 

tradition had been thought to represent the end of the Bronze Age until an assessment of 

the associated metalwork by Margaret Smith (1959) demonstrated that this tradition was 

earlier than thought. This left a vacuum in the chronology as far as pottery was 

concerned until Barrett (1980) undertook a study of late Bronze Age sites (Gibson 2002: 

112). Barrett’s research was extremely important and revealed that assemblages which 

post-date Deverel-Rimbury display clear developments (Barrett 1980: 303). New 

ceramic forms emerged, and the appearance of bowls indicates a departure from 

Deverel-Rimbury forms. Barrett identified five classes of vessel: fine bowls, coarse 

bowls, fine jars, coarse jars and cups. He also identified that at the start of the late 

Bronze Age pots are usually undecorated.   

 

In terms of dates, the development of a post Deverel-Rimbury ‘plain ware’ tradition 

occurred from the end of the second millennium B.C and continued through to the ninth 

century BC. This was succeeded by a decorated tradition (Barrett 1980: 307-8). 

Archaeologists tend to use the term late Bronze Age ‘plainwares’ to describe the 

ceramics dating from approximately 1150-800 BC, and ‘decorated wares’ to cover the 

period 800-600 BC (Bruck 2007: 24). However, the term ‘earliest Iron Age’ is preferred 

by other writers to describe the decorated phase period (Cunliffe 1991: 61), and the 

beginning of the early Iron Age proper is taken as 600 BC (Gibson 2002: 109).   
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1.3.1   Chronology and terminology: Problems in Kent 

 

Pottery will inevitably be the basis for a regional chronology, yet few large assemblages 

have been published in Kent. There are virtually no published stratified ceramic 

sequences or useful associations with more datable items such as metalwork, and there 

are few useful radiocarbon dates (Champion 2007b: 296). Pottery has long been dated 

via its association with other cultural material, such as metal artefacts recovered at the 

same find-sites, for which a firmer chronology exists (Willis 2002: 10). However, the 

complexity of depositional practices within the Kent area has become apparent through 

the course of this research, and there are examples of ceramics and other types of 

material culture, which may have been deposited together, but were certainly not made 

at the same time, and actually span hundreds of years (McNee 2007b). This questions 

whether the practice of dating pottery by associated artefacts is an appropriate 

methodological tool.   

 

The terminology and chronology of prehistoric pottery in Kent remains a source of 

confusion, and a by-product of this debate is the varying usage of the labels 'Mid', 'Mid-

Late', 'later', or 'Late Bronze Age' when applied to pottery of broadly the same type 

(Macpherson-Grant 1992: 55). In Kent, many assemblages of pottery are categorised as 

belonging to the late Bronze Age/early Iron Age transition, and this may well be the 

case with some of the pottery; however, ceramics belonging to the early Bronze Age, 

middle Bronze Age and the earlier part of the late Bronze Age have also been assigned 

to this category. The term has been used either to encompass several hundred years of 

pottery production, or to relate to pottery, which is on the cusp of the early Iron Age. It 

is not always clear what the term ‘late Bronze Age/early Iron Age’ is referring to, and 

this has caused two main problems.  

 

First, the individual pots may not always be correctly classified. For example, a middle 

Bronze Age pot does not fit into the category of late Bronze Age/early Iron Age in 

terms of its chronological position, and also has little to do with the transition from the 

very late Bronze Age into the Iron Age. Classifications of pottery are problematic, but 

nevertheless do help provide a means by which the pottery and the site can be dated. 

The classification system lies at the core of human conceptualisation, and allows us to 

identify and organise different kinds of things (Rice 1987: 274), and we still need labels 
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of convenience for definable cultural entities (Needham 2007: 40). Dating a site is 

important because it enables us to place artefacts and assemblages, and in turn sites and 

processes, within a temporal context (Willis 2002: 5). Secondly, pottery assigned to a 

late Bronze Age/early Iron Age transition gives the impression that there is early Iron 

Age activity on a particular site. This has sometimes led archaeologists to assume there 

is continuation of activity throughout the Iron Age, but it may well be the case that in 

terms of the ceramic record there is nothing to indicate activity beyond the end of the 

Bronze Age. Terminology is important, and there is a need for consistency when 

describing the ceramics of middle Bronze Age to early Iron Age Kent.   

 

Pottery is sometimes the only artefact type recovered on archaeological sites. Pot forms 

change through time, and are therefore capable of being dated, and pottery often 

provides the only dating evidence on many Kentish sites. Kent suffers from a lack of 

radiocarbon dates, which can be directly related to the pottery (at the time of writing) 

and a scarcity of other artefact types that can be associated with the pottery. It is 

therefore essential to establish a reliable ceramic sequence, as this will inevitably form 

the basis for a regional chronology.  

  

It is also important to look at the pottery in a wider context. Pottery assigned to a 

transitional period such as the middle to late Bronze Age or the late Bronze Age/early 

Iron Age, will not only refer to a particular time span, but may also suggest social 

changes. Questions arise such as, are there any obvious changes in terms of forms, 

fabrics, decoration, surface treatments and vessel size? And, if there are any discernible 

ceramic changes, what does this mean in terms of social function and site organisation? 

Therefore the much-misused term ‘late Bronze Age/early Iron Age’ pottery is in need of 

clarification.       

 

1.4   Settlement sites and ceramic assemblages in Kent 

 

It has been argued that the overall recovered data is too small to propose a chronological 

framework. This may have been the case when Nigel Macpherson-Grant presented the 

first excellent detailed review of Kentish Bronze Age pottery (Macpherson-Grant 

1992b). Thirty years ago ceramic assemblages within the Kent area were very small. 

Prehistoric Kent had also been sadly neglected in favour of the more impressive remains 

of the Roman, Saxon and Medieval periods (Champion 1980: 223). Little interest had 
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been displayed in the Bronze Age of Kent, and as a consequence there had been few 

published reports relating to the period (Champion 1982: 31). The situation in Kent has 

changed drastically over the past few years. The publication of Planning Policy 

Guidance Note 16 (PPG16) in 1990 and the different patterns of professional practice in 

fieldwork have resulted in a much larger number of field investigations of more varied 

character (Champion 2007b: 294). Developer-funded archaeology has produced a 

torrent of data flowing from contract excavation and evaluation (Yates 2001: 65), and 

includes excavations from the largest archaeological project ever undertaken in Britain: 

The Channel Tunnel Rail Link Project (Glass 1999: 189).  Developer-funded 

archaeology has resulted in the investigation of new areas that had been neglected 

before (Bradley 2007: xv-xvi), and Kent is a good example of this. Several sites along 

the Rail Link route produced large assemblages of prehistoric pottery, and this 

combined with other well-excavated sites and some recent important publications 

means that a large corpus of well-recorded middle Bronze Age to early Iron Age pottery 

now exists in Kent.  

 

Excavations and research have shown that in the period from 1500 to 300 BC, the 

landscape of Kent was divided into fields and permanent settlements were built. The 

evidence for human modification of the environment becomes much more plentiful after 

the middle of the second millennium, and features such as pits and ditches seem to 

belong to extensive systems of land division or to smaller enclosures around settlement 

areas (Champion 2007c: 98-100).  One of the interesting features of settlement activity 

in Kent is the absence of early and middle Iron Age pottery on a number of sites. It is a 

striking pattern of prehistoric occupation in Kent that the areas where these field 

systems are found show very little sign of subsequent occupation during the Iron Age 

(ibid. 102). The next observable phase of usage often dates to the late Iron Age. The 

same pattern has been noted north of the Thames: in the Southend peninsula, where 

traces of middle and late Bronze Age occupation very similar to those in Kent are 

abundant, sites of the early Iron Age and even more so of the middle Iron Age are very 

uncommon (Wymer and Brown 1995: 157).       

 

There are numerous examples in Kent where occupation appears to cease at the end of 

the late Bronze Age. The ceramics recovered from a number of these sites have been 

included in this research. The pottery may date to the middle Bronze Age, in some cases 
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the whole of the Bronze Age, and there is no early Iron Age pottery. There are, 

however, sites in Kent where occupation continues from the late Bronze Age and into 

the Iron Age, for example Highstead (Bennet et al. 2007), White Horse Stone (Morris 

2006b) and Saltwood Tunnel (Jones 2006b) to name a few. This presents quite a 

complex picture of settlement evolution.  

 

Most of the pottery recovered from excavations in Kent derives from pit and ditch 

features, and can be quite variable in terms of sherd size and condition. Settlement sites 

usually consist of several contexts containing fairly worn pottery sherds. The actual size 

of the assemblage within each context/feature varies, but is often quite small with a 

fairly low mean sherd weight, which usually averages between 6-8 grams.  

 

On many sites in Kent there are deposits of pottery which stand out as being somewhat 

‘different’ when compared to pottery recovered from the rest of the site. These deposits 

will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6, but generally speaking archaeological contexts 

may contain pottery sherds which are large and fresh, and which can be associated with 

other types of material culture such as human bone and broken quern stones. This may 

be a result of post-depositional circumstances, but may also be a reflection of pre-

depositional factors. The analysis of pottery deposited in such contexts can provide a 

tremendous amount of information on the distribution of activities across a site, and 

votive deposits represent another activity-specific deposit in the archaeological record 

(Sinopoli 1991: 85-6).  The analysis of pottery from specific features can offer an 

insight into the curation and use of pottery vessels, and social attitudes. 

 

1.5   Regionality 

 

Since the late-nineteenth-century excavations of Pitt Rivers, Wessex (Dorset, 

Hampshire and Wiltshire) has been the seedbed of interpretations of the later prehistory 

of the English chalklands, and has provided the framework within which adjacent 

downland regions such as Sussex have been interpreted (Hamilton 2003: 69). It is 

suggested that the region of Kent has also suffered the same fate, and this will be 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.    
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1.6   Summary of the archaeological problem and research questions 

 

Recent research has increased our knowledge of prehistoric Kent enormously, but a 

chronological sequence for the pottery is yet to be established, and we have much to 

learn about the development of settlements during this period. A regional ceramic form 

and fabric type series is still in its infancy, and although some petrological work has 

been carried out the results are not available at this moment in time, and there is still a 

pressing need to establish a well-documented and well-dated ceramic sequence for the 

whole of the county (Champion 2007b: 297). Post excavation analysis within 

commercial archaeology tends to be carried out using a site-specific approach, and there 

is a need for a regional synthesis. Many important sites also still await publication. 

Archaeological problems within the area of Kent pose a number of research questions, 

and this project will endeavour to address the following questions:     

 

 What are the main pottery forms, fabrics, and types of decoration and surface 

treatments occurring in Kent from the middle Bronze Age to early/middle Iron 

Age? How do these variables change through time, and what are the social 

implications of this?  

 

 Are there regional variations within the county?  

 

 Is there a late Bronze Age ‘decorated’ phase? How does Kent compare with 

other regions?  

 

 Do the raw materials used for pottery production derive from local geological 

sources, and why do potters choose certain clays and tempers? What is the 

evidence for ceramic trade, exchange and imported vessels?  

 

 How are the ceramics deposited within archaeological contexts, and what can 

this tell us about the history of the settlement? Can some ceramic deposits be 

considered to be ‘special’, and if so, how can this phenomenon be interpreted?     

 

 What was life like in prehistoric Kent? Why were so many sites abandoned at 

the end of the late Bronze Age? 
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Aims and objectives 

 

The aims of this thesis fall into two categories. The initial task must be to compile a 

ceramic form and fabric type series. The array of pottery assemblages from middle 

Bronze Age to early Iron Age Kent offers the opportunity to analyse a range of vessel 

types including rims, bases and featured body sherds. Establishing a form and fabric 

type series will provide the foundation for a ceramic typological and chronological 

framework, and will form an invaluable body of data which can be used by ceramic 

analysts and archaeologists in the future. It would also be very difficult to address any 

of the previously cited research questions without a detailed classification of the pottery 

data included in the study. The methodological approaches used to classify the research 

data are described in Chapter 3.  

 

The ceramics will then be used to address the research questions identified. This large 

body of data provides an important framework in which to study the production, use and 

deposition of the pottery, and also to study the potters, their lifestyle and their 

communities.     

  

1.8   The structure of the thesis: chapter’s 1-7    

 

The chapters will take the following form: 

 

 Chapter 1: Introduction and discussion of archaeological problems within Kent. 

Aims of the project. 

 

 Chapter 2: Provides a history of previous research, a review of the literature, and 

discusses how middle Bronze Age to early Iron Age pottery has been studied in 

Kent and other regions.    

 

 Chapter 3: This chapter will discuss how and why particular methodological 

techniques and approaches have been employed. 

 

 Chapter 4: Large assemblages of pottery covering one thousand years of pottery 

production have been studied from a number of sites across the region of Kent. 

This chapter will discuss the data results. The first part of the chapter will 
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present all the pottery forms identified in this research, and will discuss the 

characteristics of the pottery. The second part of the chapter will describe the 

relationship between the vessel forms and ceramic phasing in chronological 

order, from the middle Bronze Age to the early Iron Age. Appropriate tables will 

accompany this chapter. 

 

 Chapter 5: The focus of this chapter is a broader interpretation of the data results 

in terms of pottery production and distribution. The pottery fabrics identified in 

the data results chapter will be examined in more detail, and clay sources and 

temper will be discussed in relationship to the geological sources present in 

Kent. The technological and social implications of the selectivity of fabric 

choice and the organisation of modes of pottery production are further points of 

discussion in this chapter.         

 

 Chapter 6: This chapter will discuss depositional and discard practices on 

archaeological sites involving the pottery and other forms of material culture.  

 

 Chapter 7: Presents an overview of the overall findings of this project along with 

a reflection of the original aims. The contribution that this research has made to 

the field of archaeology will be discussed, and areas of further research 

identified.   

 

Note: due to financial constraints the photomicrographs in Appendix 4 are black and 

white, while the CD accompanying this thesis contains the photomicrographs in colour. 

The CD will also enable the photographs to be increased in size. 
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Chapter 2  

___________________________________________________________ 

 

Previous work in this field: The study of middle Bronze Age to early 

Iron Age ceramics in Kent and surrounding regions 

 

 

2.1    Introduction  

Pottery has had a long and varied history of manufacture and use, and has been studied 

from a wide variety of points of view (Rice 1987: 24). The aim of this chapter is to 

explore how the pottery of the middle to late Bronze Age and early Iron Age has been 

studied and interpreted. The focus of attention will be on the major themes and 

influences of study since 1883, and the strengths, weaknesses and problems of past 

approaches. Middle Bronze Age, late Bronze Age and early Iron Age ceramics 

recovered from the region of Kent provide the primary data for this research, and this 

chapter will also review how the prehistory of Kent’s settlement organisation and 

ceramics recovered from the region have been studied.     

 

2.2    The middle Bronze Age 

In order to understand current attitudes and opinions, and for research to progress, we 

first need to study the past. It was during the middle Bronze Age (c. 1500-1100 cal BC) 

that the first archaeological visible settlements appeared in southern England (Brück 

1999: 145). Large tracts of upland were divided up, the stone circles and other 

ceremonial monuments of the earlier Bronze Age seem to have lost some of their 

importance, and settlements become semi-permanent fixtures in the landscape (Parker 

Pearson 1993: 14). Domestic architecture becomes more visible in the archaeological 

record, usually in the form of roundhouses. Alongside an emerging emphasis on the 

house were transformations in land tenure and agricultural practice that left their 

signature in new landscapes of field systems and major land boundaries (Pollard 2008: 

7).  

 

2.3   The pottery of the middle Bronze Age 

 

The end of the early Bronze Age is also marked, at least in southern England, by a 

ceramic tradition known as Deverel-Rimbury, after two sites in Dorset (Gibson 2002: 
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104). The assemblage of the middle Bronze Age pottery comprises three basic form 

types traditionally known as Barrel, Bucket and Globular urns, and all three types of 

pottery occur in both settlement, and burial contexts (Figure 2.1). The Bucket urn and 

the Barrel urn are said to be related to the large vessels of the grooved ware tradition of 

the late Neolithic period (Gibson and Woods 1997:71). Bucket urns are often thick-

walled, flat-bottomed coarse vessels of neutral form. They are handmade, often coil 

constructed, and tempered with large quantities of inclusions. Types of inclusions vary; 

for example in Sussex and Kent flint tempered vessels tend to be dominant. Rim forms 

can be decorated with fingernail, fingertip, or thumb impressions, and with applied 

cordons. Larger bucket urns have been classified as heavy duty wares, used for storage 

purposes and smaller buckets have been classified as everyday wares, for food 

preparation (Ellison 1980a: 129-30).  

 

Barrel urns often appear to have been made with a higher level of skill, many of which 

are sizable with thin body walls and applied cordons to strengthen the vessels. Globular 

urns are fine wares, characterised by a squat globular body, thin walls, finer temper and 

a closed form. These urns can have incised decoration, with bands of horizontal lines, 

triangles and chevrons. Strictly speaking, the term 'urn' should only be applied to 

vessels found with burials but it is more widely applied to early Bronze Age pots of 

similar types from both sepulchral and settlement contexts (Gibson 2002: 145). In Kent 

very few middle Bronze Age pots actually derive from sepulchral contexts; therefore, it 

is considered appropriate to classify the Middle Bronze Age pottery from Kentish 

settlement sites as 'jars'. 

 

2.4   The nineteenth century    

 

British prehistory is a construct of four hundred years of research, and is a process that 

has represented the interplay of developing fieldwork traditions and theoretical 

approaches (Pollard 2008: 10). Remains of earthworks such as barrows, hill forts and 

henges first attracted antiquarian attention, and provided the possibilities for creating 

narratives of early history (ibid. 11). In 1791, Revd Milner wrote an account of the 
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opening of some Dorset barrows, and described the urns and the burnt bones within the 

barrows (Mansel-Pleydell 1883: 23-25). Mansel-Pleydell’s 1883 article on the Dorset 

barrows offers an insight into the content and consequent interpretation of the pottery 

within the barrows, and also to people’s attitudes towards the makers of the pottery.  
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The appearance of pottery vessels in the archaeological record was at one time 

interpreted within evolutionary theories as marking the development of human societies 

out of ‘Upper Savagery’ into ‘Lower Barbarism’ (Rice 1987: 9). Euro centric and racist 

attitudes are apparent in Mansel-Pleydell’s writings; he does however offer some 

interesting and useful descriptions of the pottery. His insights, which may have been 

based on gut instinct, are sometimes absent from more recent pottery reports where of 

course scientifically based reports have experienced great changes. It is of interest to 

note that although Mansel-Pleydell did not seem to hold Bronze Age people in very 

high esteem, he draws attention to the small details and complexity of the mode of 

burial, which have at times been overlooked in subsequent reports. His experience, and 

Miles’ opening of the Deverel barrow in 1826, leads him to recognise the pottery as 

Bronze Age, and  

 

…‘the shape and texture of the pottery, seem as if it could only have been used 

for funereal, and not for domestic purposes. This is strengthened by the two 

damaged urns, having the fractures fastened together with ligaments; might not 

this rude mode of riveting be a proof of the estimation this kind of pottery was 

held by these prehistoric mourners?’  

                           (ibid. 22).  

 

Mansel-Pleydell’s description of the pottery fits that of middle Bronze Age globular 

urns, and a further interesting observation is described, ‘Only one urn is inverted, which 

was carefully surrounded by flints, and two small cups were also found in the barrow; 

one contained the bones of a bird, the other a rich black unctuous mould’ (Mansel-

Pleydell 1883: 29).  

 

These details are important. Bronze Age pottery and its users’ burial rites and lack of 

grave goods have at times been thought of as uninteresting; possibly the excitement that 

the monumental structures of the Neolithic evokes may account for this. It can however, 

be hypothesised that Bronze Age people may have placed some grave goods with the 

cremated remains. The other important point is that it is often assumed that because 

there is no distinction between the pottery of settlements and burials this suggests that 

far from funerary ware being produced, the dead had to be content with domestic cast-

offs (Megaw and Simpson 1979: 273). This viewpoint has prevailed over the decades, 
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without due attention to not only the significance that these pots may have held, but also 

to the possibility that some of the urns may have been especially produced for burials. 

It is all too easy for us from a modern Western perspective to impose our views on past 

societies. Storage jars and cooking pots may not be items of huge value to many people, 

yet Bronze Age people may have viewed things very differently. In Africa, for example, 

pots often pass from everyday to ritual contexts, suggesting to the outside observer that 

this distinction is merely one of convenience (Barley 1994: 116), though the producers 

and consumers of the pottery understand it very differently. Interpreting material culture 

is, of course, far from straight-forward, and even if we could question people from the 

past the difficulties of interpreting the diversity of meaning would not be resolved. 

However, imposing general rules without careful evaluation is inadequate (Hodder 

1999: 78-9).  

 

Questions regarding the function of the pottery have been considered to varying degrees 

throughout the course of middle Bronze Age studies. While early reports from people 

such as Mansel-Pleydell are sometimes inadequate, and may at times be considered 

racist, they should not be overlooked; such reports may offer further insights into 

middle Bronze Age society. Pottery from Deverel-Rimbury settlement sites has not only 

been much understudied in the past but has at times been lost or thrown away, possibly 

because settlement material is not considered as exciting as burial material. It is 

fortunate that the study of this pottery has progressed greatly over recent decades.  

 

2.5   The Early Twentieth Century – typological and seriation schemes 

 

Returning to the early excavations of Deverel-Rimbury sites it is important to mention 

the work of Pitt-Rivers who was the first to excavate the Deverel-Rimbury settlements 

in Cranborne Chase, which include South Lodge, Martin Down, the Angle Ditch, and 

also some barrows (including Handley Barrow 24), all of which yielded a rich body of 

well documented finds (Barrett et al. 1978: 135). Since the time of Pitt-Rivers, details of 

vessel shape and decoration have been categorised in order to be divided into cultural 

groups, which could then be arranged into chronological sequences. To achieve this, the 

variations in shape and decoration were intuitively felt to reflect temporal and spatial 

changes, and since the time of Thurnam (1871), Pitt-Rivers (1898) and Abercromby 

(1912), details of vessel shape and style have been minutely illustrated, described, 

classified and categorised (Woodward 1995: 195). 
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Abercromby attempted to present a typological scheme by providing photographic 

illustrations of varying quantity of many of the complete vessels surviving in major 

museum collections (Ellison 1975: 2). These typologies helped to standardise 

descriptions of the pottery, develop chronologies, and aided comparisons with other 

sites. Further attempts to list this ceramic material were provided by Hawkes in 1933, 

who provided a detailed list of Deverel-Rimbury contexts. However, his contribution 

was more concerned with proving the hypothesis of a continental origin rather than 

refining Abercromby’s typological scheme (ibid. 3). The urns were isolated as a group, 

and the complex came to be viewed as an intrusive element of the Southern British Late 

Bronze Age (Barrett 1976: 290). 

 

Hawkes concluded that the pottery bore no resemblance to that of the preceding middle 

Bronze Age period, and embodied a new set of traditions, brought from abroad. Hawkes 

examined a substantial series of pottery from both the Plumpton Plain sites in Sussex, 

and decided that the material corresponded exactly with that from Northern France 

(Hawkes 1935: 45). This was not an entirely new idea; earlier on in 1927 Clay had 

expressed a similar viewpoint following excavations of a ‘Late’ Bronze Age urn field at 

Pokesdown in Hampshire. Clay suggested that the barrel and bucket urns were 

essentially Hallstatt in type, and because the urns and burial customs were different to 

that of the middle Bronze Age, they were the product of invaders of the early Iron Age, 

and not the result of a simple diffusion of culture (Clay 1927: 482). The influence of 

these ideas is apparent in the pottery reports and excavation of this period. For example, 

in 1941, Stone, following the excavation of a Deverel-Rimbury settlement site on 

Thorny Down, concluded that the material could be assigned to phase B of the Late 

Bronze Age (750 BC), the culture being that of the Deverel-Rimbury immigrants (Stone 

1941: 114). Pottery has long been used as an important dating tool, the Bronze Age 

being no exception, although it is also been the cause of much controversy. The dating 

of individual sites, and discussion of settlement sequences, is largely dependent upon 

ceramic refuse from such sites, and this has led to considerable confusion (Barrett 1980: 

297).  

 

2.6   The re-evaluation of British Bronze Age chronology 

 

The first results from the re-evaluation of British Bronze Age chronology took place in 

the 1950s (Barrett 1980: 297). The new chronology was formulated by Hawkes in 1960, 
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and was largely based on Margaret Smith’s (1959) demonstration that the bronzes found 

in some of the first Deverel-Rimbury settlements of South Wiltshire and Cranborne 

Chase must be earlier than previously supposed (Calkin 1962: 2). Hawke’s scheme still 

adhered to the classic tripartite model of ‘Early’, ‘Middle’ and ‘Late’ phases for the 

Bronze Age and to a conventional chronology based largely on cross-dating. Hawkes 

also used the changes in ceramic forms to draw attention to the largely insular nature of 

many developments in what he considered to be the middle Bronze Age, ranging from 

1400 to 900BC, and consequently the Deverel-Rimbury pottery was placed in a 

‘middle’ Bronze Age context (Megaw and Simpson 1979: 242).  

    

This new chronology continued to cause controversy. Calkin (1962) also recognised 

that the urns could not be confined to the Late Bronze Age, and makes the important 

point that when studying pottery one cannot always be bound by chronological 

divisions (Calkin 1962: 1-2). Pottery traditions do overlap, artefacts are not self-

generating, and complex patterns of communication, exchange and competition are 

unlikely to be reduced to neat unilinear sequences (Barrett 1980: 297-8). Calkin 

reviewed his research and contributed to the study of Deverel-Rimbury pottery by 

refining the definition of barrel urns, defining a regional style of bucket urn, and 

separating globular urns into types 1, 11a and 11b (Calkin 1962: 24-6; Ellison 1975: 3). 

He showed that barrel urns occur in a distinctive, partly vesicular fabric, in a limited 

distribution in Wessex, running from the lower reaches of the Stour/Avon valleys 

northwards to Cranbourne Chase and Salisbury Plain (Barrett 1980: 300). Calkin’s 

work, which focused on the Bournemouth area was important, as it recognised a wide 

range of forms and decoration (Calkin 1962: 31). However it concluded that the urns 

were from the continent (ibid. 44) but failed to discuss any suitable continental parallels 

(Ellison 1975: 112). The reassessment of Bronze Age chronology increased our 

understanding of ceramic assemblages, but at the same time caused confusion as to 

where classic Late Bronze Age and Iron Age material now fitted into the scheme of 

things. Much of what has been regarded as ‘Iron Age’ may now prove to be late Bronze 

Age and representative of an indigenous development, and not a concept of successive 

invasions from the continent (Burgess 1969: 28). 
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2.6.1     Decline of Cultural Archaeology and advent of radiocarbon dating 

 

Burgess thought the way forward could be a new way of organising the Bronze Age 

sequence based on radiocarbon dating. He felt that there was a tendency to regard 

Bronze Age material as hardly worthy of radiocarbon sampling, however the few dates 

that were available did hint at the continuation and overlap of urn types (Burgess 1969: 

29). An actual detailed classification of the pottery had still not been produced, although 

had been considered by Apsimon but not attempted due to its fragmentary state (Rahtz 

and Apsimon 1962: 308). 

 

2.7    Social organisation and regional exchange: The middle Bronze Age  

 

It was not until 1975 that a complete catalogue of all the later (as it is frequently known) 

Bronze Age pottery surviving from contexts in Southern England was compiled by Ann 

Ellison. This exemplary research included detailed analysis of size, shape, fabric, 

decoration and the location of decoration, and indicated the existence of seventy-three 

vessel types occurring in seven major style areas (Ellison 1975: 232). Not only did 

Ellison bring attention to the importance of fabric studies, but also an insight into the 

organisation of socio-economic systems, and the significance of variations in vessel 

size. In the 1980’s, interest in prehistoric systems of exchange stemmed from the 

realisation that studies of economic exchange could provide insight into the organisation 

of socio-economic systems and perhaps aid the explanation of the development of 

cultural systems through time. These advances have been much stimulated by the 

chemical characterisation of artefacts and raw materials, and the development of 

quantitative models which can be applied and tested in studies of exchange (Ellison 

1980a: 127). 

 

Ellison’s analysis showed that part-time specialists could have produced fine wares; 

everyday wares may reflect groups of domestic potters possessing common social or 

political affiliation; and heavy-duty wares provide evidence for activity areas (Ellison 

1980a: 137-8). Pottery production can be seen as part of the system of intercommunal 

co-operation and exchange, which is also implicit in the organisation of metal 

production and in the more intensive agricultural regimes of this period. Fine wares 

demonstrate clear regional patterning, and may signal a regional cohesion and solidarity 

at a time of competition for land and of a more controlled landscape (Barrett 1980: 301). 
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If it is accepted that the distinctive decorative techniques may reflect ethnic entities, 

then the distribution patterns of the decorated globular vessels may provide some idea 

of the social territories into which Wessex was divided at the time (Cunliffe 1993: 151).   

    

 Ellison established a relationship between these three levels of pottery production and 

the spatial patterning of settlement sites. She suggested two distinct groups; small 

farmsteads (group A), and large defended enclosures (group B). Group B enclosures are 

fairly evenly spaced across Southern England, and are sited at junctions between 

different distributions of fine wares. Large enclosures may be related to the exchange of 

fine wares, and may not necessarily be production areas (Ellison 1980a: 131-2). Study 

of artefact distributions and settlements in the middle Bronze Age can indicate a 

complex system of small-scale, interlocking exchange networks, linked to the 

development of a settled, mixed farming strategy (ibid. 137). The excellent body of 

research conducted by Ann Ellison did not extend into Kent at the time, due to the lack 

of appropriate ceramic assemblages. Ellison catalogued surviving later Bronze Age 

assemblages (Ellison 1975: 459-462), and this list demonstrates the paucity of this type 

of pottery in Kent a few decades ago. 

 

2.8    Late Bronze Age and early Iron Age pottery 

 

Assemblages which post-date Deverel-Rimbury display clear developments in the use 

of pottery (Barrett 1980: 303), and this has been briefly mentioned in Chapter 1. Barrett 

suggested that a transition from post Deverel-Rimbury plainwares to pottery 

assemblages characterised by a more extensive use of decoration might have occurred 

during the eighth century BC (Knight 2002: 126). Pottery of this period exhibits a far 

wider range of forms and sizes than the preceding Deverel-Rimbury repertoire (Gibson 

2002: 113), and this important research has enabled much clearer distinctions 

to be made between pottery traditions that post-date the Deverel-Rimbury period and 

precede the earliest Iron Age ceramics. Barrett's sequence has been supported by large-

scale excavations at the Reading Business Park (Moore and Jennings 1992), which 

produced a sequence from Deverel-Rimbury through plain wares to a decorated 

assemblage lasting into the earliest Iron Age (Gibson 2002: 115). Barrett (1980) noted it 

was at this time that the developing regional patterning of the Iron Age ceramics could 

be identified, and these regionally coherent groups form the basis of the early Iron Age 

style zones as identified by Barry Cunliffe (1991). Along the south and east coasts, by 
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the end of the seventh century, a series of bipartite bowls and angular tripartite jars 

constitute what Cunliffe refers to as the Kimmeridge-Caburn group (Gibson 2002: 115-

6).   

 

2.9    Ceramic production 

 

The 1980s saw a tremendous growth of literature and increased our ability to ask and 

answer questions about the past (Sinopoli 1991: vii). Some of the many important 

publications include a view of ceramic production using ethnography (Arnold 1985; 

Howard and Morris 1981), and the organisation and methods of pottery production 

(Peacock 1982). The increasing use of petrological thin-sectioning in archaeology, and 

systematic research pioneered by David Peacock and David Williams at the University 

of Southampton (Woodward 2008: 292), has been invaluable in the study of clay 

composition. Ceramic petrology can be used to identify the source of the raw material 

used within pottery production, and can also be used to study clay preparation.  Much of 

the information derived from thin-sectioning late Bronze Age and Iron Age pottery was 

surveyed and interpreted by Morris (1994), who was able to define and contrast areas 

and periods where pottery was made locally (Woodward 2008: 293). As far as the early 

Iron Age is concerned, the vast majority of vessels appear to have been locally 

produced, and the intra-regional distribution of some fine wares is just a small part of 

the early Iron Age tradition (Morris 1996: 43). 

 

Throughout the 1990s, the study of the nature of artefact production and exchange 

continued to progress, particularly in relation to the Iron Age (Morris 1996).  Other 

major developments in terms of Iron Age pottery studies include the nature of and the 

function and use of prehistoric ceramics (Morris 2002). The examination of vessel size 

(Woodward 1997), and the correlation of use-wear evidence to vessel forms and fabric 

recipes is a major step forward in prehistoric ceramic research (Morris 2002: 58).  

 

2.10    The Prehistoric Ceramics Research Group 

 

In 1991 an organisation called The Prehistoric Ceramics Research Group (PCRG) 

produced its first Occasional Paper, which comprised a set of policies and defined seven 

academic issues for consideration. These are deposition, chronology, manufacture and 

technology, production and exchange, function, settlement organisation and cultural 

expression (Woodward and Hill 2002: 3). The document is concerned with providing 
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guidelines on methodological approaches to later prehistoric ceramic studies (PCRG 

1997), and this methodology has been employed throughout this research.  Generally 

speaking, since 1991 much has happened, both within pottery studies and in the study of 

British prehistory in general (Woodward and Hill 2002: 3).      

 

2.11    Wessex, Sussex and Essex 

 

The huge increase in rescue archaeology, coupled with the establishment of many 

professional archaeological units in the early 1970s led to an explosion in the number of 

Iron Age sites excavated. This has resulted in a prodigious database, and the production 

of a detailed fabric, form and decorative series by Barry Cunliffe, latterly assisted by 

Lisa Brown. This covered key sites such as Danebury (Cunliffe 1984; Brown 1991), and 

these exemplary publications have created a regional ceramic tradition for the Wessex 

area (Woodward 1997: 26). Wessex has provided the framework within which adjacent 

downland regions such as Sussex have been interpreted; however recent research 

suggests that first millennium BC Sussex is uniquely different to Wessex. One area of 

distinction is the presence of continental imports and types (Hamilton 2002). Whereas 

pottery traditions and fabrics may display a considerable degree of continuity over a 

wide area, for the Bronze Age in particular there are differences. Importing knowledge 

of one area into another can benefit local studies interpretatively, but we need to do it 

with caution (Seager Thomas 2008: 47). An up-to-date synthesis of Sussex Bronze and 

early Iron Age pottery traditions from c. 2000-500 cal. BC has recently been published 

(ibid. 19), and demonstrates the importance of regional studies.       

 

2.11.1    Middle Bronze Age pottery from Essex 

 

Some ceramic forms in Essex display similarities with Kentish prehistoric pottery. In 

1975 it was stated that, in ceramic terms, the middle Bronze Age means the Ardleigh 

Group of the Deverel-Rimbury ‘culture’ (Couchman 1980: 42). Excavations at Ardleigh 

followed on from a series of excavations carried out by a local farmer, Mr Felix Erith, 

and the Colchester Archaeological Group over a period of twenty years from the later 

1950s (Brown 1999: 1). The extensive Ardleigh assemblage is representative of a 

regional group of Bronze Age pottery derived from sites, mainly whole or fragmentary 

urnfields, concentrated in southern Suffolk and Essex (Erith and Longworth 1960: 187).  
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Frequent rustication, horseshoe handles and a high proportion of grog tempered fabrics 

(Figure 2.2) appear to demarcate the Ardleigh pottery, and there are also clear 

differences between the pottery from this area and that from central and south Essex 

(Brown 1995a: 127). Globular urns are lacking in the material from southern Essex, and 

there is a general lack of horseshoe handles, rustication and grog-tempered vessels (ibid. 

129-31). Kentish middle Bronze Age vessels display both similarities and differences 

with the Essex vessels, and this will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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2.11.2    Late Bronze Age pottery from Essex 

 

Large assemblages of late Bronze Age pottery have been recovered from a number of 

important settlement sites across Essex over recent decades, and the evidence indicates 

intensive late Bronze Age occupation (Wymer and Brown 1995: 155). Some 133 kg of 

pottery were recovered from Mucking North Ring (Barrett and Bond 1988), and 

Mucking South Rings produced an abundance of late Bronze Age ceramics and, more 

importantly, clearly stratified sequences of ceramics deposited in deep ditch contexts 

(Brudenell 2008a). The sequence of pottery deposits from the South Rings does more 

than just document ceramic changes, but informs us about the social context in which 

these changes took place. Transformation in the ceramic repertoire occurred alongside 

changes in the nature, scale and location of deposition, as well as to the types of 

activities occurring within this space (ibid.).  

 

Lofts Farm, Essex is another important site. A double-ditched sub-rectangular 

enclosure was excavated, and was shown to have been a late Bronze Age settlement, 

with a single central roundhouse opposite the only entrance (Brown 1988: 249).  

The importance of comparing the pottery of Kent with ceramic styles and settlement 

patterns from other regions has been discussed, and key sites from the above mentioned 

regions will be considered in more detail in Chapter 5 (organisation, distribution and 

exchange mechanisms).   

 

2.12    Ceramic deposition 

 

One further important development is that of ceramic deposition. Later Bronze Age and 

Iron Age pottery from settlement contexts have traditionally been regarded as 

undifferentiated rubbish, however there is growing recognition of the selective, highly 

structured and ‘ritualised’ nature of many of these deposits (Pollard 2002: 32). Hill’s 

work on assemblages from Iron Age settlements in Wessex has stressed the deliberately 

ordered association between selected types of finds. Deliberate deposits of material on 

later prehistoric sites were common, and ditch fills were not simple or essentially 

natural in origin (Hill 1995). The deposition of ceramic assemblages is relevant to 

Kentish sites. The majority of features on prehistoric sites across Kent tend to produce 

small quantities of fairly worn pottery. However, there are features on some of the sites 

included in this research which tend to stand out as being slightly unusual. In general, 
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pits and ditches can contain objects that appear to have been deliberately deposited, and 

this will be discussed in Chapter 6 of this thesis.  

 

2.13    The study of prehistoric ceramics from Kent 

 

2.13.1    Kentish prehistoric burial sites and cremation urns 

 

Ceramic assemblages deriving from Bronze Age cremation cemeteries and barrows 

within the Kent area are small in comparison to central southern England, where there is 

a wealth of data deriving from such sites. In 1980 Ann Ellison wrote: ‘In southern 

England there are 2,383 cremation urns which derive from 480 burial sites, and the 

majority of these come from Wiltshire, Hampshire and Dorset’ (Ellison 1980b: 115). 

The situation in Kent is very different. Kent stands apart from the other chalkland 

counties of England in not having a large body of antiquities revealed by the mania of 

barrow-digging in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Champion 1982: 32).  

Destruction of prehistoric monuments within the Kent area has also been great, due to 

land erosion and intensive agricultural exploitation (Champion 1980: 226).  

 

There are a small number of sites from which a few cremation urns have been 

recovered, for example King Edward Avenue, Broadstairs, and urns from Iffins Wood 

may possibly date to the middle Bronze Age (Champion 1982: 34). Barrow 2 from the 

Bridge-By-Pass also revealed cremation vessels from the Deverel-Rimbury period, 

although the radiocarbon dates from two of the non-potted cremations provide a date 

bracket of c. 1246-1066 BC (Macpherson-Grant 1992: 57). This might suggest that the 

Bridge urns were slightly later in the Deverel-Rimbury sequence, however these dates 

do not relate to the pottery so this might not be the case.  

 

Cremation urns recovered from later excavations display a similar pattern. Cremation 

vessels on Kentish sites tend to be quite fragmented, and are often represented by just 

singular examples of bucket type vessels. Examples have been recovered from Tutt Hill 

(Morris 2006a), Holborough Quarry (McNee 2007a), Ellington School (McNee 2007b) 

and Highstead Quarry, Chislet (Seager-Thomas 2002). Another possible example may 

have come from East of Newlands. This vessel was recovered from a pit which 

contained human adult cremated remains, but it is uncertain whether the vessel once 

held the remains or simply accompanied them (Jones 2006a). It is interesting to note 

that barrel urns are completely absent from Kent, but are common in central southern 
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England, and often occur in later Bronze Age urn cemeteries associated with various 

types of globular and bucket urns (Ellison 1975: 127). Globular vessels do exist in Kent, 

but are rare, and the lack of barrel and globular vessels in Kent might be linked to the 

paucity of burial sites. This is an area in need of further investigation. 

 

2.14    Kentish settlement Sites 

 

2.14.1    Middle and late Bronze Age pottery from settlement sites 

 

Thirty years ago there was also a paucity of evidence from settlement sites, and in 

particular settlements producing late Bronze Age ‘plainware’ pottery as defined by 

Barrett (1980). The development of these ‘plain ware’ traditions was characterised by 

important site assemblages such as Runnymede and Mucking (ibid: 307), but as yet no 

settlements producing ‘plainware’ pottery had been definitely recognised in Kent 

(Macpherson-Grant 1992: 62). The lack of large and well-excavated middle and late 

Bronze Age sites a few decades ago would have made the establishment of a ceramic 

chronological sequence very difficult. This inevitably results in problems regarding the 

analysis of pottery assemblages. An important part of the process of writing a pottery 

report is to compare the pottery with other sites of similar periods, and it has at times 

been easier to achieve this by referring to pottery outside the Kentish region where a 

type series has been established. The actual comparison of Bronze Age and early Iron 

Age sites within Kent itself has remained much under-researched.    

 

The situation that exists in Kent at the time of writing is very different, and this has 

been briefly discussed in Chapter 1. There are now several sites in existence, which 

have produced middle and middle to late Bronze Age pottery (Figure 2.3), although 

generally speaking these assemblages are not very big. One of the best assemblages of 

middle Bronze Age pottery was recovered from Kemsley, near Sittingbourne during a 

programme of archaeological investigation by Canterbury Archaeological Trust 

between 1998 and 2003 (Diack 2006: vi). At the time the site was unusual in producing 

a good assemblage of both Deverel-Rimbury and late Bronze Age pottery, and the range 

of fabrics, forms and decorative techniques present have made an important contribution 

to understanding ceramic traditions of this period in Kent (McNee 2006a). Canterbury 

Archaeological Trust excavated another important site in the year 2000, at Willow 

Farm, Herne Bay (Helm 2001). A large assemblage of mostly late Bronze Age pottery 
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was recovered, and although quite fragmented the Willow Farm pots produced a good 

range of late Bronze Age forms (McNee 2001).  

 

Many other late Bronze Age assemblages now exist, including ceramics resulting from 

the Channel Tunnel Rail Link project. Some assemblages are large, for example at 

Saltwood Tunnel a total of 3446 sherds of later prehistoric pottery, weighing 24325g, 

was recovered (Jones 2006b). The post-Deverel-Rimbury plain ware tradition is clearly 

evidenced at Saltwood Tunnel (ibid.), and the existence of a large body of late Bronze 

Age ceramic data from sites all over Kent offers the potential for further study (Figure 

2.4).   

 

In terms of the ceramics present on each individual site in Kent, it would appear that 

some sites continue into the early Iron Age and beyond, and other sites span the middle 

and late Bronze Age only. The reasons for this will form an important aspect of this 

research, and it is therefore, essential that a thorough investigation of the evolution of 

ceramic forms be carried out. One of the difficulties in Kent is identifying a late Bronze 

Age ‘decorated’ tradition. Barrett’s influential division into ‘plain’ and ‘decorated’ post 

Deverel-Rimbury (PDR) wares has been sustained by analysis of stratified pottery 

groups from sites such as Potterne (Lawson 1994; Morris and Gingell 2000), but there is 

insufficient evidence to establish the impact of these changes on the repertoires of 

potters working in areas north of the Thames (Knight 2002: 126). It has been argued 

that there is an over-reliance on Barrett’s model for the development of PDR pottery, 

and an urgent need to reconsider the straightforward linear sequence of plain to 

decorated wares. The scheme must also be re-evaluated on a regional basis (Brudenell 

2008c: 195), and Kent is no exception.  
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2.14.2    Earliest Iron Age pottery from settlement sites 

 

Many Kentish pots which have been assigned to a late Bronze Age ‘decorated’ phase 

are actually not decorated at all. Does this mean that pottery identified as ‘decorated’ 

ware may belong to an earlier ‘plain ware’ phase? If this were the case it would mean 

that many sites in Kent were either aceramic or abandoned at around 800 BC. This 

seems a little unlikely and would create a huge gap, particularly on sites where there is 

little evidence of early Iron Age activity as well. It would also indicate that on sites 

where there is early Iron Age activity, that these sites were abandoned at around 800 

BC, re-occupied for a short period of time during the early Iron Age, and then 

abandoned again. Careful examination of the pottery is therefore essential in order to 

assign such vessels to a ceramic sequence, and the methodology employed can be found 

in Chapter 3.   

 

2.14.3    Early Iron Age pottery from settlement sites 

 

In 1991 and 1992 Macpherson-Grant provided a full assessment of prehistoric pottery in 

Kent, and observed that overall recovered data is too small to propose typological and 

chronological sequences (Macpherson-Grant 1992b: 63).  The wealth of ceramic data 

that now exists suggests that an up-to-date synthesis is required. Early Iron Age pottery 

derives from a number of sites across Kent (Figure 2.5), including the recently 

excavated Thanet Earth project, where an estimated 18,616 sherds were recovered 

(Couldrey 2010). Assemblages are defined by the emergence of new vessel types (see 

form type series Appendix 2), low pedestal bases, red finished bowls, very long flaring 

rims and heavily rusticated sherds (Figure 2.6). The site at Downlands, Walmer displays 

good examples of all these vessel types (McNee 2010b). Radiocarbon dates from eleven 

early Iron Age pits at three Channel Tunnel sites cover the period of the sixth to fourth 

centuries cal. BC in most cases; seven dates cover sixth to fourth centuries, three cover 

the sixth to fifth, and one covers only the sixth century cal. BC. (Morris 2006b: 64).     

     

2.15    Publications 

 

Prehistory pottery studies in Kent have suffered from a low degree of publication, 

however this situation is slowly improving. Recent publications include a 

comprehensive review of recent fieldwork and research of Kent’s prehistory in ‘The 

Archaeology of Kent’ (Williams 2007), and the publication of the multi-period site at 
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Highstead (Bennett et al 2007). The site was excavated between 1975 and 1977, and is 

of particular importance. The excavations at Highstead represent one of the most 

extensive areas of Kent to have been explored archaeologically, and the sequence of 

pottery continues from the late Bronze Age to the late Roman period, with a probable 

hiatus in the middle Iron Age (Champion 2007a: 283).  

    

 
This excellent publication highlights the important work of Nigel Macpherson-Grant 

and Peter Couldrey, who have contributed a great deal to Kentish ceramic studies. To 

cite just one example, it was Macpherson-Grant and Couldrey who first recognised the 

similarity between Kentish pots and those found on the continent. Some degree of 

continental contact may be recognised throughout Periods 2 (900-600 BC) and 3 (600-

100 BC) at Highstead, and suggests that the Channel was no barrier, and that 

communities were aware of the ceramic traditions of their neighbours (Couldrey 2007: 

170). ‘Rusticated’ pots are especially intriguing (Figure 2.7), and this is a surface 

treatment peculiar to east Kent and of continental origin in the early-middle Iron Age 

(Macpherson-Grant 1991: 41-43). A few examples might possibly exist in Sussex (Dr 

Sue Hamilton. pers. comm.).           
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2.16   Type of settlement sites in Kent 

 

The scale and frequency of excavation work as a result of developer-funded 

archaeology has revealed the location of settlements, field systems and other forms of 

land boundary (Yates 2007: 21). Thanet and east Kent show a pattern of enclosure in 

the middle Bronze Age, and in the late Bronze Age a wide variety of settlement types 

are now being revealed, both enclosed and unenclosed (Champion 2007b: 302).   

 

2.16.1    Middle Bronze Age land divisions and domestic architecture 

 

Some of these land divisions appear to belong to the middle Bronze Age. At 

Coldharbour Road, Gravesend (Mudd 1994) a large ditch system comprising a 

droveway and enclosures was associated with Deverel-Rimbury pottery in the primary 

fills (Champion 2007b: 298).  The importance of the middle Bronze Age pottery 

recovered from Kemsley, Sittingbourne has been discussed, and the site itself consisted 

of various linear features interpreted as field enclosure ditches, and four segments of 
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ditch forming a square enclosure with some associated stake and post-holes (Diack 

2006: 9). Other features may include two possible round houses (ibid. 11). At Willow 

Farm, Broomfield, part of a round house structure was seen to have nestled against the 

internal south-eastern corner of a contemporary boundary/field ditch (Helm 2001: 3), 

but generally speaking possible traces of domestic architecture are rare (Champion 

2007c: 104). There are only three known round houses at present. One Bronze Age 

round house and its associated pits, ditches and gullies was found at East Valley Farm 

(Site 5) (Parfitt and Corke 2003: 35), and two more middle Bronze Age round houses 

have been excavated at Blacksole Farm, near Herne Bay (Wilkinson 2008: 3).  

 

A different pattern is seen in Thanet and Kent east of the Stour in the middle Bronze 

Age (Champion 2007b: 302); for example, on the Isle of Thanet, there are enclosed 

middle Bronze Age settlements, many of which have boundaries with defensive 

attributes (Yates 2001: 76). Thanet and east Kent do show a pattern of enclosure and 

metalwork deposition in the middle Bronze Age that is quite distinct from the rest of 

Kent (Champion 2007c: 104).  The choice of prime sites made by these farmers is quite 

apparent, revealing a preference for coasts, major river valleys and estuary foreshores. 

Land divisions and settlement concentrations are found on either side of the Wantsum 

Channel, a key navigational route for inter-regional traffic (Yates 2007: 21).         

 

2.16.2    Late Bronze Age settlement evidence 

 

In Kent field systems form the bulk of the evidence for the late Bronze Age. They have 

been identified along the lower reaches of the Thames and the east coast as far as the 

Isle of Thanet (Jarman 2010: 78). Towards the end of the late Bronze Age a much wider 

variety of settlement types was in use, including enclosed and unenclosed sites 

(Champion 2007c: 105). The site at Mill Hill (Champion 1980: 233) is a good example 

of a circular enclosure often called a ringfort. Other enclosures are rectangular, for 

example at Highstead (Champion 1980: 237; Bennett et al. 2007). The proliferation of 

enclosed settlement towards the end of the late Bronze Age marks a significant change 

in the organisation of human occupation in the landscape (Champion 2007c: 105). 

Unenclosed or open settlements are also present, for example at Holborough Quarry, 

Snodland (Boden 2006a).  
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2.16.3    Early Iron Age settlement evidence  

 

The same diversity of site type continues into the Iron Age. In Thanet rectangular 

enclosures of the Iron Age have been reported from Dumpton Down (Perkins 1995: 

468-470). Dumpton produced sections of other curvilinear enclosures, and possibly also 

of unenclosed settlements. These sites are characterised by pits and post-holes, though 

no complete structures have been revealed (Champion 2007c: 106).  The late Bronze 

Age and early Iron Age settlement site at Downlands, Walmer may have been enclosed. 

The presence of the boundary ditch sequence to the north suggests that this might be the 

case; however, it is also possible that the early Iron Age saw an enclosed phase. The site 

is also characterised by intensive pitting (Jarman 2010: 81).   

 

Many of the early Iron Age sites of east Kent do not appear to last far into the middle 

Iron Age. By the fourth century BC Highstead shows no sign of occupation (Bennett et 

al 2007) and this is reflected at a number of other sites (ibid. 79). A similar pattern can 

be seen at the end of the late Bronze Age, and a number of sites (such as Ellington 

(McNee 2007b: 37-8) appear to have been abandoned. Figure 2.8 shows a number of 

sites which demonstrate little sign of occupation throughout the early and middle Iron 

Age. The apparent shift in settlement pattern at the beginning of the Iron Age and in the 

middle Iron Age is not well understood. It is unclear to what extent it is associated with 

population decline, shifting focus of settlement, or changes in the nature of settlement 

and land use leading to settlement becoming less visible in the archaeological 

landscape, or indeed whether it is simply the selectivity of our current data (Jarman 

2010: 79). This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.     

 

2.17    Conclusion        

                                                                                                                  

This chapter has demonstrated how much the study of middle to late Bronze Age 

pottery has progressed over the past century. The last few decades have seen pottery 

studies rise to a position of considerable importance. In areas such as central southern 

England detailed classifications have been established, and an overall chronological 

framework is in place. Radiocarbon dates (although problematic); fabric studies and 

petrological analysis have led to a greater understanding of pottery production, and 

allowed a detailed definition of exchange networks, and a greater awareness of the 

symbolic significances. The situation in Kent is somewhat different. Although the 
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archaeological importance of pottery goes well beyond its use in culture-historical 

systematics (Braun 1983: 108), and exceeds its usefulness as dating evidence, it is 

important that an overall chronological and typological framework is in place before 

ceramic studies can progress. The ceramic assemblages from Kent are now substantial, 

and offer the potential to not only contribute towards a regional chronological sequence, 

but also to revolutionise our understanding of ceramic trends and middle Bronze Age to 

early Iron Age societies.   
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Chapter 3 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

Methodology and the sites used in this study 
 

 

 

3.1   Introduction 

The main themes to be investigated were identified in Chapter 1. The aims of the 

methodology employed throughout this research are twofold. First, the individual 

ceramic assemblages were subjected to detailed analysis in order for a form and fabric 

type series to be established. This will form the basis for a regional chronology for the 

middle Bronze Age through to the early Iron Age in Kent. Secondly, the pottery data 

will provide a framework to study the production, distribution and depositional patterns 

in the area. This information will be used to address the wider questions outlined in 

Chapter 1.  

 

3.2   Data selection 

 

In order to establish a comprehensive regional study of middle Bronze Age to early Iron 

Age ceramics it was appropriate to examine as much pottery as possible from all areas 

of Kent. First, a list of sites was obtained from Kent County Council’s Site and 

Monuments records. This provided bibliographic references and a brief description of 

the material culture excavated from known archaeological sites and historic landscapes 

within the Kent area. Generally speaking, many of the sites listed in the records 

produced little prehistoric pottery, and some is described as having crumbled away once 

exposed to the air. It was considered more appropriate to analyse pottery from more 

recent excavations, which had produced larger assemblages of pottery and were 

generally excavated to a higher standard. Enough pottery is now available without 

having to analyse every available sherd of prehistoric pottery within the Kent area, some 

of which may only give limited information due to its fragmentary state.  

 

The ceramic assemblages which provide the data for this research have been excavated 

by a number of archaeological units. Some assemblages were not available for inclusion 

within this thesis, as they are currently being analysed by the unit’s own ceramic 

specialist, for example Blacksoles Farm, near Herne Bay. Time restraints have been 
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another consideration, and it has not been possible to examine all available pottery. In 

the end, pottery from 66 sites (Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1) was examined, totalling 

approximately 77,000 sherds.    

 

3.3   Analysis of the pottery 

 

The pottery examined was as follows:  

 

a)  Several key ceramic assemblages had not been previously analysed, and these have 

been excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust, who are the largest archaeological 

organisation in Kent.  The pottery from these sites was recorded by the author using the 

pottery recording system recommended by the Prehistoric Ceramics Research Group 

(PCRG 1997). The author also illustrated key sherds, and the pottery reports from five 

sites are in the process of being published. Pottery reports from Kemsley and 

Downlands, Walmer have already been published.  

 

b)  Pottery from the Channel Tunnel Rail Link forms a major part of this research, and 

the author worked on three assemblages from the project. Permission was granted to 

study and reference the excellent ceramic reports and illustrations from other Rail Link 

sites, which have been included in the type series.  

 

c)  Pottery from a number of sites has been analysed and drawn by other specialists, 

including pottery from sites excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust, Pre-

Construct Archaeology and Archaeology South-East. Permission was obtained to 

reference this important body of data, using published and unpublished reports. Pottery 

from a selection of sites was available for further examination by the author, and 

permission granted to illustrate the pottery for inclusion within the form type series.        

 

3.4   Quantification, vessel size and wall thickness 

 

The main aim of quantifying the pottery is to be able to summarise the amount of 

material by fabric, form and so on (PCRG 1997: 35). A recording form was created and 

used to record all the variables, and the computer programme Microsoft Excel was used 

to analyse and summarise the data. The pottery sherds were counted and  
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Table 3.1 List of sites which correspond to Figure 3.1. Pottery recovered from each site 

is listed under ceramic phases (key: 1 and 2 = middle Bronze Age; 3 and 4 = late 

Bronze Age; 5 = early to middle Iron Age and ? = pottery not positively identified)  

 

No                             Site Name Ceramic Phases 

  MBA    LBA EIA 

1 Barham Downs Site 1     5  

2 Kingston Downs Site 5    4   

3 Barton Court   3    

4 Barton Hill Drive    4   

5 Beechbrook 1 2 3 4? 5  

6 Birchington  2     

7 Bogshole Lane 1  2     3    

8 Bridge By Pass Sites 8 and 9 1 2? 3  5  

9 Chestfield 1 2 3    

10 Church Lane, Smeeth 1      

11 Cobham Golf Course 1  2     3    

12 Coldharbour Road 1 2 3 4   

13 Cuxton     5  

14 Damhead Creek Power Station 1 2     3 4 5  

15 Deal-Dover Bulk Supply Water Main 1  2 3    

16 Dover Eastern Docks Supply Water Main   3    

17 Downlands Walmer    4 5  

18 Dumpton Gap     5  

19 East Hall Farm, Sittingbourne 1 2     

20 East Northdown, Margate    4   

21 East of Newlands, Charing  2     

22 Ebbsfleet    4 5  

23 Ellington 1 2 3 4   

24 Eyhorne Street, Hollingbourne     5  

25 Folkestone     5  

26 Great Mongeham 1      

27 Hartsdown Technical College, Margate    4 5  

28 Hawkinge Aerodrome 1 2?     3 4 5  

29 Hawkinge Canterbury Road     5  

30 Highstead Farm Quarry, Chislet 1 2    3 4 5  

31 Highstead    4 5  

32 Hilborough near Reculver 1 2 3    

33 Holborough Quarry 1 2 3 4   

34 Holywell Combe 1 2     

35 Isle of Grain 1 2 3 4 5  

36 Iwade 1 2 3 4   

37 Kemsley 1 2 3 4   

38 Kingsmead Park, Allhallows    4   

39 Little Stock Farm    4 5  

40 Market Way   3    

41 Mill Hill   3 4   

42 Minnis Bay, Birchington    4 5?  
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43 Monkton Court Farm    4   

44 Monkton Mount Pleasant 1 2 3    

45 Netherhale Farm 1 2     

46 Newington 1 2     

47 Northfleet  2 3 4   

48 Pepper Hill    4 5  

49 Princes Road, Dartford 1 2 3    

50 Ramsgate Harbour Approach Road 1 2 3 4   

51 Saltwood Tunnel 1 2 3 4 5  

52 Sandway 1      

53 Shelford Quarry (Area 13 and Pond)  1    2    3  4   

54 Shrubsoles 1    2    3  4   

55 South of Snarkhouse Wood     2     

56 Thanet Earth 1    2  4?  5  

57 Tollgate 1     5  

58 Tutt Hill 1    2    5   

59 Updown Farm 1 2 3 4   

60 West Borough School, Maidstone 1 2 3 4 5  

61 West of Blind Lane, Sevington 1      

62 West of Northumberland Bottom  2   5  

63 Westwood Cross 1 2 3    

64 White Horse Stone 1 2 3  5  

65 Willow Farm 1 2 3 4   

66 Zone 2, Southfleet, Gravesend   3    

 

 

weighed to the nearest whole gram, and given a unique pottery record number for ease 

of reference.  

 

Rim and base diameters, and the percentage remaining were recorded. This is important, 

as vessel sizes present archaeologists with the most obvious clues to finding out what 

the pots were made for (Morris 2002: 55). The opening of a container provides 

information about the function of that vessel (PCRG 1997). Possible uses for vessel 

containers are myriad: the most common might include the storage of food and water, 

and the preparation and cooking of food and drink for individual eating or communal 

feasting (Woodward 1995: 195). Unfortunately, it has not been possible to calculate 

capacities of vessels due to the lack of reconstructable vessels in Kent. However, a wide 

range of vessel size has been identified for the Kentish pots, and five classes of vessel 

size have been suggested (Table 3.2).  
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Individual sherd thickness was also recorded (Table 3.3). The thickness of a ceramic 

vessel’s wall affects three aspects of mechanical performance: thermal conductivity, 

breakage load and resistance to thermal shock (Braun 1983: 118). The thickness of the 

vessel walls is related to its intended use (Rice 1987: 227), and consequently the 

recording of vessel size and wall thickness offers information relating to vessel 

function.         

 

Table 3.2  Vessel size  

Very Small Vessels  =  Less than 10 cm in rim diameter 

Small Vessels  =  10 - 20 cm in rim diameter 

Medium Vessels  =  20 - 28 cm in rim diameter 

Large Vessels  =  28 -  40 cm in rim diameter 

Very Large Vessels  =  Over 40 cm in rim diameter   

 

Table 3.3  Vessel wall thickness 

WT1 =  <5 mm                                             WT6 =  13 - <15 mm                      

WT2 =  5 - <7 mm                                        WT7 =  15 - <17 mm     

WT3 =  7 - <9 mm                                        WT8 =  17 - <19 mm 

WT4 =  9 - <11 mm                                      WT9 =  19 mm + 

WT5 =  11 - <13 mm                                    WTX =  flake 

 

3.5   The form type series 

3.5.1   Forms      

The primary task of pottery research is comparison – of pot with pot and assemblage 

with assemblage. This means pottery must be grouped, and whenever possible, this 

implies the use of existing form and fabric type-series (Orton et al. 1993: 34). A type 

series for Bronze Age and early Iron Age pottery has yet to be refined for the Kent area, 

and it is not yet possible to define a regional ceramic framework, or an agreed 

chronological sequence for the area. Terminology is another problematic area within 

Kent, and a myriad of terms may be used to describe the same type of pot (see Chapter 

1). It has therefore been considered appropriate to create a new type series for middle 

Bronze Age, late Bronze Age and early Iron Age pottery forms and fabrics. The 

ceramics from prehistoric sites in general, especially settlement sites, suffer from 
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varying degrees of fragmentation, and consequently the classification of a form type 

series is not without its problems. Despite this, important and extremely useful ceramic 

type series have been devised for prehistoric sites such as Danebury (Brown 2000) and 

Runnymede Bridge (Longley 1980). The methodology used to formulate type series 

from other areas has been influential in the establishment of a regional ceramic type 

series for Kent.    

  

Part of the process of writing a pottery report is to compare the assemblage with pottery 

from other sites in an attempt to date and structure the material, define the nature of 

individual sites, and to make more accurate judgements about a particular group of 

material. Searching for parallels has attracted criticism, particularly if used with the 

purpose of accumulating dating information (Orton et al. 1993: 185). It is, however, an 

important tool especially if other methods of dating the pottery from a particular site are 

not available. Parallel-hunting can be notoriously time consuming, which can be 

problematic as the very nature of commercial archaeological pottery analysis means that 

the work is constrained by tight deadlines and budgets. Kent suffers from a lack of 

published material relating to Bronze Age sites (at the time of writing), and when 

analysing a pottery assemblage there is often little to refer to and parallels are often 

sought from outside the Kent area. This is useful in terms of being able to compare the 

pottery with other regions and the consequent information that this can bring to our 

understanding of a particular assemblage. It is, however, important that more parallels 

should be sought within the area of Kent itself, in order to provide a picture of regional 

settlement evolution. A comprehensive pottery type series will be an invaluable body of 

data, which can be used by ceramic analysts in the future. 

 

The creation of form (and fabric) types is not without its problems, and there tend to be 

two approaches to this activity: ‘splitting’ and ‘lumping’. Splitting assumes that all 

forms and fabrics are different, which can result in types and sub-types as large in 

number as there are vessels. Lumping gives very broad definitions which can 

encompass large variations in forms (PCRG 1997: 33). Devising a ceramic type series 

for the middle Bronze Age through to the early Iron Age in Kent is a monumental task, 

involving the examination of both small and large assemblages of pottery from as many 

sites as possible. Consequently the chosen approach must be simple and considerate of 

time pressures, but it is also important that variations within the different assemblages 
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are made clear, as these may be indicative of social changes. The type series created for 

Kentish pottery may be described as a modified version of the two traditional 

approaches of ‘lumping’ and ‘splitting’. It is intended to be user-friendly for pottery 

specialists and aims to highlight points of comparison and contrasts between pottery 

forms and sites.      

 

3.5.2    Jars and bowls 

 

Pottery forms appropriate for inclusion within this type series comprise five classes:  

bowls, jars, bases, a very small percentage of cups and, even more rarely, lids. Bowls 

and jars are the two main vessel form groups in Kent. Bowls can have restricted or 

unrestricted orifices and their height can vary from one-third the maximum diameter of 

the vessel up to equal the diameter (Rice 1987: 216). A jar form can be described as an 

upright vessel, usually with a shoulder, and sometimes an everted rim. The rim diameter 

is invariably narrower than the maximum diameter, which occurs at the shoulder of the 

vessel (Gibson and Woods 1997:194), and a jar is therefore a necked and restricted 

vessel with its height greater than the maximum diameter (Rice 1987: 216).  

 

Classifications of pottery have been defined in terms of the ratios of the principal 

dimensions (Orton et al. 1993: 155); for example, in order to describe an unrestricted 

vessel, such as a bowl form, it is customary to record its height/orifice diameter (ibid. 

Shepherd 1968: 238).  This particular method is problematic, as the vast majority of 

individual sherds from Kent are insufficiently large to define the complete profile of 

most of the pots. The establishment of vessel height for most of the pots is not possible. 

Therefore, rim sherds and rim and partial profiles will define the large proportion of the 

form type series. Due to the small size of many of the rim and base sherds it is possible 

that there might be more variety present than the type series suggests. A ceramic type 

series for middle Bronze Age to early/middle Iron Age Kent is not intended to be a rigid 

ordering of the pottery but seeks to identify certain forms, describe them accurately, and 

to present the range of forms that were used from approximately 1500-400 BC.  It is 

important that the series remains flexible so that new forms can be added. There are 

some ceramic assemblages in Kent that have not been available for inclusion in this 

thesis and there is the possibility that more forms are in existence.     
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3.5.3   Form codes 

 

Letter codes for the form elements will follow those as suggested by the Prehistoric 

Ceramics Research Group, so, for example a jar type starts with the letter J, and so on 

(PCRG 1997: 35). Each class has been divided into form types, based on rim and profile 

variations. A different number for each different type, for example J1, J2 and so on, 

follows this letter. This will enable the type series to accommodate new form types in 

the future, although we are dealing with a particular period in history where there are a 

restricted number of forms. The code BA has been used for base forms in order to 

distinguish them from bowl forms (Table 3.4).  

 

Rims can be round, flat or slightly inturned. In order to keep the type series fairly 

simple a new form type has not been allocated if the rim tops vary slightly otherwise the 

result would be hundreds of forms and a type series which would not be user-friendly. 

An alpha code denotes the slight differences in rim tops, for example J1 (a) is a straight-

sided jar with a flat-topped rim, J1 (b) is a straight-sided jar with a round- topped rim 

and so on.  

 

Table 3.4  Codes used for the form type series  

 

Jar forms = J                                             Base forms = BA 

Bowl forms = BO                                     Lid forms = L    

Globular forms = G                                  Cup forms = C 

 

 

 

3.5.4    Middle and middle to late Bronze Age forms and globular pots 

Middle Bronze Age pottery comprises three basic form types, traditionally known as 

Barrel, Bucket and Globular Urns, and this type of pottery is found on both settlement 

and cremation cemetery sites. Middle Bronze Age Deverel-Rimbury ceramics are 

usually referred to as ‘urns’, although strictly speaking the term ‘urn’ should only be 

applied to vessels found with burials (Gibson 2002: 145). Some of the Kentish middle 

Bronze Age pottery has derived from funerary sites; however, it is considered 

appropriate to classify the middle Bronze Age form types as jars regardless of whether 
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they derive from a funerary or settlement context. Pots used as a cremation container 

may have already been used as a domestic pot, and it is difficult to tell whether the 

Kentish examples have been specifically made for funerary purposes or not.  

 

Barrel urns as defined by Ellison (1975), appear to be absent from Kent and globular 

urns are relatively uncommon. Globular vessels represent the finer wares within the 

middle Bronze Age repertoire and all known examples found in Kent at this present 

time have been listed within the type series. More examples may of course have been 

recovered since this type series was completed. Globular pots represent a distinct class 

of vessel, and are classified by using their traditional description as globular vessels 

within the type series, rather than jar or bowl forms. The term is retained because of its 

familiarity and to maintain a certain tradition.    

 

A post Deverel-Rimbury ceramic tradition as defined by Barrett (1980) has been 

discussed in Chapter 2 and it is this classification that is essentially followed throughout 

the analysis of much of the Kentish pottery referred to in this thesis. Barrett describes 

bowls as belonging to the finer end of the fabric spectrum, as well as carrying refined 

surface treatment, such as haematite-rich slips and burnishing (Class 1V bowls) (Barrett 

1980: 302). Bowls in coarser fabrics also occur (Class III bowls) (ibid.) and bowls may 

be bipartite with a distinct change of direction in the vessel profile resulting in closed 

and angular forms (Gibson 2002: 113).  

 

The problem of classifying Kentish pots due to their fragmentary state has been 

discussed; consequently, vessel surface treatment has also been a consideration. Many 

bowl types in Kent have shouldered profiles; however, this restriction did not prevent 

access to the interior zones of these forms. Bowl types are very shallow in profile and/or 

were burnished on the interior (Morris 2006b). There are hundreds of rims within 

Kentish late Bronze Age assemblages that have snapped off from the neck and/or the 

shoulder. This makes establishing the profile of the vessel very difficult. Careful 

observation of surface treatments, in particular burnishing on the interior of the vessel, 

has been used to help classify some of the sherds included in this thesis.       

 

The post Deverel-Rimbury period sees the introduction of a wide variety of jar forms; 

these are often tall closed forms with upright or slightly everted rims and are also 
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shouldered (Gibson 2002: 114). Neutral profile vessels which are straight-walled also 

occur in Kent. These straight-sided vessels have been described as jar forms within the 

form type series. Some pots may be described as having an open access and it is 

recognised that it may be more appropriate to describe these vessels as bowls. However, 

these pots are frequently very coarse, and it has not been considered appropriate to 

assign these to a bowl category. The terms ‘vase’ or ‘jar/bowl’ could be used to describe 

the Kentish pots, but it has been the intention here to keep the regional type series 

simple and user-friendly, and to avoid using too big a variety of terms to describe the 

pottery.  

 

The pottery from Kentish sites has been sub-divided into bowl and jar forms where 

possible and this is considered important for a number of reasons. The cross-referencing 

of the pottery to other sites will be made simpler. Differences between vessels can be 

contradictory and open to discussion, but descriptions of vessel forms provide a 

framework for establishing what a particular class of prehistoric vessel looked like, and 

how they may have been used (Rice 1987: 211). Pottery shape is influenced by a 

number of factors including the decisions made by the potter, materials available and 

skill (Orton et al 1997: 153). The type series will not only seek to identify specific 

forms, but the information will also be used to contribute to a greater understanding of 

ceramics within prehistoric Kent. Each form type is accompanied by a description of the 

vessel and each individual illustration cites the name of the site, the fabric type and 

drawn scale of the vessel.  

 

3.5.5    Minor categories: Cups, lids and bases 

 

There are a few cups and lid forms, but these are uncommon. Barrett describes cups as 

being rare and between c. 50 cc and 350 cc in size (Barrett 1980: 303). Calculating the 

capacity of Kentish vessels is problematic due to the lack of complete profiles, however 

it is clear that very few vessels compare to Barrett’s definition of cups. Base sherds are 

very common in Kent and appear frequently to exhibit cracks where the coils have been 

poorly joined. This has resulted in the base disc snapping off from the vessel wall and 

the occurrence of intact pots is quite rare. There is little variety in actual base form 

types, so a limited number of examples have been included in the type series.  
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3.6    Fabrics and ceramic production 

3.6.1    Codes and recording forms 

A fabric type is a definable collection of information about the range of inclusions, the 

clay matrix, the colour of the clay and the firing of one or more sherds (PCRG 1997: 

25). The guidelines recommended by the Prehistoric Ceramics Research Group were 

used by the author to analyse and record the pottery. The individual assemblages were 

divided into different fabric groups on the basis of the dominant inclusion types and to a 

fabric type based on the variation within the group. Sherds were assigned a fabric type 

after macroscopic examination and by using a binocular microscope (x10 power). 

Fabric codes (Table 3.5) used were based on the dominant inclusion or inclusions 

present (alpha code), followed by a numeric code, which denotes different fabrics 

within the group (for example, pottery made using different flint-tempered recipes is 

recorded as F/1, F/2, etc.). Some fabrics contain more than one dominant inclusion; 

therefore more than one alpha code is used.  

 

Density charts (PCRG 1997; Appendix 3) were used to standardise assessment of the 

quantity of inclusion present within the pottery fabric. The shape of the inclusions, 

rounded, angular, etc, was recorded using a roundness class chart (PCRG 1997: 

Appendix 5). The inclusions within each fabric types were determined by looking at a 

fresh fracture. This is important, as surface treatments such as burnishing and 

rustication can mask the actual fabric of the pottery. It is also apparent that on some flint 

tempered sherds the potter appears to have applied an extra sprinkling of fine flint on 

the surface of the pot. This creates the illusion that the fabric is quite fine, but this may 

not be the case with the fabric as a whole.   

 

A very brief fabric summary is included with the illustrations. The fabric descriptions 

consist of the author’s own descriptions, and those of other analysts referenced from 

published and unpublished reports. Detailed fabric descriptions have not been given so 

that the focus of the reader’s attention is on the drawings, however, these can be 

accessed through the individual site reports.  
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Table 3.5  Fabric Codes 

 F = Flint                                                  I = Iron Oxide 

 G = Grog                                                 IS = Ironstone 

 Q = Quartz                                               S = Shell 

 Z = Quartzite                                           R = Sandstone 

 V = Vegetable matter 

 

 

3.6.2    Clay procurement and ethnography      

Middle Bronze Age to early Iron Age pottery suggests reliance on locally available 

resources for ceramic production. This conclusion is based on Dean Arnold’s 

ethnographic study of resource procurement and on existing accounts of ethnographic 

ceramic studies, and also his fieldwork observing the contemporary potters of Mexico. 

Arnold’s studies revealed that the preferred territory of exploitation for both clay and 

temper is 1 kilometre or less and the common range of exploitation ranges from within 

7 kilometres for clay and up to 6–9 kilometres for temper (Arnold 1985: 54–55; Morris 

1994a and 1994b). This model has been used to assess the nature of pottery production 

in Kent.   

 

On some Kentish sites it is apparent that a variety of clay sources were being exploited, 

and on other sites it is suggested that fewer resources were being exploited, despite the 

fact that there is an abundance of materials suitable for potting. Were Kentish potters 

deliberately selecting certain clays? Did they have access to certain clay sources only? 

There are many ethnographic accounts relating to the social organisation of pottery 

production, and although present-day archaeologists cannot assume that these accounts 

have direct analogies to prehistoric societies they do enable the researcher to address 

specific questions. Ethnographic observation in relation to pottery production has not 

been explored very much in Kent, and this research will draw on an array of study 

material in order to explore the complexities of ceramics and society.     

 

3.6.3    Petrology 

 

There has been some petrological analysis carried out on Kentish Bronze Age and early 

Iron Age pots, but the results are currently not available for the purposes of this research 

and are from a limited number of sites in Kent. For the purposes of this research 150 

sherds were selected for petrological analysis. Samples were first examined 
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macroscopically under a binocular microscope (x10). These had been chosen from a 

cross-section of sites from all over Kent, and included some of the most popular or 

frequently used fabric recipes. Where possible a piece of the sherd was retained for 

future analysis. However, due to the small size of some of the sherds this was not 

always possible. The material proved to be very friable and it was necessary to 

impregnate the sherds with a consolidant in order for them to withstand the procedure of 

thin sectioning. Some samples proved to be very fragile and needed consolidating twice. 

Despite this nine samples disintegrated, and therefore the total number of sherds thin 

sectioned was 141. The slides were then examined using a polarising petrographic 

microscope. The provenance of these samples is discussed in consultation with a 

geology map of the area surrounding the site. The grain size classifications used within 

the petrology reports are as follows (Table 3.6).  

 

Table 3.6  Size in mm of class boundary (after Adams et al. 1984) 

Coarse sand = 0.5 - 1mm 

Medium sand = 0.25 - 0.5mm 

Fine sand = 0.125 - 0.25mm 

Very fine sand = 0.0625 - 0.125mm 

Coarse silt = 0.0312 - 0.0625mm  

Medium silt = 0.0156 - 0.0312mm 

Clay = Too small to be measured 

 

 

It is important to define whether the pots have been locally made or traded from other 

areas, and petrology can help to provide evidence on the origin of the pottery clay. It 

can also provide a great deal of assistance with the identification of inclusions in the 

fabrics, and can be used in the identification of methods of manufacture (Gibson and 

Woods 1997: 265). Examination of the thin sections can reveal whether the clay has 

been well wedged by the potter, and therefore provide information about technology. 

Surface treatments can also be explored. For example, red-finished (haematite) bowls 

start to make an appearance within the Kentish ceramic repertoire towards the end of the 

late Bronze Age. It is thought that in some cases powdered iron oxide or ochre was 

applied at the leather hard stage and burnished into the surface of the pot, whilst in 

others the appearance of the red coating suggests that it was applied as a slip or slurry 

(Middleton 1995: 203). Petrological examination can help demonstrate how the red 

finishes were achieved. The geology of Kent has been explored using geological survey 
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sheets and memoirs. This will help define some of the tempers and clays which might 

have been used to make the pottery.   

 

3.6.4    Photomicrographs 

 

Photographs of the most complete thin sections were taken through a microscope 

(photomicrographs). The colour images, accompanying petrological descriptions and a 

brief summary of the sherd sample itself can be found on a CD at the end of this thesis. 

Black and white photographs of the same images can be found in Appendix 4. 

 

3.6.5    Kent regional fabric type series (see Appendix 3) 

 

A theoretical fabric series has been created, based on the consolidation, or lumping, of 

the fabric groups and types created for all the individual site reports mentioned in this 

study. The fabric groups are based on the dominant inclusion/s and the groups have 

been sub-divided into fine, medium and coarse types based on density and size of the 

inclusions (nine types). The study material is dominated by flint tempered fabrics. This 

fabric group has been described in more detail than minor fabric groups, and has been 

sub-divided into very fine, fine, medium, coarse and very coarse (fifteen types). Some 

fabrics which have been classified as fine are probably quite coarse if they were to be 

applied to ceramics of a later period, for example Roman pottery; however, in terms of 

prehistoric pottery the fabrics do represent the finer end of the spectrum. 

 

Clay matrices for the flint tempered groups have also been sub-divided into either a silty 

clay matrix or a sandy clay matrix. Minor fabric groups have been described using a 

broad description for the clay matrix (silt to fine sand). Very minor groups have been 

sub-divided into six types or less, and very rare fabrics have not been sub-divided. The 

type series has been devised using this format in order to avoid the creation of hundreds 

of fabric divisions which would be time consuming and difficult to use.       

 

The regional fabric type series is intended to be simple and user-friendly and it is 

recognised that the finer details of some of the site specific fabrics have not been used. 

The incorporation of site specific fabrics into the regional fabric type series may have 

also resulted in a degree of subjectivity, especially when referring to fabrics that have 

been identified and recorded by other ceramic specialists. The site gazetteer (Appendix 

1) references all the sites referred to throughout this thesis, and details of all site specific 
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fabrics can be found in the individual reports. New fabrics can be added to the regional 

type series if necessary, by using the alpha code and appropriate number. Some of the 

theoretical fabrics created for this thesis have not been used, and this has been discussed 

in Chapter 5. These types have not been removed from the type series, as it is possible 

that Kentish potters used these fabrics, but they are not present amongst the pottery 

included in this thesis.  

 

Site specific fabric groups may include two alpha codes in order to describe the 

dominant inclusion type and a more minor but still significant inclusion. A fabric 

containing flint and grog is a good example and would normally be described at FG or 

GF, depending on which inclusion has the greatest density. Where appropriate this 

format has been followed within the regional fabric type series, however the minor 

inclusion has simply been described as greater than 7% (>7%). This means that the 

density can be up to 50%; the frequency has not been sub-divided in order to 

consolidate several fabric types. The regional fabric type series can be found in 

Appendix 3. 

 

3.7    Pottery illustrations      

 

Pottery illustrations form an integral part of this research. They are intended to make 

comparisons of vessels simpler by reconstructing on paper as much as possible of the 

complete form, even if only sherds of it have been found (Orton et al. 1993: 87). The 

pottery researcher relies heavily upon visual comparisons between illustrated vessels 

and it is desirable that the drawings should portray the vessel fabric, form, surface 

treatment and condition (Knight and Goddard 1997: 5). This is of course not always 

achievable and working within a tight post-excavation budget may result in only a small 

amount of pottery being illustrated, with details such as surface treatment omitted in 

favour of a more diagrammatic drawing.            

 

William Stukeley, quoted by Stuart Piggott (1965: 171), wrote in 1717, ‘Without 

drawing and designing, the study of Antiquities is lame and imperfect’. Illustration is a 

powerful medium for the dissemination of knowledge of the past, and line drawings 

remain the most widely used and understood method of representation (Goddard 2000: 

7). Pottery illustrations within a report can convey information quicker than the written 

text, especially if the reader is not a pot specialist, and not entirely familiar with some of 
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the standard terminology used within a pottery report. It is suggested that most people 

look at the illustrations first and then the text (Hamilton 1997: 15).  

 

Pottery illustrations accompany the type series and enable information about the pottery 

to be absorbed at a glance. The author, where possible, has produced most of the 

illustrations. Drawings produced by other illustrators from published and unpublished 

reports have also been used and these are fully referenced within the site gazetteer 

(Appendix 1). Some existing drawings have not reproduced very well and these have 

been re-drawn by the author.      

  

3.8    Ceramic phasing 

 

The examination of intrinsic typological attributes of pottery, especially form, has long 

been central to endeavours to place material into sequences. For our period, rim forms 

are usually the part of the pot most likely to vary over time and fabrics and decoration 

may also alter with time to suggest sequences (Willis 2002: 6-7). Five ceramic phases 

have been identified (Table 3.7) for middle Bronze Age through to early/middle Iron 

Age material in Kent. The lack of absolute dating evidence and well stratified sequences 

in Kent has already been discussed (section 1.3.1) and consequently ordering the large 

assemblages of pottery into chronological phases is difficult. Despite these problems it 

has been considered possible to create a useful regional ceramic sequence.     

 

A small number of radiocarbon dates for the middle and late Bronze Age do exist in 

Kent, some of which can be related to the pottery itself, and these have been used as a 

starting point. There are currently no radiocarbon dates which can relate to the pottery 

of the earliest Iron Age (Barrett’s late Bronze Age decorated phase) (Barrett 1980). 

Stratigraphic reports and the phasing of features relating to the ceramic study material 

have been valuable sources of information. The ceramics from Kent have been analysed 

to a high standard and detailed information relating to fabric, forms and decoration 

suggest that the pottery changes through time. These observed changes have been 

instrumental in the identification of five ceramic phases, and comparisons with pottery 

and established type series from other areas have also been studied. Caution is needed 

as regional differences do exist, but it is clear that Kentish prehistoric pottery shares 

similar traits with pottery from other regions such as Essex and Sussex.  
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3.8.1    Ceramic phases 1 and 2: middle Bronze Age, and middle to late Bronze Age 

 

The majority of radiocarbon dates associated with Deverel-Rimbury vessels lie within 

the fifteenth and twelfth centuries’ cal BC (Needham 1996). Major corpora (Ellison 

1975) and studies of middle Bronze Age pottery have been carried out and pottery 

sequences documented and analysed (Woodward 2008: 288-289). Consequently, there 

is a wealth of literature to refer to and this will help refine a ceramic chronology for 

middle Bronze Age Kent. The author has also drawn on her own experience of 

examining several hundred Deverel-Rimbury vessels, from twenty-seven sites in the 

Central Southern England area as part of an undergraduate dissertation, and also from 

experience of working as a prehistoric pottery specialist. A middle to late Bronze Age 

phase (ceramic phase 2) has been identified in Kent based on subtle changes in form, 

fabrics and vessel wall thickness, and full discussion can be found in Chapter 5.   

 

3.8.2    Ceramic phases 3 and 4: Late Bronze Age plain phase and late Bronze Age 

decorated phase (earliest Iron Age) 

 

Ceramic phase 3 is characterised by the identification and emergence of a variety of 

new vessel forms and fabrics. John Barrett (1980) clearly recognised that there was an 

important change in the ceramic repertoire from an earlier ‘Plainware’ phase to a later 

‘Decorated’ phase, and saw both as elements of a single evolving tradition. These 

changes will not necessarily have been uniform from region to region (Needham 2007: 

41). Barrett’s division of a ‘plainware’ phase, dated c. 1100-800 BC and a ‘decorated 

phase, dated c. 800-600 BC is well established in southern Britain. However, its 

significance remains to be adequately demonstrated for large parts of Eastern England. 

Patterns emerging from this region imply that plainwares persist with only slight 

changes in the incidence of decoration (Brudenell 2007: 242). A similar pattern may be 

seen in Kent. 

 

The term ‘earliest Iron Age’ as defined by Cunliffe (1991) may be more appropriate 

when describing ceramics which have been assigned to the latter stages of the late 

Bronze Age. Kentish pottery made during this ceramic phase is still largely 

undecorated, and the difficulties of identifying a late Bronze Age decorated phase have 

been discussed in Chapter 2. One major problem is that the data is rarely quantified in a 

way that allows comparisons, and consequently we have no ball park estimates as to 

what level of decoration might constitute a decorated/late post Deverel-Rimbury 
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assemblage (Brudenell 2007: 250-1). Ceramic data from several sites across Kent may 

be used to quantify the percentage of decorated vessels. Types of decoration, and its 

occurrence on specific vessel types and in certain ceramic phases may be identified, and 

this information used to characterise the nature of ceramic vessels during this period.      

 

 A very late Bronze Age phase has been suggested for Kent, and this has been based on 

observed ceramic changes in terms of vessel form, fabrics and vessel embellishment, 

and comparisons with well-recorded decorated phase assemblages in Kent. These sites 

also compare well to sites of a similar period outside the region, for example Petters 

Sports Field in Surrey (O’Connell 1986), and will help build a picture of the type of 

ceramics which were used during the latter stages of the late Bronze Age. Monkton 

Court Farm (Macpherson-Grant 1994), Highstead period 2 (Couldrey 2007), Ramsgate 

Harbour Approach Road (McNee 2006b), East Northdown, Margate (Smith 1988) and 

Little Stock Farm (Bryan 2006) are good examples of sites producing ‘decorated phase’ 

pottery. Drawing together the above-mentioned strands of evidence in order to suggest 

ceramic changes during this period may have its limitations but it will enable detailed 

discussion regarding the nature of ceramic sequences and how this relates to other 

regions. 

 

Information regarding ceramic phasing will be included within the type series. The 

importance of consistency when using particular terminology to describe ceramic 

periods has been discussed in Chapter 1. The late Bronze Age decorated phase or 

earliest Iron Age (ceramic phase 4) is a little long winded, and for the purposes of this 

research it has been shortened to earliest Iron Age. It is important to record the ceramic 

phasing within the type series, and it is already apparent that some form types span 

more than one phase. This is a regional type series; therefore pottery forms that span 

more than one phase will not be given a new form type, as is often the case with a site-

specific type series. For example, Jar form type J1 is a straight-sided jar and occurs in 

ceramic phases 1, 2, 3 and 5. It is described within the form type series as cp1: J1; cp2: 

J1 and so on. 

 

3.8.3    Ceramic phase 5: early Iron Age 

 

One final point regarding ceramic phasing concerns ceramic phase 5. The original 

intention for this research was to cover the ceramics of the middle and late Bronze Age 
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only. However, ceramic fashions do not suddenly change overnight, and typologies and 

chronologies would have meant very little to prehistoric potters. Analysis of the Kentish 

pots indicates that some changes were quite slow, and certain forms continue into the 

early Iron Age. There are also some changes within ceramic production during this 

phase, and therefore it is considered appropriate to explore the pottery at the start of the 

early Iron Age. Certain forms and fabrics are quite specific to the early Iron Age and 

identification of these vessel types will also enable pottery of earlier ceramic phases to 

be more clearly defined.      

 

Table 3.7 Ceramic phases and approximate dates 

cp 1.  Middle Bronze Age: (1500 – 1300 BC) 

cp 2.  Middle to late Bronze Age: (1300 – 1100 BC) 

cp 3.  Late Bronze Age plain phase: (1100 – 800 BC) 

cp 4.  Late Bronze Age decorated phase or earliest early Iron Age: (800 – 600 BC) 

cp 5.  Early to early middle Iron Age: (600 – 400 BC)  

 

3.9    Surface treatment and decoration 

There is a variety of both surface treatments and decoration that is employed on Kentish 

prehistoric pottery. The treatment of a vessel’s surface may tell us something about the 

scale of production and labour investment, and may provide information about vessel 

use and symbolic significance (Sinopoli 1991: 63). It is particularly interesting to note 

that some of these vessel embellishments are specific to certain ceramic phases and 

form types, and the significance of this will be fully explored and discussed. Surface 

treatments and decoration have been identified and recorded using the following codes 

(Tables 3.8 and 3.9).     

 

Table 3.8  Decoration codes 

D1 = CD - Horizontal applied cordon (plain)  

D2 = CD/FT (1) - Horizontal applied cordon with fingertip impressions  

D3 = CD/FT (2) - Horizontal applied cordon with double fingertip impressions  

D4 = CD/CB - Horizontal applied cordon with cable decoration  

D5 = CD/IC - Horizontal applied cordon with horizontal incised lines above the cordon  

D6 = CD/HS/FT - Horse-shoe shaped applied cordons with fingertip impressions 

D7 = CDV/FT - Vertical applied cordons with fingertip impressions  

D8 = CDV/IH - Vertical applied cordon with small round impressed holes 
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D9 = FPC/FT - Piecrust rim with fingertip decoration 

D10 = FPC/FN - Piecrust rim with fingernail decoration 

D11 = FPC/SB – Piecrust rim with multiple stab marks  

D12 = FPC/CB - Piecrust rim with diagonal cabled decoration 

D13 = FPC/W - Piecrust rim with wedge shaped decoration 

D14 = FT - Fingertip impressions  

D15 = FN - Finger-nail impression 

D16 = RI - Horizontal ‘rilling’ marks  

D17 = IC/HB - Horizontal grooving and impressed herring bone type decoration 

D18 = TO - Horizontal shallow tooling 

D19 = IC - Horizontal incising  

D20 = IC/D - Diagonal incising  

D21 = SB/H – Small horizontal circular stab impressions 

D22 = WAVE – Horizontal wavy tooled lines 

D23 = ST/D and R – Dot and ring stamped decoration 

D24 = BOSS - Applied boss 

D25 = COMB – Combed decoration 

D26 = TO/V - Tooled impressions on the shoulder either in the shape of an upside down 

‘V’ or a triangle  

D27 = PH – Perforated holes 

D28 = PL – Perforated lugs 

 

 

 

Table 3.9  Surface treatments 

 

BF - Basal flints 

ACS - Applied clay slurry: the slurry is quite thin and has been smoothed on 

AF - Added flint grits (not part of fabric) 

BU - Burnished 

FWP - Finger wiped 

SM - Smoothed 

WP - Wiping (with cloth or pad of grass) 

KN - Surface of pot has been ‘kneaded’ 

RG - Roughening of surface  

R/SL - Red-slipped 

W/SL - White paint 

RT1 - Rustication: clay slurry has been applied to the exterior surface and ‘roughened’, 

creating an encrusted effect.    

RT2 - Rustication: roughening of the surface of the clay, generally rougher than RG   

RT3 - Rustication: a thin clay slurry has been applied to the exterior surface and 

‘scratched’ on. 

RT4 - Rustication: the exterior of the vessel has been combed 

RT5 - Rustication: numerous fingernail/fingertip impressions   
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3.10    Usewear evidence 

Visible evidence of use, such as sooting and burnt residues, has been recorded (Table 

3.10). It is unfortunate that some assemblages have been quite heavily washed 

following excavation, and consequently any evidence of original function may have 

been lost. Certain features on prehistoric sites may have been cooking areas; there are, 

however not enough examples of usewear evidence to offer any correlation between 

vessel types and activity areas on individual sites at this moment. Identification of 

features on many Kentish sites is also problematic due to the amount of erosion suffered 

over thousands of years. Examples of residues on individual pots can, however, indicate 

possible use in cooking tasks, and the distribution of soot deposits on vessels may 

reflect how vessels were positioned in relation to fire during use (Hally 1983: 10). 

 

 

Table 3.10  Usewear codes 

AB - abraded on interior surface                          SO - soot 

RS - burnt residue                                                 RH - repair hole 

PT - pitting 

 

 

3.11    Kent sites 

Excavations in Kent have revealed a wide variety of settlement types in the late Bronze 

Age and earliest Iron Age. Unenclosed occupation sites were common, but there was 

also a wide range of enclosures (Champion 2007c: 285), and the same diversity of site 

type continues into the Iron Age (Champion 2007a: 106). David Yates’s excellent 

synthesis on Bronze Age agricultural intensification in the Thames Valley and Estuary 

(Yates 2001) reached some important conclusions, and this range of settlement evidence 

has been discussed in Chapter 2. The relationship between the different types of sites 

and the ceramics recovered from these sites has yet to be discussed in any great detail. 

An important part of the methodology employed throughout this research has been to 

record the type of ceramic forms and fabrics that occur on each of the sites. The 

correlation of vessel types and the type of site will be considered, and this may suggest 

economic status and social hierarchies, and the role of certain sites. The results are 

discussed in Chapter 4. Sixty-six sites from across Kent have been referred to in this 

thesis, and a brief summary of each site can be found in the site gazetteer (Appendix 1).  
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3.11.1    Function and distribution of the sites 

The study of ceramics has been used as an indicator of settlement organisation, and can 

reflect internal settlement organisation or differing roles between related settlements 

(PCRG 1997: 5). In Kent, the detailed evidence for the internal arrangements of 

structures and activities is still poor (Champion 2007b: 302), and consequently the 

identification of activity areas and special patterning is very limited at this time. On a 

more positive note, late Bronze Age sites which are in quite close proximity to each 

other and are of the same period can demonstrate differences in ceramic repertoire. For 

example, at Ramsgate Harbour Approach Road the assemblage is dominated by jar 

forms (McNee 2006b), and at Ellington School, Ramsgate the assemblage contained 

many bowl forms (McNee 2007b). Therefore, the actual function of middle Bronze Age 

to early Iron Age sites may be considered: for example, the presence of coarse jars at 

Ramsgate may suggest the importance of storage at this particular site. The type and 

percentage of vessels on Kentish sites, and their consequent distribution within the 

landscape, will be addressed.  

 

3.12    Other regions and distribution of the pottery 

Large assemblages of Bronze Age pottery from Kent have produced a good variety of 

featured sherds and these can be paralleled to other Bronze Age sites that have 

informative type series, such as Runnymede, Berkshire (Longley 1980). This research 

will refer to sites both within and outside the Kentish region where pottery forms of a 

similar period have been excavated. Other regions will include Sussex, Essex and the 

Continent. This will contribute to a picture of social contact and ceramic influences, and 

will also identify any regional ceramic variations which may occur, both within the 

county of Kent and externally. The importance of an up-to-date ceramic regional 

synthesis for the area of Kent is an integral part of this research.  

 

3.13   Deposition and wear patterns 

It is important to explore the nature of pottery deposition, and the range of practices, 

intentions and cultural values that lay behind deposition (Pollard 2002: 32). Following 

burial, artefact assemblages can be substantially transformed by natural processes, such 

as weathering, ploughing and faunal action (ibid. 23). The examination of sherd size 

and the wear and tear exhibited on a particular sherd can give clues as to the life cycle 
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of a pot. Final deposition in a feature on an archaeological site may represent the end of 

a complex chain of processes (ibid.), and examination of depositions and sherd 

condition may offer information about past cultures.  

 

For the purposes of this research, pottery from six sites across Kent has been graded on 

a scale of 1-6 according to the level of attrition exhibited on the sherds (Table 3.11). 

The assemblages have been analysed by the author and include a wide range of forms 

and fabrics. On each individual site, the size and condition of the individual sherds 

varies enormously, and there are deposits of pottery which stand out as being somewhat 

different or unusual when compared to pottery recovered from the rest of the site. One 

example is Ellington School in Ramsgate, which is characterised by small abraded 

sherds recovered from pit and ditch fills, mixed assemblages of pottery, and deliberately 

placed objects including five almost complete pots (McNee 2007b). Examination of the 

pottery recovered from pit and ditch features in Kent would suggest diverse pre-

depositional practices were taking place, and that some deposits were quite ‘unusual’. 

 

3.14    Unusual Deposits and Site Abandonment 

Unusual deposits have been recognised on sites in other regions; for example, Guttman 

and Last have listed some specific traits that can be used to define special pottery 

deposits at South Hornchurch, in Essex (2000: 355). A full discussion, including 

comparisons with other regions, can be found in Chapter 6. Intriguing deposits of 

pottery occur on a number of sites in Kent, and it is particularly interesting to note that 

the occurrence of some deposits may coincide with the site being abandoned. The 

evidence for site abandonment is a feature of the emerging pattern of prehistoric 

occupation in Kent (Champion 2007a: 102), and many of the sites analysed as part of 

this research programme suggest site abandonment. In terms of the ceramics there is 

little or no early Iron Age pottery, and the next phase of ceramic activity is often the late 

Iron Age. This pattern also occurs in other areas, for example at Broom in Bedfordshire 

two pits were cut on the abandonment of a roundhouse and infilled with large amounts 

of broken pottery, including a wide range of vessels with fresh breaks (Mortimer and 

McFadyen 1999). It is possible that the pottery was deliberately smashed and buried on 

abandonment (Bruck 2001: 153), and that on some sites special closing deposits appear 

to have been made on abandonment (ibid. 151).  
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Nowakowski argues that the archaeological study of the processes of abandonment has 

much to reveal about psychological responses to place and may aid the understanding of 

the nature of cultural practice (Nowakowski 2001: 141). The distribution of such sites in 

Kent, the analysis of sherd condition and the occurrence of large dumps of pottery in 

certain features are an important part of this research, and have much to contribute to 

the study of site abandonment.  

 

Table 3.11 Summary of sherd condition 

1. Surface treatments are completely worn, and all sherd edges are worn. 

2. Surface treatments are worn but still identifiable, and all sherd edges are worn. 

3.  Surface treatments are worn but still identifiable; most of the sherd edges are      

worn but at least one edge may be less worn. 

4.   Surface treatments are in reasonable condition; all sherd edges are worn. 

5.  Surface treatments are in reasonable condition; most of the sherd edges are worn 

but at least one sherd edge is less worn. 

6.  Surface treatments are in good condition; sherd edges are generally fresh. 
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Chapter 4 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

Data Results and Discussion 
 

 

4.1    Introduction 

 

Data was collected from 66 sites across the region of Kent (see Figure 3.1). The sites 

produced a minimum of 77,000 pottery sherds. Of these, 28,000 previously unanalysed 

sherds were fully recorded by the author and selected sherds were illustrated, while 

10,000 sherds were analysed by other specialists and the author was given access to the 

material for further study. A further 39,000 sherds were analysed by other specialists, 

and although some of this material was available for personal inspection much of the 

data was collected by studying published and unpublished pottery reports. This was due 

partly to pressures of time and partly to lack of access to certain collections of pottery. 

An overall sherd count was not always available from a small number of these reports, 

and therefore the total number of pottery sherds included in this research is 

approximate.           

    

The results obtained by applying the methods outlined in Chapter 3 will be discussed 

here. Rim sherds were used to create a regional form type series for the period under 

study in this thesis. The pottery fabrics were used to create a regional fabric type series, 

and both featured sherds (rims, bases and decorated sherds) and featureless sherds such 

as body sherds were referred to. The first part of this chapter will present the forms, 

decoration, types of surface treatments, vessel wall thickness, types of visible usewear 

evidence, vessel size and fabrics present in this regional ceramic type series for the 

middle Bronze Age, late Bronze Age and early Iron Age Kent. Technological variables 

such as clay preparation, pottery manufacturing and firing have been included in 

Chapter 5, which specifically relates to pottery production. Detailed discussion and 

interpretation relating to the fabric types identified within the data results will also be 

discussed in Chapter 5.        

 

The second part of this chapter will discuss the correlation of the pottery types and their 

variables to specific ceramic phases. Five ceramic type phases have been identified for 

this research, and these have been defined in Chapter 3. Few absolute dates which can 
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be related to the pottery under study are currently available; therefore the type series has 

been based on the typological attributes of the ceramics. This may form the basis for a 

chronological sequence that can be refined in the future when absolute dates are 

available.                

 

4.2    Form types  

 

Thirty-nine form types were identified which span the middle Bronze Age through to 

the earlier part of the early Iron Age. Three basic classes were recognised, which are 

jars (J), bowls (BO) and globular vessels (G). These have been sub-divided into five jar 

types: straight-sided jars, ovoid jars, shouldered jars, tripartite jars and barrel shaped 

jars. The bowls have been subdivided into six bowl types: ovoid bowls, hemispherical 

bowls, shouldered bowls, tripartite bowls, round-bodied bowls and carinated bowls. 

There are two globular types: slightly shouldered globular jars and round-bodied 

globular vessels. In addition, six base form types, one possible lid and a very small 

number of cups were identified. The series is based on the vessels that have been 

available for this specific study, and at this present moment in time more prehistoric 

assemblages are currently being excavated. These pottery collections have yet to be 

analysed and may reveal some new vessel types which could suggest an even greater 

range of bowl and jar forms.       

 

4.2.1    Jar types (Figures 4.1 and 4.2) 

 

4.2.1.1    Jar form type J1 (Appendix 2, pages 263-8)  

 

This belongs to a straight-sided jar category. The heights are usually in excess of 

maximum diameters; however, this criterion cannot always be used due to the lack of 

complete profiles or re-constructable profiles. The straight-sided walls are upright and 

bucket-shaped, and rim tops are usually flat or rounded. Sometimes rim tops can form a 

slight internal bevel, or can be slightly inturned. It is a neutral form, and therefore it is 

quite easy to obtain access to the interior of the vessel.  

 

4.2.1.2    Jar form type J2 (Appendix2, page 269) 

 

This is a straight-sided jar. The straight walls flare outwards forming a flowerpot shape, 

and are therefore different to jar form type J1. Rim tops are usually round, but flat-

topped rims can also be included in this category. 
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Figure 4.1  Profile of Kentish jar form types 
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Figure 4.2  Profile of Kentish jar form types 
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4.2.1.3    Jar form type J3 (Appendix 2, page 270) 

 

This is an ovoid jar, and is almost egg-shaped. The upper part of the vessel curves 

inwards and the shoulder area is usually gently rounded and then slopes inwards and 

downwards towards the base. Rim tops are usually round or flat. Jar form type J3 also 

includes ovoid jars that have hooked rims. A hooked rim has quite a sharp inward curve 

almost at the top of the rim, and the end of the rim is usually round.     

 

4.2.1.4    Jar form type J4 (Appendix 2, page 271) 

 

This jar finds similarities with jar forms J1, J2 and J3, and is almost a hybrid of all three 

vessel types. The walls are fairly straight and upright, and the upper part of the vessel 

curves in slightly. Rim tops can be flat, round or with a slight internal bevel.   

 

4.2.1.5    Jar form type J5 (Appendix 2, page 282)  

   

This is a fairly straight-walled vessel, which can be slightly flowerpot-shaped or can 

have a very slight rounded shoulder. The neck is very short and the rim is everted. Rim 

tops are usually round but can also be flat.    

 

4.2.1.6    Jar form type J6 (Appendix 2, page 283) 

 

This jar has a fairly long upright neck. This joins a shoulder which has almost a slight 

carination, but on the whole the body of the vessel slopes gently inwards. Rim tops are 

usually flat.      

 

4.2.1.7    Jar form type J7 (Appendix 2, page 284) 

 

This is a shouldered jar which has a short upright neck that joins a high shoulder. 

Vessels are usually quite fragmented, but enough remains of the shoulder area to 

suggest that it would have been rounded. Rim tops are usually flat, but can also be 

round.     

 

4.2.1.8    Jar form type J8 (Appendix 2, pages 296-8) 

 

Jar form type J8 is a shouldered jar. It has a medium-length flared neck that creates a 

zone of restricted access at the base of the neck. The neck joins a shoulder which is 

usually rounded. The top of the rim can be flat, round or internally bevelled. Rim tops 
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are also often ‘squashed’ in such a way that they form an internal blob or small bead of 

clay.        

 

4.2.1.9    Jar form type J9 (Appendix 2, pages 299-302) 

 

This is a shouldered jar which has a fairly long gracefully curving almost swan-like 

neck. The upper part of the rim can be upright or slightly everted. The neck joins a 

slight shoulder which is also gracefully curving and is usually rounded. Rim tops can be 

round or flat.  

 

4.2.1.10    Jar form type J10 (Appendix 2, pages 303-4) 

 

This form type is a shouldered jar which has a short everted rim and a constricted neck. 

Jar form type J10 is similar to J8 but has a shorter rim/neck zone. The shoulder area is 

usually rounded but this form can also include shoulders which have a slight carination. 

Rim tops can be round, flat or have an internal bevel.     

 

4.2.1.11   Jar form type J11 (Appendix 2, pages 320-21) 

 

This is a shouldered jar with a fairly long upright neck. The join from the bottom of the 

neck to the shoulder is quite graceful, and curves gently outwards. Shoulders are usually 

rounded, but can also be slightly carinated. Rim tops can be flat or round, and 

occasionally the top of the rim can form a ‘T’ shape as a result of the rim being 

flattened.     

 

4.2.1.12    Jar form type J12 (Appendix 2, page 322) 

 

This is a shouldered jar which has a medium-long straight flared neck. It is similar to jar 

form types J8 and J9. The neck itself is slightly longer than form type J8 and is fairly 

straight compared with the curving nature of form type J9. Rim tops can be round or 

flat, and can also slope downwards to form an external triangular-shaped bead.      

 

4.2.1.13    Jar form type J13 (Appendix 2, page 335) 

 

This is an ovoid jar, and similar to jar form type J3. The shoulder area is more 

pronounced than form type J3 and is usually rounded. The top of the rim zone can be 

upright and flat, or slightly incurving with a round-topped rim or slight internal bevel. 

Rim tops can also be ‘T’ shaped, and this is quite a common feature of jar type J13.  
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 4.2.1.14    Jar form type J14 (Appendix 2, page 336) 

 

This is a shouldered jar and has a short upright neck. The shoulder itself is high and 

almost horizontal. Rim tops are usually flat, and have a ‘squashed’ effect.  

 

4.2.1.15    Jar form type J15 (Appendix 2, page 337) 

 

Jar form type J15 is a tripartite jar. The neck is medium length and slightly flaring 

creating a slight constriction at the bottom of the neck. The overall length of the neck 

and rim is roughly equivalent to the length extending from the bottom of the neck to the 

widest part of the shoulder. The shoulder itself is rounded with quite a sharp inwardly 

sloping body. Rim tops are usually flat, but round-topped rims can be included in this 

classification. 

 

4.2.1.16    Jar form type J16 (Appendix 2, page 338) 

 

This is an ovoid jar. It is similar to jar form types J3 and J13; however, the upper part of 

the vessel is not completely rounded and is slightly concaved. Rim tops can be flat, 

rounded or have an internal bevel.           

 

4.2.1.17    Jar form type J17 (Appendix 2, page 339) 

 

This is a barrel-shaped jar. It is similar to jar form type J3 but slightly less egg shaped. 

It is also similar to jar form type J4; however, the lower part of the body is more 

rounded. Rim tops are usually flat. 

 

4.2.2    Bowl types (Figures 4.3 and 4.4) 

 

4.2.2.1     Bowl type BO1 (Appendix 2, page 288) 

 

Bowl form type BO1 is a round-bodied bowl, which has a squat, ovoid profile. The rim 

is short and outwardly curving, and rim tops can be rounded or flat. The body of the pot 

is very similar to globular form type G2; however, G2 does not have an everted rim.   

 

4.2.2.2    Bowl form type BO2 (Appendix 2, page 289) 

 

This is a round-bodied bowl which is similar to bowl form type BO1, but with the 

addition of a longish neck. The neck is slightly concave, and rim tops can be flat or 

round.  
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         4.2.2.3    Bowl form type BO3 (Appendix 2, page 306-8)  

 

Bowl type BO3 is a shouldered bowl with a swan-like profile. It has a fairly upright 

medium-length neck with a slightly everted rim. The shoulder is usually gently rounded, 

but shoulders that are slightly carinated have also been included in this category. Rim 

tops can be flat or round.  

 

4.2.2.4    Bowl form type BO4 (Appendix 2, page 309-12) 

 

This is a hemispherical bowl. It is an open form with the rim diameter being the widest 

part of the vessel. The very upper part of the vessel can be upright or can continue to 

flare outwards. Rim tops are usually flat or round.  

 

4.2.2.5    Bowl form type BO5 (Appendix 2, page 313) 

 

This form type is an ovoid bowl. The upper part of the vessel curves inwards and the 

shoulder area is usually gently rounded and then slopes inwards and downwards 

towards the base. Rim tops are usually round or flat, or some examples have an internal 

bevel. 

 

4.2.2.6    Bowl form type BO6 (Appendix 2, page 314) 

 

This is a shouldered bowl type. It is quite similar to bowl form type BO1, with a few 

minor differences. Form type BO6 has a short everted rim and the body is less globular.    

 

4.2.2.7    Bowl form type BO7 (Appendix 2, page 315) 

 

Bowl form type BO7 is a globular, round-bodied bowl with a short upright rim. Rim 

tops can be flat or rounded. 

 

4.2.2.8    Bowl form type BO8 (Appendix 2, page 328) 

 

This is a tripartite bowl. It has a fairly long flaring neck which joins a sharply angled 

shoulder. Rim tops are usually round but this form type can also included flat-topped 

rims.   
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Figure 4.3 Profile of Kentish shouldered bowl forms  
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Figure 4.4 Profile of Kentish bowl forms 
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Figure 4.5 Profile of Kentish bowl forms 

 
 

 

 

4.2.2.9    Bowl form type BO9 (Appendix 2, page 329) 

 

This is a shouldered vessel. The neck is quite long and the upper part is upright. The 

lower part of the neck curves outwards to join a carinated shoulder. Rim tops are 

usually round.       

 

4.2.2.10    Bowl form type BO10 (Appendix 2, pages 345-6) 
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This vessel type is a high shouldered bowl. The shoulder is carinated, and joins a short 

to medium-sized rim which slopes inwards. Rim tops can be flat, round or have an 

internal bevel.   

 

4.2.2.11    Bowl form type BO11 (Appendix 2, page 347)  

 

This is a shouldered bowl. The shoulder is quite high, gently rounded and joins a 

medium-length upright rim. Rim tops can be flat or round.   

 

4.2.2.12    Bowl form type BO12 (Appendix 2, page 348) 

 

This is a shouldered bowl which has a fairly long flaring neck. The shoulder area is 

slightly carinated, and the rest of the body slopes inwards. Rim tops can be flat or 

round.    

 

4.2.2.13    Bowl form type BO13 (Appendix 2, pages 349-50) 

 

This is also a shouldered bowl, and is similar to bowl form type BO12 except it has a 

long flaring neck which joins a carinated shoulder. These bowl types are often highly 

burnished on the interior and exterior of the vessel. 

 

4.2.2.14    Bowl form type BO14 (Appendix 2, page 351) 

 

This is a squat, straight-sided bowl. The walls flare outwards, and rim tops are usually 

flat.  

  

4.2.2.15    Bowl form type BO15 (Appendix 2, page 352) 

 

Bowl form type BO15 is a squat, hemispherical-type bowl. It is similar to bowl form 

type BO4, however the upper part of the vessel curves sharply inwards. Rim tops are 

usually flattened and form an internal bevel.     

 

4.2.2.16    Bowl form type BO16 (Appendix 2, page 353) 

 

This vessel type is a high-shouldered bowl with a fairly short inturned rim. They have 

been included within a bowl category but are very small vessels so may instead be cups 

or tiny serving bowls.   

     

4.2.2.17    Bowl form type BO17 (Appendix 2, page 354) 
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This is a shouldered bowl. The shoulder area is quite high and tends to be strongly 

carinated, although rounded shoulders can also be included in this category. The rim 

area tends be upright and flat or expanded and forms a ‘T’ shape.      

 

4.2.2.18    Bowl form type BO18 (Appendix 2, page 355) 

 

This is a shouldered bowl. The shoulder area is quite globular and may have a slight 

carination. It joins a medium-length, slightly flaring rim. Rim tops are round, but this 

form can include flattened rims. Pedestal bases can be associated with this form.  

 

4.2.2.19    Bowl form type BO19 (Appendix 2, page 356) 

 

This is a high-shouldered bowl. The shoulder is usually rounded, and joins a slightly 

incurving rim which has an internal bevel. The top of the rim can also form a ‘T’ shape 

as a result of being flattened. This form type is similar to bowl form type BO15, 

however the upper curve is less sharp.     

 

4.2.2.20    Bowl form type BO20 (Appendix 2, page 357)  

 

This is a round-bodied bowl with a medium-length everted, rim and a constricted neck. 

Rim tops can be round or flat. It is similar to bowl form type BO6, but has a slightly 

longer rim.  

 

4.2.3    Globular vessels (Figure 4.6) 

 

Globular vessels relate specifically to middle and middle to late Bronze Age pottery for 

reasons described in section 3.5.4. 

 

4.2.3.1    Globular form type G1 (Appendix 2, pages 273-4) 

 

This globular form has a very long neck, which can be upright or slightly inturned. The 

shoulder area is gently rounded or may form a slight carination. Rim tops can be flat or 

round 
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Figure 4.6  Profile of globular pottery form types    

 
 

 

4.2.3.2    Globular form type G2 (Appendix 2, page 287) 

 

Globular form type G2 is a round-bodied vessel, and is almost ball shaped. The top of 

the rim is pointed, and forms a slight internal bead. There are very few examples of this 

type of pot.       

 

4.2.4    Base form types (Figure 4.7) 

 

A limited number of base form types have been identified.  

 

4.2.4.1    Base form type BA1  

 

This is a flat-bottomed base with fairly upright walls. 

 

4.2.4.2    Base form type BA2  

 

This is a flat-bottomed base with walls that flare outwards 
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4.2.4.3  Base form type BA3  

 

This is flat-bottomed, splayed base. The walls of the vessel are usually slightly flaring 

and the join between the walls and the base disc splays outwards. 

  

4.2.4.4  Base form type BA4  

 

This is a footring base. The base of the pot is usually flat and a sausage of clay is coiled 

around the edge of the bottom of the round base disc. 

 

4.2.4.5    Base form type BA5  

 

This is a pedestal base. The height of the attached pedestal can vary between a low 

pedestal base and a high pedestal base; however, these types have not been sub-divided 

in this thesis. The vessel walls attached to this type of base are usually flared, and the 

pedestal tops can be flattened or rounded.      

 

4.2.4.5  Base form type BA6  

 

This is an omphalos base. It has a prominent hollow dome raised into the base of the 

pot, and the vessel walls are usually flaring. 

 

4.2.5    Lid form type L1  

 

Lids are very rare, and only one example was identified. It is a very simple form type.  

 

 

4.3    Types of surface treatments (Table 4.1) 

 

Once a pottery vessel has attained its final shape its surfaces are finished. The major 

surface-finishing techniques are variants of either smoothing or texturing, or they may 

be a prelude to additional decoration (Rice 1987: 138). Twelve basic types of surface 

treatments have been identified. Information relating to the percentage frequencies of 

pots that display different types of surface treatments is not always available from the  

individual site reports that have been referred to in this research. However, on selected 

sites surface treatment types have been quantified, and a summary of this information 

can be found in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.     
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Figure 4.7  Base form types: 1. Base form type BA1; 2. Base form type BA2; 3. Base 

form type BA3; 4. Base form type BA4; 5. Base form type BA5; 6. Base form type BA6    

 

 

 

Table 4.1 Types of surface treatment               

BU = Burnishing                                                   RG = Roughening 

SM = Smoothed                                                    KN = Kneaded surface 

WP = Wiped                                                          R/SL = Red coat 

RT = Rustication                                                   W/SL= White coat or inlay 

BF = Basal flints                                                    FWP = Finger wiped 

ACS = Applied clay slurry                                    FF = Finger furrows  

AF = Added flint dust 

 

 

4.3.1    Burnishing and applied clay slurry (BU and ACS) 

 

The data results show that burnishing is one of the most commonly occurring types of 

surface treatment. In burnishing a surface is finished by rubbing back and forth with a 

smooth, hard object such as a pebble, bone, horn or seeds. Compaction and reorientation 

of the fine clay particles give a surface lustre (Rice 1987: 138).  Careless burnishing 

produces an irregular streaky lustre and incomplete coverage (ibid.), and this is certainly 
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the case with a large percentage of burnished pots from Kent. The actual quality of the 

burnish is quite variable, ranging from poor, irregular burnishing through to vessels 

which are well polished. Burnishing would have been carried out once the pots had 

dried to a leather-hard stage, as it is difficult to burnish clays that are soft and wet. Some 

vessels have been coated with a thin clay slurry and then burnished. Such vessels are 

usually flint tempered, and suggests that the addition of a clay coat may have helped  

with the burnishing process. Achieving a smooth burnished finish would have been 

problematic if flint temper was protruding through the vessel wall, which is often the 

case with Kentish prehistoric pottery. Vessels were either burnished on the interior only 

or on the exterior only, or both the interior and exterior could be burnished.   

 

Analysis of the pottery from many sites across the region of Kent demonstrates the 

popularity of burnishing (see Table’s 4.2 and 4.3). At Saltwood Tunnel, (50%) of the 

recorded instances of surface treatment relate purely to burnishing (Jones 2006b). At 

White Horse Stone the use of burnishing on the exterior of jars and on the interior (and 

often the exterior of bowls) is the most popular surface treatment in the early/middle 

Iron Age, with nearly (42%) of records having burnishing present (Morris 2006b). The 

most common form of surface treatment at Little Stock Farm is burnishing (Bryan 

2006), and other sites where burnishing is the most common form of surface treatment 

include Holborough Quarry (McNee 2007a), Ellington School, Ramsgate (McNee 

2007b), Shelford Quarry (McNee 2010a), Downlands, Walmer (McNee 2010b) and 

Ramsgate Harbour Approach Road (McNee forthcoming).  

 

4.3.2    Smoothing (SM) 

 

The data results show that Kentish vessels were often smoothed on the exterior walls, 

the interior walls, or on both. Smoothing can be similar to burnishing, however the final 

surface has a matt rather than a lustrous finish because the clay particles are not aligned 

or compacted (Rice 1987: 138). Smoothing a vessel would have provided aesthetic and 

technological advantages. Rubbing the surface of the vessel with a hard tool can serve 

to conceal irregularities and to alter the vessel appearance and create a uniform texture 

(Sinopoli 1991: 25). Smoothing may also be carried out with a soft yielding tool such as 

cloth, leather, a bunch of grass, or the potter’s hand (Rice 1987: 138). The smoothing on 

some of the Kentish pots may actually be a very superficial burnish, but it is difficult to 
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tell because of the poor condition of the sherds (McNee 2007b). The application of a 

thin coat of clay slurry also appears to have been used in conjunction with smoothed 

vessels, as well as burnished pots. Clay slurry is often applied to flint-tempered pots, 

and would have helped the potter to achieve a pot which has smooth walls.  

 

4.3.3   Wiping and roughening (WP and RG) 

 

The smoothing of vessel surfaces can also be achieved by wiping; however, this form of 

surface treatment tends to result in a textured surface rather than a smooth surface. 

Wiping would have been carried out before the leather-hard stage was reached. Some 

vessels have been lightly wiped, and other pots have been wiped to such an extent that 

the surface area of the pot is quite rough. These examples have been recorded as 

roughened (RG) pots as opposed to wiped (WP) pots. Roughening is observed at 

Ramsgate (McNee forthcoming), and at Beechbrook Wood five vessels had been 

roughened on their lower surfaces, while the upper exterior walls had been smoothed or 

burnished (Jones 2006d). While none of these examples could be described as 

rustication (section 4.3.7) they may represent a derivative of the technique (ibid.). 

 

Wiping is a popular surface treatment in Kent, and may have been carried out using a 

pad of grass or straw. At East of Newlands both the external and internal surfaces of one 

vessel had been wiped, and a number of very small and narrow linear or ‘V’-shaped 

indentations were visible on the surface, particularly on the rim, and appear to result 

from the wiping process. They may indicate that some form of textile was used (Jones 

2006a). Clear striations denoting a fairly crude wiping of vessel surfaces can be seen at 

Shrubsoles (Raymond 2003: 27). Impressions of some sort of vegetable matter are 

evident on the exterior and interior of some wiped pots from Ramsgate Harbour 

Approach Road (McNee forthcoming), Ellington School (McNee 2007b) and Willow 

Farm (McNee 2001). Pots are usually wiped on the exterior of the pot, but can also be 

wiped on the interior and on the exterior of the base. At Ramsgate, one base sherd has 

been wiped on the interior using a circular motion, and several pots have horizontal 

wiping on the interior of the pot, and vertical or diagonal wiping can be seen on the 

exterior of the vessel (McNee forthcoming). Exterior wiping is common at Saltwood 

Tunnel, perhaps using chaff, grass, or some sort of cloth (Jones 2006b), and is also very 
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common at Tollgate (Jones 2006c). Pottery that has been treated with an extra layer of 

applied clay slurry can also be wiped (McNee forthcoming).  

 

4.3.4    Finger wiped, vertical finger furrows and kneaded (FWP, FF and KN) 

 

These types of surface treatment have been carried out by wiping or smoothing the pot 

with the fingers, and may have been used to smooth and bond coil or slab joins.   

The potter’s finger impressions are visible in the clay and the direction of wiping can be 

fairly random, horizontal, vertical or diagonal. At Ellington School, pots have been 

wiped with the fingers often in a horizontal fashion (McNee 2007b), and at Cobham 

Golf Course almost diagonal finger grooves occur on two examples (McNee and Morris 

2006). Traces of vertical finger smearing are apparent on a small number of sherds from 

Shrubsoles (Raymond 2003: 26) and Shelford Quarry (McNee 2010a), and at Monkton 

Court Farm the almost fluted finger-pulls are very marked (Macpherson-Grant 1994: 

258).  

 

Some sherds have a kneaded, almost rippled surface, and this could be a result of the 

use of finger-squeezing to form and finish vessel shapes that have been slab built 

(Hamilton 1987: 58). Several sherds from Ramsgate Harbour Approach Road display 

this type of surface treatment (McNee forthcoming), and other examples can be found at 

Downlands, Walmer (McNee 2010b).    

 

4.3.5    Basal flints and added flint dust (BF and AF) 

 

A small number of base sherds have crushed flint on the exterior of the base (Figure 

4.8). This is a feature paralleled in many other Kentish assemblages, and may suggest 

that pots were made on beds of burnt and crushed flint temper in order to prevent the 

pots from sticking (Macpherson-Grant 1994: 253). The size of the flint itself is often 

quite fine, although large fragments of flint have also been observed. Crushing the flint 

into tiny fragments would have been quite difficult, but necessary in order to make 

certain types of fine pots. Basal flints demonstrate that different size grades of flint were 

used by the potters, and may offer an interesting snapshot into the technological 

decisions made by potters (McNee 2007b). This will be discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 5.  
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     Figure 4.8  Two base sherds from Willow Farm showing basal flints   

 

 

 

Occasionally a light coating of very fine flint or flint ‘dust’ (AF) can be seen on the 

exterior or interior of the vessels. At Holborough Quarry a middle Bronze Age pot was 

coated on the exterior with an even distribution of fine flint (McNee 2007a), and at 

Ramsgate Harbour Approach Road the cordon of a late Bronze Age vessel has been 

sprinkled with flint dust (McNee forthcoming). The overall effect of this technique is to 

give the pottery a finer finish, and highlights the importance of looking at a fresh 

fracture when analysing pottery. Some vessels may have a fine exterior finish, but have 

often been made with coarse fabrics. It has also been observed that rusticated pots 

(section 4.3.7) are sometimes sprinkled with added crushed flint (Bryan 2002; McNee 

2010b: 52).   

 

4.3.6    Coloured slips (R/SL and W/SL) 

 

This type of surface treatment refers to vessels that have been finished with coloured 

slips. A small percentage of sherds display a red finish or haematite coating on their 

exteriors (R/SL). Middleton (1995) has reviewed the evidence for red-finished pottery 

from eastern Kent and found that, with very few exceptions, the finishes were achieved 

by the oxidisation of applied, iron-rich coatings (Middleton 1995: 209). Analysis of the 

red finish on a selection of the sherds indicated that it was achieved by the application 
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of ochre/haematite, and in the majority of cases it appears that ochre/haematite was 

burnished into the surface of the vessel (ibid. 208). A small number of sherds selected 

from red-finished vessels were thin sectioned by the author, and the results discussed in 

Chapter 5.  

 

Other coloured slips occur, but this is usually quite rare. One rim sherd from Ramsgate 

Harbour Approach Road has traces of white paint (W/SL) on the exterior (McNee 

forthcoming), and one sherd from Downlands Walmer has a vertical zone of white paint 

on the exterior (McNee 2010b: figure 32/7). Bichrome or polychrome vessels display 

evidence for geometric designs in a range of colours: red, purple, brown, white and pink 

(Middleton 1995: 210; Macpherson-Grant 1990, 1991). Brown areas seem to represent 

simply burnished surfaces with no applied coatings; purple seems to have been 

produced by introducing a small amount of fine oxide into the surface, perhaps by 

burnishing; and pink/white bands were apparently produced by inlaying quartz-rich 

material into troughs incised into the surface of the sherds (Middleton 1995: 210).          

 

4.3.7    Rustication (RT) 

    

Rustication refers specifically to a type of surface treatment which is peculiar to east 

Kent and the Continent in the early to middle Iron Age (Macpherson-Grant 1991: 41-

43; Couldrey 2007: 170). It involves the deliberate roughening of the surface of a 

vessel, and therefore some examples may look similar to the surface treatments 

described as wiped (WP), roughened (RG) and combed (CB). It can be difficult to 

differentiate between these types of surface treatments; however, true early Iron Age 

rusticated surfaces are generally much rougher and have an almost encrusted effect. 

Types of early Iron Age rustication can be sub-divided into five types. 

 

4.3.7.1    Rustication type 1 (Figure 4.9)  

 

This type of rustication occurs on many sites across Kent, including Dumpton Gap 

(Bryan 2002), Hawkinge Aerodrome (Seager Thomas and Hamilton  2005), White 

Horse Stone (Morris 2006b), Saltwood Tunnel (Jones 2006b), Eyhorne Street (Jones 

2006e) and Downlands, Walmer (McNee 2010b). Fairly thick clay slurry has been 

applied to the exterior of the vessel and ‘roughened,’ creating an encrusted effect (ibid. 

52). 
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Figure 4.9  Rusticated sherds from Downlands, Walmer. Photograph by Lisa Fisher 

 

 

 

The application of extra slurry and irregular fragments or blobs of clay to the surface of 

vessels creates an extraordinary three-dimensional effect to zones on the pots or 

sometimes all over the exterior vessel body (Morris 2006b). At Eyhorne Street, where 

recognisable on rims, it could be seen that this form of surface treatment was not 

applied to the uppermost portion of the vessel but tended to start in the shoulder area 

(Jones 2006e). Macpherson-Grant also notes that rustication is applied to the exterior of 

the vessel walls, generally below the shoulders (Macpherson-Grant 1990/1991: 41), and 

the upper part of the vessel may be burnished. An example can be seen at Highstead 

(Couldrey 2007: Pl. XV).   

 

At Dumpton Gap (Bryan 2002) the most common surface treatments recorded on the 

pottery were burnishing and rustication (often in association on the same vessel), and 

again the applied clay was not present on the upper area of the vessels. Rustication was 

often associated with smoothing or burnishing on the interior of the vessels, and this 

combination was recognised on 56% of the rusticated sherds (Jones 2006e). A similar 

pattern can be seen at Downlands Walmer, where the vast majority of rusticated sherds 
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were also burnished on the interior (McNee 2010b). Rustication type 1 has been 

employed on straight-sided jars (form type J1), shouldered jars (form types J7 and J11), 

ovoid jars (form types J13 and J16), barrel-shaped jars (form type J17), ovoid bowls 

(form type BO5 and BO15), and high-shouldered bowls (form type BO19).       

 

4.3.7.2    Rustication type 2 

This type of rustication involves the roughening of the surface of the clay. One example 

recovered from Cuxton shows that the rustication was applied to the lower vessel 

exterior, and the upper vessel exterior was burnished (Morris 2006d), and therefore the 

application of zones of different types of rustication occurring on the same vessel 

suggests a similar pattern to rustication type 1. Rustication type 2 is the most common 

type at White Horse Stone (Morris 2006b). Rustication types 1 and 2 occur at Little 

Stock Farm (Bryan 2002), and both types may also be seen at Eyhorne Street (Jones 

2006e). Rustication type 2 only occurs at Tollgate (Jones 2006c). Rustication type 2 

occurs on ovoid jars (form type J13), shouldered jars (form type J7 and J11), a 

shouldered bowl (form type BO17), and a high-shouldered bowl (form type BO19).    

 

4.3.7.3   Rustication type 3 

 

Rustication type 3 was observed at Downlands, Walmer, and is less common than 

rustication types 1 and 2. Clay slurry has been applied to the exterior of the vessel and 

‘scratched’ on (Figure 4.10). The clay slip appears to be slightly thinner than the slip 

used for rustication type 1. A thin pointed tool may have been used to apply the scratch 

marks, and it is also evident that the clay slurry has been applied using grass or straw 

(McNee 2010b: 52). Scratching has also been observed at White Horse Stone (Morris 

2006b), and Beechbrook Wood (Jones 2006d). Vessels displaying this type of 

rustication tend to occur as body sherds and it is difficult to identify the actual form 

type. One example from Downlands, Walmer may have derived from a barrel-shaped 

vessel (McNee 2010b: figure 35/44).    

 

4.3.7.4     Rustication type 4 

 

Rustication type 4 consists of combing on the exterior of the vessel. This can include 

quite deep, evenly spaced horizontal combing, and narrow combing which appears to 

have been quite randomly applied (McNee 2010b: 52). It can be difficult to differentiate 

between this type of surface treatment and combed decoration, however combed 
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rustication tends to cover a greater surface area of the pot, and the comb marks can be 

quite deep. This type of surface treatment is also found on various sites in association 

with other types of rusticated sherds, for example at Downlands Walmer (ibid.).  

 

 

Figure 4.10  Body sherd from Downlands, Walmer showing ‘scratched’ surface 

treatment 

 
 

 

 

4.3.7.5     Rustication type 5 

 

Another version of rustication has been identified at White Horse Stone, and consists of 

numerous fingernail impressions in an area of a vessel, rather than a single row or line 

on the vessel. Fingernail and fingertip rustication could be interpreted as a form of 

decoration, but in the light of so many other roughening techniques identified in the 

White Horse Stone assemblage it is most likely that this area or zonal effect is actually 

surface treatment (Morris 2006b). One further example was found at Ebbsfleet 

(Macpherson-Grant 1992a, figure 16/4), and occurs on a shouldered jar (form type J11).    
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Table 4.2  Percentages of surface treatment types occurring on selected Kentish sites 

Types Site Name 

 Ellington    

School 

Ramsgate 

Harbour 

Holborough 

     Quarry 

Downlands 

Walmer 

Updown      

Farm   

BU 23.5% 16.6% 14.2% 43.1% 6.9% 

SM 17.4% 14.4% 2% 1.6% 15.9% 

WP 3.8% 15.3% 4.3% 8.3% 10.3 % 

RT 0.1% None 

observed 

None 

observed 

12.5% 0.2% 

BF 0.2% 0.4% 0.1% 0.2% None 

observed 

ACS 3.6% 7.9% 0.1% 0.05% 12.1% 

AF None 

observed 

None 

observed 

None 

observed 

None 

observed 

None 

observed 

RG 0.1% 0.03% 0.1% 1.2% None 

observed 

KN None 

observed 

0.9% None 

observed 

0.05% None 

observed 

R/SP None 

observed 

None 

observed 

None 

observed 

0.2% 0.1% 

W/SL None 

observed 

0.03% None 

observed 

None 

observed 

None 

observed 

FWP 0.03% None 

observed 

0.6% 0.2% None 

observed 

FF None 

observed 

0.4% None 

observed 

None 

observed 

None 

observed 

 

 

Table 4.3  Percentages of surface treatment types on selected Kentish sites 

Types Site Name 

 Shelford  

Quarry (A 13) 

Kemsley 

Fields 

Willow      

Farm 

Cobham 

Golf Course 

BU 16.8% 5.2% 10.7% 8.2% 

SM 11.1% 30% None 

observed 

4.4% 

WP 13% 2.7% 1.1% 45% 

RT None observed None 

observed 

None 

observed 

None 

observed 

BF 0.8% 1.3% 1.3% 1.2% 

ACS 0.7% 21% 35% 6.7% 

AF None observed None 

observed 

None 

observed 

None 

observed 

RG 1.7% None 

observed 

None 

observed 

None 

observed 

KN None observed None 

observed 

None 

observed 

None 

observed 

R/SP None observed 0.12% None 

observed 

None 

observed 
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W/SL None observed None 

observed 

None 

observed 

None 

observed 

FWP None observed None 

observed 

None 

observed 

4.2% 

FF None observed None 

observed 

None 

observed 

None 

observed 

 

 

4.4    Decoration types (Section 3.8, Table 3.8 and figures 4.11-4.17) 

 

Many decorative treatments can be applied to pottery defined as the embellishment of a 

vessel beyond the procedures used in forming the clay mass into the final vessel shape 

(Rice 1987: 144). Twenty-eight decoration types have been identified for the period 

under study in this thesis (Table 3.8, section 3.8). The correlation of decorative 

techniques to form types will be discussed in the first part of this chapter (summarised 

in Table 4.13), and the correlation of decoration types to ceramic phases will be 

discussed in the second part of this chapter.      

 

4.4.1    Horizontal applied cordons  

 

Applied cordons (CD) are long sausages of clay which have been applied to the exterior 

surface of the pot and are usually wrapped around the upper area of the body in a 

horizontal fashion. Cordons may have been sealed to the exterior of the pot by using a 

thin clay slurry. An example from Highstead suggests that cordons may have been 

placed onto grooves to increase adhesion (Couldrey 2007: 166, PL. XVI). The 

photograph of this particular applied cordon indicates that the cordon has slumped 

because it has not been sufficiently welded to the body of the pot. The cordons can be 

applied to the shoulder area, the neck area, or the exterior rim area. Horizontal cordons 

can also be applied to the lower region of the vessel (Appendix 2, page 272), but this is 

rare. Some cordons are plain; however, some examples have been further embellished, 

and they are as follows: horizontal applied cordons can be decorated with fingertip 

impressions (CD/FT (1), Figure 4.11). The fingertip decoration can include both the 

fingertip and fingernail of the potter, or just the fingernail.  Occasionally two fingers 

appear to have been used to create this type of decoration (CD/FT (2), Figure 4.11). 

Cordons are also decorated with diagonal slashes (CD/CB, Figure 4.12). The width of 

the diagonal lines can be quite variable and created by using some sort of tool which has 

been impressed into the soft clay. Pointed twigs may also have been used to create the 

slash marks.  
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4.4.1.2    Horse shoe and vertical applied cordons 

 

Applied cordons also occur in the shape of an upside down horse-shoe (CD/HS/FT, 

Figure 4.12). The clay itself would need to be of a consistency that would enable the 

cordon to be shaped and applied to the body of the pot. Clays that are too hard may 

crack and break. Vertical applied cordons are also present (CDV/FT and CDV/IH, 

Figure 4.13), and can occur in conjunction with horizontal cordons. The cordons are 

usually decorated with fingertip impressions or round impressed holes.  

 

4.4.2    Piecrust decoration 

 

This type of decoration refers to embellishment on top of the rim area, and the overall 

effect is similar to the finger-impressed cabling that is sometimes applied when the 

outside edge of a pie is crimped. Five variations have been identified and are as follows: 

the top of the rim is impressed with fingertip impressions, which includes both the 

fingertip and the fingernail (FPC/FT, Figure 4.13); the rim top can also be decorated 

with fingernail decoration only (FPC/FN, Figure 4.14); the third variation is a rim top 

which has multiple rounded stab marks (FPC/SB, Figure 4.14); the fourth type of 

decoration is a diagonal cabled type (FPC/CB, Figure 4.14); and finally, some rim tops 

have tool impressions creating a wedged effect (FPC/W, Figure 4.15).  

 

4.4.3    Finger decoration 

 

This decoration type refers to the application of fingertip impressions directly onto the 

body of the pot rather than onto applied cordons (Figure 4.15 and 4.20). Fingertip 

decoration can include both the fingertip and the fingernail (FT, Figure 4.15), and 

fingernail decoration refers to the use of the fingernail only (FN, Figure 4.15). The 

position of the decoration is variable. Both fingertip and fingernail decoration can be 

found on the upper outer body of the pot, and also on the shoulder. Occasionally 

fingertip impressions can be found on the exterior of the lower part of the body, but   

this may be caused by the joining of the base to the vessel walls and not actually 

intended to be surface embellishment. Double rows of fingertip decoration can occur 

(Figure 4.15), and are usually found on the upper exterior of the pot and the shoulder 

area. Some examples of fingernail decoration suggest that the potter’s nails were fairly 

long, and that the nails were inserted into the clay at a slight diagonal angle.      
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Figure 4.11  Decoration types D1 to D3 
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                               Figure 4.12   Decoration types D4 to D6 
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Figure 4.13   Decoration types D7 to D9 
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Figure 4.14  Decoration types D10 to D12 
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Figure 4.15  Decoration types D13 to D15 
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Figure 4.16   Decoration types D16 to D18  
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                              Fig. 4.17   Decoration types D19 – D22 
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Fig.4.18  Decoration types D23 to D25 
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Figure 4.19  Decoration type D26 

 

 

 

4.4.4    Tooled types of decoration 

 

Decoration types that have been created by using some sort of tool have been included 

in this category. Eleven types have been identified. Tooled type 1 has been described as 

horizontal rilling marks (RI, Figure 4.16). These usually consist of multiple horizontal 

lines of rills made with a thin pointed tool. The rills are often closely spaced and occur 

above the shoulder area. It should be mentioned that ‘rills’ have been identified which 

are more widely spaced and could have been made using fingertips (McNee 

forthcoming).  

 

Horizontal tooling and incising are two other types of decoration (TO and IC, Figures 

4.16 and 4.17). Tooling decoration is quite shallow and does not actually cut the surface 

of the vessel, as opposed to incised decoration which does. Incised decoration can also 

be diagonal (IC/D, Figure 4.17), and may form a triangular shape. It can also be 

employed in conjunction with horizontal incisions. Another type of incising is herring 

bone type decoration (IC/HB, Figure 4.16). An implement has been used to create two 

horizontal lines of small diagonal indentations going in opposite directions. This 

decoration is often sandwiched between horizontal lines of tooling or incising.  
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Figure 4.20  Middle Bronze Age body sherd from Kemsley showing fingertip 

impressions. Photograph by Lisa Fisher 

 

 

 

 

Another variation on tooled lines is decoration type WAVE (Figure 4.17), which 

consists of horizontal wavy tooled lines. A sharp pointed tool or stick may have been 

used to create the design, and this type of implement would have been appropriate to 

decorate pots with small horizontal circular stab impressions (SB/H, Figure 4.17). 

Decoration type SB/H is quite similar to decoration type FPC/SB; however, the 

decoration is often carried out on the shoulder of the pot rather than the rim top, and the 

stab marks are in fairly straight horizontal lines and therefore less random.  

 

Dot and ring stamped decoration (ST/D and R, Figure 4.18) is another addition to 

Kent’s repertoire of decorative techniques, and features horizontal rows of small 

stamped concentric rings. Different stamps would have been used, as some pots are 

stamped with two concentric circles (Powell-Cotton and Crawford 1924: 220) and 

others with three circles (Couldrey 2004). Stamping involves the use of a tool as a die in 

order to impress a repeated pattern of identical motifs (Rice 1987: 145), and it is 

difficult to tell what kind of tool might have been used to carry out this type of 

decoration.  The head of a pin would have been a suitable implement; however, this 
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type of decoration tends to relate to the middle and middle to late Bronze Age. Any 

evidence for pins with concentric rings tends to be recovered from late Bronze Age 

contexts (Peter Couldrey, pers. comm.). Another suggestion is that the impressions were 

made using a bone, possibly that of a hare or wild cat (Jones 2009: 86).       

 

Decoration type TO/V (Figure 4.19) consists of horizontal impressions on the shoulder 

of the pot in the shape of an upside down triangle. It is difficult to tell what sort of tool 

has been used to create the pattern, possibly the end of a piece of wood or metal 

implement shaped into a V design would have been suitable. Combed decoration 

(COMB, Figure 4.18) is evident on a number of Kentish pots, and is often applied to the 

shoulder or upper body of the pot. Combing is done with an implement that has multiple 

points, creating groups of parallel striations (Rice 1987: 146). The direction of the comb 

impressions employed on the Kentish vessels is quite variable, and can include 

horizontal, diagonal, vertical and wavy lines of decoration. Quality of execution varies 

enormously, from neat lines to crude irregular light combing. The difference in quality 

may be due to the differential comb-tooth lengths (Macpherson-Grant 1994: 257). 

Combing may also be carried out by using twigs, and some examples from Beechbrook 

Wood include sherds with regularly applied narrow- spaced combing and more widely 

spaced combing. This was possibly applied by twigs or grass (Jones 2006d). 

 

Combing on the exterior of the pot has been described as a type of decoration in this 

research; it is however difficult to tell whether combing is actually a type of surface 

treatment. The reasons for combing a vessel may be functional rather than decorative, 

and this will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.          

 

Complete perforated holes (PH, Figure 4.14) occur on a small number of vessels. A 

small round tool, possibly a twig or a long, round, thin piece of metal has been inserted 

through the clay before firing to produce a series of horizontal holes below the rim area. 

This may suggest that the pot was strung up and suspended, or that a cover was placed 

over the top and tied in place. In order to tie the cover in place some sort of string 

attached to a pointed implement would have to be threaded through the holes.  

 

The final two decorative techniques identified in this research consist of clay bosses 

(BOSS, Figure 4.18) applied to the body of the pot, and perforated lugs, which have 
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also been applied to the vessel walls. Both bosses and lugs tend to be applied to the 

shoulder area, and vary in size and shape from oval to round.           

     

4.5    Usewear evidence 

The data results show the occurrence of five different types of usewear evidence. 

Usewear evidence is not visible on the vast majority of the vessels that have been 

studied. This may be partly due to the evidence not surviving post-depositional wear 

and tear circumstances. Some assemblages from earlier excavations have been washed 

quite extensively, and this process may have removed evidence such as sooting. 

Patterns of usewear may also be quite localised, and it is difficult to carry out usewear 

analysis on sherds as sizable collections of complete pots yield much more reliable 

inferences (Rice 1987: 235). Unfortunately, most middle Bronze Age, late Bronze Age 

and early Iron Age assemblages recovered in Kent consist of body sherds. The actual 

function of the pots and the individual sites may also be a factor, and this is discussed in 

more detail in Chapter 7. 

 

4.5.1    Sooting       

 

The most common type of usewear evidence to survive is sooting, and areas of soot can 

be seen on both the exterior and/or the interior of the vessel, and may occur in patches 

on the lower vessel exterior, base exterior or upper vessel exterior. Soot also tends to 

catch on applied cordons, and survives in the recesses created by the application of 

certain types of decoration, for example fingertip impressions.      

 

Soot is a by-product of fuel combustion, composed of carbon and resins (ibid.). Exterior 

soot deposits in the upper part of the vessel indicate that vessels were placed directly on 

an open fire (Hally 1983: 10), and interior deposits indicate that vessels may have been 

used in an inverted position over an open fire or that they actually contained fire (Hally 

1986: 275). Patches of carbon on the interior of base sherds may also suggest that basal 

carbonisation occurs as the pot sits on a bed of coals and water evaporates (Skibo 1992: 

150). Vessels that have sooty deposits on the base (and also the sides) were probably 

suspended over the fire rather than set in it (Rice 1987: 235).    

 

Sooty deposits suggest that the vessels in question were used in cooking or heating 

activities. Vessels placed in the fire were probably used for boiling, and vessels 
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suspended over the fire may have been used for simmering or frying (ibid.). Despite the 

low levels of sooted pots recovered from individual sites, it may still be suggested that 

the above cooking activities took place (Table 4.4). Sooting was recognised on the 

exterior of a number of vessels at Saltwood Tunnel (Jones 2006b), and at Beechbrook 

Wood the most commonly occurring forms of evidence were sooting on the exterior of 

the vessel walls, indicating that the vessel was used over an open fire (Jones 2006d).       

 

Table 4.4 Usewear evidence present on selected sites 
Site Name Type of usewear and percentages/sherd count  where available 

 

 

Soot 

 

Burnt residue Pitting Abrasion on 

interior 

Repair 

Hole 

Ellington 

 

Yes (1.7%) None observed None None None 

Cobham  Yes Yes None None One pot 

 

Downlands Yes (1.3%) None  None None None 

Holborough Yes (1%) Yes (1.9%) None None None 

Kemsley Yes (2.2%) Yes (1.3%) None None One pot 

 

Ramsgate Yes (2.9%) None None None Two 

pots 

Shelford Yes (6.5%) Yes (2.3%) None None None 

Updown Farm Yes (5.6%) None None None One pot 

Willow Farm Yes (6.6%)  Yes (1.3%) None None None 

Beechbrook 

Wood 

Yes Yes Yes Yes None 

Little Stock 

Farm 

None Yes (1 sherd) None Yes (34 sherds) None 

Saltwood Tunnel Yes Yes None Yes (2 pots) None 

Eyhorne Street None Yes (1 sherd) None None None 

Whitehorse 

Stone 

Yes (31 sherds) Yes (44 sherds) Yes  Yes (50 sherds) None 

Tutt Hill Yes Yes None Yes (1 pot) None 

Tollgate  Yes Yes Yes None None 

Cuxton None Yes None None None 

East of 

Newlands  

Yes None None None None 

Northumberland 

Bottom 

None Yes (5 sherds) None Yes (1 pot) None 

 

Dumpton Gap Yes (39 sherds) Yes (24 sherds) Yes (7 

sherds) 

Yes (7 sherds) None 
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4.5.2    Burnt residue (Figure 4.21) 

 

Carbon deposits on the interior of the vessel are caused by the charring of food, and 

governed by heat intensity, moisture in the vessel interior and source of heat (Skibo 

1992: 148). A thick layer of burnt residue can be found on two large early Iron Age 

sherds from Shelford Quarry (McNee 2010a). One of the sherds has burnt residue and 

soot on the lower interior of the pot, and residues adhering to the mid-interior side and 

towards the base. Ethnographic studies suggest that this may be caused by the pot sitting 

on a heat source (ibid: 150). Patches of carbon that ring the mid-interior side of  

the pot can be formed as the pot sits in the simmer position at the side of the fire, or by 

food particles floating on water and then adhering and becoming carbonised on the 

pottery surface (ibid. 172).     

 

One large jar from Cobham Golf Course has large amounts of burnt residue and soot on 

the exterior (McNee and Morris 2006). Residues and soot on the exterior of the vessel 

on and above the shoulder suggest that the pot was set directly placed in the fire, and the 

Cobham pot almost has the appearance of a stew that has boiled over. Sherds with burnt 

residue on the interior have been recovered from several other sites across Kent (Table 

4.4), and therefore suggest that meals were being cooked on site. The data results do 

however reveal that the evidence for cooking activities is quite sparse, and this raises a 

number of questions which will be addressed in Chapter 7.   

 

4.5.3    Pitting       

 

Pitting is usually caused by a reaction between calcareous inclusions and any acidic 

contents of the vessel (Morris 2002: 59). Pitting was noted in four pottery records at 

Beechbrook Wood. The sherds were made with a fabric that contained small amounts of 

calcareous inclusions and it is presumably these that had leached from the fabric (Jones 

2006d). Interior pitting occurs at White Horse Stone, and is caused by the presence of 

acidic material held inside the vessel dissolving the calcareous fabric inclusions and 

weakening the interior surface, resulting in specific holes where the inclusions are no 

longer present (Morris 2006b). Pitting is also present at Tollgate on the interior of nine 

pottery records, and suggests that these vessels may have held acidic contents (Jones 

2006c). 
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Figure 4.21  Sherds from Shelford Quarry showing burnt residue. Photograph by Lisa 

Fisher 

 

 

 

4.5.4    Abrasion on the interior 

 

Abrasion on the interior of pots can be found due to the scraping of vessel surfaces 

during stirring, grinding or cleaning (Morris 2002: 59). Abrasion caused by repeated 

stirring and scraping, was demonstrated on the lower interior of a vessel from 

Beechbrook Wood. As the complete profile of this vessel was reconstructable the 

patterns of abrasion were clearly visible. The interior of the vessel had been smoothed, 

but stirring and scraping had damaged the surface around the lower walls and the edges 

of the base. The central area of the base had not been affected, suggesting that stirring 

most commonly occurred around the edges (Jones 2006d). 

 

The incidence of usewear at Little Stock Farm is very low; however, the most common 

form was abrasion, which occurred on 34 sherds. This type of usewear was often found 

on the inside neck or base area of vessels and is presumably the result of stirring during 
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cooking (Bryan 2006). At Northumberland Bottom there is one occurrence of abrasion 

on the neck interior of a bowl, possibly caused by stirring (Bryan and Morris 2006). 

 

4.4.5    Repair holes 

 

Holes drilled after firing are generally regarded as repair holes, enabling cracks or 

breaks to be repaired by binding (Cleal 1988: 139). The holes often occur in pairs; one 

either side of a crack/break in the vessel wall (Hamilton 2002b: 45). The data results 

reveal that this practice was carried out in Kent; however it does not appear to be 

particularly common. The assemblage at Cobham Golf Course contained a single 

example of a jar bearing a post-firing perforation (McNee and Morris 2006), and at 

Ramsgate Harbour Approach Road two sherds bearing one perforation each were 

recovered (McNee forthcoming). One vessel bearing a post-fired perforation was noted 

from the Updown Farm Site (McNee 2008), and there was a further example from 

Kemsley (McNee 2006a: figure 16/13). Sherds bearing pairs of perforations were not 

observed, and it is suggested that the repaired pots had broken again prior to deposition.  

 

4.6    Fabrics 

 

A brief summary of the fabrics used to make the vessels included in this research is 

presented here. This will form the basis for more detailed discussion on ceramic 

production and distribution in Chapter 5. Eight dominant inclusion types were 

identified, which can appear in a number of combinations. These are flint, grog, shell, 

calcareous matter (possibly chalk), iron, sandstone, organic vegetable matter and sand 

(quartz and glauconite). The potters were also utilising a range of different clays, 

including which include fine silty clays, sandy clays and iron-rich clays. The results 

show that a wide range of fabrics was used to make the pots, and this included coarse 

and fine-tempered fabrics. One of the aims of this research was to create a regional 

fabric type series, and with such a huge range of fabrics being utilised it was necessary 

to create a theoretical fabric series (Appendix 3). Twenty-six broad fabric groups were 

created, based on the dominant inclusion types, clay matrix types and the density, size 

and sorting of the deliberately added inclusions, which were in use during the middle 

Bronze Age, late Bronze Age and early Iron Age. Fabric types were then created based 

on variations within the groups resulting in 138 fabric types. Fabric types described 
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within individual site reports could then be compared to the regional types, and assigned 

to a regional fabric type code.  

 

This proved to be successful, and enabled the huge array of existing site-specific fabrics 

to be consolidated into a more manageable series of regional fabric types and for 

patterns to emerge. Occasionally it has not always been possible to assign a regional 

fabric type to some of the vessels included in this thesis. This applies to pots that have 

not been personally viewed by the author and where the site reports that accompany 

these particular pots do not contain detailed fabric descriptions. A total of 96 of the 

regional fabric types were used by the potters. Forty-two of the fabric types do not 

appear to have been used (Table 5.4, section 5.12), although, as previously mentioned, a 

limited number of existing vessels have been included in this research. It is clear from 

the data results that fabrics change through time in terms of deliberately added 

inclusions and choice of clays. Flint-tempered fabrics are extremely common, and other 

fabric groups are present to a much lesser degree. The significance of this will be 

discussed in Chapter 5. 

 

One hundred and fifty sherds were chosen for thin sectioning from a broad range of 

vessel forms, fabric types and sites. As previously mentioned (section 3.6.3), several 

sherds proved to be very crumbly and friable and had to be impregnated with a 

consolidant twice. Nine sherds still disintegrated, and information was lost from a small 

number of other examples. Sherds that contained grog inclusions were a particular 

problem, as the consolidant did not appear to penetrate the centre of the grog, and 

consequently the slide contained a number of holes where certain inclusions had 

fragmented. Despite these problems the thin sections revealed important information 

regarding clay preparation, and the inclusions and clays that were used to make the pots.    

The results confirm that the potters were utilising several different clay sources and this 

is discussed in Chapter 5 (section 5.9). It is interesting to note that some clay recipes 

appear to be more commonly used during certain ceramic phases. Photomicrographs 

were taken of the most informative slides and are accompanied by macroscopic and 

microscopic descriptions (Appendix 4). Full discussion and interpretation of the 

petrological results can be found in Chapter 5.   
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4.7     Vessel size and vessel wall thickness  

The data results reveal a wide range of rim diameters and vessel wall thicknesses exist 

for most of the vessel form types (Tables 4.5-4.12), and it is likely that there is a wider 

range of sizes than this research suggests. For the purposes of this research vessel sizes 

have been divided into the following categories, based on rim diameter. Very small 

vessels have rim diameters which are less than 10 cm, small vessels are between 10 and 

20 cm, medium-sized vessels between 20 and 28 cm, large vessels between 28 and 40 

cm, and very large pots are classified as having a rim diameter greater than 40 cm. It is 

unfortunate that due to the lack of whole vessels it has not been possible to measure 

vessel capacities. A few complete profiles do exist and these examples can be used to 

offer a detailed discussion regarding the form and function of the vessels. Vessel size is 

often related to ceramic phase, and therefore a more detailed discussion can be found in 

the next section of this chapter. 

 

4.8    Ceramic phases and vessel forms  

 

Pottery containers may be used for carrying liquids, storing dry substances, or heating 

contents over a fire. Each use places different demands on the vessel, and so its 

suitability for a particular task depends on its design, in an engineering as well as an 

artistic way (Rice 1987: 207); as a result, pottery containers come in all shapes and sizes 

(ibid. 210). The following discussion is divided into five categories, and will discuss 

each of the regional ceramic form types according to ceramic phase (section 3.8 and 

Table 3.7). The correlation between vessel form types, decorative techniques, surface 

treatments, vessel wall thickness and residues will also be described.  

 

4.8.1    Ceramic Phase 1 

 

4.8.1.1     Jar form type J1  

 

The range of vessel forms occurring in middle Bronze Age Kent is far from extensive, 

and the J1 jar is the most common. This straight-walled, upright, bucket-shaped jar 

occurs in a range of rim diameters, ranging from 14 to 40 cm. Vessel walls are usually 

quite thick, and commonly fall into a 9 to15 mm size category. Most vessels are 

medium sized (20 to 28 cm), and fewer numbers of vessels are large. Very large vessels 

(40cm and over) and small vessels (10cm and less) are even rarer. Surface treatments 

tend to be restricted to simple wiping and smoothing, and may have been carried out by 
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the potter with a pad of grass or some sort of cloth. Burnishing is very rare. Crushed 

flint was observed on the exterior of a number of base sherds. This form of surface 

treatment has been noted for late Bronze Age and early Iron Age assemblages from 

Kent (Macpherson-Grant 1991: 19, 1992b: 253). The data results indicate that this form 

of surface treatment was also present in the middle Bronze Age, and therefore 

commences earlier than previous research suggests.     

 

Evidence of sooting on the exterior and burnt residue on the interior is noted on several 

examples of jar form type J1, and therefore suggests that the vessel was commonly used 

as a cooking pot. Post-fired perforations are evident on a small number of vessels, 

which would indicate that the pots had been repaired. The vessels are usually tempered 

with abundant amounts of calcined (heated) flints, and regional fabric type F/15 is most 

commonly used. Quartzite is occasionally used as a temper, for example at Sandway 

Road (Jones 2006f), and grog is used very rarely. Clay matrices are almost exclusively 

silty, and the use of sandy clays is rare.        

 

The data results reveal that quite a variety of decorative techniques occur on form type 

J1 during this particular phase. They include applied cordons (CD); applied  horse-shoe-

shaped cordons with fingertip impressions (CD/HS/FT); applied horizontal cordons 

with fingertip impressions (CD/FT); fingertip impressions (FT); fingernail impressions 

(FN); piecrust decoration with fingertips (FPC/FT); and piecrust decoration with 

fingernails (FPC/FN). 

 

4.8.1.2     Jar form type J2 

 

This flowerpot-shaped jar is very rare in Kent. Two examples have been identified, and 

were recovered from Iwade (Hamilton and Seager Thomas 2005) and Princes Road 

(Couldrey 2003). The Iwade pot is a large vessel (32 cm), and has been made with a 

coarse flint fabric (regional fabric type F/10). It has been decorated with a fingertip-

impressed applied cordon (CD/FT), and the surfaces have been finger smeared 

(Hamilton and Seager Thomas 2005: 25). The Princes Road pot is a smaller, thick-

walled version (14 cm) (Couldrey 2003: 56). Two other examples may exist from the 

Folkestone area (Macpherson-Grant 1992b: figure 4). 
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4.8.1.3    Jar form type J3 

 

The ovoid or convex jar is a very long-lived later prehistoric vessel type, and can date 

from the late Bronze Age through to the middle Iron Age (Morris 2006b). The data 

results may suggest that this vessel type emerges at some point in the middle Bronze 

Age. Ovoid jars can occur in Kentish middle Bronze Age assemblages, for example at 

Willow Farm (McNee 2001: figure 1.2), and similar jars have been found in association 

with Deverel-Rimbury pottery, for example at Coldharbour Road (Barclay 1994: figure 

10.8). One ovoid or convex jar was recovered from Westwood Cross (Couldrey 2004), 

and has been made with a coarse middle Bronze Age fabric. This particular jar may 

indicate that it is either contemporary with the Deverel-Rimbury pottery, or that it is an 

example of a transitional middle to late Bronze Age form.     

 

4.8.1.4     Jar form type J4  

 

This form type can be described as a hybrid of jar form types J1 and J3. The walls of the 

jar are fairly straight and upright, and it is noted that the upper part of the vessel curves 

inwards. Vessel rim diameters range from 17 cm up to 40 cm, the majority falling into a 

medium and large-sized category. Decorative techniques include horizontal applied 

cordons with fingertip impression (CD/FT1), fingertip decoration (FT), fingernail 

impressions (FN) and perforated holes (PH).    

 

4.8.1.5     Globular form type G1 

 

Globular vessels represent the finer end of the middle Bronze Age repertoire. As 

previously discussed (section 2.13.1) globular pots are fairly rare in Kent. Rim 

diameters range from 8 to 20 cm, and therefore fall into a small category, and average 

vessel wall thickness is 5-9 mm. Some globular vessels have not been decorated, and 

elaborately decorated examples are quite rare. The Sandway Road globular pot is an 

exception, and has been decorated with four incised (IC) lines. These are fairly irregular 

in their execution, and, although they run approximately parallel, they can be seen to 

meet in some areas. Beneath these lines are two rows of stabbed circular decoration 

which were more regularly applied. Beneath the stabbed decoration are at least two 

tooled wavy lines (Jones 2006f). One further example was recovered from Broadstairs, 

and this has also been decorated with incised lines and stabbed circular decoration 
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(Hurd 1913: 89). Applied lugs are noted on two globular pots from Sandway Road 

(Jones 2006f), and Princes Road (Couldrey 2003).        

 

The fabrics used to make globular vessels are generally finer than those used to make 

middle Bronze Age jars. Fine flint temper and silty clays have been used (regional 

fabrics types F/4, F/5 and F/6). It is common for the pots to be smoothed or lightly 

burnished, and sooting is noted on the Sandway Road vessel (Jones 2006f).        

 

4.8.2    Ceramic phase 2 

 

4.8.2.1     Jar form type J1 

 

Jar form type J1 continues throughout the middle Bronze Age. Rim diameters range in 

size from 10 to 34 cm and vessel wall thickness varies between 5 and 15 mm. The 

majority of the pots are medium sized, and it is tentatively suggested that the potters 

have started to produce smaller vessels with thinner walls during the later stages of the 

middle Bronze Age. Pots continue to be smoothed, finger wiped and wiped, and 

decorative techniques include piecrust decoration (FPC/CB and FPC/FT), fingertip 

impressions (FT), and horizontal perforated pre-fired holes (PH). Sooting and burnt 

residues are noted on several examples. In terms of fabrics, coarse flint-tempered fabrics 

and silty clay matrices are still dominant. Regional fabric types F/8, F/12, F/13 and F/14 

are the most popular.  

 

4.8.2.2     Jar form type J3 

 

As previously discussed, ovoid jars begin to appear to commence in the middle Bronze 

Age, and some examples may be phased to the middle to late Bronze Age transition. 

They are often quite fragmentary, and it is difficult to suggest a range of rim diameters. 

Two examples from Beechbrook Wood (Jones 2006d) are small (10 to 14 cm), and 

vessel walls are fairly thin to thick (4 to 9 mm). Vessel walls can be wiped, and 

occasionally decorated with piecrust impressions (FPC/CB). Some vessels may have 

been used as cooking pots, and burnt residue from a hooked rim ovoid jar produced a 

radiocarbon date of 1225-989 cal. B.C (Barclay 1994: 390). It is interesting to note the 

appearance of a greater variety of fabric types, and although coarse flint fabrics are still 

used, ovoid jars are also made with grog and flint tempered fabrics, and grog, flint and 

vegetable fabrics (regional fabric type FGV/1). This is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.  
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4.8.2.3     Jar form type J4 

 

Form type J4 jars were recovered from Tutt Hill, and range in size from 20 to 34 cm. 

One particular example is a large vessel (34 cm), with a vessel wall thickness of 9 to 11 

mm. The walls have been smoothed and decorated with a fingertip-impressed rim 

(FPC/FT), a pinched and fingertip impressed cordon at the widest point of girth 

(CD/FT), and a single horizontal row of pre-firing perforations (PH) 24mm below the 

rim at intervals of 24-36mm (Morris 2006a). The pots have been made with coarse flint 

fabrics (regional fabric type F/11), and a grog and flint fabric (regional fabric type 

GF/8).   

 

Two other examples of form type J4 jars were recovered from Ellington (McNee 2007b) 

and Shelford (McNee 2010a). They both fall into a medium category of vessel (26cm 

and 28 cm). The Ellington pot has been decorated with fingernail impressions below the 

rim (FN).  

 

4.8.2.4     Jar form types J5 and J6 

 

The above vessel form types do not occur in vast numbers during the middle to late 

Bronze Age, and the data results suggest that ceramic phase 2 heralds the start of 

experimentation by potters in order to produce a different range of vessel forms. Form 

type J5 is slightly flowerpot shaped, and similar to form type J2. It has a short everted 

rim and is generally quite a small vessel (12-16 cm). Two examples from Tutt Hill have 

burnt residue on the interior (Morris 2006a).   

 

Form type J6 is quite rare, and a single example occurs at Beechbrook Wood. It is a 

medium-sized vessel (26 cm), with fairly thick walls (7-11mm), and has a pie crust 

decorated rim (FPC/FT). The fabric is regional fabric type G/8, and burnt residue is 

noted on the interior of the vessel.   

 

4.8.2.5     Jar form type J9 

 

Form type J9 is a very common type throughout the late Bronze Age. An example 

recovered from Updown Farm (Appendix 2, page 285) may suggest that this particular 

type of shouldered jar had its origins during the latter stages of the middle Bronze Age. 

It is a very large vessel (46 cm), and has been decorated with two horizontal bands of 

finger-impressed cordons (CD/FT). This type of decoration is typical of a middle 
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Bronze Age tradition; however, the Updown Farm pot is unusual as the cordons have 

been divided into rectangular panels by the addition of vertical finger impressed cordons 

(CDV/FT). This huge vessel has been carefully wiped inside and almost has a burnished 

effect. A pebble may have been used to wipe the interior, or some sort of blunt toothed 

comb. (McNee 2008a). The vessel walls are quite thin (7-9mm), and the fabric is more 

typically later middle Bronze Age or very early late Bronze Age (regional fabric type 

F/11). It is therefore suggested that this pot is a good example of a transitional middle to 

late Bronze Age vessel.    

 

4.8.2.6     Globular form type G1    

    

Globular vessels occur throughout the middle Bronze Age but remain quite rare. One 

example from Westwood Cross (Couldrey 2004) is decorated with light horizontal lines 

above a herringbone motif (IC/HB). Two examples from Shrubsoles (Raymond 2003) 

are undecorated, and are small, thin-walled vessels (13-18 cm).     

 

4.8.2.7     Globular form type G2 

 

Vessels of form type G2 are round-bodied globular vessels which have a distinct dot 

and ring stamped decoration type (ST/D and R, section 4.4.4). The Birchington Bowl is 

the only example which has a measurable rim diameter (21cm). Body sherds with dot 

and ring stamped decoration were recovered from a number of sites within close 

proximity to where the Birchington bowl was found, and it is possible that these vessels 

are contemporary. Globular form G2 has been assigned to ceramic phase 2, but may be 

slightly earlier. The Birchington bowl contained fourteen bronze palstaves dated to 

1300-1100 BC (Macpherson-Grant 1992b; Powell-Cotton and Crawford 1924), it is 

however possible that the pot belongs to an earlier middle Bronze Age phase.  

 

4.8.2.8     Bowl form types BO1 and BO2  

 

Bowl forms are rare throughout the middle Bronze Age period in Kent. Bowl form type 

BO1 occurs at Tutt Hill. It is unusually thick-walled and has been made from a 

rather coarse fabric for a vessel burnished on both surfaces. It is possible to see that the 

profile is a variation derived from middle Bronze Age globular urns (Morris 2006a). 

Bowl form type BO2 is a very small vessel (6cm), and may be a tiny bowl or a cup. It 

has a long neck, and this vessel form is also quite similar to middle Bronze Age 

globular vessels.  
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Table 4.5 Middle and middle to late Bronze Age vessel sizes from selected sites  
Form  

Type 

Rim diameter (cm) and 

wall thickness (mm) 

Site 

 

Usewear 

 

Decoration and/or 

Surface treatment 

J1 20 cm (13 15 mm) Beechbrook soot    Wiped 

J1   24 cm (11-13 mm) Beechbrook soot Wiped 

J1 32 cm (13-15mm) Beechbrook none none 

J1 22 cm (11-15mm) Cobham soot/repa

ir hole 

CD/HS/FT 

J1 24 cm (11-13mm) Ellington none Smoothed 

J1 16cm (9-11mm) Ellington none Smoothed 

J1 

 

34cm (5-11mm) 

 

East of 

Newlands 

soot 

 

Wiped 

 

J1 21 cm (9-11 mm) Highstead 

Farm 

none FPC/CB; PH 

J1 22cm (11-13mm) Highstead 

Farm 

none FPC/FT 

J1 20 cm (7mm)  Holborough none FT 

J1 15 cm (7-9mm) Iwade none FWP 

J1 40 cm (9-11mm) Kemsley none none 

J1 30 cm (11-13mm) Kemsley none Smoothed/CD/FT 

J1 10 cm (9-11mm) Saltwood soot/BR None 

J1 14 cm (9-11 mm) Saltwood BR Wiped, FPC/FN 

J1 26 cm (13-15 mm) Saltwood none Wiped, FPC/FT 

J1 20 cm (9-11mm) Tutt Hill none none 

J1 20 cm (9-11 mm) White Horse none Wiped, CD 

J1 24 cm (11-13mm) White Horse none Wiped/FN 

J1 22 cm (9-11mm) Willow Farm none CD/FT 

J2 32 cm (15-17 mm) Iwade none Wiped, CD/FT 

J3 10 cm (4-7mm) Beechbrook none none 

J3 14 cm (5-9 mm) Beechbrook none none 

J4 28 cm (9-11mm) Ellington none FN; ACS 

J4 28 cm (7-9mm) Shelford Pond none Wiped 

J4 34 cm (9-11mm) Tutt Hill none Smoothed, CD/FT; 

FPC/FT 

J5 12 cm (5-7mm) Tutt Hill BR Wiped, FN 

J5 14 cm (5-9mm) Tutt Hill BR Wiped 

J5 16 cm (7-9mm) Updown Farm none None 

J6 26 cm (7-11mm) Beechbrook none Wiped, FPC/FT 

J9 

 

46 cm (7-9mm) Updown Farm none Wiped, CDV/FT;    

FPC/CB 

G1 13 cm (5mm) Shrubsoles none Smoothed 

G1 18 cm (5mm)  Shrubsoles none Smoothed 

G1 

 

18 cm (7-9mm) 

 

Sandway Road 

 

soot 

 

Burnish, IC; SB/H; 

WAVE 

G1 14 cm (5mm) Kemsley none Smoothed 

G1 12 cm (7-9mm)  Iwade none Smoothed 

G1 15 cm (5-7mm) Saltwood none IC 
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G1 8 cm (5-7mm) Princes Rd none Boss 

G1  20 cm Broadstairs none Burnish, IC; SB/H  

G2 21 cm (8mm) Birchington none ST/D and R 

BO1 20 cm (9-11mm) Tutt Hill none Burnished 

BO2 6 cm (5-7mm) Tutt Hill none Burnished 

 

 

Table 4.6    Summary of vessel forms and sizes: Ceramic phases 1 and 2 

Form 

Types 

Range of rim  

diameters (cm) 

Range of 

wall  

thickness 

Usewear 

evidence 

 

Surface treatment 

Decoration 

J1 10-40 cm  5-15 mm soot, burnt 

residue, repair 

holes 

Wiped, smoothed,  

CD/HS/FT; 

FPC/FT;  

FT; CD/FT; CD; 

FPC/FN; PH 

J2 32 cm  15-17 mm none Wiped, CD/FT 

J3 10-14 cm 4-9 mm none none 

J4 28-34 cm  7-11 mm none Wiped, ACS; 

CD/FT; FPC/FT; 

FN 

J5  12-16 cm  5-9 mm  burnt residue  Wiped, FN 

J6 26 cm  7-11mm  none Wiped, FPC/FT 

J9 46 cm  7-9 mm  none Wiped, CDV/FT;    

FPC/CB 

G1 8-20 cm  5-9 mm soot Burnish, smoothed, 

IC; SB/H; WAVE; 

Boss 

G2 20 cm  8 mm none ST/D and R 

BO1 20 cm 9-11 mm none Burnished 

BO2 6 cm  5-7mm  none Burnished 

 

 

4.8.3    Ceramic Phase 3 

4.8.3.1    Jar form type J1     

The data results show that a number of new form types and fabrics emerge during the 

earlier stages of the late Bronze Age. Jar form type J1 is still in use, although its 

occurrence is not as prolific as in previous ceramic phases. This may suggest that jar 

form J1 is waning in popularity, and that new form types are preferred. Rim diameters 

range in size from 10 to 32 cm; it is, however, difficult to suggest an average vessel size 

due to the lack of measurable vessels. The remains of soot and burnt residue on pots 

recovered from Saltwood Tunnel (Jones 2006b) and Beechbrook (Jones 2006d) would 

indicate that this vessel type was still being used as a cooking pot. Decoration was not 
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observed, and surface treatments tend to occur as simple wiping and smoothing 

techniques. 

 

4.8.3.2     Jar form type J3. 

 

Ovoid jars are common during ceramic phase 3. The vessels are often fragmentary, and 

rim diameters can be difficult to measure. Vessels tend to fall into a small and medium 

category, and vessel wall thickness can be between 7 and 11 mm. The remains of 

sooting and burnt residue on a number of sherds would indicate that this form type was 

frequently used in cooking activities. Vessels tend to be undecorated, and are often 

wiped on the exterior. 

 

4.8.3.3     Jar form type J4      

 

Form type J4 is quite rare, and suggests that neutral-profiled vessels are less prolific in 

the late Bronze Age compared to the middle Bronze Age. One example was recovered 

from Iwade and had been decorated with a piecrust rim (FPC/FT). It is a large vessel, 

and the rim diameter is approximately 30 cm. A coarse flinty fabric has been used to 

make the vessel (regional fabric type F/10). 

 

4.8.3.4     Jar form type J7   

 

The late Bronze Age in Kent heralds the production of a new range of shouldered jars 

including jar form type J7. Vessels have been made in a wide range of sizes, and include 

small, medium and large pots. The shoulder itself is high and gently rounded, and the 

body of the pot is similar to ovoid jar type J3. The rim is short and upright, and rims are 

becoming more defined when compared with the undifferentiated rims of the middle 

Bronze Age. This type of vessel is often used as a cooking pot, and an example 

recovered from Cobham Golf Course contained large amounts of burnt residue and soot 

(McNee and Morris 2006), and was radiocarbon dated to 980-830 BC (Morris 2006c). 

Examples found at Saltwood Tunnel also contained sooty residues, and pie crust 

(FPC/FT) decoration (Jones 2006b) is common. Medium to coarse flint-tempered 

fabrics have been used, and the clays are silty.        
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4.8.3.5     Jar form type J8 

 

Form type J8 is a shouldered jar, and is very common in ceramic phase 3. The shoulder 

is usually gently rounded, and the neck is medium length and slightly everted. A small 

bead is often found on the interior edge of the rim (Appendix 2, pages 296-8) and the 

folding over of an additional piece of clay may have created this. Piecrust decorated 

rims are common (FPC/FT and FPT/CB), and vessel sizes include small, medium and 

large pots. The pots are usually wiped, and the remains of sooty residues on several 

examples suggest that this type of vessel was used for cooking. Medium to coarse flint-

tempered fabrics have been used, clays are silty, and regional fabric types F/8, F/11 and 

F/12 are common. 

 

4.8.3.6     Jar form type J9 

 

This is another extremely common shouldered jar type, and occurs on most sites across 

the region of Kent throughout the late Bronze Age. The shoulder is gently rounded, and 

the neck is usually long and gracefully concave. It occurs in a wide range of sizes and 

frequently falls into a medium sized category. Small vessels have not been observed, 

however this form can be very large. Vessel walls can be surprisingly thin, and Table 

4.7 demonstrates that even large-sized vessels can have thin walls. Piecrust decoration 

is common (FPC/FT), and wiping as a form of surface treatment is also frequently 

observed. A thin layer is clay slurry (ACS) is sometimes applied to the exterior of this 

vessel type and smoothed or wiped. Several examples are coated in burnt residue and 

soot, and suggest that form type J9 was frequently used in cooking activities. Fabrics 

are usually quite coarse and tempered with flint, and both silty and sandy clays are used. 

Regional fabric types F/5, F/7, F/10, F/11, F/12, FSa/4, FSa/7, FSa/10 and FSa/12 are 

commonly used.      

 

4.8.3.7     Jar form type J10        

 

This is another new form type which has been introduced during the late Bronze Age. It 

is a shouldered jar, and similar to form type J7. The short rim is, however, everted 

rather than upright. Recovered vessels tend to be quite fragmented and the unevenness 

of the rims presents difficulties for assessing vessel size. Rims that can be measured 

tend to suggest that form type J10 is a small pot with thin walls. Pots can be wiped and 

occasionally decorated with piecrusting (FPC/CB). One example from White Horse 
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Stone has abrasion on the interior from scraping with a tool or stirring during cooking 

(Morris 2006b). Regional fabric types F/7, F/12 and FSa/11 are commonly used.             

 

4.8.3.8     Jar form type J16  

 

This shouldered jar is similar to jar form type J3 and J7. The shoulder is usually gently 

rounded and quite high, and the rim is very short and upright or very slightly everted. 

This type of jar is observed at Westwood Cross (Couldrey 2004), Saltwood Tunnel 

(Jones 2006b) and Ellington (McNee 2007b). Few rims are measurable, however one 

example from Ellington is a small to medium-sized pot (20 cm), and has soot on the 

exterior (ibid.). The fabric has been tempered with flint, and the clay is silty (regional 

fabric type F/5). One small rim sherd from Saltwood has been fingerwiped and 

decorated with a piecrust rim (Jones 2006b; regional fabric type F/10).   

 

4.8.3.9     Bowl form type BO3 

 

The data results show that this type of bowl form is fairly common, and occurs on 

several sites across the region of Kent. The vessel walls are usually burnished on the 

exterior and interior, and occasionally smoothed. Decoration is rare, and recorded 

measurable rim diameters fall into a small category of vessel, and are usually between 

12 and 18 cm. Vessel wall thickness is frequently between 5 and 7 mm, and usewear 

evidence is rare. A variety of fabrics have been used, and the most common types are 

regional fabric types F/2, F/3, F/4, F/5, FSa/1, FSa/5, FSa/8, FSa/12, G6, Q3 and IF/2. 

This indicates that finer fabrics were being used to make bowl type BO3, and potters 

preferred sandy as opposed to silty clays.  

 

4.8.3.10    Bowl form type BO4       

 

The hemispherical bowl is commonly used throughout the late Bronze Age in Kent. 

This type of bowl occurs in a range of sizes, and commonly falls into a small and 

medium-sized category. Large vessels are rare with the exception of one pot recovered 

from Updown Farm (McNee 2008). This example has a rim diameter of 40 cm, and has 

been made with a very coarse flint-tempered fabric (regional fabric type F/14). This 

type of fabric was also used to make a bowl of this type from Highstead Farm Quarry 

(Seager Thomas 2002). Hemispherical bowls made with coarse flint fabrics were also 

recovered from the Isle of Grain (Doherty 2009). Finer fabrics are also used, and 

include regional fabric types F/4, F/5, F/7, FSa/4 and FSa/8. Bowl type BO4 is 
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frequently burnished on the interior and exterior and other types of surface treatments 

include wiping and smoothing. The occurrence of sooting suggests that both small and 

medium-sized vessels were used in cooking activities. Decoration was not noted on any 

of the examples under study.   

 

4.8.3.11     Bowl form type BO5 

 

This type of bowl is not as common as bowl types BO3 and BO4. Examples are 

frequently fragmented and it is difficult to measure rim diameters. A small vessel was 

recovered from Willow Farm measuring 14 cm (McNee 2001), and a medium sized pot 

was found at Kemsley (McNee 2006a). Both examples have been made with regional 

fabric type F/5, which is quite a fine flint tempered fabric. Pots are usually well 

burnished on the exterior and interior, and usewear evidence is not noted. The bowls are 

undecorated.          

  

4.8.3.12     Bowl form type BO6 

 

This is a shouldered bowl and has a constricted neck area. All recorded examples fall 

into a medium sized category, and vessel wall thickness is between 5 and 7 mm. The 

pots are usually burnished on the interior and the exterior, and are undecorated. 

Usewear evidence was not noted.  

 

4.8.3.13     Bowl form type BO7 

 

This is a rare, round-bodied bowl form and examples have been recovered from 

Saltwood Tunnel. It is a medium-sized vessel, and surface treatments include wiping 

and smoothing. One example from Saltwood has a sooted exterior (Jones 2006b), and 

regional fabric types GF/8 and FSa/14 have been utilised. 

 

 

Table 4.7 Late Bronze Age vessel sizes from selected sites: Ceramic Phase 3. 

Form  

Type 

Rim diameter (cm) 

and wall thickness 

(mm) 

Site Usewear  Decoration and/or 

Surface treatment  

J1 15 cm (9-11 mm) Saltwood soot None 

J1 32 cm (9-11 mm) Holborough none Wiped 

J1 10 cm (5-9 mm) Beechbrook BR Smoothed 

J3 18 cm (9-11 mm) Shrubsoles none none 

J3 24 cm (9-11 mm) Shrubsoles none none 

J3 18 cm (7-9 mm) Kemsley soot Wiped 
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J3 12 cm (7-9 mm) Saltwood soot Wiped 

J4 32 cm (9 mm) Iwade none FPC/FT 

J7 22 cm (5-7 mm) Cobham soot none 

J7 30 cm (9-11 mm) Shrubsoles none none 

J7 11 cm (5 mm) Saltwood soot FPC/FT 

J8 21 cm (5-7 mm) Saltwood soot, burnt 

residue 

Wiped, FPC/FT 

J8 38 cm (9-11 mm) Highstead Farm none Wiped 

J8 18 cm (9-11 mm) Cobham none Wiped 

J9 24 cm (5-7 mm) Saltwood soot Wiped 

J9 28 cm (7-11 mm) Cobham burnt 

residue 

Wiped, ACS 

J9 26 cm (8-10 mm) Holborough soot Wiped, FPC/FT 

J9 24 cm (7-9 mm) Ramsgate soot Wiped 

J9 24 cm (5-7 mm) Willow Farm none ACS, FPC/FT 

J9 26 cm  (5-9 mm) Willow Farm none ACS 

J9 34 cm (5-9 mm) Willow Farm soot ACS, FPC/FT 

J9 46 cm (11-13 m) Willow Farm soot ACS 

J9 32 cm (9-11 mm) Ellington none none 

J9 38 cm (5-7 mm) Shelford  burnt 

residue 

FPC/FT 

J10 20 cm (5 mm)   White Horse abraded Wiped 

J10 13 cm (5-7 mm) Saltwood none none 

J10 20 cm (5-7 mm) Updown Farm none none 

J10 14 cm (5-7mm) Kemsley none none 

J16 20 cm (5-7 mm)   Ellington   soot Wiped 

BO3 14 cm (5-9 mm) White Horse         none Burnish 

BO3 14 cm (5-7 mm) Willow Farm   none Burnish 

BO3 14 cm (5-7 mm) Saltwood   none Smoothed 

BO3 14 cm (5-7 mm)   Ramsgate   none Burnish 

BO3 16 cm (5-7 mm)   Cobham                    none Burnish 

BO3 18 cm (5-7 mm) Holborough none Burnish 

BO3 12 cm (5-7 mm) Updown Farm none Burnish 

BO4 12 cm (5-7 mm) Kemsley none Smoothed 

BO4 14 cm (5-7 mm) Kemsley  none Burnish 

BO4 16 cm (5-7 mm) Kemsley none Burnish 

BO4 20 cm (5-7 mm) Kemsley soot Burnish 

BO4 14 cm (7-9 mm) Welling none Burnish 

BO4 14cm (7-9 mm) Welling none Smoothed 

BO4 18 cm (5-7 mm) Welling none none 

BO4 28 cm (5-7 mm) Saltwood none Wiped 

BO4 24 cm (5-7 mm) Saltwood soot Wiped 

BO4 28 cm (5-7 mm) Ramsgate  none Burnish 

BO4 14 cm (5-7 mm) Isle of Grain soot Smoothed 

BO4 12 cm (5-7 mm) Holborough none Burnish 

BO4 16 cm (7-9 mm) Holborough none Burnish 

BO4 18 cm (7-9 mm) Holborough soot Burnish 

BO4 20 cm (7-9 mm) Holborough none Burnish 
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BO4 22 cm (7-9 mm) Holborough none none 

BO4 40 cm (7-9 mm) Updown Farm repair Smoothed 

BO5 22 cm (5-7 mm) Kemsley none Burnish 

BO5 14 cm (5-7 mm) Willow Farm none Burnish 

BO6 16 cm (5-7 mm) Highstead Farm none Burnish 

BO6 13.5 cm (5 mm) Saltwood none Burnish 

BO6 15 cm (5 mm)  Saltwood none Burnish 

BO7 16 cm (5-9 mm)   Saltwood   soot   Wiped 

 

 

Table 4.8 Summary of vessel forms and sizes: Ceramic Phase 3 

Form 

Types 

Range of rim  

diameters (cm) 

Range of 

wall  

thickness 

Usewear 

evidence 

 

Surface treatment 

Decoration 

J1 10-32 cm  5-11 mm soot, burnt 

residue 

Wiped, smoothed 

J3 12-24 cm  7-11 mm soot Wiped 

J4 32 cm 9 mm none FPC/FT 

J7 11-30 cm  5-11 mm soot FPC/FT 

J8 18-38 cm  5-11 mm soot, burnt 

residue 

Wiped, FPC/FT 

J9 24-46 cm  5-13 mm soot, burnt 

residue 

Wiped, ACS, 

FPC/FT 

J10 13-20 cm   5-9 mm abraded Wiped 

J16 20 cm   5-7 mm  soot Wiped 

BO3 12-18 cm 5-9 mm none Burnish, smoothed 

BO4 12-40 cm 5-9 mm soot, repair hole Burnish, smoothed, 

wiped 

BO5 14-22 cm 5-7 mm none Burnish 

BO6 13.5-16 cm 5-7 mm none Burnish 

BO7 16 cm 5-7 mm soot Wiped 

 

 

4.8.4     Ceramic Phase 4 

4.8.4.1     Jar form type J8 

 

The data results suggest that further changes in ceramic traditions take place during the 

later stages of the late Bronze Age. Shouldered jar form type J8 is present in ceramic 

phase 4, although fewer examples are noted in comparison to the earlier part of the late 

Bronze Age. Vessels recovered from Highstead (Couldrey 2007) and Monkton Court 

Farm (Macpherson-Grant 1994) fall into a medium-sized category, and vessel wall 

thickness is between 5 and 9 mm. Wiped surfaces are observed, and decorative 

techniques include horizontal tooling (TO), and pie-crust rims (FPC/CB). One pot from 
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Shelford Quarry has a fingertip decorated cordon (CD/FT) applied to the constricted 

neck of the vessel (McNee 2010a). Regional fabric types F/4, F/5 and F/11 have been 

utilised. 

 

4.8.4.2    Jar form type J9 

 

This shouldered jar is another form type which continues into ceramic phase 4. Several 

examples are present from a number of sites across Kent. The shoulder area is still 

gently rounded, although a very slight carination is noted on a few examples (Appendix 

2, page 317). This jar type occurs in a wide range of rim diameters, although very small 

and very large vessels are not observed. Wall thickness falls between 5 and 11 mm. 

Some pots have been decorated with piecrusting (FPC/CB), applied cordons usually to 

the neck area (CD/FT (1); CD/CB), horizontal tooling (TO) and fingertipping (FT). 

Wiping as a form of surface treatment is common, and the remains of soot on the 

exterior of the pots would suggest that this form type is still being used as a cooking 

pot. Fairly coarse flint-tempered fabrics are commonly used, and include regional fabric 

types F/4, F/5, F/8, F/10 and F/11.   

    

4.8.4.3    Jar form type J10 

 

Form type J10 continues throughout the late Bronze Age. Examples have been 

recovered from Monkton Court Farm (Macpherson-Grant 1994), Ellington (McNee 

2007b) and Highstead (Couldrey 2007). Small, medium and large vessels are utilised, 

and vessel wall thickness is between 5 and 9 mm.  Vessel surfaces are often wiped and 

can be decorated with piecrust rims (FPC/CB). Regional fabric type FSa/8 has been 

utilised to make some of the vessels, and usewear evidence is not noted.  

 

4.8.4.4     Jar form type J11 

 

This shouldered jar is a new form type and is similar to form type J9, however the rim 

and neck area is upright. The rim diameter is usually shorter than the widest part of the 

shoulder area. Form type J11 occurs in a broad range of sizes with the exception of very 

small pots, and vessel wall thickness falls between 5 and 11 mm. Examples from 

Saltwood Tunnel (Jones 2006b) and Ramsgate (McNee forthcoming) are coated with 

soot and burnt residues, and would suggest that this vessel type is used in cooking 

activities. The pots are frequently wiped and decorative techniques are varied (CD/CB; 

CD/FT (1); TO; IC; SB/H; FT; FPC/FT; FPC/CB). Shoulder areas are often decorated. 
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Fabric types are usually flint tempered and clays are sandy and silty (regional fabric 

types F/6, F/7, FSa/7 and FSa/14).  

 

4.8.4.5    Jar form type J12 

 

This shouldered form type is similar to jar type J9 and has a long flaring neck and rim. 

One distinguishing feature is a small bead or blob of clay on the outer edge of the rim. 

This vessel type is observed at the Isle of Grain (Doherty 2009), and is a very large 

vessel (45 cm). Usewear evidence was not observed, and the sheer size of the pot may 

indicate that it was used for storage.  

 

4.8.4.6    Bowl form type BO3   

              

This shouldered bowl continues throughout the late Bronze Age; however, fewer 

examples are noted during ceramic phase 4. The vessels are usually small, and a very 

small-sized bowl was observed at Highstead (Couldrey 2007). Surfaces are burnished 

on the exterior and interior, and tooled (TO) decoration is commonly employed. 

Usewear evidence is not observed and fabrics can be very fine (regional fabric type 

F/2).     

 

4.8.4.7   Bowl form type BO4 

 

The hemispherical bowl continues into the later stages of the Bronze Age; however, the 

lack of recovered examples may suggest that this vessel type is waning in popularity. 

The pots are usually small, thin walled and can be burnished on the interior and exterior. 

Tooled decoration is observed at Highstead (Couldrey 2007). Fabrics can be quite 

coarse, and an example from Ellington (McNee 2007b) has been made with a coarse 

flint-tempered fabric (regional fabric type F/12). 

 

4.8.4.8    Bowl form type BO6 

 

Bowl form type BO6 continues throughout the late Bronze Age. The vessels are usually 

small and thin walled, however a large-sized pot was recovered from Highstead 

(Couldrey 2007). The bowls are usually burnished on the interior and exterior and 

tooled (TO) decoration is observed. Diagonal incised decoration (IC/D) occurs at 

Monkton Court Farm (Macpherson-Grant 1994) and Highstead (Couldrey 2007). 
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Sooting and burnt residues are not observed, and the vessels are often made with fine 

flint-tempered fabrics (regional fabric type F/5). 

 

4.8.4.9     Bowl form type BO7 

 

This bowl type continues into the later stages of the Bronze Age, and appears to gain in 

popularity. Measurable rim diameters indicate that this is a small vessel type with fairly 

thin walls (5-7 mm). Vessels surfaces can be burnished on the interior and exterior, or 

lightly burnished and smoothed. Horizontal incised (IC) decoration was observed at 

Saltwood (Jones 2007b) and Highstead (Couldrey 2007). Sooting and burnt residues are 

not observed, and the vessels are often made with fine flint- tempered fabrics (regional 

fabric type F/5). Examples recovered from Saltwood have been made with grog 

tempered fabrics (regional fabric types GF/5 and G/6).  

 

4.8.4.10     Bowl form type BO8 

 

Tripartite bowls are fairly rare in Kent and are a new form type in this ceramic phase. 

One bowl recovered from Little Stock Farm has been dated to the earliest Iron Age 

(Bryan 2006). It is a small burnished vessel (18 cm) with a cordon (CD) around the 

neck area and tooling either side (ibid.). Regional fabric type I/1 has been used to make 

the vessel. Usewear evidence was not observed. 

 

4.8.4.11    Bowl form type BO9 

 

This shouldered bowl is quite rare in Kent, and one example was recovered from Little 

Stock Farm (Bryan 2006). It falls into an uncertain jar/bowl category (ibid.), although 

the well-burnished surfaces and lack of usewear suggest that this form type was 

intended to be used as a bowl. It is a large (28 cm) thin-walled pot, and has an applied 

cordon with ‘twisted cord’ design impressed on it, and finger-tipping (FT) below the 

cordon, just above the shoulder (ibid.). The fabric is fine (regional fabric type F/4).          

 

 

Table 4.9 Late Bronze Age vessel sizes from selected sites: Ceramic Phase 4. 
Form  

Type 

Rim diameter (cm) and 

wall thickness (mm) 

Site 

 

Usewear  

 

Decoration and/or 

Surface treatment  

J8 22 cm (5-9 mm) Highstead none Wiped 

J8 24 cm (5-7 mm) Highstead none TO 

J8 24 cm (5-7 mm) Highstead none FPC/CB 

J8 22 cm (5-7 mm)  Monkton Court none FPC/CB 
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J9 20 cm (5-7 mm) Monkton Court none FPC/CB 

J9 24 cm (9-11 mm) Monkton Court none FPC/CB 

J9 28 cm (7-9 mm)  Monkton Court none CD/CB 

J9 30 cm (7-9 mm) Monkton Court none FPC/CB 

J9 16 cm (5-7 mm) Ramsgate none FPC/FT; FT 

J9 20 cm (5-7 mm) Isle of Grain soot Wiped 

J9 37 cm (5-7 mm) Shelford soot FPC/CB 

J9 32 cm (9-11 mm) Ellington none none 

J9 16 cm (5-7 mm) Willow Farm none CD/FT (1) 

J9 36 cm (7-9 mm) Highstead none Wiped 

J9 37 cm (7-9 mm) Highstead none CD/FT (1) 

J9 32 cm (7-9 mm) Highstead none CD/FT (1); TO 

J9 28 cm (7-9 mm) Highstead none TO 

J10 12 cm (5 mm) Ellington none TO 

J10 32 cm (7-9 mm) Monkton Court none FPC/CB 

J10 20 cm (5-7 mm) Monkton Court none FPC/CB 

J10 36 cm (7-9 mm) Highstead none Wiped 

J11 20 cm (5-7 mm) Monkton Court  none Wiped 

J11 34 cm (7-9 mm)  Monkton Court none Wiped, CD/CB 

J11 42 cm (7-9 mm) Highstead none CD/FT (1) 

J11 41 cm (5-7 mm) Highstead none KN 

J11 40 cm (7-9 mm) Highstead none Wiped, FPC/FT 

J11 36 cm (5-7 mm) Highstead none Wiped, CD 

J11 34 cm (5-7 mm) Highstead none CD/CB 

J11 28 cm (7-9 mm) Highstead none none 

J11 20 cm (5-7 mm) Highstead none FT 

J11 18 cm (7-9 mm) Highstead none Wiped 

J11 

 

20 cm (7-9 mm) 

 

Ramsgate 

 

soot 

 

Wiped, CD/CB; 

FPC/FT 

J11 13 cm (5 mm) Little Stock 

Farm 

none TO; IC; SB/H 

J11 30 cm (9-11 mm) Little Stock 

Farm 

none FT 

J11 24 cm (5-7 mm) Saltwood soot, BR FPC/CB; FT 

J11 20cm (5-9 mm) White Horse none Wiped, FT 

J12 45 cm (11-13 mm) Isle of Grain none none 

BO3 20 cm (5-7 mm) Shelford none Burnish, TO 

BO3 12 cm (5-7 mm) Monkton Court none Burnish 

BO3 14 cm (5-7 mm) Monkton Court none Burnish, TO  

BO3 16 cm (5-7 mm) Monkton Court none Burnish, TO 

BO3 14 cm (3-5 mm) Highstead none Burnish 

BO3 16 cm (5 mm) Highstead none Burnish, TO   

BO3 8 cm (3-5 mm) Highstead none Burnish, TO 

BO4 16 cm (5mm)  Highstead none Burnish 

BO4 20 cm (5 mm) Highstead none Burnish, TO 

BO6 12 cm (5 mm) Downlands none Burnish 

BO6 12 cm (5-7 mm) Ellington none Burnish, TO 

BO6 18 cm (5-7 mm) Highstead none Burnish, TO; 
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IC/D  

BO6 30 cm (5-7 mm) Highstead none Burnish, TO; 

IC/D 

BO6 13 cm (5 mm) Monkton Court none Burnish, TO; 

IC/D 

BO7 18 cm (5-7 mm) Downlands none Poss Burnish 

BO7 16 cm (5-7 mm) Saltwood none Smoothed 

BO7 18 cm (5-7 mm) Saltwood none IC 

BO7 16 cm (5-7 mm) Highstead none Burnished, IC 

BO8 18 cm (5-7 mm) Little Stock none Burnished, CD; 

IC 

BO8 21 cm (5 mm) Tutt Hill none Burnished, CD; 

IC 

BO8 

 

20 cm (5-7 mm) 

 

Tutt Hill 

 

none 

 

Burnished, IC/D; 

IC 

BO9 28 cm (5mm) Little Stock none Burnished, 

CD/CB;  

 

 

 

Table 4.10  Summary of vessel forms and sizes: Ceramic Phase 4 

Form 

Types 

Range of rim  

diameters (cm) 

Range of 

wall  

thickness 

Usewear 

evidence 

 

Surface treatment 

Decoration 

J8 22-24 cm 5-9 mm none Wiped, FPC/CB; 

TO 

J9 16-37 cm  5-11 mm  soot Wiped, FPC/CB; 

CD/FT (1); TO; 

FT; CD/CB 

J10 12-36 cm 5-9 mm none Wiped, TO; 

FPC/CB 

J11 

 

 

13-41 cm  

 

 

5-11 mm 

 

 

soot, BR 

 

 

Wiped, KN, 

CD/CB 

CD/FT (1); TO; 

IC; SB/H; FT; 

FPC/FT; FPC/CB 

J12 45 cm  11-13 mm none none 

BO3 8-20 cm  5-7 mm none Burnish, TO 

BO4 16-20 cm 5 mm none Burnish, TO 

BO6 12-30 cm  5-7 mm none Burnish, TO; IC/D 

BO7 16-18 cm  5-7 mm none Burnish, smoothed, 

IC 

BO8 18 cms 5-7 mm none Burnish, IC; CD  

BO9 28 cm  5 mm none Burnish, CD/CB 
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4.8.5    Ceramic Phase 5 

4.8.5.1     Jar form type J1 

 

The data results show that a number of changes take place during the early Iron Age. 

Straight-sided jars were not observed during ceramic phase 4, but are back in use during 

ceramic phase 5. Vessels are small, medium and large, and it is interesting to note that 

the pots do not display any usewear evidence. Pots are usually wiped, and decorative 

techniques include finger piecrusting (FPC), and fingertip impressions (FT). Regional 

fabric types commonly include F/8, F/10, FSa/11 and GF/5.   

 

4.8.5.2     Jar form type J7 

 

This particular shouldered jar form was not observed during ceramic phase 4 but has 

been used during the early Iron Age. Burnt residues found inside an example from 

White Horse Stone (Morris 2006b), and from West of Northumberland Bottom (Bryan 

and Morris 2006) would suggest that this vessel type was utilised in cooking activities. 

Vessel sizes include small, medium and large pots, and surface treatments include 

wiping, smoothing and burnishing. Roughening of the vessel walls is also observed, and 

at White Horse Stone (ibid.) a number of vessels have rustication (RT1) on the exterior. 

Rusticated vessels from White Horse Stone have been decorated with pie-crusting 

(FPC/CB) and an example from Highstead (Couldrey 2007: figure 84/300) has a cordon 

applied to the neck area (CD/CB). Jars have been made with a variety of fabrics 

including regional fabric type S/7, V/4, F/10 and GLF/3. 

       

4.8.5.3     Jar form type J9 

 

This particular shouldered jar is not as common in the early Iron Age compared with 

earlier ceramic phases. One very large and two large vessels occur at Highstead 

(Couldrey 2007: figures 83, 85/315). Considering the size of some of these vessels, the 

walls are quite thin (6-9 mm). Surface treatments include wiping, and pots can be 

decorated with cordons around the neck area (CD/FT).  

 

4.8.5.4     Jar form type J10 

 

This shouldered jar form is not very common in ceramic phase 5. One example occurs 

at Tutt Hill (Morris 2006a). This is a small vessel (12 cm) and has been made with 

regional fabric type GLF/4. Usewear evidence was not observed. 
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4.8.5.5     Jar form type J11 

 

Shouldered jar form J11 continues into the early Iron Age. Vessels can be small, 

medium and large, and rim diameters range in size from 16 to 40 cm. Surface wiping 

with a cloth and fingers is common, and decorative techniques include pie crusting 

(FPC/W). One large vessel from Tollgate had pitting on the interior, which suggests that 

the vessel may have held acidic contents (Jones 2006c). A medium-sized pot from 

White Horse Stone may have abrasion on the interior (Morris 2006b). Ceramic phase 5 

heralds the introduction of new fabric types, including shell-tempered fabrics, and form 

type J11 jars from Tollgate have been made with regional fabric type S/8. Other 

regional fabric types employed include F/11 and Q/2.  

 

4.8.5.6     Jar form type J13 

 

This form type is an ovoid or convex jar, and similar to form type J3. The top of the rim 

tends to be expanded or flattened, and the very top of the rim can be upright. Small, 

medium and large pots have been recovered, and sooty residues on two examples from 

Saltwood Tunnel (Jones 2006b) would suggest use in some form of cooking activity. 

The pots are usually wiped, roughened and, occasionally, burnished. Decoration was not 

observed. A variety of fabrics were utilised to make the pots, and include regional fabric 

types F/7, F/10, FSa/11, QF/5, GL/2 and GF/7. 

 

4.8.5.7     Jar form type J14 

 

Jar form type J14 is a new addition to the early Iron Age potting repertoire, and does not 

appear to be widely distributed across Kent. Vessels tend to fall into a medium and 

large sized category, although one small pot (18 cm) was recovered from West of 

Northumberland Bottom (Bryan and Morris 2006). Pots are usually decorated on top of 

the rim or the shoulder area (FPC/FT, FPC/W and FT), and this type of vessel is 

frequently made with shell-tempered fabrics (regional fabric type S/8). Other regional 

fabric types include F/13 and IF/2. 

 

4.8.5.8     Jar form type J15    

      

Tripartite jars are rare in Kent. One example was recovered from Saltwood Tunnel and 

has a rim diameter measuring 26 cm. Sooting was observed on the exterior of the vessel 

(Jones 2006b). 
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4.8.5.9   Jar form type J16  

 

This ovoid jar is similar to J3; however, the upper part of the rim is slightly concave. 

These vessels are medium and large-sized pots, and surfaces are treated with wiping, 

roughening, applied clay slurry, smoothing and rustication (RT1). Usewear evidence 

was not noted. Sandy and shelly fabrics have been utilised, and include regional fabric 

types GLF/4, FSa/10 and S/8.  

 

4.8.5.10     Jar form type J17 

 

This barrel-shaped jar occurs in the early Iron Age only, and is not very common. Rim 

diameters range from 16 to 24 cm, and vessel wall thickness from 9 to 13 mm. One 

example from Ramsgate (McNee forthcoming) has sooting on the exterior and has been 

decorated on the shoulder and top of the rim (FPC/W, TO/V). One jar from Downlands 

has also been decorated on the rim (FPC/W) and the exterior of the vessel has been 

rusticated (McNee 2010b). Rusticated (RT1) barrel jars were also noted at Saltwood 

(Jones 2006b). Regional fabric types include F/4, F/8 and I/1. 

 

4.8.5.11     Bowl form type BO5     

 

This ovoid bowl type was observed in ceramic phase 3, and it reappears in the early Iron 

Age. Early Iron Age versions differ slightly as round-topped rims were not observed, 

and the very upper part of the rim can be flattened on the exterior. The bowls are usually 

burnished on the interior and exterior, and one example from Highstead has rustication 

(RT1) on the exterior (Couldrey 2007: figure 99/474). Small and medium-sized bowls 

occur, and usewear evidence is not observed. Flint-tempered fabrics are commonly used 

to make the bowls (regional fabric types F/8 and FSa/8), and vessels are usually 

undecorated. 

 

4.8.5.12     Bowl form type BO6 

 

This shouldered bowl is present throughout the late Bronze Age and continues into the 

early Iron Age, although recovered examples are rare. One bowl from Hawkinge 

Canterbury Road was roughly burnished on the interior and exterior, and made with 

regional fabric type FSa/4. Sooty residues on the exterior may suggest that the vessel 

was used as a cooking pot.  
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4.8.5.13     Bowl form type BO7 

 

This shouldered bowl is present throughout the late Bronze Age and continues into the 

early Iron Age, although again recovered examples are rare. A number of small sized 

bowls and one medium sized bowl were recovered from White Horse Stone (Morris 

2006b). The vessels are burnished on the interior and exterior, and made with sandy 

fabrics (regional fabric types GL/2 and Q/2). Usewear evidence and decoration was not 

observed. 

 

4.8.5.14     Bowl form type BO8 

 

Tripartite bowls are fairly rare in Kent. Two examples occur at Highstead (Couldrey 

2007: figures 88/347 and 90/378), and two medium-sized bowls were recovered from 

Tutt Hill. The Tutt Hill bowls have been burnished on both surfaces (Morris 2006a), 

and have been made with regional fabric type GLF/4. One vessel has been decorated 

with parallel incised (IC) lines forming a cordon on the neck, and the second bowl has 

incised diagonal and horizontal lines between the shoulder and neck (ibid.). 

 

4.8.5.15     Bowl form type BO9 

 

This is one of several new bowl forms that are introduced during the early Iron Age. 

Well burnished small and medium-sized bowls occur at Highstead (Couldrey 2007), 

Little Stock Farm (Bryan 2006) and Saltwood Tunnel (Jones 2006b). Usewear evidence 

was not observed, and vessels have been made with regional fabric types GF/7, I/1 and 

Q/3. One vessel from Highstead has been decorated with horizontal tooling (Couldrey: 

figure 84/297).    

 

4.8.5.16     Bowl form type BO10 

 

This high-shouldered bowl is a new addition to the ceramic repertoire in Kent, and 

occurs in a broad range of sizes from 13 to 40 cm in rim diameter. All vessels have been 

treated to some form of surface treatment. Burnishing is the most popular, and some 

pots have been wiped, finger wiped and burnished. Vessels are usually undecorated; 

however, one example from White Horse Stone (Morris 2006b) has a pie-crusted rim 

(FPC). Usewear evidence was not observed, and the pots are commonly made with flint 

tempered fabrics. These include regional fabric types F/11, FSa/4, FSa/5, Q/2, and 

FO/1. 
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4.8.5.17     Bowl form type BO11 

 

This bowl form is quite rare and occurs at the Isle of Grain (Doherty 2009). The rim 

diameter measures 22 cm and the pot has been burnished and wiped. No usewear 

evidence or decoration was observed, and the pot has been made in a fine flint and sand 

fabric (regional fabric type FSa/5). A similar bowl occurs at White Horse Stone (Morris 

2006b), although this particular example has a slightly everted rim.   

   

4.8.5.18     Bowl form types BO12 and BO13 

 

Form types BO12 and BO13 are very similar and have not been observed in the late 

Bronze Age. The neck and rim on type BO12 are slightly less flared. It is suggested that 

form type BO12 is either a slightly earlier version of BO13, or an experimental piece. 

BO12 was recovered at Ellington (McNee 2007b) and has been made with quite a fine 

flint and sand fabric (regional fabric type FSa/5). The vessel itself has not been very 

well made, and the coil join between the neck and the shoulder is poor. By comparison 

form type BO13 bowls have been made to a high standard, and examples from 

Downlands (McNee 2010b) have been red-slip finished as well as highly burnished. 

Fine flint fabrics have been used (regional fabric type F/4), and the Downland pots 

range in size from 16 to 24 cm in rim diameter.  

 

One bowl recovered from Tollgate is a small vessel (rim diameter 19 cm), and has been 

burnished on the interior and exterior. The fabric consists of very fine quartz (regional 

fabric type Q/1). Several bowls were recovered from White Horse Stone, and rim 

diameters range from 16 to 28 cm. The pots are well burnished, and one medium sized 

bowl is red-slipped and burnished on both surfaces. It is decorated with a pair of 

horizontal, incised, parallel lines at lower neck location and abraded on the interior 

(Morris 2006b). Fine quartz-tempered fabrics are commonly used (regional fabric type 

Q/1), and other fabrics used include I/1, GL2, GLF/2, Q/2, IF/2 and F/8. This form type 

is also noted at Barham Downs, and is described as being highly burnished and very 

finely flint tempered (Macpherson-Grant 1980:  48-9, figure 7,).  

 

4.8.5.19     Bowl form type BO14 

 

These flaring straight walled bowls occur in a range of sizes including medium, large 

and extra large. Vessel wall thickness is varied (5-13 mm). Sooting and burnt residues 
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are observed on pots from Dumpton Gap (Bryan 2002) and White Horse Stone (Morris 

2006b). One medium to large (28 cm) sooted pot from White Horse has diagonal finger-

wiping on the exterior, horizontal wiping and burnishing on the interior, and finger-

pressed cabling (FPC/CB) on top of rim (ibid.). The fabric is quite coarse (regional 

fabric type F/11), and other fabrics used include regional fabric types FSa/13 and 

GLF/3. One very large bowl occurs at Highstead (41 cm), and the exterior surface is 

heavily rusticated (Couldrey 2007: 105).  

 

4.8.5.20     Bowl form type BO15 

 

This hemispherical bowl is similar to BO5 but has a sharply incurving rim. Vessel sizes 

vary, and can be medium and large. Surface treatments include burnishing and wiping, 

and one bowl from Dumpton Gap (Bryan 2002) is rusticated (RT1) on the lower 

exterior. Sooting is also observed on this vessel. One bowl recovered from White Horse 

Stone is burnished on the upper exterior and interior, and the lower exterior has been 

brushed (Morris 2006b). It is possible that the brushing on the lower exterior area may 

have been preparation for rustication. Regional fabric type IF/2 has been utilised. 

Decoration is rare, although one bowl from Broom Bungalows has a piecrust rim 

(FPC/CB). 

 

4.8.5.21     Bowl form type BO16 

 

This form type is similar to bowl form type BO10, however the vessels are so small it 

was considered appropriate to allocate a new code. Two very small burnished bowls 

were recovered from Highstead (Couldrey 2007), and may be cups or individual serving 

bowls.       

 

4.8.5.22     Bowl form type BO17 

 

This strongly carinated bowl occurs in a range of sizes including small, medium and 

large (13-29 cm). Vessels are well burnished on the interior and exterior, and one 

example from Downlands (McNee 2010b) is decorated with a piecrust rim (FPC/CB). A 

number of bowls were recovered from Highstead (Couldrey 2007), and rim diameters 

from this site are quite varied (13-26 cm). Usewear evidence was not observed. Strongly 

carinated bowls are traditionally dated to the fifth to fourth century BC, as at Danebury, 

Hampshire (Brown 2000). At White Horse Stone there is a radiocarbon date of 460-120 

cal. BC for four of these bowls found in a cremation pit, which accommodates the 
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Hampshire date for this form type and also allows for its use to have continued well into 

the middle Iron Age (Morris 2006b). Fabrics containing flint, sand and iron oxides have 

been used to make the bowls (regional fabric types F/6, F/8, IF/2, FSa/13 and Q/2).  

 

4.8.5.23     Bowl type BO18 

 

This shouldered bowl type is quite rare in Kent. Three examples were recovered from 

White Horse Stone (Morris 2006), and include one small and two medium sized vessels 

(rim diameters 14, 20 and 26 cm). Vessel wall thickness is 7-9 mm and the pots are well 

burnished. One particular example is described as brilliantly shiny (ibid.). Decoration 

and usewear is not observed, and the vessels have been made from three different 

fabrics (regional fabric types F/8, FSa/13 and Q/2). One bowl was found at Highstead, 

and has been made with a fabric described as flint in quartz sandy matrix with iron 

oxide (Couldrey 2007: 102). The rim diameter measures 16.5 cms and vessel wall 

thickness is 7-8 mm. Decorated is noted, and consists of finger- impressed grooves 

forming a wavy profile (ibid. 112). Pedestal bases are associated with bowl type BO18 

(Appendix 2, page no 352).      

 

4.8.5.24     Bowl form type BO19 

 

This is almost a hybrid of bowl form types BO5, and BO15. The rim top is quite 

distinct, and forms a flat inwardly sloping bevel. One example from White Horse Stone 

has a rim diameter of 26 cm and the interior has been burnished and lower exterior 

roughened (Morris 2006). The bowl has been made with regional fabric type GLF/2. 

One large bowl (rim diameter 32 cm) was recovered from Saltwood Tunnel, and has a 

rusticated (RT1) exterior and burnished interior. Regional fabric type GF/8 has been 

used. This form type is also present at Highstead (Couldrey 2007: figure 92/398), and 

the exterior appears to have been heavily wiped.    

 

4.8.5.25     Bowl form type BO20 

 

This round-bodied bowl form type was observed at White Horse Stone (Morris 2006b). 

Small and medium sized bowls are present, and the vessel wall thickness is 5-7 mm.     

Decoration and usewear evidence was not observed, and both interior and exterior 

surfaces are well burnished. The bowls have been made with regional fabric types F/8, 

Q/2, GL/2 and FSa/13.    
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 Table 4.11  Early Iron Age vessel sizes from selected sites: Ceramic Phase 5 

Form  

Type 

Rim diameter (cm) 

and wall thickness 

(mm) 

Site 

 

Usewear  

 

Decoration and/or 

Surface treatment  

J1 28 cm (9-11 mm) Downlands none Wiped, FPC/CB 

J1 18 cm (9-11 mm) Broom none Wiped 

J1 18 cm (7-9 mm) Tollgate none FT 

J1 20 cm (7-9 mm) Tollgate none FT 

J1 24 cm (7-9 mm) Tollgate none FWP, FT 

J1 30 cm (7-9 mm) Tollgate none FT 

J1 28.5 cm (7-9 mm) Highstead none Wiped 

J1 20 cm (6-10 mm) Highstead none Wiped 

J1 14 cm (6-10 mm) Highstead none Wiped 

J1 40 cm (11-13 mm)  Isle Of Grain none Wiped, FPC/CB 

J7 16 cm (7-9 mm) Beechbrook none Smoothed 

J7 22 cm (7-9 mms) Highstead none CD/CB 

J7 14 cm (5-7 mm) White Horse none Wiped, RG 

J7 18 cm (7-9 mm) White Horse none Wiped, FPC 

J7 20 cm (7-9 mm) White Horse BR Wiped, RG 

J7 22 cm (9-11 mm)  White Horse none Wiped, RT1, FT 

J7 28 cm (7-9 mm) White Horse none FWP, FPC 

J7 36 cm (9-13 mm) White Horse none RG, RT1 

J7 

 

40 cm (7-9 mm) 

 

White Horse 

 

none 

 

Burnish, wiped, 

RG, FPC 

J7 40 cm (7-9 mm) White Horse none RT1 

J7 12 cm (7-9 mm) Northumberland BR smoothed 

J9 26 cm (7-9 mm) Highstead none Wiped 

J9 38 cm (6-8 mm) Highstead none CD/FT 

J9 48 cm (6-8 mm) Highstead none CD/FT 

J10 12 cm (5-9 mm) Tutt Hill none None 

J11 16 cm (7-9 mm) Tollgate none FPC/W 

J11 22 cm (7-9 mm) Tollgate none Wiped 

J11 24 cms (7-9 mms) Tollgate none FPC/W 

J11 30 cm (11-13 mm) Tollgate pitting FWP 

J11 40 cm (11-15 mm) Tollgate none none 

J11 26 cm (7-9 mm) White Horse abrasion

? 

Wiped, FPC 

J11 34 cm (7-9 mm) White Horse none None 

J11 36 cm (9-13 mm) White Horse none Wiped 

J13 16 cm (5-9 mm) Saltwood  soot Burnish 

J13 34.5 cm (7-9 mm) Saltwood soot Wiped 

J13 22 cm (9-11 mm) Isle of Grain  none Wiped 

J13 16 cm (7-10 mm) Highstead none RG 

J13 30 cm (7-10 mm) Highstead none RG 

J14 32 cm (7-9 mm) Northumberland  none FT 

J14 28 cm (9-11mm) Northumberland none None 

J14 24 cm (7-9 mm) Northumberland none FT 

J14 18 cm (7-9 mm) Northumberland none FT 
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J14 24 cm (9-11 mm) Tollgate none FPC/FT 

J14 26 cm (7-9 mm) Tollgate none FPC/FT 

J14 30 cm (11-13 mm) Tollgate none FPC/FT; FT 

J14 32 cm (11-13 mm) Tollgate none FPC/FT; FT 

J14 36 cm (7-9 mm) Tollgate none FT 

J14 40 cm (7-9 mm) Tollgate none FPC/W 

J15 26 cm (5-9 mm) Saltwood soot None 

J16 24 cm (5-7 mm)  White Horse none RG 

J16 26 cm (5-7 mm) White Horse none Wiped 

J16 34 cm (9-11 mm) White Horse none RG, ACS 

J16 40 cm (5-7 mm) White Horse none Burnish, RG 

J16 27 cm (11-13 mm) Eyhorne none Smoothed, RT1 

J17 22 cm (11-13 mm)  Saltwood none RT1 

J17 24 cm (9-11 mm) Ramsgate soot FPC/W; TO/V 

J17 

 

16 cm (11-13 mm) 

 

Downlands 

 

none 

 

Wiped, RT1; 

FPC/W 

BO5 20 cm (9-11 mm) Broom none Burnish 

BO5 24 cm (5-7 mm) Holborough none Burnish 

BO5 26 cm (9 mm) Highstead none RT1 

BO5 14 cm (5-7 mm) White Horse none Burnish 

BO6 16 cm (5 mm) Hawkinge soot Burnish 

BO7 12 cm (5-7 mm) White Horse none Burnish 

BO7 14 cm (5-9 mm) White Horse none Burnish 

BO7 16 cm (5-7 mm) White Horse none Burnish 

BO8 14 cm (5 mm) Highstead none Burnish 

BO8 21 cm (5 mm) Tutt Hill none Burnished, CD; 

IC 

BO8 20 cm (5-7 mm) Tutt Hill none Burnished, IC/D; 

IC 

BO9 14 cm (5 mm) Little Stock none Burnish 

BO9 13.5 cm (5-7 mm) Saltwood none Burnish 

BO9 21 cm (5-7 mm) Highstead none Burnish, TO 

BO9 26 cm (5-7 mm) Highstead none Burnish 

BO10 13 cm (5-7 mm) Broom none Burnish, wiped 

BO10 20 cm (9-11 mm) White Horse none Burnish, wiped 

BO10 32 cm (5-9 mm) White Horse none Burnish, FWP, 

FPC 

BO10 40 cm (7-11 mm) White Horse none Wiped 

BO10 16 cm (5-7 mm) Barham Downs none Burnish 

BO10 17 cm (5-7 mm) Barham Downs none Burnish 

BO10 17 cm (5-9 mm) Ramsgate none Burnish 

BO10 20 cm (5-9 mm) Ramsgate none Burnish 

BO10 22 cm (7-11 mm) Shelford none Burnish, wiped 

BO11 22 cm (9-11 mm) Isle of Grain none Burnish, wiped 

BO12  22 cm (9-11 mm) Ellington none Burnish, wiped 

BO13 16 cm (5 mm) Downlands none Burnish 

BO13 18 cm (5-7 mm) Downlands none Burnish 

BO13 20 cm (5 mm) Downlands none Burnish, R/SL 
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BO13 22 cm (5-9 mm) Downlands none Burnish 

BO13 24 cm (5-7 mm) Downlands none Burnish 

BO13 19 cm (5-7 mm) Tollgate none Burnish 

BO13 16 cm (5-7 mm) White Horse none Burnish 

BO13 18 cm (5-7 mm) White Horse none Burnish 

BO13 20 cm (5-7 mm) White Horse none Burnish 

BO13 22 cm (5-7 mm) White Horse none Burnish 

BO13 24 cm (5-9 mm) White Horse none Burnish 

BO13 26 cm (5-7 mm) White Horse AB Burnish, R/SL, IC 

BO14 

 

28 cm (5-7 mm) 

 

White Horse 

 

soot 

 

Burnish, wiped, 

FWP,FPC/CB 

BO14 30 cm (7-9 mm) White Horse none FPC/CB 

BO14 41 cm (8-13 mm) Highstead none RT1 

BO14 26 cm (9-11 mm) Dumpton Gap soot, BR  FT 

BO15 26 cm (11-13 mm) Dumpton Gap soot Burnish, RT1 

BO15 36 cm (13-15 mm) Isle of Grain  BR FPC/FT 

BO15 20 cm (7-11 mm)  White Horse none Wiped, burnished 

BO16 7 cm (5 mm) Highstead none Burnished 

BO17 20 cm (5-7 mm) White Horse none Burnished 

BO17 22 cm (5-9 mm) White Horse none Burnished 

BO17 24 cm (5-7 mm) White Horse none Burnished 

BO17 32 cm (5-9 mm) White Horse none Burnished 

BO17 24 cm (5-7 mm) Downlands none Burnished, 

FPC/CB 

BO17 28 cm (7-9 mm)  Dumpton Gap none Burnished 

BO17  13 cm (5 mm) Highstead none  Burnished 

BO17 19 cm (5-7 mm) Highstead none Burnished 

BO17 23 cm (6 mm) Highstead none Burnished 

BO17 26 cm (6 mm) Highstead none Burnished 

BO18 16.5 cm (7-8 mm) Highstead none Burnished 

BO18 14 cm (7-9 mm) White Horse none Burnished 

BO18 20 cm (7-9 mm) White Horse none Burnished 

BO18 26 cm (7-9 mm)  White Horse none Burnished 

BO19 26 cm (7-9 mm) White Horse none Burnished, RG 

BO19 32 cm (7-9 mm) Saltwood none Burnished, RT1 

BO20 14 cm (5-7 mm) White Horse none Burnished 

BO20 22 cm (5-7 mm)  White Horse none Burnished 

BO20 24 cm (5-7 mm) White Horse none Burnished 

 

 

 

Table 4.12 Summary of vessel forms and sizes: Ceramic Phase 5 

Form 

Types 

Range of rim  

diameters (cm) 

Range of 

wall  

thickness 

Usewear 

evidence 

 

Surface treatment 

Decoration 

J1 14-40 cm 6-13 mm none Wiped, FWP, 

FPC/CB; FT  

J7 12-40 cm 7-13 mm BR Burnish, wiped, 
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smoothed, RG, 

RT1, FPC; CD/CB; 

FT 

J9 26-48 cm 6-9 mm none Wiped, CD/FT 

J10 12 cm 5-9 mm none none 

J11 16-40 cm 7-15 mm pitting, poss 

abrasion 

Wiped, FWP, 

FPC/W  

J13 16-34.5 cm 5-11 mm soot Burnish, Wiped, 

RG 

J14 18-40 cm 7-13 mm none FPC/FT; FT; 

FPC/W 

J15 26 cm 5-9 mm soot none 

J16 24-40 cm 5-13 mm none Wiped, Burnished, 

Smoothed, RG, 

ACS, RT1;  

J17 16-22 cm 9-13 mm soot   Wiped, RT1; 

FPC/W; TO/V 

BO5 14-26 cm 5-11 mm none Burnish, RT1 

BO6 16 cm 5 mm soot Burnish 

BO7 12-22 cm 5-9 mm none Burnish 

BO8 14-21 cm  5-7 mm none Burnished, CD; IC; 

IC/D 

BO9 14-26 mm 5-7 mm none Burnish, TO 

BO10 13-40 cm  5-11 mm none Burnish, Wiped, 

FWP, FPC 

BO11 22 cm  9-11 mm none Burnish, wiped 

BO12 22 cm  9-11 mm none Burnish, wiped 

BO13 16-26 cm  5-9 mm none Burnish, R/SL, IC 

BO14 26-41 cm  5-13 mm soot, BR Burnish, wiped, 

RT1, FWP, 

FPC/CB, FT 

BO15 20-36 mm 7-15 mm soot, BR Wiped, burnished, 

RT1, FPC/FT 

BO16 7 cm  5 mm none Burnish 

BO17 13-29 cm  5-9 mm none Burnished, 

FPC/CB 

BO18 14-26 cm 7-9 mm none Burnished 

BO19 26-32 cm  7-9 mm none Burnished, RG, 

RT1  

BO20 14-24 cm  5-7 mm none Burnished 

 

 

 

4.9    Summary 

The data from Table 4.13 clearly demonstrates how each of the thirty-nine form types 

vary through each of the five ceramic phases defined in this research in terms of size, 

decoration and surface treatments. Drawing conclusions is not straightforward as 
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several middle Bronze Age, late Bronze Age and early Iron Age assemblages exist in 

Kent that have not been included in this study. These usually fall into the category of 

recently excavated assemblages which are currently undergoing analysis by other 

ceramic specialists, or are awaiting analysis. The fragmentary nature of some of the data 

has also set limitations, and the project would have benefited from complete vessels and 

also access to radiocarbon dates. This research has, however, included a large body of 

data that has produced enough meaningful results to enable detailed discussion 

regarding ceramic production and deposition in the forthcoming chapters.  

 

Table 4.13 Summary of pottery variables to all ceramic phases  

J1 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes 14-40 cm  10-34 cm 10-32 cm  ~ 14-40 cm 

Usewear        

Soot, BR, 

RH Soot, BR Soot, BR ~ None  

Surface treatment WP, SM,ACS 

WP, SM, 

FWP  

WP, 

SM,ACS ~ FWP  

Decoration 

CD,   

CD/HS/FT, 

CD/FT, 

FPC/FT, 

FPC/FN, FT, 

FN 

FPC/FT, 

FPC, CB, 

FT, PH  None noted ~ 

 FPC/CB; 

FT 

J2 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes 14-32 cm ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Usewear        none ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Surface treatment FWP,ACS ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Decoration CD.FT ~ ~ ~ ~ 

J3 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes No rim dia 10-14 cm 12-24 cm ~ ~ 

Usewear        RH 

Soot, burnt 

residue Soot ~ ~ 

Surface treatment ACS none wiped ~ ~ 

Decoration none FPC/CB none ~ ~ 

J4 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes 17-40 cm 20-34 cm 32 cm ~ ~ 

Usewear        none none none ~ ~ 

Surface treatment none 

Smoothed, 

wiped none ~ ~ 

Decoration 

CD/FT1, FT, 

FN, PH 

CD/FT, 

FPC/FT, FN FPC/FT ~ 

 

~ 

J5 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ 12-16 cm ~ ~ ~ 

Usewear        ~ 

Burnt 

residue ~ ~ ~ 
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Surface treatment ~ wiped ~ ~ ~ 

Decoration ~ FN ~ ~ ~ 

J6 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ 26 cm ~ ~ ~ 

Usewear        ~ none ~ ~ ~ 

Surface treatment ~ Wiped ~ ~ ~ 

Decoration ~ FPC/FT ~ ~ ~ 

J7 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ 11-30 cm ~ 12-40 cm 

Usewear        ~ ~ Soot ~ 

Burnt 

residue 

Surface treatment ~ ~ none ~ 

Burnish, 

wiped, 

smoothed, 

RG, RT1 

Decoration ~ ~ FPC/FT ~ 

 FPC, 

CD/CB, FT 

J8 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ 18-38 cm 22-24 cm ~ 

Usewear        ~ ~ 

Soot, burnt 

residue none ~ 

Surface treatment ~ ~ Wiped Wiped ~ 

Decoration ~ ~  FPC/FT 

FPC/CB; 

TO ~ 

J9 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ 46 cm 24-46 cm 16-37 cm 26-48 cm 

Usewear        ~ none 

Soot, burnt 

residue soot none 

Surface treatment ~ Wiped, Wiped, Wiped Wiped 

Decoration ~ 

CDV/FT,    

FPC/CB 

ACS, 

FPC/FT 

 FPC/CB, 

CD/FT 

(1), TO, 

FT, 

CD/CB CD/FT 

J10 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ 13-20 cm 12-36 cm 12 cm 

Usewear        ~ ~ abraded none None 

Surface treatment ~ ~ Wiped Wiped None 

Decoration ~ ~ none 

TO, 

FPC/CB none 

J11 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ 13-41 cm 16-40 cm 

Usewear        ~ ~ ~ 

Soot, burnt 

residue 

Pitting, poss 

abrasion 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ 

Wiped, 

KN, 

Wiped, 

FWP 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ 

CD/CB 

CD/FT (1, 

TO, IC,  FPC/W 
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SB/H, FT, 

FPC/FT, 

FPC/CB 

J12 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ 45 cm ~ 

Usewear        ~ ~ ~ none ~ 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ none ~ 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ none ~ 

J13 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ ~ 16-34.5 cm 

Usewear        ~ ~ ~ ~ Soot 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Burnish, 

Wiped, RG 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

J14 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ ~ 18-40 cm 

Usewear ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ ~ 

FPC/FT; FT; 

FPC/W 

J15 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ ~ 26 cm 

Usewear ~ ~ ~ ~ Soot 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ ~ None 

J16 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ 20 cm ~ 24-40 cm 

Usewear ~ ~ Soot ~ none 

Surface treatment ~ ~ Wiped ~ 

Wiped, 

Burnish, 

Smoothed, 

RG, ACS, 

RT1 

Decoration ~ ~ none ~ none 

J17 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ ~ 16-22 cm 

Usewear ~ ~ ~ ~ soot 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ ~ Wiped, RT1 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ ~ 

  FPC/W, 

TO/V 

G1 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes 8-20 cm 13-18 cm ~ ~ ~ 

Usewear soot none ~ ~ ~ 

Surface treatment 

Burnish, 

smoothed smoothed ~ ~ ~ 

Decoration 

IC, SB/H; 

WAVE, 

BOSS IC/HB ~ ~ ~ 
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G2 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ 21 cm ~ ~ ~ 

Usewear ~ none ~ ~ ~ 

Surface treatment ~ smoothed ~ ~ ~ 

Decoration ~ ST/D and R ~ ~ ~ 

BO1 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ 20 cm ~   

Usewear ~ none ~   

Surface treatment ~ burnish ~   

Decoration ~ none ~   

BO2 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ 6 cm ~ ~ ~ 

Usewear ~ none ~ ~ ~ 

Surface treatment ~ burnish ~ ~ ~ 

Decoration ~ none ~ ~ ~ 

BO3 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ 12-18 cm 8-20 cm ~ 

Usewear ~ ~ none none ~ 

Surface treatment ~ ~ 

Burnish, 

smoothed Burnish ~ 

Decoration ~ ~ none TO ~ 

BO4 CP1 CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ 12-40 cm 16-20 cm ~ 

Usewear ~ ~ Soot, RH none ~ 

Surface treatment ~ ~ 

Burnish, 

smoothed, 

wiped Burnish ~ 

Decoration ~ ~ none TO ~ 

BO5 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ 14-22 cm ~ 14-26 cm 

Usewear ~ ~ none ~ none 

Surface treatment ~ ~ Burnish ~ 

Burnish, 

RT1 

Decoration ~ ~ none ~ none 

BO6 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ 13.5-16 cm 12-30 cm 16 cm 

Usewear ~ ~ none none Soot 

Surface treatment ~ ~ Burnish Burnish, Burnish 

Decoration ~ ~ none TO; IC/D none 

BO7 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ 16 cm 16-18 cm 12-22 cm 

Usewear        ~ ~ Soot none none 

Surface treatment ~ ~ wiped 

Burnish, 

smoothed Burnish 

Decoration ~ ~ none IC none 

BO8 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ 18 cm 14-21 cm 

Usewear ~ ~ ~ none none 
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Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ Burnish Burnished 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ IC, CD 

 CD, IC, 

IC/D 

BO9 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ 28 cm 14-26 cm 

Usewear ~ ~ ~ none none 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ Burnish Burnish 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ CD/CB TO 

BO10 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ ~ 13-40 cm 

Usewear ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Burnish, 

Wiped, 

FWP  

Decoration ~ ~ ~ ~ FPC 

BO11 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ ~ 22 cm 

Usewear ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Burnish, 

wiped 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

BO12 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ ~ 22 cm 

Usewear ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Burnish, 

wiped 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

BO13 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ ~ 16-26 cm 

Usewear ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Burnish, 

R/SL  

Decoration ~ ~ ~ ~ IC 

BO14 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ ~ 26-41 cm 

Usewear        ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Soot, burnt 

residue 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Burnish, 

wiped, RT1, 

FWP, 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ ~ FPC/CB, FT 

BO15 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ ~ 20-36 cm 

Usewear        ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Soot, burnt 

residue 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Wiped, 

burnish, 

RT1 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ ~ FPC/FT 
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BO16 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 cm 

Usewear        ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ ~ Burnish 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

BO17 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ ~ 13-29 cm 

Usewear        ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ ~ Burnish 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ ~  FPC/CB 

BO18 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ ~ 14-26 cm 

Usewear        ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ ~ Burnish 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

BO19 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ ~ 26-32 cm 

Usewear        ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Burnish, 

RG, 

RT1 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

BO20 

 CP1   CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

Vessel sizes ~ ~ ~ ~ 14-24 cm 

Usewear        ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

Surface treatment ~ ~ ~ ~ Burnish 

Decoration ~ ~ ~ ~ none 

 

 

 

4.9.1    Summary of surface treatments  

 

Embellishing a pot through the application of various surface treatments is evident in 

Kent, and a large percentage of the vessels under study have received some form of 

treatment. During the middle Bronze Age surface treatments are restricted to simple 

smoothing and wiping, and occasional finger wiping. All jar forms are wiped, with the 

exception of form type J3. Burnishing is rare, and light burnishing is only observed on 

globular vessels (form type G1), and two bowls (form types BO1 and BO2). Applied 

clay slurry is common during the middle and middle to late Bronze Age (Figure 4.22).     

 

During the earlier stages of the later Bronze Age all jar forms are wiped with the 

exception of form types J4 and J7. Bowl forms are burnished and occasionally 

smoothed. All jar forms with the exception of jar type J12 are wiped during ceramic 
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phase 4, and the kneading of the vessel walls is observed on form type J11. All bowl 

forms are burnished and occasionally smoothed. Applied clay slurry commonly occurs 

during ceramic phase 3, but is less common during the latter stages of the late Bronze 

Age. 

 

Ceramic phase 5 is of interest as the range of surface treatments increases dramatically, 

and many vessels are treated to a combination of treatments. All form types display an 

array of surface treatments with the exception of jar form types J10, J14 and J15. 

Wiping, smoothing and finger wiping is still evident, and all bowl forms are burnished. 

Rustication is a new form of treatment which emerges in the early Iron Age, and as 

previously discussed, five different types of rustication are observed (section 4.3.7). 

Rustication occurs on jar forms J1, J7, J11, J13, J16 and J17 and on bowl forms BO5, 

BO14, BO15 and BO19. Bowl form types BO15 and BO19 are both rusticated and 

burnished, and the burnishing is frequently applied to either the interior of the vessel, or 

the upper exterior.   

 

Rusticated pots do not occur on all early to middle Iron Age sites; for example, at West 

of Northumberland Bottom there was no observation of rustication or deliberate surface 

roughening as a surface treatment type (Bryan and Morris 2006), and at Little Stock 

Farm the occurrence of this type of surface treatment is quite rare, and only 1.5% of the 

assemblage has been treated in this way (Bryan 2006). The distribution of rusticated 

pots will be discussed in Chapter 5.    

 

The exterior surfaces of some vessels have been roughened (RG), and this may be a 

finer version of rustication. Examples occur at Ramsgate, and it is tentatively suggested 

that the Ramsgate examples may represent some form of transitional period from the 

end of the late Bronze Age into the Iron Age, or a finer version of rustication. Pots with 

roughened surfaces were recovered at Beechbrook Wood (Jones 2006b), and may 

represent another variation of rustication.  

 

Red finished pottery is a component of late Bronze Age and early Iron Age assemblages 

from Kent (Middleton 1995: 204). Most such Kentish pots occur on early Iron Age 

sites, although uncommon examples are observed in earlier LBA/EIA contexts (ibid.). 

One red-finished body sherd from Kemsley (McNee 2006a) was phased to the very late 
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Bronze Age based on the fact that early Iron Age pottery was not observed on the site. It 

is suggested that this type of surface treatment emerges at some point during ceramic 

phase 4 and continues into the later part of the early Iron Age. Vessels studied by the 

author are somewhat fragmentary, and it is difficult to offer a correlation between red-

finished surfaces and form types. However examples from Downlands (McNee 2010b) 

and White Horse Stone (Morris 2006b) would suggest that this type of surface finish 

commonly occurs on bowl types BO13 and BO18. The distribution of these distinctive 

vessels will be discussed in Chapter 5.     

        

 

Figure 4.22  Decorated middle to late Bronze Age sherd showing worn areas of applied 

thin clay slurry. Photograph by the author. 

 

 
 

 

 

4.9.2    Summary of decoration 

 

The data results show that decoration occurs on all form types during the middle Bronze 

Age, with the exception of jar form type J3 and bowl form types BO1 and BO2. Both 

fine and coarse vessels can be decorated, and applied cordons placed around the 

shoulder area are particularly common. Cordons in the shape of a horse shoe and 

vertical cordons are only observed during the middle Bronze Age. Pre-fired perforated 
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holes are also specific to the middle Bronze Age period, and this technique is 

considered to be both decorative and practical (section 4.4.4).    

 

The results show that during ceramic phase 3, decoration is much rarer. The most 

common type is finger piecrust decoration (FPC/FT), and this has been applied to jar 

form types J4, J7, J8 and J9. Bowl forms are usually undecorated. This is in contrast to 

the later stages of the Bronze Age when a much greater variety of decorative techniques 

can be seen. Finger piecrusting (FPC/CB) is often applied to jar forms, and cordons 

placed around the neck area are also common (CD/FT). Bowl forms can be decorated 

with horizontal tooled lines (TO) or horizontal incised lines (IC).   

 

Decorated vessels occur in the early Iron Age but on the whole pots are undecorated. 

Piecrust decoration is observed and is frequently decorated with a shallow wedge 

impression (FPC/W). Vessel shoulders are sometimes decorated with fingertip 

impressions (FT), and finger piecrust with cable decoration is also employed (FPC/CB). 

Decoration is noted on the following vessel types: J1, J7, J9, J11, J14, J17, BO8, BO10, 

BO13, BO14, BO15 and BO17. It is interesting to note that a variety of surface 

treatments and decoration can be applied to the following form types: J7, J17, BO10, 

BO14 and BO15.   

 

It can be difficult to suggest a correlation between decoration and vessel form as 

particular types of decoration on certain form types often occur as single incidences.  

Although a fairly wide range of decorative techniques has been employed throughout 

the 1000 years of prehistory under study, the majority of pots are undecorated. The data 

results suggest a greater variety of decoration is used during the earliest Iron Age period 

(also know as the late Bronze Age decorated phase), for example at Ramsgate Harbour 

Approach Road (McNee forthcoming), but it is still undecorated pots that dominate. 

Only 4% of the Ramsgate assemblage is decorated (ibid.). This trend can be seen on 

other Kentish sites of the same period, for example at Ellington School only 5.3% of the 

assemblage is decorated (McNee 2007b); at Saltwood Tunnel only 3% of the 

assemblage is decorated (Jones 2006c); at Shelford Quarry again only 3% of vessels 

display decoration (McNee 2010a); at Holborough Quarry just 2.1% of a very large 

assemblage is decorated (McNee 2007a); and at Little Stock Farm just 5.5% of the 

sherds are decorated (Bryan 2006).  
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In the light of these results it is important to consider whether Barrett’s (1980) division 

of late Bronze Age pottery into an earlier plain ware tradition and a later decorated 

tradition can be appropriately applied to Kentish pottery. Late Bronze Age assemblages 

in Kent are frequently analysed following Barrett’s scheme, and it has been argued that 

there is an over reliance of Barrett’s model for the development of PDR pottery, and an 

urgent need to reconsider the straightforward linear sequence of plain to decorated 

wares (Brudenell 2008: 195). This will be discussed in Chapter 7.     

 

4.9.3    Summary of Usewear 

The data results show that a wide range of vessel forms display evidence of some form 

of usewear, and suggests that both bowls and jars were used in cooking activities (Table 

4.14).      

 

Table 4.14 Summary of usewear to vessel forms  
Forms Soot 1 Soot 2 Soot 3 Burnt 

residue 

Abrasion  Pitting Repair 

Holes 

J1 Y Y Y Y   Y 

J3  Y      

J5    Y    

J7  Y  Y    

J8  Y  Y    

J9  Y Y Y    

J10   Y  Y   

J11  Y  Y  Y  

J13  Y  Y    

J14  Y      

J15  Y      

J16  Y      

J17 Y       

BO3 Y Y  Y    

BO4  Y Y    Y 

BO5  Y Y     

BO6  Y      

BO7  Y Y     

BO11  Y      

BO13     Y   

BO14  Y  Y    

BO15  Y  Y    

G1 Y       

Codes: soot 1 (soot noted on both surfaces); soot 2 (soot noted on the exterior) 

soot 3 (soot noted on the interior) 
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Jar form type J1 is commonly used in cooking activities throughout ceramic phases 1 

and 2, and this conclusion is based on the remains of sooting and burnt residues 

adhering to the vessel walls. It is usually small and medium-sized pots that are used. 

Occasionally large-sized pots are used but this is rare, and may suggest the function of 

the larger vessels was for storage. Jar type J5 is noted to contain burnt residue, and these 

are also small-sized pots. In ceramic phase 3 several vessel types have sooty residues 

adhering to the pottery walls, and these include form types J1, J3, J7, J8, J9, J16, BO4 

and BO7. Although several small and medium-sized vessels are used, there may be a 

slight increase in the number of larger pots also being employed as cooking  

pots. Abrasion was noted on the interior of a J10 jar from White Horse Stone (Morris 

2006b).   

 

Usewear evidence is not abundant during ceramic phase 4, and only two jar types are 

observed to have soot on the exterior (form types J9 and J11). Small and large vessels 

are used. Usewear evidence is also quite rare during the early Iron Age, and only seven 

form types display evidence of soot and burnt residues (form types J7, J13, J15, J17, 

BO6, BO14 and BO15). These fall into a small, medium and large category. Usewear 

evidence was not noted on very large pots. Pitting was observed inside jar form type J11 

(large-sized pot), and the interior of a medium sized bowl type was abraded (bowl type 

BO13).    

  

The overall percentage of vessels displaying usewear evidence does appear to vary from 

site to site (Table 4.4), and the lack of sooted vessels on some sites is quite interesting. 

This may suggest that cooking processes was not a primary function in certain sites, and 

this will be explored in Chapter 7.      

 

4.9.4     Summary of form types  

 

Thirty-nine basic form types were identified, and the data results show certain form 

types are very long lived, while others may be specific to certain periods of time (Table 

4.15). A limited range of form types is present in the middle Bronze Age (Figure 4.23), 

and by the late Bronze Age a wider range of vessel forms appears (Figure 4.24). Bowl 

forms and shouldered vessels are introduced and rim types are much more varied. The 

early Iron Age sees the introduction of new jar types and several new bowl types 

(Figure 4.25).         
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4.10      Conclusion 

 

This chapter has presented the data from detailed analysis of several pottery 

assemblages from the middle Bronze Age to the early Iron Age. Access to the pottery 

has been an important consideration regarding the choice of assemblages to study, and 

for the opportunity to carry out a programme of petrology. The results suggest a broad 

range of forms, vessel sizes, surface treatments and fabrics that change through time, 

and a lack of standardisation and homogeneity. These changes are unlikely to have 

taken place overnight, but are still reflective of changes within society and the nature of 

society itself. The creation of different types of pots is not an arbitrary event but a 

response to the needs of a community, and decisions made by the potter, the tools and 

materials available and his skill (or otherwise) in manipulating them all contribute to the 

finished product (Orton et al. 1993: 152). In the next chapter, the patterns that have 

been observed here will be used to address the selection of the raw materials, the 

production stages, the organisation of pottery production, and to assess the evidence for 

trade, exchange and pottery specialisation.     

 

Table 4.15 Correlation of form types to ceramic phases 

Form Types CP1 CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 

J1 Y Y Y ~ Y 

J2 Y ~ ~ ~ ~ 

J3 Y Y Y ~ ~ 

J4 Y Y Y ~ ~ 

J5 ~ Y ~ ~ ~ 

J6 ~ Y ~ ~ ~ 

J7 ~ ~ Y  Y? Y 

J8 ~ Y Y Y ~ 

J9 ~ Y Y Y ~ 

J10 ~ ~ Y Y Y 

J11 ~ ~ ~ Y Y 

J12 ~ ~  Y ~ 

J13 ~ ~ ~ ~ Y 

J14 ~ ~ ~ ~ Y 

J15 ~ ~ ~ ~ Y 

J16 ~ ~ Y ~ Y 

J17 ~ ~ ~ ~ Y 

G1 Y Y ~ ~ ~ 

G2 ~ Y ~ ~ ~ 

BO1 ~ Y ~ ~ ~ 

BO2 ~ Y ~ ~ ~ 

BO3 ~ ~ Y Y ~ 

BO4 ~ ~ Y Y ~ 
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BO5 ~ ~ Y ~ Y 

BO6 ~ ~ Y Y Y 

BO7 ~ ~ Y Y Y 

BO8 ~ ~ ~ Y Y 

BO9 ~ ~ ~ Y Y 

BO10 ~ ~ ~ ~ Y 

BO11 ~ ~ ~ ~ Y 

BO12 ~ ~ ~ ~ Y 

BO13 ~ ~ ~ ~ Y 

BO14 ~ ~ ~ ~ Y 

BO15 ~ ~ ~ ~ Y 

BO16 ~ ~ ~ ~ Y 

BO17 ~ ~ ~ ~ Y 

BO18 ~ ~ ~ ~ Y 

BO19 ~ ~ ~ ~ Y 

BO20 ~ ~ ~ ~ Y 
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Figure 4.23  Suggested rim form types occurring in the middle Bronze Age (1) and the 

middle to late Bronze Age (2). Scale 1:2 
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Figure 4.24  Suggested rim form types occurring in the late Bronze Age (1) and the 

earliest Iron Age (2). Scale 1:2 
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Figure 4.25  Suggested rim form types occurring in the early Iron Age (scale 1:2) 
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Chapter 5 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 Ceramic Production and Distribution 
 

 

 

5.1   Introduction 

 

The results presented so far have aimed to describe in detail the pots that are key to this 

study. Pottery is central to our understanding of the nature of production and 

distribution in later prehistoric Britain (Hamilton 2002: 38), and has been utilised 

traditionally as the major chronological indicator of later prehistoric occupation (Morris 

1994: 372). In more recent decades there has been an evolution towards the realisation 

that pottery contains within its walls a wealth of information about production and 

exchange (Morris 1997: 41). There are several ways of enhancing the knowledge of 

production which we can obtain from the archaeological record, and this includes 

studying not just the end products but the entire technological sequence of pottery 

production (DeRoche 1997: 19). Manufacture is only one aspect of the sequence; 

pottery production is woven into the fabric of the broader political context within which 

manufacturing decisions are made and this is closely tied to patterns of distribution and 

consumption (Rice 1987: 168).       

 

The study of pottery production throughout the period under study in this thesis has yet 

to be undertaken in the Kent region, and this chapter aims to offer a comprehensive 

study of pottery production and distribution. The chapter has been divided into three 

parts.  The first part will examine the mechanics of production, the technological 

sequences involved in making the pottery from Kent, and the types of clays and tempers 

that were used. The second part will focus on the geological sources of the raw material, 

and whether pottery production was localised. The third part of this chapter will 

consider the distribution of the pottery forms and the modes of production and 

distribution. Analysis of the types of pottery being produced, and the sites where they 

have been recovered, can provide information on economic organisation. The actual 

scale of production, how this might change through time, and how this relates to the 

communities that made and consumed the pottery will be examined. The data results 
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including petrological examination will be used to offer an understanding of the nature 

of ceramic production in Kent from the middle Bronze Age to early Iron Age.      

 

5.2   Making pots 

 

The minimal resources necessary to make pottery are clay, water and fuel for firing 

(Arnold 1985: 20) and the first step towards producing a pot is to collect clay and 

suitable tempering materials. Clay must be combined with water in order to make it 

plastic, and plasticity, the ability of the clay to be moulded and maintain its shape is 

determined by the interactions of clay particles with water (Sinopoli 1991: 11).   

Few types of clay are ready to be formed into vessels in their natural state; most must be 

cleaned by removing naturally occurring impurities including pebbles and organic 

debris. The extent to which clay must be cleaned varies according to the manufacturing 

technique used in vessel forming, and for many hand-built vessels much coarser clays 

are perfectly suitable (ibid. 16). The data results show that during the middle Bronze 

Age and earlier part of the late Bronze Age some pots were made with clay that had not 

been cleaned very well. Naturally occurring particles of vegetation matter, rootlets and 

tiny pebbles are frequently left in. Photomicrograph sherd 1 (Appendix 4, page 368) 

from Bogshole Lane is a good example.        

 

Clays can sometimes be used in their natural state as dug from the ground without 

modification (Rice 1987: 118), and raw clays usually contain some naturally occurring 

temper (non-plastic material). Enough may be present so that the potter does not need to 

add more, however, if the raw clay is too plastic the potter must add some non-plastics 

in order to improve workability, counteract shrinkage and facilitate drying (Shepherd 

1956: 24). Temper is added to allow the steam to escape in the early stages of firing, 

and it also helps the clay to open during firing allowing it to dry more quickly and 

evenly. The addition of temper also strengthens the vessel, although all inclusions 

present have a weakening effect on the fired product. This is because they interrupt and 

inhibit the bonding of the clay particles with one another (Gibson and Woods 1997: 30). 

 

5.3    Main inclusion types  

The data results reveal the main inclusion types used to make pottery in Kent. The 

following discussion lists the advantages and disadvantages of the types of temper used 
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to make the later prehistoric pottery. A full discussion on possibly geological sources 

for the raw material can be found in section 5.9.  

 

5.3.1    Flint temper 

 

The data results demonstrate that flint-tempered pots are the most common, and this 

applies to all ceramic periods under study. Flint is an extremely hard and dense rock, 

and owing to its cryptocrystalline structure it is most easily worked by flaking. This, 

however, yields sharp, highly angular fragments that are totally unsuitable for mixing 

with clay, as they would cause discomfort to the potter as he worked the clay and create 

difficulties in vessel manufacture. Consequently flint was calcined (heated), and this 

facilitated the crushing and pounding of the rock (Gibson and Woods 1997: 33-4). The 

more settled existence of the middle Bronze Age, associated with the establishment of 

more permanent structures, defined social space and eventually, fields, would have 

allowed the accumulation of burnt flint which would have been associated intimately 

with the processes of the drying of crops and other commodities, cooking food, heating 

liquids and providing warmth (Woodward 2002: 111). It is possible that symbolism, and 

easy access to flint, outweighed the actual practicality of using this type of temper.      

 

5.3.2    Grog temper 

 

Cleal’s study of pottery fabrics in the Wessex region suggests that certain criteria lay 

behind the selection and use of certain tempers. Crushed pot or grog is in many ways an 

ideal tempering material. It is relatively easily crushed, is easy to use, has properties 

almost identical to the clay matrix, and does not suffer post-firing changes, which would 

destabilise the pot (Cleal 1995). When fired, the potsherds have the same thermal 

characteristics as the clay matrix and expand at the same rate. Considerable variability 

in the amount and particle size of potsherd temper is permissible without risk of 

cracking (Arnold 1985: 24). Despite these advantages grog was not used much in the 

ceramics of the middle Bronze Age in large areas of Wessex, and overall the picture is 

of grog as an unpopular inclusion, and it is possible that there were social constraints on 

its use (Cleal 1995). The situation in Kent is very similar, and grog is not commonly 

used as a temper. One possible disadvantage of grog is that it was not as readily 

available as flint, and this might be due to a shortage of pots due to seasonal potting.   
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5.3.3    Quartz and glauconite 

 

Quartz has a very high rate of thermal expansion and is therefore poorly suited for use 

in cooking vessels (Rye 1976: 118), although many cooking pots were quartz tempered. 

Quartz was used as a deliberately added opening material in the production of 

Durotrigian and Romano-British black burnished tradition (Gibson and Woods 1997: 

37). Quartz also serves the pottery in a number of ways: it increases clay workability, 

reduces shrinkage and assists uniform drying (Vekinis and Kilikoglou 1998: 281). 

Sandy fabrics would have helped the production of thinner-walled vessels (Woodward 

2002: 117), and it is evident from the data results that vessel walls become thinner in the 

middle to late Bronze Age transition and the late Bronze Age. In order to produce the 

new range of form types that emerge in the later Bronze Age it would have been 

necessary to use different fabrics in order to produce thinner-walled pots. The data 

results also suggest that although quartz-tempered pots are occasionally used as cooking 

vessels, it is quite rare. Glauconitic clays are also utilised in Kent, and although these 

clays are more commonly used in the Iron Age, these are also used in the later Bronze 

Age if the site is close to geological sources that are rich in glauconitic sandy clays.         

 

5.3.4    Quartzite 

 

Quartzite fabrics are not particularly common in Kent. Quartzite is a much harder 

material to crush than flint, and the reasons for using this material may be social (Jones 

2006b). Pots tempered with quartzite can have a glittering quality, and this may have 

been aesthetically pleasing to the potters and consumers. Quartzite has been used at East 

of Newlands (Jones 2006a), Sandway Road (Jones 2006f) and Northfleet (McNee 

2008c). A possible source for the quartzite fabrics would be the Boyne Hill Terrace, and 

gravel deposits can contain pebbles of quartzite (Dewey et al. 1924: 92).  

 

5.3.5    Organic temper 

 

Pots tempered with significant amounts of organic matter are fairly uncommon in Kent. 

Experiments have shown that organic temper displays certain advantages. Pottery tends 

to be lighter, increasing portability, and be less prone to breakage (Skibo et al. 1989: 

139). Organic material may also provide advantages during vessel manufacture by 

making excessively wet and plastic clay workable. However, an organic-tempered 

vessel is slightly less effective for heating its contents than mineral-tempered pots, 
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although it is equally resistant to thermal shock, and it is much more susceptible to 

abrasion (ibid. 140). Requirements for pots changed with the introduction of agriculture 

and more permanent settlement, and cooking effectiveness and vessel durability became 

more important to the vessel users than portability and ease of manufacture (ibid. 141). 

The scarcity of organic tempered pottery in later prehistoric Kent may suggest that 

making pots that were easily transportable was not a priority. It may also indicate that 

the potters preferred to use other types of temper to make the clay more workable even 

though they might result in longer drying stages. It would have been easier for sedentary 

societies to spend longer making pots than societies that were on the move. 

 

5.3.6    Shell temper 

 

The data results demonstrate that shell tempered pottery does not tend to be used until 

the early Iron Age. Shell is probably an ideal temper for cooking pots (Tite and 

Kilikoglou 2002: 4), and shell and limestone tempers are preferable to quartz temper as 

stresses resulting from a rapid change in temperature are less due to a lower thermal 

expansion (ibid. 1). Steponaitis (1984) introduced the concept of an‘ideal’ cooking 

vessel, and argued that coarsely ground shell provided the most appropriate temper for 

maximising the thermal shock resistance of cooking vessels. Therefore, the use of shell 

temper could be seen as the final stage in a technological development aimed at the 

gradual improvement of cooking vessels and the ultimate achievement of the ‘ideal’ 

vessel (Tite and Kilikoglou 2002: 1). Calcium ions released from shell or limestone can 

also improve the working properties of a soft sticky clay, and as a result pots made from 

such clays can have thinner walls (ibid. 1).    

 

5.3.7     Iron ore 

 

Many sherds, in a wide variety of fabrics, contain varying amounts of red iron. In most 

cases this is less than 5% and thus cannot be considered deliberately added temper, but 

probably occurs naturally. The Sandgate and Folkestone Beds are a source of 

ferruginous inclusions (Smart et al. 1966: 80, 85), and may have been exploited more 

particularly for the production of vessels in iron-rich fabrics. 

 

5.3.8    Discussion 

 

It is interesting to note that grog and shell are not commonly used as temper in the 

period under study despite having good thermal properties. This may be due to a lack of 
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available raw materials, and it is feasible that the potters did not have an abundance of 

old pots that could be utilised as grog. However, pots do break, and it is possible that 

the potters preferred to repair their pots. This is particularly relevant to the middle 

Bronze Age, and the data results suggest that more pots were repaired during this 

period, and that the use of grog as a deliberately added inclusion was very rare. The re-

introduction of grog during the middle to late Bronze Age and the emergence during the 

middle to late Bronze Age transition of flint and grog tempered fabrics might suggest 

that more pots were available to be used as grog, or that fashions changed. This can be 

seen on a number of Kentish sites, for example Shrubsoles Hill (Raymond 2003:25), 

Beechbrook Wood (Jones 2006d) and Ellington (McNee 2007b). Research has 

suggested that the use of grog temper may be regarded as more than a simple matter of 

technology, and may symbolise the continuation of generations of vessels (Sterner 

1989: 458; Brown 1995a: 127; Cleal 1995: 192). The evolution of vessel forms and 

fabrics during this period can be a reflection of changes within society, and the 

inclusion of old pots in new pots may serve to reinforce ancestral links within a 

changing society (Woodward 2002: 109). 

 

Petrological analysis revealed that a number of sherds had rare to sparse amounts of tiny 

pieces of grog included within the clay matrix. The fabrics are often flint tempered, and 

the grog inclusions were not usually observed during macroscopic examination. In 

technological terms the percentage of grog is so small that it may not have contributed 

to the successful construction and firing of a pot. It is possible that the grog had become 

accidentally incorporated during vessel building, and that the potters may have kept a 

variety of temper and clay recipes close to the place of manufacture.  It is also suggested 

that a small piece of a favourite pot or a family heirloom was deliberately added to a 

new pot in order to maintain a link with the past or to remember an individual.    

 

In terms of using shell as a temper, this may have been more readily available, and the 

fact that flint temper was far more popular than shell may suggest social reasons for 

using this type of temper. This may have been more important to the potters than 

reasons of practicality.  
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5.4    Kneading and forming  

 

Thin section results would suggest that the clay was sometimes poorly wedged, and 

temper could be distributed in an uneven fashion (for an example see Photomicrograph 

5 in Appendix 4). This tends to be more common in pottery of the middle Bronze Age 

and earlier part of the late Bronze Age. The next stage is to form the pot, and there are a 

number of fundamentally different ways of shaping a pot. The most direct procedure is 

modelling from a solid lump. Coil building is perhaps the most general method, with 

many variations of the technique, in mode of supporting the vessel while it is being 

built, of starting the base, of laying the coils in rings and of giving the vessel its final 

shape (Shepard 1954: 54). Some sherds recovered from Kent show evidence of coil 

building (see Photomicrograph’s 60 and 123 in Appendix 4). At Hawkinge Aerodrome 

many jars are thick-walled, and at least one of these shows clear evidence of ring or coil 

building (Hamilton and Seager Thomas 2001). Other manufacturing techniques 

observed include the pinching of vessel walls to shape and thin them, very thin walls, 

vertical smearing or furrowing, and the pinching-together of shoulder carinations and 

bases. These techniques, although not restricted to it, are frequently taken as indicators 

of slab building (ibid.). It is possible that the clays were quite wet, as sharp large flint 

inclusions may be more easily impressed into the clays. The joining together of coils 

and pieces of clay in order to construct a vessel was not always well executed, and two 

sherds from Shelford Quarry (McNee 2010a) demonstrate a lack of smoothing and 

bonding (Figure 5.2). 

 

5.4.1    Basal flints 

 

Flint chips on the exterior of the base are observed on a number of vessels and occur in 

all ceramic phases. It is interesting to note that much of the flint is very fine (Figure 5.1) 

and has been crushed very well, and not all the flint appears to have been calcined. This 

would have made the crushing of the flint quite difficult. The base sherds themselves 

have often been made with fabrics that are fairly coarse in terms of the inclusion of 

larger pieces of poorly sorted flint, so even though fine flint was available the potters 

may have deliberately chosen not to use it to make these particular vessels. The size of 

the inclusions within a pottery fabric varies with the size of the vessel, wall thickness, 

and the intended function of the pot. Therefore potters making small, medium and large 

vessels could be expected to use tempers with different particle sizes (Rye 1981: 27). 
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The flint may be crushed by the potters themselves, who could then grade the fragments 

possibly by sieving. Some flint fabrics are quite fine and the flint inclusions are small 

and fairly well sorted suggesting that some sort of sieve was used (McNee 2006a: 31).            

 

Figure 5.1  Base sherd showing very fine crushed flint on the exterior bottom of the 

pot.  Photograph by the author   

 

 

 

 

5.4.2    Vessel forms  

 

Pots were made for a particular purpose. The nature of the materials and the functions of 

vessels are interrelated variables, and the materials contribute to ensure the vessel can 

perform certain functions (Rye 1981: 26). The combination of motor habit patterns, the 

spatial arrangement of household furniture and micro-environmental considerations can 

combine to affect the shape of utilitarian vessels (Arnold 1985: 150). The data results 

reveal a range of form types.   

 

5.4.3    Cooking pots  

 

Making pots suitable for cooking would have been an important part of the potters’ 

repertoire and the remains of soot and burnt residues are evidence that some pots were 
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made for use in cooking activities. The shape of a vessel may be related to its utility as a 

cooking vessel (Arnold 1985: 144), and the quality of materials may be extremely 

important in the production of cooking pottery (ibid. 23). The vessel walls should be 

relatively impermeable to fluids and the vessels should be resistant to thermal shock. 

 

Figure 5.2 Two sherds from Shelford Quarry showing poorly joined pieces of clay. 

Photograph by Lisa Fisher 

 

 

 

 

Resistance to thermal shock permits the vessel to withstand repeated cycles of heating 

and fast cooling without damage (Rye 1976: 113). The kind of non-plastics used as 

temper in cooking pottery can affect the resistance to thermal shock, and potters have 

achieved control of large pores in a pot by using organic tempering materials such as 

grass (Arnold 1985: 23-4). If inorganic materials are used for temper, a different set of 

factors affects thermal shock resistance. The non-plastic minerals in the clay should 

have thermal expansions close to that of the fired clay matrix (Arnold 1985: 24), and if 
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this criterion cannot be met, the amount and particle size of non-plastic mineral 

inclusions in the paste should be as small as possible (Rye 1976: 114). Minerals with 

the lowest thermal expansions are the most suitable in avoiding stresses during repeated 

heatings, and quartz may be considered to be unsuitable because of its relatively high 

thermal expansion (ibid. 117-8). The advantages of using shell-tempered pots for 

cooking activities have already been discussed.  

 

Considering the above statements, it is interesting to note that Kentish cooking pots are 

rarely made with organic temper, shell or grog. Flint is the most common type of 

inclusion, and some cooking pots include large pieces of flint. Cooking pots are also 

considered to perform better if they are thin walled and round bottomed, with rounded 

rather than simple contours (Rice 1981: 237). Middle Bronze Age to early Iron Age 

cooking pots are always flat bottomed, and although many are thin walled with rounded 

shoulders that is not always the case. Most middle Bronze Age cooking pots have thick 

walls, and occasionally carinated vessels and bowls were used for cooking in the later 

Bronze Age. One sharply contoured tripartite jar from Saltwood Tunnel displayed sooty 

residues (Jones 2006b). The data results suggest that ovoid jars were used in cooking 

activities in the middle to late Bronze Age (form type J3), as several have evidence of 

sooting. Vessels with incurved tops would have been suitable for heating liquids since 

the incurving of the upper part provided a cooler surface upon which condensation 

could have taken place due to gentle simmering (Cunliffe 1984: 249). These vessels 

tend to quite fragmented, so may have been susceptible to more wear and tear possibly 

due to cooking processes.  

 

5.4.4     Storage jars 

 

Ceramic vessels are convenient, durable containers that provide vermin-proof containers 

for storage of agricultural produce (Arnold 1985: 233). The flared rim jars may possibly 

have been designed to allow coverings of fabric or skin to be attached. Such coverings 

can be imagined for a range of foods including milk products and meat as well as 

temporarily stored cereals (Cunliffe 1984: 249). Topography and distance to water 

sources can affect the demand for water carrying vessels. The more often water must be 

transported to the house, the greater the risk of breakage, and the greater the demand for 

water carrying vessels. Narrow necks are more suitable for carrying water as there is 

less spillage (Arnold 1985: 145). A number of Kentish form types may be described as 
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closed, and therefore might be suitable for the transportation of fluids. A long narrow 

necked closed form would have been the most suitable; however, this vessel type is 

quite rare in Kent. This suggests that the Kentish potters had easy access to water, and 

that vessels for the transportation of liquids over long distances were not a priority.    

 

5.4.5    Vessels for serving    

   

Bowl form types occur in the late Bronze Age and early Iron Age, and are often 

produced in finer fabrics and a variety of sizes. These would be suitable for the serving 

of food and possibly include individual eating and drinking vessels.          

 

5.5     Surface treatments and decoration  

 

Surface treatments and decoration are important parts of ceramic production, and may 

be carried out when the clay is still fairly wet. Some surface treatments, such as 

burnishing, must be carried out when the clay is at a leather hard stage; otherwise it is 

difficult to create a polished effect. The range of surface treatments and decoration 

present on Kentish vessels has been discussed in Chapter 4.   

 

5.6     Drying  

 

After a vessel has been made it is left to dry, so that the water that has been mixed with 

the clay to make it plastic and workable can evaporate away. However, it is not possible 

to remove all this water, and some moisture always remains between the clay particles 

of an unfired vessel (Gibson and Woods 1997: 26-7). Cold and damp weather often 

increases the time necessary to complete a pottery vessel. Ceramic vessels are often 

made in several stages which require sun drying between each stage in order to increase 

the strength of the formed portion to support a new section of fresh clay (Arnold 1985: 

65). Rainy weather can prevent the clay from drying adequately; and moisture also 

weakens vessel walls after partial drying, causing cracking and breakage (ibid. 64). 

These problems associated with the time necessary for drying are characteristic of all 

pottery, but are more acute with larger pots. Large vessels with thick walls may take a 

long time to dry, and are more difficult to move without breakage than smaller ones 

(ibid. 70).     

 

Climatic conditions in Kent during the middle and later Bronze Age may have limited 

ceramic production, and it is possible that pottery making was a seasonal activity.         
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A clay body with abundant non-plastics (whether naturally present or added by the 

potter) permits pottery to be made in a colder climate, by reducing the drying time that 

would ordinarily be lengthened because of cold temperatures (ibid. 97). Kentish pots 

usually include quite a high density of flint, and although flint is not an ideal temper, it 

may have been used in order to aid the drying of the pots. Drying pots on or near a fire 

can be an effective way of drying pottery in a wet climate. This method does, however, 

limit the number of vessels that can be dried to a very few.  

 

5.7     Firing  

 

Evidence for onsite pottery production is rare on prehistoric sites because of the absence 

of bonfire kilns, and Kent is no exception. Prior to the Roman invasion, almost all 

native pottery in Britain was open-fired (Gibson and Woods 1997: 26).  Firing colours, 

particularly in middle Bronze Age pottery, are a varied and irregular mix of reddish and 

grey, and suggest that it was difficult to control firing conditions. Late Bronze Age 

pottery is often unoxidized throughout and exhibits a more uniform colour of darkish 

grey. It is possible that potters had developed different ways of firing pottery and were 

able to achieve better control over firing conditions, and skilful management of fuel and 

firing techniques. Overfiring was occasionally noticed, for example at Tollgate where 

several sherds showed clear signs of bloating and twisting (Jones 2006c). It is 

interesting to note the occurrence of re-fired sherds on a number of sites in Kent. It is 

possible of course that these sherds are wasters and badly fired and this has resulted in 

the sherds becoming very light in weight, bloated and pale grey. However, if the sherds 

have been re-fired, this suggests a number of scenarios, discussed in Chapter 7.   

   

5.8     The geology of Kent 

 

The geology and topography of Kent has had a profound effect on human settlement in 

recent centuries, and may well have done so throughout prehistory, with a pronounced 

grain running east to west. The chalk ridge of the North Downs slopes down northwards 

towards a coastal plain and the Thames Estuary; a fold in the chalk forms the Hoo 

peninsula and the Isles of Sheppey and Thanet (Champion 2007b: 294). North of the 

North Downs the wider Thames Estuary deposits of Woolwich Beds and Reading Beds, 

which are sands and clays (some with naturally-occurring fossil shell), and Thanet 

Sands (which can be fine-grained or silty) are accessible (Morris 2006c: 78). Flint 
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occurs as nodules within chalk, and chalk and flint are common across most of Kent. 

Flint nodules are easily available through exposure by natural erosive processes such as 

river action, landslips or coastal processes (Wenban-Smith 2007: 43).  

 

To the south of the Downs there is the Greensand belt, forming the Vale of Holmesdale, 

rising to another ridge, beyond which are the clays and sands of the Weald (Champion 

2007b: 294). The data results suggest that geological deposits surrounding Kentish 

settlement sites would have provided suitable materials for potting. Table 5.1 lists the 

main materials used to make the pots and suggests possible geological sources. Table 

5.2 lists the sites that have been included in this research, and the type of geology that 

surrounds each site within an approximate 5 km range. 

 

Table 5.1 Main inclusion types and geological sources  

Main inclusion types Possible Geological Sources in Kent 

Flint 

 

Upper Chalk, Middle Chalk, Clay with Flints,  

River Gravel Deposits  

Quartzite Pebbles from Drift Deposits, Boyne Hill Terrace 

Sands and clays 

 

 

 

Thanet Sands, Woolwich Beds and Reading Beds,                   

Folkestone Beds, Lower Greensand, Drift Deposits, 

Brickearth, Sandgate Beds (silty clays), Weald Clays (sand 

and silt), Atherfield Clay, Alluvium 

Glauconitic Sand 

 

 

 

Gault Clay, Woolwich Beds can be speckled with 

glauconite, Lower Greensand, Drift Deposits, Thanet Beds, 

London Clay and Basement Beds, Reading Beds, London 

Clays, Hythe Beds, Weald Clay 

Iron Oxide Rich Gault Clay 

Red Iron Oxides Sandgate and Folkestone Beds 

Naturally occurring 

fossil shell 

Woolwich Beds and Reading Beds   

 

Ironstones 

 

Weald Clay, occasionally seen in Bull Head Beds, 

Folkestone Beds, River Gravels 

Shell Woolwich Beds 

Sandstone Lower Greensand 

Argillaceous  Gault Clay 

Calcareous Hythe Beds, Folkestone Beds 
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Figure 5.3  Geology map of Kent (Williams 2007: figure 1.2)  

 

 

 

 Table 5.2  List of sites and surrounding geology   

No Site Name Geology surrounding site 

1 Barham Downs Site 1 Clay, Chalk with Flints 

2 Kingston Downs Site 5 Clay, Chalk with Flints 

3 Barton Court Oldhaven, Blackheath, 

Woolwich, Reading and Thanet 

Beds 

4 Barton Hill Drive London Clay 

5 Beechbrook Lower Greensand, Upper 

Greensand and Gault, Chalk, 

Weald Clay, Clay with Flints, 

Folkestone Beds, Head 

Brickearth 

6 Birchington Chalk 

7 Bogshole Lane London Clay, Oldhaven, 

Blackheath, Woolwich, Reading 

and Thanet Beds 

8 Bridge By Pass Sites 8 and 9 Clay, Chalk with Flints 

9 Chestfield London Clay 

10 Church Lane, Smeeth Weald Clay, Lower Greensand 

11 Cobham Golf Course London Clay, Oldhaven, 

Blackheath, Woolwich, Reading 

and Thanet Beds, Chalk 

12 Coldharbour Road Chalk 

13 Cuxton Chalk, Clay with Flints, London 
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Clay, Oldhaven, Blackheath, 

Woolwich, Reading and Thanet 

Beds 

14 Damhead Creek Power Station London Clay 

15 Deal-Dover Bulk Supply Water Main Chalk 

16 Dover Eastern Docks Supply Water Main Chalk, Clay with Flints 

17 Downlands Walmer Chalk, Brickearth 

18 Dumpton Gap London Clay, Oldhaven, 

Blackheath, Woolwich, 

Reading and Thanet Beds, 

Chalk 

19 East Hall Farm, Sittingbourne London Clay, Oldhaven, 

Blackheath, Woolwich, 

Reading and Thanet Beds, 

Chalk 

20 East Northdown, Margate Chalk 

21 East of Newlands, Charing Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Chalk, Lower Greensand, Clay 

with Flints 

22 Ebbsfleet Oldhaven, Blackheath, 

Woolwich, Reading and Thanet 

Beds, Chalk 

23 Ellington Oldhaven, Blackheath, 

Woolwich, Reading and Thanet 

Beds, Chalk 

24 Eyhorne Street, Hollingbourne Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Lower Greensand, Chalk, Clay 

with Flints, Hythe Beds 

25 Folkestone Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Lower Greensand, Weald Clay 

26 Great Mongeham Chalk 

27 Hartsdown Technical College, Margate Chalk 

28 Hawkinge Aerodrome Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Lower Greensand, Chalk, Clay 

with Flints 

29 Hawkinge Canterbury Road Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Lower Greensand, Chalk, Clay 

with Flints 

30 Highstead Farm Quarry, Chislet London Clay 

31 Highstead Oldhaven, Blackheath, 

Woolwich, Reading and Thanet 

Beds, London Clay 

32 Hilborough near Reculver London Clay 

33 Holborough Quarry Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Chalk, Clay with Flints 

34 Holywell Combe Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Lower Greensand 

35 Isle of Grain Oldhaven, Blackheath, 

Woolwich, Reading and Thanet 
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Beds, London Clay 

36 Iwade Oldhaven, Blackheath, 

Woolwich, Reading and Thanet 

Beds, London Clay 

37 Kemsley Oldhaven, Blackheath, 

Woolwich, Reading and Thanet 

Beds, London Clay, Chalk 

38 Kingsmead Park, Allhallows London Clay 

39 Little Stock Farm Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Lower Greensand, Weald Clay 

40 Market Way Oldhaven, Blackheath, 

Woolwich, Reading and Thanet 

Beds, London Clay, Chalk 

41 Mill Hill Chalk 

42 Minnis Bay, Birchington Chalk 

43 Monkton Court Farm Oldhaven, Blackheath, 

Woolwich, Reading and Thanet 

Beds, Chalk 

44 Monkton Mount Pleasant Oldhaven, Blackheath, 

Woolwich, Reading and Thanet 

Beds, Chalk 

45 Netherhale Farm Oldhaven, Blackheath, 

Woolwich, Reading and Thanet 

Beds, Chalk 

46 Newington Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Lower Greensand, Weald Clay 

47 Northfleet Chalk 

48 Pepper Hill Chalk 

49 Princes Road, Dartford Chalk, London Clay 

50 Ramsgate Harbour Approach Road Chalk, Brickearth, Thanet Beds 

51 Saltwood Tunnel Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Chalk, Lower Greensand, Clay 

with Flints, Head Brickearth, 

Alluvium 

52 Sandway Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Chalk, Lower Greensand, Clay 

with Flints, Alluvium 

53 Shelford Quarry (Area 13 and Pond)  Oldhaven, Blackheath, 

Woolwich, Reading and Thanet 

Beds, Chalk 

54 Shrubsoles London Clay 

55 South of Snarkhouse Wood Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Lower Greensand, Chalk, Clay 

with Flints 

56 Thanet Earth Chalk 

57 Tollgate Oldhaven, Blackheath, 

Woolwich, Reading and Thanet 

Beds, Chalk 
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58 Tutt Hill Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Lower Greensand, Chalk, Clay 

with Flints, Sandgate Beds 

59 Updown Farm Chalk, Head Brickearth, 

Alluvium, and Clay with Flints 

60 West Borough School, Maidstone Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Lower Greensand, Chalk, Clay 

with Flints 

61 West of Blind Lane, Sevington Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Lower Greensand, Weald Clay 

62 West of Northumberland Bottom Oldhaven, Blackheath, 

Woolwich, Reading and Thanet 

Beds, Chalk 

63 Westwood Cross Chalk 

64 White Horse Stone Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Lower Greensand, Chalk, Clay 

with Flints 

65 Willow Farm Oldhaven, Blackheath, 

Woolwich, Reading and Thanet 

Beds, Chalk, Clay with Flints 

66 Zone 2, Southfleet, Gravesend Chalk, Clay with Flints 

 

 

 

5.9    Resource procurement 

 

The previous section has broadly outlined the geology which could have provided the 

clays and tempers used to make the pottery, and it is important to discuss whether the 

pottery from the studied sites was made from local or non-local clays. The most 

important resource in pottery manufacture is clay for the vessel body, and in many areas 

large deposits of suitable clay are a prime determinant of where potters settle (Rice 

1987: 115). The availability and suitability of the resources necessary to make pottery 

provide the most obvious and most frequently cited factor favouring the development of 

pottery making (Arnold 1985: 20). An important aspect of pottery production concerns 

the availability of ceramic raw materials as measured in the distance to those resources. 

In order for pottery making to originate in a society ceramic resources must be close 

enough to a population of potters to be easily exploited (ibid. 32). This conclusion is 

based on Dean Arnold’s ethnographic study of resource procurement, and on existing 

accounts of ethnographic ceramic studies, including his own fieldwork observing the 

contemporary potters of Mexico. Arnold’s studies revealed that the preferred territory of 

exploitation for both clay and temper is 1 km or less from the potter’s settlements, and 

the common range of exploitation is within 7 km for clay, and up to 6–9 kilometres for 
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temper (Arnold 1985: 54–55; Morris 1994a and 1994b). Therefore, a resource 

procurement zone of up to a 7 km radius for clay and 10 km for added temper can be 

constructed around an archaeological site. Within this area the concept of ‘local’ 

resources can be applied, while it is very much less likely that a potter will travel 

outside this ‘local’ area to procure resources. Therefore, pots made from clays or 

tempers not found in the ‘local’ zone are most likely to have been brought to the 

settlement through trade or exchange (Morris 2006c).  

 

5.9.1    The Isle of Sheppey  

 

The underlying geology on the Isle of Sheppey consists of Bagshot Beds (sand and 

gravel) over Claygate Beds and London Clay, with Head Gravel to the north (Coles et 

al. 2003: 4). The sites at Shrubsoles and Barton Hill Drive have been referred to in this 

thesis. At Shrubsoles continued exploitation of clay over an extended time period was 

observed, and the introduction of new fabrics represent innovations by local potters 

rather than signalling ceramics brought in from more distant producers (Raymond 2003: 

28). At Barton Hill Drive, vessels that may date from between 850 and 600 BC have 

been made with the same flint fabric (Couldrey 2004: 278). The prehistoric site at 

Kingsborough was not included in this research, but it is interesting to note that the 

clays used to make the later prehistoric pottery suggest the exploitation of a single clay 

source, presumably fairly local to the site (Mepham 2008: 292). This may present a 

picture of potters on the Isle of Sheppey sharing clay resources or exploiting the same 

sources over a long period of time.  

 

5.9.2    North Kent, Sittingbourne Area 

 

A small number of sites were examined to the south of the Isle of Sheppey close to the 

North Kent coast. They include Kemsley, Iwade and East Hall Farm. The underlying 

geology is Head Brickearth, and there is an outcrop of Eocene London Clay to the north 

(Diack 2006: 3). The middle Bronze Age vessels recovered from East Hall Farm are 

described as local fabrics (Seager Thomas 2008).  A small number of sherds from the 

Kemsley site were thin sectioned by the author (Appendix 4), and the results would 

suggest that a variety of local clay sources were exploited to make the pottery (McNee 

2006a: 32). The clay matrix varies from fine grained clays to coarse silty clays, and 

clays which include naturally occurring quartz. The presence of red iron ore and rare 

glauconite within some of the clays may also suggest a different clay source. Calcined 
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flint was added to the clay as a deliberately added temper, and one example shows the 

presence of both red and grey flint. It is possible that the flint derived from different 

sources. Fabrics identified at Iwade contained mica and may derive from the same clay 

source; and the Iwade Bronze Age and early Iron Age fabrics closely compare to 

contemporary fabrics from Kent (Hamilton and Seager Thomas (2005: 23).  

 

5.9.3    Isle of Grain, Hoo Peninsula, North Kent 

 

The Isle of Grain is situated at the easternmost side of the Hoo Peninsula. The geology 

surrounding the area includes London Clay, Oldhaven, Blackheath, Woolwich, Reading 

and Thanet Beds (Geological Survey Sheet of Great Britain, sheet 272). The sites are 

Damhead Creek Power Station, the Isle of Grain, and Kingsmead Park. The pottery 

from Kingsmead Park is described as profusely flint tempered, and dating from 

900/800-600 BC (Macpherson-Grant 2006: 77). It is interesting to note that the pottery 

from the Isle of Grain is also profusely flint tempered, and although flint tempered 

vessels are very common throughout middle and late Bronze Age Kent, some of the Isle 

of Grain fabrics are exceptionally coarse. The fabrics used to make the early Iron Age 

pots from the site are very similar to Deverel-Rimbury fabrics, and the flint inclusions 

can be as large as 10mm in length. The pottery was recovered from a number of sites 

across the route of a pipeline (Meaton 2008), and it is suggested that potters along the 

route were exploiting slightly different clay deposits (Doherty 2009).  Silty clays and 

slightly sandier clays have been utilised, and many examples of the probable LBA/EIA 

coarser flint-tempered fabrics are often oxidised to a distinctive bright orange colour, 

sometimes with a slight purplish tinge, a trait not so prevalent in the sites further to the 

west of the pipeline. Similar distinctive colouring was seen on the possibly locally 

produced Roman wares and might reflect the chemical properties of locally available 

clays, probably indicating very high iron content (ibid.). 

 

At Damhead Creek Power Station ten later Bronze/early Iron Age fabrics were 

distinguished (Seager Thomas 2004). Certain fabrics were noted to occur in both middle 

Bronze Age and late Bronze Age forms (ibid.), and the flint, shell and sand identified 

within the fabrics could derive from the local geology. 
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5.9.4    Gravesend area 

 

Pottery was examined to the south of the Isle of Grain and the area surrounding 

Gravesend, which includes sites within the sub-regional zone 1 (North Down and 

Thames Estuary) of the Channel Tunnel Rail Link Project (Morris 2006c). The area is 

situated at the foot of the North Downs, on Upper Chalk overlain by the silty sands and 

sandy clays of the Thanet Beds, which are also a source of Clay-with-flints. Some areas 

of the Thanet Beds are intercepted by deposits of the Woolwich Beds (Dewey et al. 

1924: 51). The geology is quite varied, and this may be reflected in the fabrics used by 

the prehistoric potters. 

 

5.9.5    Cobham, Pepper Hill, Tollgate, Whitehill Barrow and Northumberland Bottom   

 

The pottery and pottery fabrics recovered from five of the Channel Tunnel Rail Link 

sites were examined in detail, and the following observations were made. At 

Northumberland Bottom pottery dating to the early/middle Iron Age is dominated by 

shell tempered fabrics. Such deposits are within 5 km of Northumberland Bottom. The 

preference of shell-tempered fabrics can likely be explained by the proximity of the 

Woolwich Beds, yet the less common use of flint-tempering in favour of shell is 

surprising given the location of the site, and must represent a very deliberate, possibly 

cultural fabric choice. Considering the 7km travelling range defined by Arnold (1985) 

in his study of ethnographic evidence for the procurement of potting clays and tempers, 

and recommended by Morris (1994a, 1994b) for the study of later prehistoric pottery 

assemblages, it is conceivable that local resources could easily have provided all the 

necessary materials for later prehistoric pottery production at Northumberland 

Bottom, and it is reasonable to suppose that the majority of pottery was made locally, 

if not on site (Bryan and Morris 2006).  Early Iron Age pottery and fabrics were 

observed by the author to be similar to those recovered from the Isle of Grain sites, and 

it is possible that similar or the same clay sources were exploited.  

 

Pepper Hill, Whitehill Road Barrow and Tollgate are in very close proximity to 

Northumberland Bottom. The majority of later prehistoric pottery recovered from 

Tollgate belongs to an early to middle Iron Age pottery tradition, and although the 

pottery fabrics were wide ranging they are dominated by coarse shelly wares. Flint is 

also common, and is widely available in the Upper Chalk. The inclusions identified in 
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the fabrics of the ceramic vessels from Tollgate are available within 7 km of the site; all 

the pottery may therefore have been produced locally (Jones 2006c). Similarities are 

observed between the early Iron Age pots found at Tollgate, Northumberland Bottom 

and the Isle of Grain sites.   

 

The fabrics from Whitehill are very similar to those from Cobham Golf Course (McNee 

and Morris 2006), which is situated slightly further south. It is likely to be significant 

that there were at least two and probably three different clay sources used to make the 

fabrics: a very fine, silty clay matrix, a fine sandy clay matrix and an iron-rich, silty clay 

matrix. This suggests either that several potters were using different clay sources or that 

different generations of potters were selecting different sources and the variability is 

chronological, or a combination of both these scenarios (ibid.).  

 

Cuxton is slightly to the south of Cobham, and pottery dating to the early to early-

middle Iron Age was recovered. Shell tempered fabrics are well represented (Morris 

2006d), but appear to be less popular in comparison to sites situated further north such 

as Tollgate. The most frequent fabric group is flint and organic tempered, and the raw 

materials used to make this fabric are most likely to have come from local sources. The 

type of shell in the shell-rich fabrics is most likely to be fossil shell, and the closest 

sources for fossil shell in this area are the Woolwich Beds (Dines et al. 1954), and these 

are located in frequent patches all over this area of the North Kent Downs. The texture 

and other inclusions in these three shell-bearing fabrics strongly suggest that they derive 

from three different sources (Morris 2006d ). A further point of interest is that the 

Cuxton assemblage has an underlying inclusion represented by linear vesicles or voids 

remaining from burnt out organic matter, which occurs in 9 out of 14 fabrics. The 

ubiquity of this inclusion among a range of fabric types with different natural clay 

matrices in this assemblage strongly suggests that this may well be a cultural marker for 

the potters and the pot users in this area (ibid.). 

 

The late Bronze Age site at Holborough Quarry may be further testament that potters 

preferred to exploit local clay sources. Many sherds have been made with clays 

containing abundant amounts of glauconite, and possible sources for this clay may 

derive from the Gault Clay, which contains highly glauconitic sandy clay (Dines et al. 

1954: 25). Fabrics containing glauconite sand account for 25% of the assemblage. 
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Glauconitic fabrics appear to be a factor in Iron Age assemblages, and are used at a 

number of Kentish sites, for example at Saltwood Tunnel (Jones 2006b). The 

occurrence of so many late Bronze Age pots made with glauconitic clays at Holborough 

is quite unusual, and would indicate that the potters are happier utilising clay sources 

which are very local to the site. Significant amounts of flint are still being added to the 

glauconitic clay matrix, and it suggests that the potters are still adhering to the Bronze 

Age tradition of adding lots of calcined flint to their pots (McNee 2007a). A similar 

pattern is suggested at Northfleet. Quartzite and flint fabrics occur, and this choice of 

fabric is not particularly common in Kent (McNee 2008c). A possible source for the 

quartzite fabrics would be the Boyne Hill Terrace, and the gravel deposits can contain 

pebbles of quartzite (Dewey et al. 1924: 92). Flints are also found in the gravel (ibid. 

91). Alluvium and the Thanet Sands would provide suitable potting clays (McNee 

2008c).   

   

5.9.6    North of Maidstone 

 

A large assemblage of pottery was recovered from White Horse Stone and included a 

wide range of fabrics (Morris 2006b). Suitable clays are available immediately in the 

area of the settlement and also around the area of the settlement. The Middle Chalk 

would have provided abundant flint nodules suitable for burning and crushing to make 

temper. The presence of ironstone suggests that the iron oxide-rich fabric group may 

also have been local wares, and the minor quartzite fabric could have been a local 

product as well (ibid.). There is one particular fabric group, shell-bearing, which cannot 

have been made from clays local to White Horse Stone if the shell is shown to be 

fossiliferous. However, the nearest source of Woolwich Beds to White Horse Stone are 

in the Upchurch area 10 km to the north-east or 10 km to the north-west across the 

Medway and west of Rochester – both outside the likely local procurement zone for 

White Horse Stone potters. This distance is correlated to the infrequency of shell-

bearing pottery in the White Horse Stone assemblage (ibid.). White Horse Stone is 

dominated by early/middle Iron Age pottery, and is it therefore interesting that shell 

tempered fabrics are not commonly used. This contrasts with early Iron Age 

assemblages recovered from the North Downs Gravesend area, where early Iron Age 

shell tempered pots are more frequent.  
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5.9.7    Maidstone to Ashford 

 

The journey continues along the Channel Tunnel Rail Link route between Maidstone 

and Ashford. The geology is quite varied, and includes Upper Greensand and Gault, 

Lower Greensand, Chalk and Clay-with-Flints (Geological Survey Sheet of Great 

Britain, sheets 272 and 288). At Westborough School, Maidstone, much of the pottery is 

flint-tempered; crushed, calcined flint has been added as a temper or opening material to 

the raw clay. A number of sherds have a matrix rich in black sand (glauconite), 

indicating clay derived from the local Cretaceous geology, probably the beds within the 

Lower Greensand in the Medway area. These sherds are visually very distinctive and 

exploitation of this clay appears to have continued from the early first millennium BC 

through to the Roman conquest period (Raynor 2005).  

 

Early Iron Age pottery was recovered from Eyhorne Street, which is situated to the 

south of Westborough School. Four of the fabrics contained abundant glauconite grains 

and quartz, demonstrating a very similar clay matrix. The glauconite identified is mostly 

likely to have derived from the Lower Greensand, on which the site is situated. The flint 

temper seen in the glauconite fabrics and non glauconitic fabrics was also available 

locally in the Middle Chalk, the drift deposits of Clay-with-flints, or from river gravel 

deposits. One possible exception is a grog and quartz fabric which was used for a 

pedestal cup. The form is unusual, and petrological analysis revealed one unidentified 

inclusion, but no conclusions could be drawn regarding the source of this vessel (Jones 

2006e). 

 

Slightly further south at Sandway Road there was nothing to suggest that the inclusions 

identified in the fabrics were not available locally. The presence of both flint and 

quartzite fabrics raises a number of questions. It may be that one type of pottery was 

being brought in from elsewhere, or that two different geological sources were being 

exploited. Quartzite is a much harder material to crush than flint, and if both forms of 

temper were available locally, the reasons for using the harder material are suggestive of 

social rather than technical factors (Jones 2006f). Quartzite was also used to make 

pottery recovered from East of Newlands (Jones 2006a). Sandway is approximately 5 

km south of Newlands, and it is possible that the potters are sharing clay sources or 

ideas. 
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Analysis of the pottery recovered from Tutt Hill demonstrated that suitable resources 

for making the pottery found at that location were available nearby and all of the pottery 

in this assemblage could have been made locally (Morris 2006a). At Beechbrook Wood, 

Bronze Age pottery is dominated by flint tempered fabrics, and the early and middle 

Iron Age ceramics are dominated by sandy wares and mixed sandy fabrics. These 

fabrics include both glauconite and non-glauconitic sandy wares; the glauconitic clays 

were used only for the middle Iron Age vessels. Iron-gritted and grog-tempered fabrics 

also played a significant role, and flint-tempered fabrics were still in use at the site 

during the Iron Age, although they now accounted for only 5% of the count (Jones 

2006d).  

 

5.9.8   Ashford to Folkestone    

 

This region of Kent has a varied geology, including Upper Greensand and Gault, Lower 

Greensand and Weald Clay (Geological Survey Sheet of Great Britain, sheet 288). The 

later prehistoric pottery from Little Stock Farm is characterised by a high number of 

fabrics (Bryan 2006). Local resources could easily have provided all the necessary 

materials for pottery production at Little Stock Farm and it is reasonable to suppose that 

the majority of pottery was made locally, if not on site. Many sherds, in a wide variety 

of fabrics, contain varying amounts of red iron oxides. In most cases this is less than 5% 

and is probably naturally occurring. The Sandgate and Folkestone Beds are a source of 

ferruginous inclusions (Smart et al. 1966: 80, 85), and may have been exploited more 

particularly for the production of vessels in iron-rich fabrics.  

 

Saltwood Tunnel is a particularly interesting site, and produced a large number of 

fabrics. This is partly a chronological phenomenon as the recovered pottery dates from 

the middle Bronze Age through to the middle Iron Age; however, the site is quite 

unique in producing a wide range of grog-tempered fabrics. Grog and grog-and- flint 

tempered fabrics are common in the later Bronze Age and early Iron Age (Jones 2006b), 

and although it may be suggested that the inclusions identified in the pottery represent 

local resource procurement, the recovery of so many grog tempered vessels requires 

further interpretation.  
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5.9.9    Folkestone to Dover         

 

The geology surrounding the Folkestone area consists of Lower Greensand, Upper 

Greensand and Gault, Chalk and Clay-with-Flints (Geological Survey Sheet of Great 

Britain, sheet 305 and 306). Excavations at Hawkinge Canterbury Road produced a 

good assemblage of mostly early Iron Age pottery. The author observed that the pottery 

was generally quite coarse, and that fabrics containing large grog inclusions were 

unusually popular. Regional fabric type G/9 was used to make some of the rusticated 

pots, and one base sherd contained several large fragments of grog. It is interesting to 

note that the site is in quite close proximity to Saltwood, and may suggest that the 

potters within this particular region of Kent were using grog for social reasons. 

 

At Hawkinge Aerodrome grog and grog and flint fabrics have been used to make early 

Iron Age pottery, and fabric types are noted to be similar to those from Hawkinge 

Canterbury Road (Seager Thomas and Hamilton 2001). Slightly further north lays the 

site of Dover Eastern Docks Supply Water Main. Natural deposits of Clay-with-flints 

formed a continuous surface layer at the site and this could have served as the source for 

the raw materials used in the pottery manufacture. There is no reason to suppose that 

any of these vessels or the raw materials used in their manufacture need have been 

brought to the site from any great distance. The only possible exception to this is the 

presumed shell found in one of the fabrics, which is too small to identify with certainty, 

but which would have been available on the coast within 2 km of the site (Couldrey 

2004b). The glauconite identified in the clay matrices would have been available in 

local Greensand deposits.  

 

5.9.10    Dover to Deal   

 

Five sites were investigated around the Dover/Deal area. The sites are located on the dip 

slope of the North Downs (Geological Survey Sheet of Great Britain, sheet no. 290), 

and the underlying solid geology is Upper Chalk overlain by a drift deposit of Head 

Brickearth. Middle and late Bronze Age pottery was recovered from Updown Farm, and 

flint-tempered fabrics dominate the assemblage. The area surrounding Updown Farm is 

rich in geological deposits which are suitable for pottery making. The potters appear to 

be exploiting a variety of clay sources which are local to the site itself, and may have 
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also had a favourite clay source. Several generations of potters may have experimented 

with slightly different fabric recipes and clays (McNee 2008a).    

 

A good assemblage of early to middle Iron Age pottery was recovered from Downlands, 

Walmer. Flint, the main fabric tempering, could have been obtained locally from the 

Chalk, which contains nodular flints and flint bands (Shephard-Thorn 1988: 17). Head 

Brickearth is suitable for the manufacture of bricks and was exploited for this purpose at 

a number of sites within the area, and consists predominantly of silt-grade quartz grains 

(ibid. 34). Thanet Beds occur just over 4 km from the site and comprise of glauconite, 

clays, silts and fine sands (ibid. 26). Thanet Beds and Brickearth deposits could have 

provided plenty of suitable potting clays, and it is interesting to note the similarity of the 

clay matrix in most of the fabric types. This suggests that much of the pottery produced 

at Downlands derived from the same clay source, although it is not possible to draw any 

conclusions due to the ubiquity of this type of clay. Pottery containing shell may have 

come from the Woolwich Beds, which occur just over 6 km north of the site, or from 

the Upper Chalk beds. The main fabric tempering is calcined flint (McNee 2010b: 45). 

 

Late Bronze Age pottery was recovered from Deal-Dover Bulk Supply Water Main.  All 

the constituents of the fabrics could have been obtained from local sources. Outcrops of 

Upper Chalk together with deposits of Woolwich Beds and Head Brickearth are 

available locally, within a few hundred metres of the site, while deposits of Clay-with-

flints occur within 2 km to the south-west (towards Solton), north-west (Ringwould) 

and north-east (Wood Hill) (Couldrey 2004).   

 

Moving inland are three sites excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust in advance 

of widening the A2 between 1966 and 1973 (Macpherson-Grant 1980: 133). The local 

geology surrounding the sites of Barham Downs, Kingston Downs and Bridge By-pass 

is Chalk. The early Iron Age pottery from Barham Downs is described as being coarse 

and heavily flint tempered (ibid. 145). Flint tempered fabrics also appear to have been 

used to make the pottery from Kingston Downs and Bridge by-pass (ibid.).  

 

5.9.11    Canterbury       

 

The geology of the area comprises London Clay, Head Brickearth, Alluvium, Head 

Gravel, River Gravels and Thanet Beds. Upper Chalk can be found a little further afield 
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(Geological Survey Sheet of Great Britain, sheets 289 and 273). Very small quantities 

of coarse flint-tempered pottery were recovered from Barton Court (McNee 2008b) and 

Market Way (McNee 2010d). Excavations at Shelford Quarry produced a much larger 

assemblage (McNee 2010a). The Shelford pots are very much dominated by coarse 

flinty fabrics, and large numbers of flints would have been transported to the site. Upper 

Chalk deposits can be found some 2 – 3 km to the south of Shelford. Chalk would have 

provided flints for temper, and large angular flints and small water- worn flints can be 

found within the Thanington area (Smart et al. 1966: 277). Flint also derives from River 

Gravels (ibid. 243), which are in close proximity to the site. In Canterbury there are 

numerous old brickworks, which drew material from the Brickearth deposits to make 

bricks on a small scale (ibid. 297), and it is possible that Brickearth could also have 

been utilised to make pots at Shelford (McNee 2010a).     

 

5.9.12    Herne Bay area 

 

The area surrounding Herne Bay sits on London Clay, Oldhaven, Woolwich and Thanet 

Beds (Geological Survey Sheet of Great Britain, sheet 273). The sites of Willow Farm 

and Bogshole Lane are in close proximity to each other. All the vessels from Bogshole 

were tempered with calcined flint in a moderately glauconitic sandy matrix. Variations 

in the clay matrix included the presence or absence of iron oxide and quartz (Couldrey 

2002). Some of the fabric groups are similar to those used to make pottery from the 

nearby site at Willow Farm, and this may suggest shared use of clay resources. The 

presence of sparse glauconite and naturally occurring red iron ore is observed within the 

clay matrices from Willow Farm. A small number of sherds from both sites were thin 

sectioned by the author, and the results would suggest that the clay was not always well 

refined by the potter (Sherd 1, Appendix 4). Some sherds demonstrate that the clay was 

poorly wedged and that pieces of organic matter and tiny stones were left in the clay 

(McNee 2001).   

 

At Highstead Farm, middle Bronze Age pottery comprises sherds in a variety of 

different, mostly coarse flint-tempered fabrics. The late Bronze Age group comprises 

sherds in a range of fine to coarse flint-tempered fabrics, and the early Iron Age group is 

defined by the presence of a distinct grog and sparsely flint-tempered fabric, and is very 

similar to some from the area east of Folkestone (e.g. Hawkinge and Park Farm East, 
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Ashford) (Hamilton and Seager Thomas 2002; Seager Thomas 2002b). It may have 

been imported, or, alternatively, it may have had a special role (Seager Thomas 2002a). 

 

Middle/Late Bronze Age pottery was recovered from Hilborough Caravan Park, 

Reculver, and the fabrics are described as flint tempered (Bishop and Lyne 2001).   

Finally, the excavations at Highstead represent one of the most extensive areas of Kent 

to have been explored archaeologically (Champion 2007a: 283). The pottery recovered 

from this important multi period site produced a range of fabrics. The evidence from the 

pottery is that calcined grey flint fabrics were predominant. The source may have been 

the Upper Chalk, which is found about 1 km to the south-east of the site (Smart et al. 

1966). Head Brickearth is found within 2 km of the site, and this would probably have 

provided suitable clays to form the matrix for most of the fabrics (Couldrey 2007: 167). 

Flint and glauconitic sandy fabrics are quite rare. One late Bronze Age/early Iron Age 

vessel has been made using this fabric (ibid. 102), and it is possible that vessels in these 

fabrics were not locally made (ibid. 168).             

 

5.9.13    The Isle of Thanet 

 

The journey across the Kent geological landscape finishes on the Isle of Thanet, which 

forms a broad Chalk ‘whaleback’ with radial dry valleys (Shepherd-Thorn 1988: 1). 

Head Brickearth occurs, and the material was formerly exploited for the manufacture of 

bricks. It consists predominately of silt-grade quartz grains, with a proportion of clay 

minerals and sometimes a calcareous element (ibid. 34). A very large assemblage of 

early Iron Age pottery was recovered from the Thanet Earth excavations. The pottery 

has yet to be analysed, but initial assessment would suggest that the fabrics of the vast 

majority of these were flint tempered (Couldrey 2010).  

 

The clays used to make middle and late Bronze Age pottery from Ellington School vary 

from silty to consisting of medium sized quartz sand, and it is clear that a variety of clay 

sources were exploited for pottery making (McNee 2007b). A similar picture can be 

seen at Ramsgate Harbour Approach Road. Seventeen sherds were selected for thin 

sectioning, and the results suggest that quite a variety of clay sources were being used 

for pottery production. The clays used by the Ramsgate pottery could have been 

obtained locally, although these results are not conclusive. Similar geological deposits 
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occur across the region of Kent, and it would be difficult to identify vessels that might 

have been transported to the site (McNee forthcoming).       

 

At Monkton Court Farm, there is, ceramically, essentially a single period assemblage 

(Macpherson-Grant 1994: 249), which has been assigned to the earliest Iron Age, 

marking Monkton as an important site. Flint-tempered wares are dominant, and 

combined fabrics of flint and grog tempered, flint and organic and flint and ironstone 

inclusions are observed (ibid. 253). A similar flint and iron stone fabric occurs at 

Ramsgate (McNee forthcoming), and ironstone can occur in deposits of Thanet Beds 

(Dewey et al. 1924: 52). The sites of Monkton and Ramsgate are approximately 7-8 km 

apart, and potters may either be sharing fabric recipes or clay sources. One sandy ware 

jar from Monkton is described as a ‘guest’, which suggests that it has been made with 

clays from the Folkestone area or the Blean Forest (Macpherson -Grant 2004: 285), and 

is therefore an import.    

 

Dumpton Gap lies on the eastern coast of the Isle of Thanet, and the pottery assemblage 

is broadly datable to the early/middle Iron Age (Bryan 2002). A range of fabrics is 

present, and it is likely that the majority, if not all, of the pottery recovered from 

Dumpton was made using local resources (ibid.). Although the fabrics are variable in 

terms of dominant inclusions, many types (with the exception of the shelly fabrics) have 

the same sandy clay matrix, and it is tempting to suggest the clay resource was the same 

(ibid.). Westwood Cross lies slightly to the north of Dumpton, near Broadstairs, and 

produced a nice assemblage of middle and late Bronze Age pottery including one or two 

fine middle Bronze Age globular vessels. The fabrics are described as flint tempered, 

and the presence of burnt flint in several features could indicate that the pottery was 

manufactured on the site (Couldrey 2004a). A small number of sherds were thin 

sectioned by the author, and the results suggest that at least three different clay sources 

were being exploited, and two vessels were made with grog and flint fabrics. One pot 

contains brown and orange coloured grog, and it is possible that two different donor 

pots were used.  
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5.9.14     Local pottery production 

Analysis of the pottery fabrics and possible geological sources has highlighted a number 

of issues. It is likely that the clay and temper used by the Kentish potters derive from 

local sources, and previous research also suggests that the choice of the basic raw 

materials for British prehistoric pottery appears largely to have been determined by 

geographical proximity, and in some instances, ease of preparation, rather than by any 

awareness of the properties effective in thermal-shock resistance (Gibson and Woods 

1997: 37). As far as Kent is concerned there is a slight problem with this interpretation, 

because the geology across Kent and surrounding many of the sites studied in this thesis 

is quite similar, and the clays and added inclusions used to make the pots could have 

derived from a number of different geological sources outside the particular site under 

study. It is therefore difficult to state conclusively that the pots were made locally and 

within close range of the sites. The problem is further complicated by the fact that the 

geology of Northern France is very similar to Kent (Professor Timothy Champion. pers. 

comm.).    

 

It is, however, interesting to note that the clay matrices do conform to the geological 

deposits surrounding the settlement sites. In the North Kent Downs area, shelly fabrics 

are popular in the early to middle Iron Age, and are especially common around the Isle 

of Grain and Gravesend area. A likely source is the locally available Woolwich Beds. In 

other sub-regions of Kent early Iron Age pottery is dominated by flint tempered fabrics 

and shelly fabrics are quite rare. This phenomenon can be seen on sites surrounded by 

Chalk deposits, for example Highstead (Couldrey 2007) and Downlands (McNee 

2010b). Another example is the use of glauconite-rich sandy clay fabrics, which are 

more commonly used to make Iron Age pottery at certain sites, for example Saltwood 

Tunnel (Jones 2006b). However, at Holborough Quarry glauconitic-rich fabrics are used 

more frequently towards the later stages of the late Bronze Age. Possible sources for 

this may derive from the Gault Clay, which contains highly glauconitic sandy clay 

(Dines et al 1954: 25). This geological source is within very close proximity to 

Holborough, and indeed suggests that the potters preferred to use local clays. It is 

interesting to note that the late Bronze Age potters are still adding significant amounts 

of flint to the glauconitic clay matrix, and it suggests that the potters are still adhering to 
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the Bronze Age tradition of adding lots of calcined flint to their pots (McNee 2007a). 

This raises another important issue.  

 

5.9.15     Fabric traditions    

 

Pottery fabrics change through time, and it may also be argued that certain fabrics enjoy 

a long tradition. Table 5.3 at the end of this chapter demonstrates the range of regional 

fabric types that have been utilised throughout this study, and several fine and coarse 

flint fabrics appear to be very long lived. Table 5.4 reveals the fabrics that have not been 

observed, and the results would suggest that the finest flint fabrics were rarely used, and 

flint and shell, flint and organic and calcareous fabrics were not very popular. Fabrics 

made with sandier clays grow in popularity throughout the late Bronze Age, and there is 

generally a greater variety of fabric recipes than in previous phases, and a greater 

variety of fine fabrics. Silty clay matrices are still used, but there is an increase in the 

use of fabrics made with clays containing larger grains of quartz. The early Iron Age 

heralds the proliferation of more new fabric recipes.       

 

5.9.16     Access and availability of the raw materials 

 

On some Kentish sites it is apparent that a variety of clay sources were being exploited, 

whereas on other sites it is suggested that fewer resources were exploited. Ethnographic 

research suggests that once local resources are exhausted, either resources must be 

brought from farther away, or potters must move nearer to a source of supply (Arnold 

1985: 56). This may not be the case in Kent, and there is little evidence for the use of 

clays that are some distance from the settlement sites under study. It is more likely that 

there is an abundance of materials suitable for potting, but potters may have a favourite 

clay source. The use of long-lived fabrics may be further testament to this and that 

certain fabric recipes were handed down from generation to generation. Ethnographic 

studies of sub-Saharan African potters suggest that potters act according to tradition, 

and use the same tools and recipes as the person(s) from whom they learned the craft, 

and stress the affiliation between their own behaviour, and that of their parents and 

more distant ancestors (Gosselain and Livingstone Smith 2005: 41). A similar picture 

may be seen in the Andes, and ethnoarchaeological studies of pottery production reveal 

that young potters learn to pot by copying other potters, and the use of a particular tool 

or technique seems to be learnt by copying other potters, usually grandparents, parents 

and older siblings (Sillar 2000: 71).   
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Ethnographic observations also demonstrate that clay selection and processing are not 

mere technical acts, but culturally defined processes within socially bounded 

communities (Gosselain and Livingstone Smith 2005: 44). Artisans do not consider that 

clay extraction may be done just anywhere, but in specific locations such as riverbeds 

and alluvial plains (ibid. 39). The actual pattern of selection is not merely a matter of 

geographical distance and ownership of the land, but stems from a series of other 

considerations such as individual perceptions of places liable to yield clay, religious 

beliefs, and the socio-economic status of the craft (ibid. 40). It is also possible that some 

communities shared clay sources. Some of the fabric types at Willow Farm (McNee 

2001) are similar to those used to make pottery from the nearby site at Bogshole Lane 

(Peter Couldrey. pers. comm.). A similar pattern may be seen at Shelford Quarry 

(McNee 2010a), and it is possible that during this stage of prehistory there were not 

strict territorial boundaries or rules regarding the use of a particular clay source.          

 

5.10     Distribution  

 

This section explores the occurrence of form types across Kent. The distribution of 

particular form types may of course be more extensive. 

 

5.10.1    Distribution and imports 

 

Detailed analysis of the fabrics and geological sources has suggested that pottery 

production in Kent is generally localised. There are, however, rare examples of pots that 

may have been imported, and it is important to look at both fabrics and forms.   

This section will focus on the distribution of the pottery form types. Artefact 

distributions and pottery distributions in particular have long been used to provide 

regional frameworks for British prehistory. Key to this process are the precise 

typological definition of the content of pottery ‘style zones’ (Hamilton 2002: 50), and 

the consequent interpretation of social networks that can result from such analysis. 

Fabric traditions, potting raw materials, and potting technologies might be seen as the 

best starting point for investigating the basis of style zones (ibid.).   

 

5.10.2     Distribution of middle Bronze Age pottery 

 

Middle Bronze Age vessels are usually made with flint-tempered fabrics, although there 

are a few exceptions. Regional fabric types F/14 and F/15 are commonly used. The data 

results show that a limited range of fabrics and forms are present in the middle Bronze 
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Age pottery. It is silty clays rather than sandy clays that dominate, particularly when 

flint-tempered fabrics are used. And it is quite rare in Kent to find middle Bronze Age 

pottery that has been made with clays containing quartz grains larger than silt size. 

Clays vary greatly in their strength when dry, and a fine grained clay is usually stronger 

when dried than a coarse-grained one (Shepard 1954: 18). This may suggest that the 

potters were deliberately using fine grained clays for this reason. Very fine flint 

tempered fabrics have not been used, and coarse flint temper is very common. Grog and 

quartzite temper is also used, but this is exceptionally rare. Grog temper tends to be 

coarse, and is usually found in combination with coarse flint. 

       

Straight-sided bucket vessels (form type J1) are quite common and have quite a wide 

distribution across most areas of Kent. By contrast, the flowerpot-shaped bucket vessel 

form type J2 is quite rare, and observed at Iwade and Princes Road only. Ovoid jar form 

type J3 is also quite rare, and observed at Willow Farm and Westwood Cross only. This 

particular form type is more typically associated with late Bronze Age assemblages, so 

it is tentatively suggested that this new form type starts to emerge at some point during 

this middle Bronze Age period in the north and north east area of Kent. Form type J4 is 

less common than form type J1, and a few examples occur around the Ramsgate area, 

the Hoo Peninsula and Sittingbourne.   

 

5.10.3    Middle and middle to late Bronze Age perforated holes   

 

A small number of middle Bronze Age pots have rows of pre-fired perforations below 

the exterior of the rim, and these occur on form types J1 and J4 (Appendix 2, page 265). 

There is no obvious patterning in terms of the distribution of these vessels, and they 

occur at Tutt Hill, Holborough, Highstead Farm Quarry and Saltwood Tunnel. More 

examples were recovered from Christchurch College, Canterbury and from Barrow 1 

and 2 at Bridge (Macpherson-Grant 1992b: 56). The three vessels from Bridge had 

holes made by piercing the wall of the pot from the outside to the inside (Macpherson-

Grant 1980: 172-3). Two of the vessels have an applied finger-impressed cordon around 

the girth of the pot, and therefore are quite similar to one of the perforated pots 

recovered from Tutt Hill. The two sites are some 23km apart, but still may suggest 

social contact and ceramic influences.       
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5.10.4    Distribution of middle to late Bronze Age pottery  

 

A slightly greater range of forms can be seen in the middle to late Bronze Age. Straight-

sided bucket forms remain popular, and enjoy a wide distribution. Pots are being made 

with a greater range of fabrics, including the re-introduction of grog, and this is most 

noticeable at Saltwood (Jones 2006b) and Tutt Hill (Morris 2006a). A grog tempered 

ovoid jar (form type J3) is also present at Tutt Hill and considered to be representative 

of a middle to late Bronze Age vessel. Another example of a grog and flint tempered 

ovoid pot occurs at Beechbrook, and radiocarbon determination provided an associated 

date of 1410-1260 cal. BC (Morris 2006c).     

 

Several examples of form type J4 can be found across Kent, however jar form types J5 

and J6 and new bowl forms BO1 and BO2 are fairly rare. It is interesting that these new 

form types occur at Tutt Hill, and Beechbrook, and have been made with either grog or 

grog and flint-tempered fabrics. Further evidence of a transitional period may be 

suggested at Updown Farm near Deal, represented by a shouldered jar (form type J9). 

 

5.10.5    Middle and middle to late Bronze Age globular vessels   

 

The scarcity in Kent of middle Bronze Age globular vessels has already been discussed 

(section 2.13.1). Plain and decorated pots have been recovered from the Sittingbourne 

area, and undecorated pots from the Isle of Sheppey area. One vessel from East Hall 

Farm, Sittingbourne is very similar to an example from Kemsley, also in Sittingbourne. 

A highly decorated example from East Hall has good parallels with a plain globular 

vessel from Iwade, and it suggests that the potters may have had contact with each other 

in this area. The vessels are all slightly different with varying densities of flint 

tempering, so are not thought to be part of a centralised pottery tradition. Decorated 

globular pots have been found along the Channel Tunnel Rail Link route, and on the 

Isle of Thanet. Two examples from King Edward Avenue, Broadstairs and Westwood 

Cross, also at Broadstairs, are very similar in terms of decoration and form. The fabrics 

are very different, so this further suggests that globular pots are locally made for local 

consumption. 
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5.10.6     Birchington Bowl type globular bowls 

 

At this stage of the Bronze Age the specialist production of pots might be quite a rare 

occurrence, although it can certainly not be ruled out. These distinct ring and stamp 

decorated bowls are quite rare in Kent, and have mostly been recovered in Thanet, 

including the Birchington hoard pot (Powell Cotton 1924,; Macpherson-Grant 1992b: 

figure 6). Body sherds with this type of decoration have been found at Westwood Cross, 

Thanet Earth and Netherhale Farm, Thanet, and a further two examples can be seen on 

The Museum of Thanet’s virtual museum website. One possible example occurs outside 

the area at Willow Farm, Herne Bay (McNee 2001: figure 14/5). It has not been 

possible to examine the fabric of these unusual sherds with the exception of Willow 

Farm (regional fabric type F/6), and Thanet Earth (regional fabric type FG/5). The 

restricted distribution and fineness of the decoration may suggest that these pots were 

made for a special purpose.        

              

5.10.7     Distribution of late Bronze Age Plain Phase vessels 

 

The distribution and occurrence of form types J1 and J4 are quite rare in this period. By 

contrast ovoid form J3 enjoys a wide distribution across most of Kent, and appears to be 

a popular form type. Jar form J8 is another new form type which also has been 

recovered on a large number of sites, and one of the most prolific vessel types is 

shouldered jar form type J9. Form type J10 is another shouldered jar type, and although 

not as frequently used as jar type J9, it still appears to have a wide distribution. 

 

Three new bowl types emerge during this phase: the shouldered bowl, the hemispherical 

bowl and the ovoid bowl. The ovoid bowl is quite rare and is only observed within the 

Sittingbourne and Herne Bay area. Shouldered bowls (form type BO3) and 

hemispherical bowls (form type BO4) occur in a range of sizes and fabrics across the 

region of Kent. A round-bodied bowl (form type BO7) is rare, and only one example 

was observed at Saltwood Tunnel (Jones 2006b: figure 35).             

  

5.10.8     Distribution of earliest Iron Age vessels 

 

Shouldered jar form type J9 remains popular during later stages of the late Bronze Age, 

and occurs in most areas of Kent. Jar form type J11 is possibly a new form type, and its 

distribution is noted at Little Stock Farm and Highstead, and also within the 
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Sittingbourne and Thanet area. There appears to be few examples of jar form types J8 

and J10, and it is possible that this jar type is declining in popularity. Distribution is 

limited to the Canterbury and Thanet area. Shouldered bowls and hemispherical bowls 

are also scarse; however, round-bodied bowl type (BO7) appears to be more widely 

distributed, and occurs around the Hoo Peninsula, Sittingbourne, the Channel Tunnel 

route, Deal and Canterbury. At Little Stock Farm a rare tripartite bowl was recovered 

(Bryan 2006), and another rare shouldered bowl type (form type BO9). This was 

recovered from a vessel hole feature, and strongly suggests a placed deposit (ibid.).             

 

5.10.9     Distribution of early Iron Age vessels 

 

Straight-sided vessels (form type J1) were not observed during the earliest Iron Age but 

may enjoy resurgence during the early Iron Age. Examples were recovered from the 

Canterbury and Deal area, and Tollgate. Jar form type J7 continues into the early Iron 

Age, and there are rare examples from Beechbrook Wood and Highstead. A few 

shouldered jars (form type J11) were found along the Channel Tunnel Rail route, and 

form type J13 also occurs along the route at Saltwood Tunnel. This convex jar type also 

has a wider distribution on the Isle of Grain and at Highstead. By contrast, jar form type 

J14 appears to have a restricted distribution around the Tollgate and Northumberland 

Bottom area only. Tripartite jars are rare in this period, and one example was observed 

at Saltwood Tunnel. Two tripartite bowls were found at Tutt Hill (Morris 2006a), and 

the earliest Iron Age tripartite bowl from Little Stock Farm suggests that these vessels 

have a limited distribution along the southern stretch of the Channel Tunnel route. 

Barrel shaped jars are not very common, and occur on the eastern side of Kent. 

 

A variety of different bowl forms characterise the early Iron Age. Certain types are not 

very common, such as form types BO5, BO6, BO7, BO16 and BO20, and are not 

widely distributed. Carinated bowls (type BO9) are found at Highstead, and along the 

southern stretch of the Channel Tunnel route. High shouldered bowls (form BO10) are 

also more commonly found on the eastern side of Kent, and bi-partite bowls also occur 

at the southern stretch of the Channel Tunnel, Deal and Thanet. There are two examples 

of bowl form BO18. These finely made pots with pedestal bases were found at White 

Horse Stone and Highstead. Bowl type BO13 is also very well made, and similar to 

form BO18; however, the body of the pot is less round and bulbous. A few examples 
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have been recovered at Deal, Tollgate and White Horse Stone. Finally, high shouldered 

bowls were recovered from White Horse Stone, Saltwood Tunnel and Highstead.                 

   

5.10.10     Distribution of red finished vessels 

 

The use of haematite to decorate fine ware vessels does occur earlier in late Bronze 

Age/early Iron Age assemblages, notably Highstead Period 2 and Minnis Bay 

(Macpherson-Grant 1991: 42). One small sherd of red finished pottery was found at 

Kemsley, and dated to the very late Bronze Age. Petrological examination demonstrated 

that the red coating was achieved by the application of a slip containing iron oxide 

(McNee 2006a: 32), and that the quartz tempered vessel could have been a local 

production. Other examples of red finished pottery tend to be confined to the east of 

Kent, with the exception of Cuxton where a large red finished bowl was recovered 

(Morris 2006d), and Eyhorne (Jones 2006e). The two sherds recovered from Eyhorne 

were made with different fabrics, and quite different from the Kemsley example. 

 

 At Downlands three sherds were coated in red haematite, and two sherds were thin 

sectioned. The clay derived from two different clay sources and different techniques 

were employed to produce the red finish. One sherd has a sandy, slightly glauconitic 

clay matrix, and the haematite appears to have been burnished into the surface of the 

vessel. The second example is a silty flint-tempered pot and the haematite has been 

applied as a slip. The surface of the pot is quite uneven, causing small pockets of 

haematite (McNee 2010b: 53). This contributes to the important research carried out by 

Middleton, which focused on red finished pottery from the Isle of Thanet, from 

Crundale to the southwest of Canterbury and from Folkestone (Middleton 1995: 208). 

Middleton observed similarity between fabrics from different sites which might be 

taken to indicate a specialised, centralised mode of production. However, consideration 

of the available raw materials may point to local production. The results do not 

demonstrate unequivocally that the production and distribution of red finished pottery 

was centralised but they suggest that manufacture was in some way specialised and 

perhaps silty flint tempered red-finished pottery was traded to Folkestone from one or 

other sites to the north (ibid.). One of the examples from Downlands may possibly fit 

this tradition.   
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5.10.11    Distribution of rusticated vessels 

 

Observations regarding red-finished pottery may lend some support to the concept of an 

early Iron Age ‘rusticated province’ and characterised by an assemblage of distinctively 

‘rusticated pottery’, frequent red-finished wares and occasional biochrome/polychrome 

vessels (Macpherson-Grant 1991: 42-3; Middleton 1995: 209). A map showing the 

distribution of known rusticated pottery was published in the 1990’s (Macpherson-

Grant 1991: 43, 1992: 291, figure 7), and indicates the existence of forty sites. These 

distinct vessels occur on Thanet, the east coast down to Folkestone, the area around 

Canterbury and the Sittingbourne area. Many more sites have been excavated since 

then, and rusticated pots can be found further afield at White Horse Stone, Cuxton and 

Eyhorne. The occurrence of rusticated pots is denser on Thanet and along the east coast 

of Kent, and it is interesting to note at Downlands, pots with rusticated surfaces account 

for 12.5% of the overall assemblage (McNee 2010b: 52). It is tempting to suggest that 

the Downland potters produced a large number of rusticated pots, and the site itself was 

strategically placed to supply a few other sites with these pots.     

 

Nine rusticated sherds were thin sectioned from Downlands, and most of the examples 

have a similar clay matrix. The clays used to make the vessels are silty and slightly 

glauconitic with rare red iron ore, and are similar to some of the clays used to make red 

finished bowls. One example clearly derives from a different shelly clay source, and a 

further example contains larger quartz grains, so this may also suggest a different clay 

source. The fabrics themselves are quite varied, and usually contain fine or coarse flint, 

and one sherd belongs to a flint and grog tempered vessel. The rusticated pots also 

contain tiny sparse pieces of grog, and one body sherd is of particular interest. It has 

been heavily rusticated, and then sprinkled with fine flint and pieces of crushed grog 

(Figure 5.4). The use of grog is very rare at Downlands, so it seems odd that the potter 

chose to coat a rusticated sherd in pieces of grog and flint. The sherd is even more 

visually striking than the rest of the rusticated pots, and may have been a special pot or 

family heirloom (McNee 2010b: 52). It is also interesting to observe that at Hawkinge 

Canterbury Road, some rusticated pots contain huge pieces of grog.         
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5.10.12    Rusticated pots in other regions 

 

As previously discussed, rustication refers specifically to a type of surface treatment 

which is peculiar to east Kent and the Continent in the early to middle Iron Age 

(Macpherson-Grant 1991: 41-43). By contrast, only two sites in neighbouring East 

Sussex (Green Street, Eastbourne, and Bishopstone) and ten sites in West Sussex 

(Seager Thomas 2001: figure 14) have yielded contemporary or near contemporary 

assemblages (Seager Thomas and Hamilton 2001: 22-3). Potters were also using this  

array of rustications during the early/middle Iron Age in south-east Essex, as at North 

Shoebury (Wymer and Brown 1995: figure. 66, 114, 116, 118, 120, figure. 67, 129 and 

figure. 68, 138) and in northern France (Hurtrelle et al. 1990; Blancquaert and Bostyn 

1998: 105; Stead and Rigby 1999). It is a very strong, visually distinctive style and did 

not occur in Wessex or Surrey at this time (Morris 2006c).  

 

5.10.13    Continental connections 

 

It is evident that some of the pottery included in this research is similar to pottery found 

on the Continent. One example is the ‘horned’ bowl from White Horse Stone (Morris 

2006b). Currently, this vessel form is only found in the area of Le Nord/Pas-de-Calais 

in contexts dated to the second Iron Age, 475-50 BC (Hurtrelle et al. 1989: 25-7, Photo 

3, figure. 5, 12 and 37, figure. 4, 4). Therefore, there are very strong cultural 

connections between this site and the Continent (Morris 2006b). A corpus of material 

from published sites in north-east France (Hurtrelle et al. 1990) provides many good 

parallels for the shouldered jar forms at Little Stock Farm. The combed and painted 

decoration on one of the vessel forms from this particular site is well paralleled on a 

vessel from Avion le Republique (Hurtrelle et al. 1990: 116, figure 17; Bryan 2006). 

 

Some of the forms from Highstead occur widely throughout France, and the use of 

inlaid decoration found on one vessel is evidently made by a highly skilled potter who 

was familiar with the method used on the Continent (Couldrey 2007: 168). Vessels with 

rusticated surfaces also occur at Highstead, and others have been found in Belgium, or 

the southern Netherlands (ibid. 170). Continental connections are also evident from 

archaeological work along the A2 Bridge by-pass (Macpherson-Grant 1980). The 

continental elements reflected in the pottery can be paralleled in northern France, the 
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Low Countries and Germany in contexts of Late Hallstatt A and Hallstatt B (Cunliffe 

1980: 175).  

 

Figure 5.4  Rusticated sherd from Downlands, Walmer. The exterior surface has been 

sprinkled with tiny pieces of crushed flint and grog. Photograph by Lisa Fisher 

 

 

 

 

5.10.14    Imports           

 

It is clear that Kentish potters had contact with potters from both within and outside the 

region of Kent. It is, however, difficult to identify actual imports. There are a few pots 

recovered from a number of Kentish sites that are rather rare and unusual, and may 

suggest evidence of imported pottery. A few examples include the previously 

mentioned ‘horned’ bowl from White Horse Stone (Morris 2006b), and a red painted 

beaker decorated with toothed combed bands from Little Stock Farm (Bryan 2006).   

Another example is a thin walled conical cup with solid pedestal base from Eyhorne. 

The vessel is again unique in the assemblage, and no parallels have been identified from 

published sites in the UK. Similar forms have been recorded from La Tène I cemeteries 

in the Champagne region of France, classified as Gobelet: vessels under 12cm tall 

(Rozoy 1987: 109; Jones 2006e). 
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A sandy ware jar recovered from Monkton has been made in a coarse quartz sandy 

fabric which may have originated in the Folkestone area, or the Blean Forest 

(Macpherson-Grant 1994: 285). Glauconitic sandy clays are rarely used at Highstead, 

however the presence of a late Bronze Age/early Iron Age pot made in this fabric may 

suggest an import. Such fabrics are known from the upper Medway Valley, around 

Maidstone. This particular example has neatly executed decoration, and fragments of 

vessels with similar decoration have been found at other sites in Kent including 

Aylesford near Maidstone (Couldrey 2007: 168). 

 

The parallels cited suggest possible imports on the basis that the pots themselves are not 

easily paralleled within the Kentish area, and form a unique part of the ceramic 

repertoire. However, the fabrics do not stand out as being different enough to justify the 

vessels being described as imports. The vessels could have been made from local clays, 

and could therefore be local copies of pots from further afield. The only definite 

example of an imported pot is the famous Trevisker Urn (Figure 5.5). This middle 

Bronze Age pot was found at Monkton, in Thanet, located within a barrow cemetery. 

The Monkton vessel is clearly a Cornish import and had been made from Cornish clays 

almost 500 km away (Gibson et al. 1997: 438-41). The Trevisker Urn is, however, a 

very rare example, and does not appear to have been copied by Kentish potters.   

 

5.10.15    Contact with other regions: middle Bronze Age   

 

A large percentage of pottery types identified in this thesis may also be seen in other 

regions of Britain. Middle Bronze Age pottery is similar to pottery recovered from sites 

in Sussex including Downsview and Mile Oak Farm (Hamilton 2002a). North Shoebury 

in Essex offers more parallels (Brown 1995b; figure 62/5 and 62/18), and further 

similarities can be found at Ardleigh, Colchester (Erith and Longworth 1960; Brown 

1999). The Ardleigh Group pottery (Figure 2.2) forms a distinctive regional ceramic of 

the early/middle Bronze Age in north-east Essex, which can be quite closely defined by 

the frequent presence of finger-tip rustication and horse-shoe handles (Brown 1999: 78). 

Similar bucket forms are found in Kent, however the presence of rustication and horse-

shoe handles are quite rare. A possible example may occur at Coldharbour Road 

(Barclay 1995: figure 9), and Ardleigh style middle Bronze Age body sherds with rows 
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of fingertip impressions are also observed at East Hall Farm (Haslam and Seager 

Thomas 2008). Horse-shoe handled decorated jars are found at Kemsley (McNee 2006: 

figure 14/1 and 14/2), and one further similarity is suggested by a large jar recovered 

from Updown Farm, Deal (McNee 2008a). The Updown Farm pot is unusual, as the 

cordons have been divided into rectangular panels, by the addition of vertical finger 

impressed cordons (Figure 5.6) This use of applied cordons forming a rectangular 

pattern is not easily paralleled in Kent and it is more common for the cordons to be 

arranged in a horizontal strip around the girth of the pot. However, an example similar 

to the Updown pot can be seen at the middle Bronze Age cremation cemetery site of 

Ardleigh in Essex (Brown 1999: figure 62/78).  

 

Figure 5.5  The Trevisker Urn. Photograph by Lisa Fisher 
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Figure 5.6  Decorated body sherd from Updown Farm. Photograph by Canterbury 

Archaeological Trust 

 

 

This suggests that the Kentish and Ardleigh potters were aware of each other’s styles; 

however, the Ardleigh-type pots were not commonly copied or imported into Kent. This 

may be due to the Ardleigh vessels being a unique type of ceramic as they derived from 

a funerary context, and most middle Bronze Age pots in Kent derive from a domestic 

context. The fabrics are also very different, and the Ardleigh pots are dominated by grog 

fabrics (Brown 1999: 81). It is interesting to note that several Ardleigh pots have rows 

of pre-firing perforations below the rim of the vessel (Brown 1999: figure 65/90), and 

this has been observed at Bridge-By-pass on a small number of cremation urns 

(Macpherson-Grant 1980: 172-3). This may suggest that the function of pre-firing 

perforations was to enable a cover to be placed over the top of the vessel in order to 

contain the contents.          

 

The Birchington Bowl type vessels are not easily paralleled in other regions; however, a 

similar stamped example does occur in Shoebury, Essex (Brown 1995b: figure 62/9). 

Middle Bronze Age globular vessels are quite similar in form to those recovered from 

regions such as Hampshire, Wiltshire and Essex. Two globular vessels from East Hall 

Farm (Seager Thomas 2008) are best paralleled in Wessex assemblages such as 

Kimpton, Hampshire (Dacre and Ellison 1981: 173, figures 14 and 16). The globular 

urns from Ardleigh (Brown 1995a: figure 59/37 and 59/40) provide more similarities. 

The actual decoration may also find parallels with globular vessels from further afield. 

The decoration of the Sandway globular vessel finds several parallels among the 

globular urns at Thorny Down, Wiltshire (Jones 2006f). Decoration on such vessels 

again appears in bands, usually just above the widest part of the vessel, and includes 
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shallow tooling, curvilinear design and ‘shallow punch markings’ (Stone 1941: 126). 

Kentish globular vessels are not easily paralleled in Sussex, and it is suggested that 

Sussex middle Bronze Age ‘fine’wares, and a type of globular vessel with horizontally 

pierced lugs stand out as regionally distinctive (Seager Thomas 2008: 37). The rare 

examples of middle Bronze Age globular pots recovered from Kent do not appear to be 

regionally distinctive; however, the Birchington Bowl type globulars may have 

originally been quite unique to Kent.      

 

5.10.16    Contact with other regions: late Bronze Age   

 

The new range of bowl and jar form types that emerge in the late Bronze Age are well 

paralleled in several other regions. One of the most popular vessel types in Kent is the 

shouldered jar (regional form type J9), and this can be seen on a wide range of sites, for 

example Shoebury, Essex (Brown 1995b: figure 65/78), Chanctonbury Ring, Sussex 

(Hamilton 2001: figure 11/4), Runnymede Bridge, Surrey (Longley 1980: figure 43/11), 

Aldermaston Wharf, Berkshire (Bradley et al. 1980: figure 11/10) and Potterne, 

Wiltshire (Morris and Gingell 2000: figure 56/74). The ovoid jar is another very 

common form type, and several examples have been recovered from Reading Business 

Park (Morris 2004, figures 4.9/16 and 4.9/20-3).  

 

Kentish late Bronze Age bowl types also appear on a number of sites outside the region. 

Hemispherical bowls are numerous, and similar types are seen at Reading Business Park 

(Morris 2004: figure 4.13/53), and Petters Sports Field, Egham (O’Connell 1986: figure 

41/1). Round shouldered bowls are also fairly ubiquitous, and examples have been 

recovered from Runnymede (Longley 1980: figure 39/479-490). Tripartite bowls are 

rare in Kent; but are certainly not unique, and can be found in Essex at Mucking 

(Brudenell 2008), North Shoebury (Brown 1995b: figure 65/81), and Lofts Farm, Essex 

(Brown 1988: 267, figure 16/60). Tripartite bowls also occur in the early Iron Age.   

 

5.10.17    Contact with other regions: early Iron Age    

 

Finely made strongly carinated bowls (regional form types BO12 and BO18) can be 

found as far afield as Danebury (Brown 2000: figure 3.29, BA2.2-BA2.3, ceramic phase 

3-4, 5
th

 to 4
th

 century BC, and figure 3.30, BB1, ceramic phase 3, 470-360 BC). The 

Kentish and Danebury versions are often red finished. There are more examples in 
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Essex, for example Rectory Road (Hamilton: 1988: figures 68/5 and 68/6). Bowl types 

BO11, BO15 and BO17 also find slight similarities with those recovered from 

Danebury (Brown 2000, figure 3.29, BA2.1 and figure 3.32, BC3.3 and BC3.42). Bowl 

type BO17 also occurs at Shoebury (Brown 1995b: figure 66/104), and Little Waltham 

(Drury 1978: figure 38/F16). Bowl type BO15 is similar to Form type 15A, also from 

Little Waltham (ibid. figure 38), and open bowl type BO14 is similar to the steeply 

sloping form 17B (ibid. figure 38/F17). Flared bowls are also found at Battlesbury, 

Wiltshire (Every and Mepham 2008: figure 4.5/17).  Bowl type BO10 is slightly more 

difficult to parallel, although sharply angular bipartite bowls are found in Sussex, for 

example at West Blatchington (Norris and Burstow 1950) and Varley Halls (Hamilton 

1997b: figure 16).  

    

Certain jar types are similar to the Danebury jars, for example jar form types J13 and 

J17 bear resemblance to Danebury types JC2.2 and JC1, although the likeness is not 

exact. More parallels for the Kentish jar forms have been recovered from Little 

Waltham, Chelmsford. Jar form types J7 and J14 are similar to form types 1 and 2 

(Drury 1978: figure 37), although jar type J14 is quite distinct in having an exaggerated 

‘squashed’ rim. Jar form type J11 is well paralleled in Essex, for example at Baker 

Street (Hamilton 1988: figure 68/1).       

 

An early/middle Iron Age sherd from Northumberland Bottom displays tooled 

curvilinear decoration which is remarkably similar to a vessel from 

Shoeburyness, Essex, which occurs in a fine, flint-tempered fabric (Stamataki 2000). 

Shoeburyness lies only some 32km away from Northumberland Bottom. The 

possibility exists, therefore, that similar decorative techniques were shared among 

sites in the region, or that the vessel was imported to Northumberland Bottom (Bryan 

and Morris 2006). 

 

5.11    Modes of production 

 

Ethnographic data by Peacock (1982) and van der Leeuw (1977) differentiate between 

household production and three modes of specialised production: household industry, 

individual workshop industry, and nucleated workshop industry. Analysis of these 

modes of production can provide information on economic organisation. Household 

production is the simplest mode of production, in which each household makes the 
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pottery it requires for its own consumption. The vessel types will be strictly functional, 

and will be made to time-honoured cultural recipes. Production by this mode is 

sporadic, as households fire individual pots as the need arises (Peacock 1982: 8). By 

contrast, nucleated workshop industry will usually be characterised by a fairly 

standardised range of high quality products (ibid. 9). Full time ceramic specialisation 

could probably only develop in areas with elaborate drying facilities which could 

mitigate the effect of negative weather (Arnold 1985: 97), and there is no evidence of 

such facilities in Kent. Even with such facilities, this mode of production may not have 

appeared in late Bronze Age Kent, and this is discussed further in Chapter 7.   

   

5.11.1    Modes of production in Kent 

 

There is little evidence in the archaeological record to suggest that a workshop industry 

mode of production was carried out in Kent during the middle/late Bronze Age and 

early Iron Age. The data results reveal a lack of standardisation, and most pottery forms 

occur in a broad range of sizes and fabrics. Vessel shapes do change over time, but it is 

a very slow process, and many forms are very long lived. Certain fabrics are also long 

lived, and suggest that tradition is important to the Kentish potters. Climatic changes, 

wet and cold weather and lack of temperature controlled kilns may suggest that pottery 

making was seasonal, and that potters were only able to produce enough pots for local 

consumption. Most fabric recipes may not be perfect, and it can be hard to understand 

why the potters used certain fabrics, and equally why they did not use more suitable 

fabrics to make cooking pots and so on. However, the Kentish potters produced a good 

range of pots which could be employed in a variety of tasks. Making pots that were 

tough and robust in order to withstand transportation may have not been necessary, as it 

is possible that the majority of pots were used close to the area of production. Large 

pots cannot be moved easily and are relatively stationary and have a longer use-life, 

while movable smaller pots have a shorter life (Arnold 1985: 153). Many Kentish pots 

would have been very large and heavy, particularly in the middle Bronze Age and early 

Iron Age, and would have not travelled very far.    

 

Ethnographic studies show that in household production, pottery manufacture is 

seasonal, and households produce just enough pots for their yearly needs (Sinopoli 

1991: 99). Societies characterised by a lack of part-time or full-time pottery specialists 

would limit the production of pottery to the few pots necessary to replace the vessels 
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broken in ones own household. (Arnold 1985: 155). Population growth would not result 

in a significant increase in demand until the number of households (as opposed to the 

number of people) increased. The creation of another household independent of another 

existing household would mean an increase in demand for the entire repertoire of 

pottery (ibid. 156-7). The distribution maps used in this research may suggest that 

households and small-scale kinship societies are amalgamating in the late Bronze Age, 

and this may have resulted in the additions and changes to the ceramic repertoire 

observed. Changes in potting traditions are, however, very slow and certainly did not 

happen overnight.   

 

5.12    Summary and conclusions  

 

Kent vessel form types are generally well paralleled within and outside the region of 

Kent, and especially in Essex and the Continent during the middle Bronze Age to early 

Iron Age. Early Iron Age rusticated pots and the Birchington Bowls do not appear to 

have been distributed or copied in other regions of England, although there are rare 

examples consisting of a few sherds in Sussex and Essex. There are hints of intra-

regional differences in Kent, for example jar form type J14 does not appear to enjoy a 

wide distribution within Kent itself, although it appears in Essex. In terms of fabrics, the 

unusual use of grog appears to be concentrated around the Folkestone area. This 

phenomenon has also been observed during previous research, and has resulted in the 

following questions. Why was there so much grog-tempered late Bronze Age pottery at 

Saltwood Tunnel, and were the occupants at Saltwood actually a continuous flow of 

immigrants into the area? (Morris 2006c). There are a number of other possibilities, and 

the proliferation of grog tempered vessels may be as a result of a greater availability of 

donor pots in this area, although a greater surplus of pots in this particular area as 

opposed to the rest of Kent seems unlikely. Continental influence is another suggestion, 

and excavated sites in north-eastern France have produced evidence of cross-Channel 

contact (Couldrey 2007: 170). It has not been possible, however, to explore within the 

scope of this research whether grog tempered pots are popular during the late Bronze 

Age in France.  

 

Another example of intra-regional difference relates to pottery recovered from the 

north-west and Isle of Grain area of Kent. The fabrics appear to be unusually coarse, 

and this may suggest the preferred use of fabrics that had been popular for centuries. 
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Very coarse fabrics, and large shell inclusions that have leached out of the pot, tend to 

look quite visually dramatic, and it is possible that in this particular area the inhabitants 

used pottery to make an identity statement. Comparisons of form types with other areas 

reveal similarities, however they are rarely exact. Evidence for actual imported pottery 

is rare, and it is more likely that pots are locally made by potters who are aware of 

ceramic styles in other regions. The vessels may be made by travelling potters, or by 

local potters who have a wide range of contacts and are keen to copy other styles. 

Macpherson-Grant observed that pottery from Canterbury, Monkton and Highstead is so 

identical that they could be products from the same potter or workshop (Macpherson-

Grant 1994: 284). However, close comparison between the Monkton and Highstead 

assemblages suggests that there are too many superficial formal/decorative-technique 

variations, and that settlement potting self-sufficiency is more likely. Similarities are 

perhaps due to the similar clays being used and certainly to a sub-regional shared 

potting technology (ibid.).   

 

Collecting data for this research has involved examining the pottery from sites all over 

Kent, and it is noticeable that although the same form types may exist on several sites, 

they do have a certain uniqueness about them. Each assemblage has an individual 

quality about it, although it is apparent that the potters must have had a wide knowledge 

of what vessel types were being produced in other areas. Similarities are due to the 

actual shape of the pots, and the differences may be due to the wide range of different 

fabric types being used, and, as observed by Macpherson-Grant, potting self-sufficiency 

is most likely. As you reach the end of the late Bronze Age and move into the early Iron 

Age, some bowl form types are fine and the standard of potting can be quite high. A 

good example are bowl form types BO13 and BO18. Certain form types suggest a 

degree of uniformity, so this might imply the emergence of the production of a few 

special pots for trade and exchange, but on a very small scale. 

      

The characteristics of the pots would suggest that most of the vessels were utilitarian, 

and made for household consumption, rather than trade and exchange, but it is also 

possible that pots were made for use during social activities on sites across Kent. It is 

apparent that in terms of both a regional and broader geographical area, similar forms 

appear in the middle and late Bronze Age. It is also the case that vessel forms, whilst 

conforming to a certain stylistic identity, also display traits that represent technological 
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variability and a lack of standardisation. The exploitation of local clay resources by the 

Kentish potters has already been discussed, so this picture might suggest that pottery 

production operates on two levels. Potters, while conforming to umbrella uniformity 

dictated by regional concerns, also work within the boundaries of their own physical 

technique borne out of family and kinship traditions. There is a common regional 

tradition, and the possibility that potters are operating within their own communities. 

The results from considering the nature of ceramic production and distribution have 

contributed to a wider picture of social and economic organisation in prehistoric Kent, 

and this is discussed further in Chapter 7.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.3 Correlation of regional fabric types and ceramic phases 

Fabric 

Types 

Ceramic 

Phase 1 

Ceramic 

Phase 2 

Ceramic 

Phase 3 

Ceramic 

Phase 4     

Ceramic 

Phase 5 

F/1      

F/2   F/2 F/2 F/2 

F/3   F/3   

F/4 F/4 F/4 F/4 F/4 F/4 

F/5 F/5 F/5 F/5 F/5 F/5 

F/6 F/6 F/6 F/6 F/6  

F/7 F/7 F/7 F/7 F/7 F/7 

F/8 F/8 F/8 F/8 F/8 F/8 

F/9 F/9 F/9 F/9 F/9  

F/10 F/10 F/10 F/10 F/10 F/10 

F/11 F/11 F/11 F/11 F/11 F/11 

F/12 F/12 F/12 F/12 F/12 F/12 

F/13 F/13 F/13 F/13 F/13 F/13 

F/14 F/14 F/14 F/14 F/14 F/14 

F/15 F/15 F/15 F/15  F/15 

FSa/1   FSa/1 FSa/1 FSa/1 

FSa/2      

FSa/3      

FSa/4   FSa/4 FSa/4 FSa/4 

FSa/5   FSa/5 FSa/5 FSa/5 

FSa/6      

FSa/7  FSa/7 FSa/7 FSa/7 FSa/7 

FSa/8  FSa/8 FSa/8 FSa/8 FSa/8 

FSa/9   FSa/9   

FSa/10  FSa/10 FSa/10 FSa/10 FSa/10 

FSa/11   FSa/11 FSa/11 FSa/11 

FSa/12   FSa/12   

FSa/13   FSa/13 FSa/13 FSa/13 

FSa/14  FSa/14 FSa/14 FSa/14 FSa/14 

FSa/15      
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SF/1     SF/1 

SF/2      

SF/3      

SF/4      

SF/5      

SF/6      

SF/7     SF/7 

SF/8     SF/8 

S/1     S/1 

S/2     S/2 

S/3      

S/4     S/4 

S/5      

S/6      

S/7     S/7 

S/8     S/8 

FG/1  FG/1    

FG/2  FG/2 FG/2 FG/2  

FG/3   FG/3   

FG/4     FG/4 

FG/5  FG/5 FG/5   

FG/6      

FG/7     FG/7 

FG/8  FG/8 FG/8  FG/8 

GF/1  GF/1    

GF/2   GF/2 GF/2 GF/2 

GF/3   GF/3 GF/3  

GF/4  GF/4    

GF/5   GF/5 GF/5 GF/5 

GF/6      

GF/7   GF/7  GF/7 

GF/8  GF/8 GF/8 GF/8 GF/8 

GF/9 GF/9 GF/9    

G/1     G/1 

G/2   G/2 G/2 G/2 

G/3  G/3  G/3  

G/4     G/4 

G/5 G/5 G/5  G/5 G/5 

G/6   G/6 G/6  

G/7      

G/8  G/8 G/8 G/8 G/8 

G/9   G/9  G/9 

FO/1   FO/1 FO/1 FO/1 

FO/2      

FO/3      

FO/4     FO/4 

FO/5   FO/5  FO/5 

FO/6      
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FO/7   FO/7 FO/7  

FO/8   FO/8 FO/8 FO/8 

FO/9      

QZ/1 QZ/1     

QZ/2 QZ/2     

QZ/3     QZ/3 

QZ/4     QZ/4 

QZ/5   QZ/5   

QZ/6      

QZ/7  QZ/7    

QZ/8 QZ/8     

QZ/9      

Q/1   Q/1 Q/1 Q/1 

Q/2   Q/2 Q/2 Q/2 

Q/3   Q/3 Q/3 Q/3 

V/1      

V/2    V/2  

V/3      

V/4     V/4 

V/5   V/5  V/5 

V/6      

C/1     C/1 

C/2      

C/3      

C/4     C/4 

C/5   C/5   

C/6      

C/7     C/7 

C/8      

GL/1      

GL/2     GL/2 

GL/3      

GL/4     GL/4 

GLG/1     GLG/1 

GLG/2      

GLG/3    GLG/3  

GLG/4      

GLF/1   GLF/1 GLF/1 GLF/1 

GLF/2     GLF/2 

GLF/3    GLF/3 GLF/3 

GLF/4    GLF/4 GLF/4 

GLFG/1      

GLFG/2      

GLFG/3    GLFG/3  

I/1   I/1 I/1 I/1 

IF/1   IF/1 IF/1 IF/1 

IF/2  IF/2 IF/2 IF/2 IF/2 

IF/3      
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IG/1     IG/1 

ISF/1      

SS/1     SS/1 

SSG/1      

FGV/1   FGV/1   

VS/1     VS/1 

GQZF/1     GQZF/1 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.4 Fabric types not observed   

  Flint type F/1 

  Flint and Sand types FSa/2, FSa/3, FSa/6, FSa/15  

  Shell and Flint types SF/2, SF/3, SF/4, SF/5, SF/6, SF/9 

  Shell types S/3, S/5, S/6, S/9 

  Flint and Grog types FG/6, FG/9 

  Grog and Flint types GF/3, GF/6 

  Grog type G/7 

  Flint and Organic types FO/2, FO/3, FO/6, FO/9 

  Quartzite types QZ/6, QZ/9 

  Vegetable types V/1, V/3,V/6  

  Calcareous types C/2, C/3, C/6, C/8, C/9  

  Glauconite types GL/1, GL/3 

  Glauconite and Grog types GLG/1, GLG/3 

  Glauconite, Flint and Grog types GLFG/1, GLFG/2, GLFG/4 

  Iron and Flint     IF/3 
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Chapter 6 

 

 

Ceramic Deposition and Unusual Deposits 

 
 

6.1    Introduction 

 

               The archaeological record is patterned and structured as a result of the organisation of 

activity functionally and across space, the attrition/transformative effects of post-

depositional processes and the practices surrounding artefact deposition (Pollard 2002: 

22). The analysis of settlement sites in Kent is somewhat problematic, particularly in 

terms of studying intra-site spatial organisation and possible activity areas. The nature of 

recent archaeological investigation has, with the exception of some larger-scale 

excavations been better suited to identifying the presence of ditched field systems than 

exploring the internal organisation of unenclosed sites. The detailed evidence for internal 

arrangement of structures is poor (Champion 2007b: 302).      

 

               Pottery recovered from settlement sites in Kent usually derives from pit and ditch 

features. The actual size of the pottery assemblage within each context/feature varies, 

but is often quite small with a low mean sherd weight that usually averages between 6 

and 8 grams. However, on many sites in Kent, there are deposits of pottery which stand 

out as being somewhat different when compared to pottery recovered from the rest of the 

site.  

 

6.1.1    Structured deposition  

 

It has been argued by Brudenell and Cooper that it is much more complex, but also more 

rewarding and interesting to consider the contextually specific settlement histories that 

created such patterning, and to think about the different scales at which such practices 

might have operated (Brudenell and Cooper 2008: 34). A variety of terms can be 

employed to describe ‘odd’ deposits in Kent, including the term ‘structured deposition’. 

The term structured deposition was used quite specifically to describe material 

associations that were thought to have been produced according to ‘highly formalised, 

repetitive [and thus potentially ritual] behaviour’ at the henge monument of Durrington 

Walls (Richards and Thomas 1984: 191). More recently it has been applied much more 
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broadly, throughout later prehistory, to deposits containing material that had been 

selected or arranged within cut or upstanding features (e.g. Cunliffe 1992; Hill 1995; 

McOmish 1996) or placed in strategic locations (such as major settlement boundaries) 

on archaeological sites (e.g. Brück 1995, 1999; Brossler 2001; Brudenell and Cooper 

2008: 15). 

 

It is important to remember that what archaeologists deem to be special deposits in the 

present may have not been ‘special’ in the past but rather the result of daily routine 

refuse maintenance strategies structured according to very different ways than our own 

(Hill 1995: 17). It is not the aim of this discussion to offer a critique of previous research 

within the field of deliberate deposition, or to employ a particular methodology which 

has been used by previous researchers. However, a thorough discussion of such deposits 

can help us build up a picture of the societies who used and disposed of ceramic 

assemblages in Kent, and the wealth of research that is available can be employed as an 

important tool in achieving this goal. This chapter will discuss the deposition of 

ceramics which have not been categorised as ‘unusual’ as well as presenting case studies 

relating to unusual deposits analysed by the author and other ceramic analysts. It is also 

important to consider regional differences; for example, are there similarities or 

differences between special pit deposits in Kent and those analysed in other areas such 

as Wessex?   

 

6.2    Unusual deposits in other areas      

       

This section will discuss how special pottery deposits or structured deposition has been 

defined in other regions.   

 

6.2.1    Special pottery deposits at South Hornchurch, Essex 

 

Excavation at South Hornchurch, Essex revealed an extensive late Bronze Age 

settlement. Placed pottery deposits and unurned cremation burials were found, mostly 

associated with structures and entranceways (Guttman and Last 2000: 319). Guttman 

and Last have listed some specific traits which can be used to define special pottery 

deposits (ibid. 355):  

 

i. Many sherds from a particular vessel/s 

ii. ‘Unusually’ large pieces of a vessel/s 
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iii. Freshly broken or curated sherd material 

iv. Selected parts of vessels such as rims 

v. A high mean sherd weight for individual pottery deposits 

vi. A large quantity of pottery from a range of different vessels 

 

6.2.2    Special pottery deposits in Wessex 

 

J.D.Hill used pottery data from six early–middle Iron Age assemblages in Wessex, and 

defined three distinct types of pottery assemblages (Hill 1995: 39): 

i. Low densities of small–medium sized sherds – the bulk of layer assemblages 

ii. Large assemblages of medium–small sherds 

iii Deposits of small numbers of large–very large ‘freshly’ broken, or at least carefully 

curated, sherds 

 

Using the assumption that there was an average pit fill, analysis showed that most 

atypical pits are those which contained what others have considered ‘special deposits’ of 

humans or animals. These include the deliberate deposition of human remains, small 

finds, certain species of animal, certain types of pottery etc, and represents a distinct, 

infrequent, social practice (ibid. 95).  

 

6.2.3    Special pottery deposits in Bedfordshire  

 

Analysis of pottery from Broom Quarry in Bedfordshire suggests that small worn sherds 

tended to dominate many of the assemblages, though in most cases a few larger 

‘fresher,’ pieces were also present. This variability in assemblage composition suggested 

that fragments that ultimately came to be deposited together had probably undergone 

relatively diverse post-breakage histories. The dominance of small sherds within these 

pottery groups implied that in most cases, once pots were broken, a relatively long 

period ensued before they were deposited in the ground. Meanwhile, the occurrence of a 

few larger, freshly broken sherds, in the same assemblages, suggested that in some cases 

fragments were deposited soon after the pot was broken (Brudenell and Cooper 2008: 

22). It appears that material was shifted around the site prior to deposition, and this may 

explain how sherds from different vessels in different states of fragmentation came to be 

deposited together on later Bronze Age settlements within this particular landscape. This 

interpretation does not preclude the possibility that in some instances ceramic material 
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was deposited with a greater degree of formality (ibid. 23-4). But by appreciating the 

fact that most ceramic deposits are comprised of mixed material with different pre-

depositional histories, it is possible to unpick the processes that underpinned everyday 

practice, both mundane and otherwise (ibid.).  

 

6.3    Case studies from Kentish sites  

 

6.3.1   Case study 1: Ramsgate Harbour Approach Road 

 

Pit F364 contained 286 sherds of late Bronze Age pottery, including a variety of jars and 

two bowls. The pit also contained small fragments of human skull indicating special use 

of the pit (Shand 2001: 25). One hundred and nineteen sherds are in good condition, and 

have a higher than average mean sherd weight of 13 grams (McNee forthcoming). Some 

of this pottery belongs to the middle to late Bronze Age, and late Bronze Age plainware 

Phase, and suggests careful curation of the earlier pottery over a long period of time. The 

assemblage also includes rim sherds from a small number of large jars, and these could 

have been used for storage or feasting. The presence of two early Iron Age shell-

tempered vessels represents the latest phase of ceramic activity at Ramsgate (prior to re-

use during the late Iron Age), and these are typical of early Iron Age vessels. The 

absence of any later early Iron Age and middle Iron Age pottery may suggest that the 

Ramsgate settlement was abandoned, and pit deposit F364 may be a permanent marker 

to represent this event.         

 

6.3.2     Case study 2: Kemsley 

 

The fill (context 239) of a ditch feature from Kemsley Fields, Sittingbourne, produced 

an unusually substantial amount of pottery. Generally speaking, pottery from a 

settlement site can form a general scatter across the site, and can become incorporated 

into various archaeological deposits. In many ways the Kemsley settlement site fits this 

pattern, and consequently this concentrated deposit of pottery may be considered 

unusual. 36.5% (total sherd count) and 54% (total sherd weight) of the entire assemblage 

is from this context. 86% of the pottery is Deverel-Rimbury, and 46% of the entire 

Deverel-Rimbury assemblage is from this context. A small amount of pottery assigned 

to the late Bronze Age was also found (17 sherds). This included three small plain 

burnished bowls, and six sherds dating to the late Bronze Age decorated phase (earliest 

Iron Age). The remaining 65 sherds that make up the total amount of pottery may well 
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be Deverel-Rimbury apart from a coarse biconical jar, which may belong to an early to 

middle Bronze Age transitional phase. The Deverel-Rimbury repertoire included small 

accessory vessels, a fine globular jar and several large sherds from jars decorated with 

'horseshoe handles', and finger-impressed cordons (McNee 2006a). Large dumps of 

pottery are also noted on other sites, for example Monkton Court Farm (Macpherson-

Grant 1994: 277).  

 

6.3.3    Case study 3: Holborough Quarry 

 

Three complete bases were recovered from features F335 and F328. The condition 

would suggest that the bases were buried soon after they went out of use, or maybe even 

deliberately deposited (McNee 2007a). Another interesting pit feature contained an 

almost complete late Bronze Age shouldered jar, which was coated in soot and burnt 

residue. The jar may have been whole when buried, and shattered in situ. The feature 

also contained pottery with a higher than average sherd weight (19.4 grams), an 

unusually large collection of sword moulds, and small fragments of burnt stone. One 

other pit feature from this site also contained pottery with a mean sherd weight of 22 

grams, more sword moulds and a broken quern stone.  

  
6.3.4    Case study 4: Willow Farm  

 

A small proportion of the assemblage shows signs of having been burnt or overfired. 

The sherds are often (re)-fired to a light grey colour and become very light in weight. 

One hundred sherds from occupation surfaces appear to have been refired to quite a high 

temperature, resulting in the sherds becoming very light in weight and the disintegration 

of inclusions. Altogether, 312 sherds (14.8% of the overall assemblage) appear to have 

been refired, or caught in a fire, and this is quite an interesting feature of the Willow 

Farm assemblage (McNee 2001). Research suggests that on some sites deposits appear 

to have been made on the abandonment of the house, and, in some cases, houses appear 

to have been burnt down (Bruck 2001: 151). It is difficult to say whether this is the case 

at Willow Farm; the pottery may have been thrown in a bonfire, and the large dump of 

pottery may simply be indicative of biased data due to the site only being partially 

excavated. The powdery texture of the sherds may also suggest a group of waster 

material deriving from on-site pottery production.  
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 6.3.5    Case study 5: East Hall Farm 

 

At East Hall Farm, Sittingbourne, two complete straight-sided bucket urns were found in 

pits, presumably purposely dug to hold the pots, and a globular fineware bowl was found 

at the base of a well or shaft. These were interpreted as being putative ritual features 

associated with the cremation tradition (Haslam 2008). 

 

  6.3.6    Case study 6: Sites from the Channel Tunnel Rail Link Project  

 

6.3.6.1   Little Stock Farm 

 

The single feature that produced the largest amount of pottery at Little Stock Farm was 

vessel hole feature 2304, which contained 455 sherds. This feature lay immediately next 

to vessel hole feature 2102. The pottery within both these features clearly dates to the 

late Bronze Age/earliest transitional Iron Age and represents the earliest period of first 

millennium BC occupation on the site. Both features have characteristics that are 

strongly suggestive of placed deposits. The sherds within them represent in many cases 

almost complete vessels that are likely to have been broken at the time of, or shortly 

after, deposition. The deliberate placement of briquetage sherds in feature 2304 adds an 

interesting aspect to this feature (Bryan 2006). 

 

6.3.6.2   White Horse Stone 

 

At White Horse Stone a rich cremation grave contained seven pots, five of which are 

nearly complete. They had been placed in the feature along with several metal objects 

and a large deposit of charred plant remains; the rarity of metal on this site emphasises 

the significance of this deposit. The capacity of the storage jar is huge at 35 litres, while 

the bowls alone could have provided about 20 litres of liquid in this set of pots (Morris 

2006c). There are a number of features, primarily postholes and pits, which had re-fired 

or burnt potsherds in them, and in postpipe 4423, there were three pots - two of them 

fused- including one bowl (ibid.).  

 

6.3.6.3     Eyhorne Street 

 

A footring bowl and conical cup were recovered from the primary fill (context 225) of 

pit 226. The cup had been deposited whole, and the footring bowl had been broken in a 

rather unusual way, with just under half being almost sliced vertically away, leaving a 

perfect profile. The completeness of these two unique vessels, placed together in the 
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base of a pit without other forms of refuse such as animal bone, suggests that they may 

have been laid down according to rules of order and represent a structured deposit (Hill 

1995: 100), rather than the casual deposition of domestic refuse (Jones 2006e). 

 

6.3.6.4    Cuxton 

 

Sherds from a great number of vessels were recovered from a rich early to early-middle 

Iron Age rubbish pit at Cuxton. Over 50 different vessels are represented in this feature, 

often by single sherds alone. Among these there are approximately 21 bowls/saucepans 

and 33 jars. Many of the vessels in the pit were affected by extreme post-manufacture 

heating, which caused them to become very hard fired and cracked and often bloated and 

twisted (Morris 2006d). This presents a similar picture as seen at Kemsley, where a 

single feature contains a very large and varied collection of pottery sherds (McNee 

2006a).    

 

6.3.7     Case study 7: pits at Shelford Quarry 

 

A final example occurs at Shelford Quarry. Four pit deposits at Shelford Area 13 are of 

interest: (S13, S33, S46 and S69), and the following discussion aims to describe the 

contents of these pits and to offer some interpretive ideas.  

 

Pit 1: (S13) contained charred grains, calcined flint (Boden and Rady 2003: 38), burnt 

residue and sooting adhering to pottery vessels, vitrified sherds, and a partly vitrified 

pot. The ceramics span three ceramic phases (late Bronze Age, earliest Iron Age and 

early Iron Age) and are in good condition, with the exception of a few late Bronze Age 

and earliest Iron Age sherds, which are slightly worn. The mean sherd weight between 

all ceramic phases is high (22 grams), and large pieces of body sherds are present.    

 

Pit 2: (S33, context 1070) contained quern stone fragments, charred cereal grains, and 

hammer or rubbing stones (Boden and Rady 2003: 39). The pottery has been phased to 

the latter end of the earliest Iron Age and the early Iron Age, and includes large pieces of 

base and body sherds, sooted sherds, small rim sherds which are in very good condition, 

and small body sherds which are fairly worn.  

 

It is suggested that the artefacts recovered from these two pits were deliberately 

deposited. Certain parts of the pottery vessel may have been selected for burial, and 
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there may be more symbolic properties in the choice of material for deposition (Hill 

1995). At Shelford, large body sherds within unusual pit deposits appear to dominate, 

and there is a lack of featured sherds. Some rim sherds are present, and although they are 

in good condition, they are generally quite small. This pattern of deposition can also be 

seen on other sites, such as Ellington (McNee 2007b). Pottery from different ceramic 

phases, and in various stages of wear can be present within the same context. Large 

recently broken sherds may have been mixed with pottery deriving from rubbish dumps, 

and also with carefully curated pots from a midden-type context.  

 

Pits 1 and 2 (S13 and S33) contained sherds dating to the early Iron Age, and these 

represent the latest phase of prehistoric activity on the site. The absence of any later 

early Iron Age and middle Iron Age pottery may suggest the Shelford settlement was 

abandoned, and the pit deposits may be a permanent marker to represent this event. 

There are areas of Kent which show very little evidence of occupation during the Iron 

Age, and this is a striking feature of the emerging pattern of prehistoric occupation in 

Kent (Champion 2007b: 299). The presence of other material culture such as charred 

grain, broken querns and re-fired sherds within these pits is also of interest. As already 

mentioned, research indicates that on some sites deposits appear to have been made on 

the abandonment of the house, and in some cases, houses appear to have been burnt 

down (Bruck 2001: 151). Objects which were central to the household’s material and 

social reproduction could be burnt, broken and buried at the end of life, and destruction 

signified the abandonment of a settlement (Bruck 2006: 300). Quern stones would have 

been very difficult to smash, and would suggest a deliberate act relating to a specific 

event.  

 

Pit 3: (S46, context 1139) contained fragments of cremated bone, charcoal, calcined 

flint, charred cereal grains (Boden and Rady 2003: 30), large and small body sherds that 

are in good condition, and small body sherds which are quite worn. The pottery has been 

phased to the earliest Iron Age. The cremation burials at Shelford seemed to form loose 

alignments parallel to possible enclosure ditches (ibid. 57), and the deposition of human 

bone is a particularly powerful way of marking out a boundary (Bruck 1995: 259). 

During the late Bronze Age human remains were deposited in many different contexts, 

often in enclosure ditches on settlement sites, and consisting of disarticulated unburnt 
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bone (ibid. 257). Shelford may fit certain elements of this particular type of burial rite, 

however token deposits of cremated bone are less common on sites (ibid. 249).  

 

The presence of both worn and fresh pottery associated with the cremated remains 

within (S46) may have originally derived from different sources prior to deposition. 

Pottery may have been deliberately smashed and then buried, or could have derived from 

a midden. Human remains may also be placed in middens (McOmish 1995: 73), and 

these may have been cremated at a later date and re-deposited into pits. It is not certain, 

however, whether middens were present at Shelford, but it is suggested that some of the 

pottery from the unusual pit deposits was carefully curated over a long period of time.  

 

The inclusion of burnt grain within the pit, and the increased importance of agricultural 

intensification during this period, may be linked to the deposition of human remains. 

The remains of the ancestors may have been linked with the renewal of agricultural 

fertility (Bruck 1995: 262).                 

 

Pit 4: (S69, context 1144) contained daub, calcined flint (Boden and Rady 2003: 36), 

large body and base sherds, which are in good condition, sooted sherds, a small number 

of rim sherds, which are also in good condition, and three small worn body sherds. The 

pottery has been phased to the late Bronze Age. It has been suggested that this large 

dump of pottery may be related to a communal gathering, possibly a feast, and that the 

deposition of the vessels followed this event.  

 

6.4 Unusual deposits in Kent  

 

Special ceramics deposits from the Kent area are classified as follows, and this is based 

on the above examples: 

 

i. Unusually large deposits of pottery placed in either a pit or a ditch, sometimes 

described as ‘dumps’. These deposits tend to be much larger than the size of the 

assemblages found within features on the rest of the site. On some sites large deposits of 

pottery are found in just one feature; on other sites there may be more than one large 

deposit.  
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ii. These deposits of pottery tend to contain unusually large freshly broken sherds, and 

can also include smaller worn sherds.  

 

iii. The average sherd weight of these deposits tends to be much higher than the average 

sherd weight relating to pottery recovered from other contexts.  

 

iv. Deposits of pottery can be associated with other artefact types. Some artefact types 

are contemporary with the pottery in sharing a similar date, e.g. late Bronze Age pottery 

deposited with late Bronze Age metalwork. However, other artefact types can be much 

earlier than the pottery, for example, at Iwade in north Kent, one feature contained both 

Iron Age sherds and much earlier flint work in its uppermost fills. It suggests that a 

range of ‘antique’ items were used to seal a feature (Bishop and Bagwell 2005: 88). 

Other artefacts types deposited with pottery from unusual deposits include burnt 

grain/charred plant remains, broken quern stones, human bone, metalwork, briquetage, 

vitrified sherds, clay moulds and rubbing stones.    

 

v. The deliberate deposition of whole pots. 

 

6.5     Deposition of pottery and metalwork   

 

Pottery is not the only artefact that may have been deliberately deposited, as the 

deposition of metal work suggests an act which is non-random, selective and purposeful, 

with no intention to recover (Barber 2003: 45). It is not within the scope of this research 

to offer a detailed account of Bronze Age metalwork, but it is important to consider 

some intriguing examples of metalwork deposition within the Kent area. In some cases 

pottery and metalwork have been deposited together. A collection of middle Bronze Age 

palstaves were found at Ripple in Kent (ibid. 44), and another hoard found at Malmains 

Farm, Timanstone. These objects had been placed within a small pit (ibid. 46). At South 

Dumpton Down on the Isle of Thanet, four palstaves were arranged in a fan shape at the 

base of a pit. The palstaves had never been used, and were covered by a large slab of 

tabular flint. A little higher in the pit fill was another palstave and a bronze bracelet was 

resting on top of it. The circumstances suggest two (connected?) acts of deposition late 

in the history of the enclosure, or perhaps after it had been abandoned (ibid. 60).     

 

During the excavation at Ellington School an incident of illegal metal-detecting at the 

site resulted in the discovery and removal of a large assemblage of late Bronze Age 
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metalwork and an associated pottery vessel. The metalwork and fragmented pottery 

sherds were recovered by Kent police (Dr Andrew Richardson, pers. comm.), and the pot 

was examined by the author. It is unclear whether the pot was complete prior to its 

illegal removal by a metal-detectorist, and it is possible that parts of the vessel were not 

recovered. However, the lack of featured sherds may indicate that the pot was not 

complete when buried. An alternative explanation is the pot may have been buried 

complete, and used to accompany the metal work. It has become fragmented as a result 

of post-depositional events, and this has resulted in a pot which is missing its entire rim, 

base and shoulder. The mean sherd weight is fairly low, and this is often consistent with 

pottery that has not been deposited in a complete state, and had derived from a midden 

or rubbish tip. The breakage patterns and wear on some of the sherds is also suggestive 

of this. The vessel had been burnished to a very high standard.  

 

It is suggested that certain parts of the hoard pot may have been selected for deposition, 

and this might relate to unusual deposits, which signify a special event. It is also 

interesting that a pot displaying a highly polished surface was chosen to accompany an 

assemblage of metal work, and therefore the pot may have been especially selected 

because of its visual similarity to metal work. Creative/transformative activities such as 

metalworking and potting were considered analogous processes because each was 

affected by heating and crushing (Brück 2001: 158), and the deliberate deposition of 

pottery and metal within the same feature suggests a complex social act.      

 

The possibility that a broken pot was used to accompany a hoard of metal work is also 

significant. Jo Brück suggests practices involving the intentional destruction of artefacts 

and the specialised treatment, re-use or deposition of these fragments allowed Bronze 

Age people to conceptualise the passing of time both within and beyond their own 

lifecycles (Brück 2006: 297). Ellington is characterised by deliberately placed objects 

including five almost complete pots. The hoard pot is another example of an unusual 

deposit, and may signify the abandonment of the site. (McNee 2007b: 37). On many 

sites special closing deposits were made on the abandonment of a roundhouse, perhaps 

involving the deliberate destruction of the settlements set of ceramic’s (Brück 2006: 

300).  
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6.6   Typical ceramic deposits which are less ‘unusual’ 

 

As previously discussed, pottery assemblages in Kent are frequently quite abraded, and 

have an average sherd weight of about 7-8 grams. Most contexts contain small amounts 

of pot. It is not unusual for a mixture of ceramic phases to occur in the same features, 

and for the condition of the pots to vary from highly abraded to less abraded. Mixed 

assemblages of both late Bronze Age plain phase and earliest Iron Age pottery occur in 

many features across most Kentish sites, and include both jar and bowl forms. This may 

cause difficulties in dating the pot from particular contexts as it may not all be 

contemporary. There is frequently a lack of rims and featured sherds, and it is interesting 

to note at Ellington that despite the large assemblage of 5,996 sherds, there is a paucity 

of rim sherds. Only 68 sherds from this entire assemblage were suitable for illustration 

(McNee 2007b). Hill, re-analysing the quantities of rubbish found in a range of contexts 

on Iron Age sites concluded that little of the rubbish created on site actually enters the 

archaeological record (Hill 1995). This may help explain the lack of rims recovered at 

Ellington.   

 

Pottery from many features is quite comparable with each other, and suggests a group of 

related material. Shelford and Ramsgate are two examples. Pots from the same vessel 

that have ended up in different pits may have derived from the same source, possibly a 

rubbish dump, which was then cleared into open pits. Small amounts of pottery 

recovered from features might suggest that these structures were cleaned, and the 

contents may have been disposed of in rubbish dumps. The varied condition of the 

ceramics would suggest that the pottery itself might have come from different sources 

prior to deposition. Pots which are in very good condition may have been deliberately 

smashed, and placed within the pit soon after breakage. Sherds which are quite worn 

may have derived from a rubbish dump. If the pit was filled within a single act, it may 

suggest that freshly broken pots were mixed with pots that had fallen out of use. Some 

features appear to have been used for routine rubbish disposal, and the pottery would 

have been subjected to quite a lot of trampling and wear and tear prior to deposition.  

 

6.7   Interpretation of unusual deposits 

 

6.7.1    Middle to late Bronze Age: cremation and feasting 
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The appearance of unusual deposits of middle Bronze Age pottery in Britain is              

normally confined to burial events during this period (Morris 2006c), and Kent is no 

exception. Cremation urn deposits are considered to be special (section 2.13.1), but, as 

previously discussed, are fairly rare in Kent. One very large middle to late Bronze Age 

jar from Updown Farm may have been deliberately deposited. Most of the upper part of 

the large jar is intact, and there are no sherds from the lower part of the pot, or the base. 

This suggests that the pot was deposited in an inverted position. Middle Bronze Age 

cremation urns were often inverted, for example at Itford Hill (Ellison 1972: 104), 

however the Updown pot shows no evidence of having been used as a cremation 

container or a cooking pot (McNee 2008a). The sheer size of the vessel and the open 

form (unrestricted access) suggests that it was used for storage or serving food. Vessels 

for serving and eating are likely to vary greatly in size depending on the number of 

people partaking (Henrickson and McDonald 1983: 632; Rice 1987: 240), and the 

Updown pot would have been suitable for feeding several people, perhaps during a feast. 

The sharing of a meal by a large group is often an important event, an opportunity to 

reaffirm social unity, as well as to promote personal ambition (Blitz 1993: 93). Feasts 

are a particularly powerful form of ritual activity, and can be associated with rites of 

passage and life-crisis ceremonies such as funerals (Dietler 1996: 89), and can also be a 

major component in the creation and maintenance of social relationships (Hayden 2001: 

26). The possible deliberate burial of the Updown pot in an inverted position may be a 

further statement that a special event had taken place. Feasts may be related to events at 

a number of sites in Kent, and could have also involved communities from other sites.  

 

6.7.2     Late Bronze Age and early Iron Age unusual deposits 

 

Unusual deposits appear to be more frequent in the later Bronze Age and early Iron Age. 

During the late Bronze Age, there is good evidence that pottery was being perceived 

differently, first with the making of bowls and cups and secondly with the deposition of 

larger quantities in below-ground features (Morris 2006c). Specific examples have been 

discussed in section 6.3. The deposition of pottery vessels in graves in the early/middle 

Iron Age is undoubtedly a special and deliberate act, and there are several occurrences of 

these which can be highlighted, such as the rich cremation grave at White Horse Stone. 

This grave deposit appears to symbolise the cycle of life and death, creating a harvest 

and consuming the food which unites the dead below ground and the living above it 

(ibid.). Evidence for the deposition of vessels following a feast is also suggested at a 
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number of sites, for example Beechbrook Wood (Jones 2006d). A feast at Beechbrook 

Wood may have involved neighbouring social groups within the wider community, 

creating or re-inforcing relationships through the sharing of a meal, possibly in 

conjunction with the recutting of the enclosure’s entrance. The digging of enclosure 

ditches was a labour-intensive task, and the giving of feasts may have aided the 

procurement of labour during times of large-scale construction (ibid.).   

 

One further suggestion is that unusual deposits occur on sites which appear to have been 

abandoned at the end of the late Bronze Age or start of the early Iron Age. Distribution 

map (Figure 2.8) illustrates fifteen sites that demonstrate very little evidence of 

occupation during the later stages of the early Iron Age and beyond. Several of these 

sites appear to have pit and ditch deposits which may be categorised as ‘unusual’. Fire 

seems to be a reoccurring theme in several unusual deposits, and manifests itself in 

pottery - both fired and refired -, burnt grain and cremated human bone. The presence of 

deliberately broken querns and pots may be considered to be ‘leave-taking’ deposits 

(Brück 2006: 300). Unusual or special pit deposits may be associated with monumental 

events such as site abandonment, and research indicates that on some sites special 

closing deposits appear to have been made on the abandonment of the house (Brück 

2001: 151).  

 

6. 8     How do Kentish deposits compare to some other regions?  

 

6.8.1    Unusual deposits 

 

It is suggested that some deposits in Kent stand out from the norm, and that these special 

deposits share some similarities with studies from other areas.   

 

6.8.1.1     Large ‘dumps’ of pottery 

 

The first observation suggesting atypical deposits of artefacts is the occurrence of large 

‘dumps’ of pottery, for example at Monkton Court Farm (Macpherson-Grant 1994), 

Kemsley (McNee 2006a) and Tutt Hill (Morris 2006a). These large assemblages of 

pottery that occur in particular features may represent a large percentage of the overall 

sherd count from individual sites. Similar examples may be found in other regions, for 

example at Petters Sports Field, Surrey a concentration of late Bronze Age pottery 

together with animal bones, burnt daub and flint was recovered from the terminal of a 
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ditch. Some of the pottery was worn or abraded while other sherds were relatively fresh 

and suggests that this material originally formed part of a midden or an accumulation of 

occupational debris within the settlement (O’Connell 1986: 14). At Great Holts Farm, 

Essex, 64% of all the prehistoric pottery from the site by sherd count was recovered 

from a small group of pits. Deposits of sherd material clearly derived from several 

vessels, and also included large parts of single pots. Such variation reflects the ritual 

behaviour which structured selective deposition of artefacts and rubbish disposal during 

the Bronze Age (Brown 2003: 93).    

 

6.8.1.2    Fresh pots 

 

The second observation is the occurrence of features containing large freshly broken 

sherds, which suggests that the pots were broken and buried within quite a short space of 

time, and that possibly token pieces of the pot were chosen for disposal. It may also be 

possible that the pots were carefully curated before burial. At Kemsley, the previously 

mentioned large dump of pottery contained very large fresh sherds of middle Bronze 

Age date even though the pottery was deposited in the late Bronze Age (McNee 2006a). 

A similar example may be found at Stansted Airport in Essex. The pottery from a pit 

feature contained large unabraded sherds and highly abraded sherds, and may represent 

the transfer of material from a surface midden as a deliberate act rather than as casual 

rubbish disposal (Brown 2004: 53).   

 

6.8.1.3    Mean sherd weight 

 

The third observation is that the pottery has a higher than average mean sherd weight. 

The vast majority of features on prehistoric Kentish sites contain sherds which have a 

low mean sherd weight, so it is interesting to observe the sherds recovered from a 

minority of pit and ditch fills which have a high mean sherd weight. The increase in 

sherd weight is often due to the presence of large pieces of sherd within a particular 

context or feature. Holborough Quarry (McNee 2007a) is a good example, and the 

assemblage includes the presence of large whole bases buried in pits. At North 

Shoebury, Essex, the bottom half of a fine ware bowl was placed in a pit, and represents 

the continuation of the practice of deliberate deposition of selected artefacts within the 

settlement (Brown 1995b).         
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6.8.1.4     Pottery and other types of material culture  

 

The fourth observation is pottery buried with other types of material culture. The 

deposition of large quantities of clay sword moulds recovered from Shelford is 

paralleled at Springfield Lyons in Essex (Buckley and Hedges 1987). The placement of 

broken quern stones at Trethellan Farm suggests archaeological evidence for deliberate 

planned abandonment within the landscape of middle Bronze Age Cornwall 

(Nowakowski 2001: 146), and two large fragments of quern placed in a pit at Broome 

suggests deliberate interment (Cooper and Edmunds 2007: 189).      

 

The occurrence of human remains deposited with pottery sherds has also been observed 

in Kent (section 6.3). Fragments of human bone are often found as components of refuse 

deposits during the late Bronze Age (Brück 2001: 155), and this practice has been 

observed on several sites including Hornchurch, Essex. Five placed deposits of pottery 

occur with small amounts of human bone, and the presence of imcomplete, broken 

(?killed) vessels suggests an analogy with human death. The decline of the middle 

Bronze Age tradition of urned cremation burial may have allowed a greater variety of 

depositional contexts and combinations of objects to be used in ritual practice (Guttman 

and Last 2000: 355).     

 

6.8.1.5     Whole pots 

 

The fifth observation is the careful deposition of whole pots. This appears to be a fairly 

rare occurrence, but there are a few examples in Kent (section 6.7.1) and other regions. 

At Stanstead Airport a large early Iron Age bowl appears to have been deliberately 

deposited probably on its side (Brown 2004: 53). At North Shoebury, a small pit 

contained a small bossed pot buried upright, and likely to represent a ritual deposit 

(Brown 1995b), and a complete cup was placed in a pit at Hornchurch (Guttman and 

Last 2000: 343).     

 

6.8.1.6      Special deposits and special places 

 

The study of special deposits has demonstrated that critical points in space were marked 

out such as boundaries, entrances and corners (Brück 2001: 150). At Gypsy Lane, 

Broome, in Bedforshire, marked concentrations of material were recovered from 

particular locations in two roundhouses and in two of the enclosure ditches. These 
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included the entrance post to Structure 16, the southeastern terminal of a gully, and the 

northeastern terminal of Enclosure 4 (Cooper and Edmunds 2007: 187). More examples 

occur at South Hornchurch, Essex, where cremated bone and placed pottery deposits 

occur in or near ditch terminals (Guttman and Last 2000: 353). At North Shoebury, 

deliberate deposits at boundaries occur, and include a bucket urn placed in a pit at the 

east end of a gully (Brown 1995b). It is difficult to say whether this practice also occurs 

in Kent due to the level of destruction on many sites and the lack of research relating to 

this particular area.           

 

6.9    Concluding comments 

 

6.9.1    Typical pit and ditch fills in Kent 

 

It is not within the scope of this research programme to offer a comprehensive study of 

archaeological deposits from later prehistoric sites in Kent; however it is clear that the 

processes of site formation are clearly complex and difficult to interpret. Pottery 

deriving from hundreds of pit and ditch features across Kent has been studied 

throughout the course of this research, and although most exhibit a certain uniformity 

others do not. Pottery deposits that may be described as fairly typical may exhibit a 

similar pattern to those studied in other areas, for example at Stanstead Airport. A pit 

was filled in a single operation with ceramic debris incorporating both quite freshly 

broken and highly abraded sherds: these would have derived from a variety of sources, 

and have become mixed prior to deposition in the pit. A likely source for the material 

would be a surface midden (Brown 2004: 53). There is little evidence for middens in 

Kent, but the condition of the recovered pottery and the nature of its deposition would 

suggest that these did exist and have either not survived, or have yet to be discovered. 

Brudenell and Cooper (2008) suggest that most ceramic deposits are comprised of 

mixed material with different pre-depositional histories. Small assemblages of pottery 

with varying degrees of wear and a mixture of ceramic phasing are present on later 

prehistoric sites all over Kent and this would suggest a similar picture.  

 

6.9.2   Atypical pit and ditch features: where have all the featured sherds gone? 

The deposition of unusually large pieces of pot, or selected parts of the pot/s, appears to 

be quite a common phenomenon both in Kent and other regions. Some assemblages are 

quite substantial and dominated by body sherds, and it may be considered odd why there 
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is a distinct lack of featured sherds. Analysis of certain pottery assemblages does tend to 

make the ceramic analyst wonder where the rest of the assemblage has gone. The 

destruction of many sites and post-depositional processes result in the fragmentary 

remains of the pottery, but the absence of so many rims and bases in relation to body 

sherds may suggest that certain parts of the vessel were chosen for deposition. The 

deliberate deposition of sherds that we would consider to be less interesting may have 

been of some significance to Bronze Age people. This, however, does not answer the 

question regarding the whereabouts of the missing pot. The deliberate placement of 

whole base sherds (section 6.8.1.3) may suggest that the upper part of the vessel was 

removed and deposited elsewhere, and this may also be the case with featured sherds.  

 

6.9.3     Social practices 

 

This brief discussion regarding the ultimate disposal of pottery and associated artefacts 

on middle Bronze Age to early/middle Iron Age archaeological sites across Kent has 

suggested a number of interpretations for such activities. The presence of unusual 

deposits may represent life-affirming events, marriages, deaths, feasting, and the coming 

together of communities to construct enclosures and settlements or to destroy them. It is 

important to look at the wider picture, and at a regional scale, the study of the pots 

themselves, and how they were disposed of, may offer glimpses into the societies that 

produced and used them. This leads to further discussion and final conclusions in 

Chapter 7.  
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Chapter 7 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

Conclusions  

 

 

  

7.1     Introduction  

 

This final chapter will return to the aims, objectives and research questions outlined in 

Chapter 1. Each of the specific research questions outlined in section 1.6 will be 

discussed, all of which have been addressed in detail throughout the various chapters. 

Finally, an assessment of the project as a whole will be made as well as suggestions for 

further research. The project has enabled six main research questions to be addressed, 

and the following discussion will aim to answer each question individually.   

 

7.2     What are the main pottery forms, fabrics, types of decoration and surface 

treatments from the middle Bronze Age to early Iron Age in Kent? How do these 

variables change through time, and what are the social implications of this?  

 

The study of some 77,000 pottery sherds spanning 1000 years of prehistory reveals that 

a wide range of ceramic bowls and jars in a great range of fabrics were present in Kent. 

These ceramic forms and associated decoration and surface treatments have been 

discussed in some detail in Chapter 4. The results are somewhat hampered by the 

fragmentary remains of much of the pottery, and whole profiles are rare. The 

characteristics and deposition of large assemblages of pottery across Kent from the 

middle Bronze Age to early Iron Age, approximately 1500-400 cal BC, suggests a 

number of important points: ceramic transitions can be seen in the archaeological 

record, as societies try and embrace new technologies and social practices, but at the 

same time try and adhere to a traditional, familiar way of life. Examination of the pots 

themselves reveals changes, and we see the emergence of new forms, fabrics and the re-

introduction of grog temper in the middle to late Bronze Age transition. The transition 

between the middle Bronze Age and late Bronze Age is a recognisable phenomenon in 

Kent. It is tentatively suggested here that this transitional period is characterised by the 

continued use of very coarse middle Bronze Age flint-tempered fabrics, however vessel 

walls are becoming thinner and new forms are slowly being introduced, for example, 

there is a slight shift from straight-sided neutral jars to vessels with slight shoulders and 
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everted rims. Another innovation sees the introduction of finer flint fabrics which are 

used to make traditional middle Bronze Age bucket forms.  

 

The production of finer vessels certainly gained in popularity in the late Bronze Age, 

and the general proliferation of new forms and fabrics are a reflection of changes within 

society. Why are there changes? Cultural change can be identified in a society when 

new shapes enter or leave the ceramic repertoire through time. New shapes suggest new 

utilitarian or religious uses for ceramics (Arnold 1985: 234), and Kentish potters do 

appear to be responding to a new set of needs. Making pots is not a separate sub-system 

of society, but rather an integral part of a group’s habitus and closely tied to how that 

society operates on a household and larger level (Hill 2002: 77). The increased 

importance of farming during this period would have resulted in the production of new 

food types, and therefore a greater variety of cooking, storage and serving vessels would 

have been required. New social contacts and a growing population may be another 

consideration as to why potters are experimenting with different ceramic forms and 

fabrics.  The demand for pottery containers is affected by a number of factors, including 

the size and growth of the population, the rate at which a population break ceramic 

containers (Arnold 1985: 128), and the economic and social needs of communities. The 

role pottery played as containers for serving and consuming food and drink on both 

daily and special occasions was important in defining the forms, sizes, colours and 

surface treatments of different styles of pottery (Hill 2002: 79).       

 

Human beings are born into pre-existing social structures and every activity they 

undertake serves to further embed them in such structures. It is also through co-

operation in various activities, and sharing in their results, that a sense of community 

and shared group identity is produced. Consideration is needed of how people’s 

activities interact within the group, and how people modify their activities over time in 

relation to changes in their circumstances and changes in their own aims (Sillar 2000: 

5). As previously mentioned, potters may also be keen to maintain links with their 

ancestors, as well as adapting to new social practices. One of the most widely 

recognised phenomena in the archaeology of ceramics is the continuity of a particular 

paste, used within a restricted area over a period of time (Sillar 2000: 76), and in Kent 

certain forms and fabric recipes were in use for hundreds of years. Previous discussions 
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on the use of grog (Chapter 5) and the deposition of old artefacts with new artefacts 

(Chapter 6) may be examples of how societies maintained a link with the past.     

 

A combination of flint and grog temper suggests a mixture of old and new fabric 

recipes. The incorporation of old pots into new pots may be a reflection of a changing 

society, but at the same time there might be a need to remember the past and maintain 

some long-standing traditions. Bronze Age technology often involved the mixing and 

recombination of elements, as for example in the recycling of bronze artefacts and the 

use of grog tempering in pottery manufacture. Artefacts contained fragments of older 

objects, which in turn incorporated traces from the more distant past. These traces 

provided artefacts with genealogies, imparting meanings carried out of the past into the 

present (Brück 2006: 309-10).  

 

7.3  Are there regional ceramic variations within the county?  

 

It could be argued that much of the pottery under study is quite unique because of the 

lack of standardisation, and each site produces pottery which is specific to that 

particular area or kinship-type group of people. The data results would suggest that 

there are small pockets of internal regional differences, and that form types J14 and G2 

have a very limited distribution, and these pots may have been produced as a strong 

visual statement relating to a particular family group. Future excavation may of course 

lead to the recovery of more of these vessel types, and it may be the case that their 

distribution is much wider. This highlights another problem, and this project would 

have benefited from more examples of certain form types. For example, there are very 

few examples of bowl form type BO16 and jar types J2, J5, J6 and J12. These types 

have been included in the type series as they are considered to be new form types, and 

the aim of the type series is to show the range of ceramic forms present in Kent 

throughout 1,000 years of potting history from the middle Bronze Age to early Iron 

Age. However, the sample might be too small for any useful conclusions to be drawn, 

and any discussion relating to the correlation between forms, fabrics, surface treatments 

and distribution has its limits.   
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7.4  Is there a late Bronze Age ‘decorated’ phase? How does Kent compare with  

 other regions?  

 

John Barrett’s (1980) chronological division of post-Deverel-Rimbury pottery into an 

earlier plain phase and a later decorated phase has been applied to a number of regions 

including Kent (Jones 2006; McNee 2010a). However, just how much pottery can be 

decorated before assignment of an assemblage to the ‘decorated’ phase has never been 

established (Morris 2006c), and the problem is also compounded by the fragmentary 

nature of many ceramic assemblages, and the lack of recovered decorated sherds within 

the region of Kent. It has been argued that there is an over reliance on Barrett’s model 

for the development of PDR pottery, and an urgent need to reconsider the 

straightforward linear sequence of plain to decorated wares. The scheme must also be 

re-evaluated on a regional basis (Brudenell 2008c: 195). Brudenell also suggests that 

profusely decorated assemblages may have existed alongside plainware pottery groups 

in the early Iron Age (ibid. 196), and this is based on the examination of pottery from 

eastern England. In this area there is often an absence of pottery dating to the early Iron 

Age and there is an assumption that the absence of early Iron Age occupation is a 

product of inappropriate sampling and of a failing to understand where early Iron Age 

occupation is (ibid. 187). It is suggested that the problem may lie with how the ceramics 

are classified, and pottery assigned to the late Bronze Age may be rather later (ibid. 

188). In eastern Anglia the growing number of late Bronze Age assemblages, coupled 

with the persistent lack of ‘good’ early Iron Age ones has suggested that that the 

ceramics are mis-dated (ibid. 191).    

  

This has important implications for the way pottery of the same period has been studied 

in Kent, and there are two main points of discussion. As previously discussed it is 

apparent that many sites in Kent appear to have been abandoned at some point during 

the very late Bronze Age, and the absence of any early Iron Age activity and ceramics 

could be explained by the miss-classification of the pottery. It is also important to 

consider whether there is a straightforward progression from late Bronze Age plain 

phase pottery into the later earliest Iron Age phase (also called late Bronze Age 

decorated phase pottery).  

 

In contrast to the situation in eastern Anglia, Kent has a growing number of very good 

early Iron Age assemblages, including an enormous assemblage of some 18,000 early 
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Iron Age sherds that have recently been recovered from the Thanet Earth excavations 

(Couldrey 2010). It is particularly interesting to note the high ratio of early Iron Age 

activity within the north-east Kent area. The regional type series created for this 

research suggests that many early Iron Age forms are quite different to those of an 

earlier late Bronze Age period, and therefore distinctive. Early Iron Age pottery is 

described as angular and profusely decorated (Brudenell 2008: 186), and expected to 

have a higher incidence of decoration and to contain fineware decorated bowls (ibid. 

191). Certain early Iron Age form types in Kent are very angular, but on the whole pots 

are very plain, and the embellishment of a pot usually takes place through a variety of 

surface treatments. In Kent there is a general lack of profusely decorated pottery, and it 

is suggested that pottery assemblages that include a good percentage of decorated wares 

are quite rare after the demise of early Bronze Age Beaker pottery.  

 

The data results (Chapter 4) do reveal a range of decorative types, however a very small 

percentage of vessels have been decorated, and some decorative techniques may exist as 

singular examples. To a certain extent Barrett’s scheme is very relevant to Kent. Pottery 

dating to the earlier part of the late Bronze Age, Barrett’s Plain Phase, is often 

undecorated and therefore could be described as plain. Decorative techniques do 

increase towards the latter stages of the late Bronze Age (earliest Iron Age). Necked 

cordons, fingertip impressions on both the shoulder and top of the rim, and horizontal 

tooling and incised decoration are common during this later phase; however, the 

percentage of decorated pots recovered from the majority of Kentish sites is rarely more 

than 4%, and may be even lower. It cannot be assumed that if a pot is undecorated that it 

is likely to belong to a late Bronze Age plain phase tradition. It is important that ceramic 

specialists also consider vessel form, fabrics, surface treatments and vessel wall 

thickness in order to assign a particular pot to a ceramic phase.    

 

7.5  What is the nature of ceramic production in Kent from the middle Bronze 

Age to early Iron Age? 

 

Chapter 5 increased our understanding of the nature of ceramic production and 

distribution across the region of Kent. The data results have demonstrated that fabrics 

and forms change through time, and this has been discussed in section 7.2.    

It is clear that Kentish potters had wide-ranging contacts with potters from other regions 

in England and Northern Europe. Form types are well paralleled over a large area, 
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however the lack of evidence for imported pottery would suggest that it is the ideas for 

making certain types of pot that are moving, and not the vessels themselves. 

Typological or attribute similarities are believed to be the result of cultural contact or 

diffusion; people in one area acquire pots or the ideas of how to make and decorate 

them by trade, exchange, migration or conquest (Arnold 1985: 1). In Kent there is little 

evidence for conquest during this phase of prehistory, and it is feasible that there were 

travelling potters sharing skills and ideas. In terms of pottery production, the potters 

appear to be using local materials, producing pots for their local communities and 

retaining elements of creative individuality. Production is likely to be localised, and on-

site production is a possibility but difficult to prove due to a lack of firing evidence and 

tools used for constructing the pots. Clays and tempers were likely to have derived from 

local geological sources, and identification of fabrics has been much assisted by a 

programme of petrological analysis (Appendix 4). This has been particularly useful in 

identifying the clay matrix itself, and has demonstrated that sandy fabrics were rarely 

used in the middle Bronze Age in Kent. Fine-grained clays and clays consisting of silt 

were more likely to have been used during this period.  

 

The results also suggest that the potters may have exploited a number of different clay 

sources surrounding individual settlement sites, for example at Ramsgate Harbour 

Approach Road. A small number of sherds from this site were thin sectioned (Appendix 

4, sherd numbers 88-105), and examination of the clay matrices would indicate that ten 

of the samples might have derived from ten different clay sources. It is therefore 

interesting that potters chose to use so many different clays rather than stick to a 

favourite source. The picture appears to be slightly different at Downlands Walmer, and 

a small programme of petrology analysis (Appendix 4, sherd numbers 10-35) would 

suggest that the potters did have a favourite clay source (McNee 2010b: 45). A number 

of factors affect raw-material acquisition; the spatial distribution of the materials, their 

cost and accessibility, the quantity of material needed, the cost of transport, and the 

culturally perceived value of the goods all play a role in determining what sources 

potters will exploit (Sinopili 1991: 16). Ramsgate Harbour is predominantly a late 

Bronze Age site, and Downlands is an early-middle Iron Age site, so it might be 

possible that the Downlands potters were more restricted in terms of access to suitable 

clay sources. It is also suggested that the selection of specific resources in the landscape 

for the making of pottery may be expressions of identity, with each clay matrix 
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representing a different family. The transmission of the knowledge and experience of 

potmaking from mother to daughter or woman to daughter-in-law is laden with tradition 

and expectations (Morris 2006b).       

 

Clays used to make the pottery do conform to the geological deposits surrounding this 

particular site; however, one major problem concerns the geology of Kent itself. Similar 

types of geology exist across the entire region and therefore identification of local 

verses non-local clays is inconclusive. A similar problem concerns deliberately added 

temper. Most of the pottery under study is flint tempered, and probably derives from the 

locally available Chalk deposits which cover large areas of the county, but again this it 

is very difficult to prove. The geology of lowland Britain comprises common 

sedimentary rocks and deposits, and there is a general absence of mineralogically 

discrete outcrops. Broad investigation of the organisation of pottery production and 

exchange in prehistoric Britain is severely hampered by this (Hamilton 2002: 39).     

 

Study of the fabrics would suggest that potters did not always choose ideal potting 

tempers in spite of having great skill and knowledge. Despite this, a range of pots 

suitable for use in a wide range of activities was produced. Choice of inclusion/temper 

type and the complexity of the recipe were not just determined by technical properties. 

Rather, fabric recipes were enmeshed in the nature of settlement, the desire to achieve 

particular surface colours, the possible symbolic importance of certain material and the 

changing social roles of pottery and other activities (Hill 2002: 77).          

 

The pottery studied in this thesis is generally fairly utilitarian and concerned with 

everyday activities such as cooking, eating and storage. Fairly coarse jar forms do seem 

to dominate the individual assemblages, and a high percentage of Kentish vessels are 

quite utilitarian, especially in the middle Bronze Age. This may suggest that pottery 

specialisation was not carried out by potters living within farming communities because 

societies preferred to devote most of their available time and energy to developing and 

maintaining an agricultural way of life. Making pots could be a seasonal activity in 

Kent, or carried out when particular vessels were needed.  

 

Some of the pots and other artefacts may have been incorporated into ritual practices, 

and it is suggested that in the later prehistoric period there is a shift from the sacred to 
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the domestic, or at least the sacred is absorbed into the domestic (Williams 2003: 228), 

and the ‘everyday’ of the late Bronze Age was suffused with what would be regarded as 

ritual practices (Guttman and Last 2000: 356). The disappearance of monumental 

evidence of an overtly non-utilitarian nature has led to the later Bronze Age being 

viewed within a framework that highlights the technological and subsistence-related 

aspects of life and only occasionally acknowledges the spiritual side. However, formal, 

stylistic and contextual analyses of artefacts including metalwork highlight the 

continuance of ritual and ceremonial practices (Barber 2003: 75).  Specific examples of 

how this phenomenon might be carried out have been discussed in Chapter 6.  

 

7.6     How are the ceramics deposited within archaeological contexts, and what can 

this tell us about the history of the settlement? Can some ceramic deposits be 

considered to be ‘special’, and if so, how can this phenomenon be interpreted?     

 

This question was addressed in Chapter 6. An understanding of the context of pottery 

deposition, and of the range of practices, intensions and cultural values that lie behind 

deposition is essential. The fact that depositional practices were structured by culturally 

specific values, and that much of the material from contexts such as pits, ditches and 

burials related to special activities is an issue in need of study in its own right (Pollard 

2002: 32). Consideration of depositional practices was not one of the author’s original 

research questions; however, it became clear from the analysis of different pottery 

assemblages that the processes of site formation are clearly complex and difficult to 

interpret. Some of the pottery deriving from individual pit and ditch fills may span 

decades, even centuries, so it certainly suggests that the filling of a pit may be quite a 

special occasion. Special deposits could represent episodes separated by years, and the 

infilling of a pit was not a daily event (Hill 1995).  

 

Brudenell and Cooper’s analysis of later Bronze Age settlements from Broom Quarry, 

Bedforshire highlights several important points, and suggests that fragments which 

ultimately came to be deposited together had probably undergone relatively diverse 

post-breakage histories (Brudenell and Cooper 2008). By analysing the assemblages 

from individual features in their entirety, and trying to understand them in relation to the 

material recovered from other settlement features on the site it is possible to generate 

contextually specific histories of depositional practice, which can then be built into 

broader understandings of later Bronze Age occupation (ibid.). This research has 
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attempted to highlight the variability in the pottery and associated artefacts which are 

recovered from archaeological features, but it has not been within the scope of this 

study to offer a comprehensive study of archaeological deposits from sites in Kent. 

However, this is an important area worthy of further study.  

   

7.7     What was life like in prehistoric Kent from the middle Bronze Age to early 

Iron Age?  

 

Detailed examination of the pots, the distribution of the settlement sites and 

consideration of the context of recovery and associated artefacts has offered some 

suggestions relating to the social structure of past societies.  

 

7.7.1     Distribution of sites 

 

The middle Bronze Age is a time in prehistory where semi-permanent farming 

settlements and field systems became a prominent feature of the archaeological record, 

and communal effort focused increasingly on the control and organisation of the 

landscape (Haselgrove 2001: 40).  Sites can be characterised as individual households, 

probably comprising single family groups, practising mixed farming and engaging in 

small-scale inter-household exchange of goods and labour (Brück 2007: 25). The same 

can be said for the majority of late Bronze Age sites although in the case of some 

settlements there is a considerable increase in the scale of the community using the site 

(ibid. 26). A similar pattern of settlement may be seen in Kent.       

 

 

The distribution of late Bronze Age sites was observed to be riverine, estuarine and 

coastal (Champion 1980: 229) and twenty years on, and with the benefit of a 

considerably greater database, the same pattern holds true (Yeats 2007: 21). The 

location of settlements, field systems and other forms of land boundary reveal a 

preference for coasts, major river valleys and estuary foreshores. Land divisions and 

settlement concentrations are found on either side of the Wantsum Channel, a key 

navigation route for inter-regional movement (ibid.). The distribution maps compiled 

for this research (Figure 3.1) also reveals that settlement sites were usually located in 

close proximity to rivers and the coast. These locations would have provided food and 

water (used both for drinking and for carrying out craft activities such as potting). An 

example can be found at the middle Bronze Age site of Westwood Cross, Broadstairs, 
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where there is plentiful evidence for the consumption of a range of shellfish (Champion 

2007c: 103).  

 

There are quite a high number of settlement sites which demonstrate activity during the 

middle Bronze Age, forty-three in total, and this suggests that small family groups 

occupied large areas of Kent (Figure 7.1). It is generally accepted that each such 

settlement was occupied by a single household group (Brück: 2006: 298). For example, 

later Bronze Age sites in Sussex are characterised by a shift from the barrow-dominated 

landscape of the early Bronze Age to a settlement dominated farming landscape with a 

large number of small settlements, each perhaps consisting of several household clusters 

(Rudling 2002: 256). Communities were not considered to be very large, and farmsteads 

may have been home to a single family (Harding 2000: 410). In the middle and later 

Bronze Age there is a marked increase in the frequency of settlement sites (Bradley 

2007: 181), and the relatively high number of Kentish middle Bronze Age sites (Figure 

2.2) would suggest that this was also the case. These sites are usually quite close to each 

other, approximately 4 or 5 kilometres apart, and even closer along the coast of the 

Herne Bay area. New excavations may of course reveal more middle Bronze Age sites. 

Ten of these sites appear to have been occupied in the middle Bronze Age only, and 

there is little to suggest activity during the late Bronze Age (Figure 7.1). Previous 

research has also suggested that many middle Bronze Age settlements are single phase 

sites, and a standard archaeological answer to this might entail soil exhaustion in the 

fields cultivated by the household (Brück 1999: 149). These particular settlements are in 

close proximity to sites which are not single phase sites, so it is possible that the 

inhabitants started to amalgamate with other communities in the late Bronze Age. This 

might be to share resources, or sociological factors could include households expanding 

and contracting as children are born, young members marry and move away, or elderly 

parents come to live with their adult offspring (ibid.).  

 

The distribution map (Figure 7.1) shows that twenty-eight sites appear to have been 

occupied throughout the middle and late Bronze Age, and these are distributed 

throughout the region of Kent. Ten sites are occupied in the late Bronze Age only, and  
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again these appear to have a wide distribution with no obvious patterning. Sites that 

may span the whole of the middle Bronze Age, late Bronze Age and early Iron Age are 

somewhat rarer, and just nine such sites are observed. Sites which appear to have 

 been occupied in the early Iron Age only, and four sites which suggest use in the 

middle Bronze Age and early Iron Age only further complicate the picture. Six sites are 

characterised by features and artefacts dating to the late Bronze Age through to the 

early/middle Iron Age only. There is quite a high ratio of early Iron Age sites on the Isle 

of Thanet, and this may have been quite an important place to live in terms of close 

proximity and subsequent capitalising on contacts and ceramic influences with Northern 

Europe and Essex. It is certainly the case that in the early Iron Age the ceramic links 

across the North Sea are rather closer than those with adjoining areas of southern Britain 

(Haselgrove 2001: 43), and the rusticated ceramic tradition is a very good example. This 

type of pot is quite specific to Kent, and has a marked distribution along the east coast. 

Current evidence suggests that the source of this tradition was Belgium (Couldrey 2007: 

170).      

 

The picture in Kent does show that whilst some settlement sites are very long lived, and 

may span from the middle Bronze Age through to the early Iron Age and sometimes 

beyond, others may have been occupied for just a short period. Some sites are 

abandoned and may be re-occupied at a later date. The inhabitants may be moving a few 

kilometres away and establishing new sites or joining a pre-existing household type 

group. Communities are shifting around in the landscape throughout the period under 

study, but in a fairly defined area. Middle Bronze Age sites do appear to be prolific in 

comparison to sites of later periods, and this may indicate that the population is growing 

and family groups are joining other groups resulting in a slightly larger community and 

a smaller density of sites. Small individual settlement units must have been linked to 

each other by ties of kinship and through the need for common social and economic 

activity. Individual farmsteads in an extended landscape can in many ways be thought 

of as a dispersed form of village, with each family having frequent contact with its 

neighbours and everyone within a certain radius coming together for special purposes at 

regular intervals (Harding 2000: 410-1). Evidence for feasting and unusual deposits 

may further contribute to a picture of how communities operated in the middle Bronze 

Age to early Iron Age. 
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7.7.2     Feasting: where are all the cooking pots? 

 

Evidence for feasting has been suggested by the recovery of large cooking vessels, for 

example at Beechbrook Wood (Jones 2006d) and White Horse Stone (Morris 2006b). 

The data results suggest that evidence for feasting is more apparent in the later stages of 

the late Bronze Age and early Iron Age. Activities such as feasting perhaps ensure the 

successful integration of larger social groups, and by implication labour and resources 

were pooled beyond the level of the household (Haselgrove and Pope 2007: 18). 

Households are not independent units, and food and drink plays a major role in 

structuring social relations beyond the household. The use of reciprocal labour ties, for 

example, requires the household to maintain and develop extra-household relations. 

Household-based consumption can be extended by inviting others to participate in 

eating and drinking and this is a vital technique through which householders can extend 

their contacts and construct social networks (Sillar 2000: 134).           

 

One interesting feature is the lack of visible usewear evidence such as soot and burnt 

residue, and the data results display very low levels of such evidence. It is possible that 

sooting has not survived, but another interesting suggestion relates to the early Iron Age 

settlers at White Horse Stone. An extraordinary characteristic of the early/middle Iron 

Age phase of the White Horse Stone assemblage is the infrequency of visible evidence 

of use (Morris 2006b). It is possible that the activities which took place at White Horse 

Stone during the early/middle Iron Age did not include the processing of food but that 

much of the food and drink had already been prepared for eating before being carried to 

the site and had remained in the vessels for only a short time. The latter suggestion is 

supported by the absence of any saddle or rotary querns, or even broken fragments of 

these food processing artefacts, from this pottery-rich site (ibid.). This observation is 

true of most of the sites studied in this research.   

 

7.7.2.1 Residue analysis 

 

Lipid analysis allows the identification of the contents of a vessel and this could also 

provide a link between vessel form and function. The porous nature of unglazed vessels 

ensures that during the processing of food lipids become absorbed into the vessel wall. 

These lipids include remnant animal fats, plant oils and plant waxes, which are known 

to survive in archaeological deposits for several millennia (Evershed et al 1999). This 
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particular type of analysis has been successfully carried out on a number of pottery 

assemblages, for example absorbed lipid residues have been extracted from 237 pottery 

vessels from the British Iron Age sites of Maiden Castle, Danebury Hillfort, Yarnton 

Cresswell Field and Stanwick. The compound-specific stable carbon isotope (δ
13

C 

values) of the principal fatty acids found in animal fats (C16:0 and C18:0) have allowed 

the direct detection of dairy fats, thus providing evidence that dairying was an important 

component of farming practices in the British Iron Age (Copley et al 2005).  

 

Very little lipid analysis has been carried out on middle Bronze Age to early Iron Age 

vessels from Kent. An exception is the Trevisker Urn (discussed in section 5.10.14), 

which revealed that degraded fat from the vessel is derived from the fat of a ruminant 

animal, for example cattle or sheep (Dudd and Evershed 2008: 60). It would be very 

useful if a programme of lipid analysis could be carried out on later prehistoric vessels 

in Kent.  As previously observed (section 4.5) the direct evidence for the way pottery 

was used within a community is somewhat lacking in terms of surviving sooty residues 

and other forms of visible usewear. Lipid analysis would provide information relating to 

animal husbandry, the prehistoric diet of communities in Kent, and may link certain 

pottery forms to particular functions. It would also be interesting to find out whether 

pots that do not have any visible residues were actually used in cooking activities. This 

would indicate that the lack of sooting may be due to post-depositional processes as 

opposed to cooking activities taking place outside the excavated areas.       

 

7.7.3     Site abandonment 

 

It has been suggested in some detail that when sites are abandoned the inhabitants may 

leave closing deposits in order to commemorate the event (Chapter 6). These are 

deliberate acts which would have been important to the people who carried them out. 

Such practices may have been linked into broader seasonal cycles of movement around 

the landscape that involved the reoccupation of places that were closely tied in to the 

identity of the local community (Brück 2007: 31). The importance of identity and 

maintaining certain aspects of tradition may be seen through the prolonged use of 

certain ceramic forms and fabrics.  
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Sites abandoned at the end of the late Bronze Age are notable (Figure 2.8), and this is 

observed in other regions as well as Kent. This has been described as social dislocation, 

and the extent of collapse is so widespread that it suggests a general crisis (Yates 2001: 

78). There may be many reasons why places become abandoned, for example economic 

intensification resulting in overcrowding and the inability to sustain a certain way of life 

(Nowakowski 2001: 139-40). Reasons for site abandonment may be due to changes in 

the environment, and it has not been possible to address this in any detail. Consideration 

of environmental conditions in areas of Kent where sites do appear to have been 

abandoned would be useful, and would contribute to a detailed discussion regarding this 

phenomenon.     

 

Many more sites have been identified recently, and are not included in this thesis. This 

is mainly due to pressures on time, and also the pottery recovered from these sites is 

currently being analysed by other specialists, and therefore access will not be available 

for some time. It would be very interesting to record the distribution of all middle 

Bronze Age to early Iron Age sites at some point in the future. This would enable a 

much clearer picture of settlement occupation during this period.      

 

7.8  Project limitations and suggestions for further work 

 

After concluding this thesis, many questions remain and many new avenues for research 

can be opened, using the theory and method outlined in this thesis. This project forms a 

step forward towards the greater goal of a full understanding of prehistoric ceramic 

traditions and the communities that produced and consumed the pottery during the 

middle Bronze Age to early Iron Age in Kent. The primary aim of this research has 

been to offer a detailed study of the ceramic vessels, and this has raised a number of 

research questions which lie outside the scope of this project. This is due to reasons 

previously stated (section 7.7.3). Further work is required, and areas worthy of 

continued study are outlined below. Although a considerable amount of pottery was 

examined throughout the course of this thesis, the available sample of certain types of 

pottery was occasionally too small to offer any meaningful results. Cremation urns, for 

example, are fairly rare, and therefore the opportunity to learn more about burial 

practices does not present itself.    
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In terms of fabric studies this study has highlighted the importance of describing fabrics 

in detail, in order to extract as much information as possible from each pottery sherd. A 

regional fabric type series was created, and demonstrates that most individual fabrics 

will fit into this scheme. This conveys information regarding the choice of clays, 

deliberately added inclusions, density and size of inclusions, and whether a prehistoric 

pot has been made with a fine or coarse fabric. The series is still quite large, and further 

consolidation may need to take place if the series is to be used by other ceramic 

specialists in the future. It is also important for more petrological work to be carried out 

as this provides a great deal of help regarding the identification of the minerals within 

the pottery. Glauconite, for example, is often difficult to identify during macroscopic 

examination, particularly if the pottery is unoxidised throughout, but shows up very 

well when thin sectioned. Grog can also be misdiagnosed, and thin sectioning can reveal 

that the grog is actually a form of argillaceous clay pellet. Information regarding the 

formation of pots, firing, and whether inclusions such as flint, shell and quartz are 

deliberately added or occur naturally can also be seen in thin section.   

 

Despite the difficulties identifying the actual source of the raw material due to the 

similarities in geological deposits across Kent, both macroscopic and microscopic 

examination reveals that a very small percentage of vessels were made from materials 

which derived from outside a 10 km zone. It might not be possible to locate the actual 

source of these materials, but the pottery can be described as non-local, and therefore 

suggests that a small amount of trade and exchange was taking place. Taking clay 

samples from sites where pottery has been recovered would also be a very useful 

exercise, and may help add to the argument that most pots were locally produced using 

local resources during this period of prehistory. This was not carried out due to 

pressures on time and lack of access to the necessary equipment such as a kiln.   

  

The ceramic form type series is seen as a foundation stone which will hopefully be 

refined and developed in the future. There are undoubtedly more form types to be 

added, and it is vital that more radiocarbon dates are available in order to identify 

specific ceramic phases. Further refinement might be possible by applying Bayesian 

statistical analysis. A major dating programme that re-writes the early Neolithic of 

Britain by more accurately dating enclosures has recently been carried out. This 

particular project combined hundreds of new radiocarbon dates with hundreds of 
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existing dates, using a Bayesian statistical framework. The dating project included 

nearly 40 southern British early Neolithic causewayed enclosures. Such formal 

chronological modelling is essential if significantly more precise and robust date 

estimates are to be achieved than those currently available from informal inspection of 

calibrated radiocarbon dates. (Whittle et al 2011). A similar programme applied to the 

later Bronze Age in Kent would contribute to a well dated ceramic sequence for the 

whole of the Kent region, an area of research which is much needed and still in its 

infancy. A regional chronology aided by high quality radiocarbon dates would be most 

useful. 

     

The project was unable to study the internal settlement organisation and define activity 

zones that may have been present on Kentish middle Bronze Age to early Iron Age 

settlement sites. This is due to a distinct lack of definable features and structures 

because of site disturbance over hundreds of years. The study of intra-site spatial 

organisation and deposition would be of enormous value, and hopefully at some point in 

the future the opportunity to study a well-preserved site covering the period under study 

in Kent will present itself. The total excavation of all identified features, for example, 

would provide valuable data regarding the consumption and discard of ceramics and 

other types of material culture. This is a particular problem at the present time of 

writing, as the recession has had an enormous impact on the nature of archaeological 

excavation and recovery of artefacts in Kent.          

 

7.9     Concluding remarks 

 

The author set out with a number of aims and objectives and these have been achieved 

despite certain limitations. The contribution to the field of archaeology is small but 

hopefully significant, and provides a foundation which can be built on in the future.    
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Appendix 1 

 

 

Gazetteer of Sites included in this study 
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Ceramic Phases established for this study and approximate dates 

 

1: Middle Bronze Age: cp 1 (1500 – 1300 BC) 

2: Middle to late Bronze Age: cp 2 (1300 – 1100 BC) 

3: Late Bronze Age Plain Phase: cp 3 (1100 – 800 BC) 

4: Late Bronze Age decorated phase or earliest Iron Age: cp 4 (800 – 600 BC) 

5: Early to early middle Iron Age: cp 5 (600 – 400 BC) 

  

Note: a small number of sites referred to in the gazetteer have not been included on 

distribution map Figure 3.1. This is due to the uncertainty of their precise location.  

 

 

The Sites (in alphabetical order) 

 

1: Barham Downs and Kingston Downs 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust and the Ashford Archaeological Society.   

Unknown sherd total recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 4, 5.  

Pottery recorded by Nigel Macpherson-Grant. 

Pottery illustrated by Nigel Macpherson-Grant. 

 

Site summary: The pottery from Site 5 (Kingston Downs) possibly belongs to the late 

Bronze Age decorated phase and continental influence is evident. The pottery from Site 

1 (Barham Downs) is early Iron Age, and possibly includes early prehistoric pottery, 

Romano-British and Medieval pottery. The site is an open settlement.  

 

Reference: Macpherson Grant, N. 1980. Archaeological Work along the A2: 1966-1974. 

Archaeologia Cantiana 96, 133-183. 

  

 

2: Barton Court Grammar School, Longport, Canterbury 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 10 prehistoric sherds were recovered.  

Ceramic Phases: 3. 

Pottery recorded by the author. 

No sherds were suitable for illustration. 

 

Site summary: Residual material in later features. 

 

Reference: McNee, B. L. 2008. Prehistoric pottery from Barton Court Grammar School, 

Longport, Canterbury. Unpublished Canterbury Archaeological Trust Report. 

 

 

3: Barton Hill Drive, Minster, Sheppey 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

Ceramic Phase: 3 or 4. 

Pottery recorded by Peter Couldrey. 

Pottery illustrated by Nigel Macpherson-Grant. 
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Site summary: Excavation revealed the remains of two possible late Bronze Age/early 

Iron Age enclosures. The pottery may be residual in later features.  

 

References: Couldrey, P. 2004. The Prehistoric Pottery. In M. Diack, Excavations at 

Barton Hill Drive, Minster-in-Sheppey. Archaeologia Cantiana 121, 275-78. 

 

Diack, M. 2003. Barton Hill Drive, Minster, Sheppey. In Canterbury’s Archaeology 

2002-2002, 44-45.  

 

   

4: Beechbrook Wood 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link Site (Oxford Archaeology).  

A total of 3366 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 4?5. 

Pottery analysed by Grace Jones. 

Pottery illustrated by Wessex Archaeology. 

 

Site summary: The site includes a settlement site, middle Bronze Age cremations, land 

divisions, metal-working and agriculture, cremation burials alongside boundary ditch 

(demarcation of field boundaries with human remains) and a double ditched enclosure 

established during the middle Iron Age. Settlement focus appears to shift during late 

Bronze Age. The assemblage also includes pottery dating to the Neolithic, early Bronze 

Age, middle and late Iron Age. There appears to be very little pottery which can be 

assigned to ceramic phases 4 and 5, suggesting a hiatus in activity from the early part of 

the late Bronze Age to the start of the early Iron Age. The later prehistoric pottery 

assemblage was dominated by middle Iron Age pottery. 

 

Reference: Jones, G. P. 2006. The later prehistoric pottery from Beechbrook Wood, 

Hothfield, Kent. Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) Specialist Report Series. Online: 

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 

 

 

5: Birchington, Thanet 

One pot found (The Birchington Bowl). 

Ceramic Phase: 1. 

 

References: Powell-Cotton, P.H.G. and Crawford, O.G.S. 1924. The Birchington Hoard. 

Antiquaries Journal 4, 220-27. 

 

Macpherson-Grant, N, 1992. A review of late Bronze Age pottery from East Kent. In 

Canterbury’s Archaeology 1991-92, 55-63.   

 

  

6: Bogshole Lane 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 271 prehistoric sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3.  

Pottery recorded by Peter Couldrey and examined by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by the author.  

 

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm
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Site summary: Early field system and east-west aligned metalled track way possibly 

associated with a nearby site called Willow Farm. Metalwork includes a late Bronze 

Age Ewart Park period founders hoard of twenty seven fragments of copper alloy spear 

heads and palstaves. The assemblage also includes pottery dating to the late Iron Age 

and Medieval phases. 

 

Reference: Couldrey, P. 2002. The Prehistoric Pottery. In R. Helm, Archaeological 

excavation on land east of Bogshole Lane, Broomfield, Kent. Assessment Report. 

Unpublished Canterbury Archaeological Trust Report. 

 

 

7: Bridge-by-Pass 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

Unknown sherd total recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1 or 2. 

Pottery recorded by Nigel Macpherson-Grant. 

Pottery illustrated by Nigel Macpherson-Grant. 

 

Site summary: Ten primary cremations, five in pots and five in pits. The pottery form 

types suggest a middle or middle to late Bronze Age date. The site also includes later 

Iron Age pottery. 

 

Reference: Macpherson Grant, N, 1980. Archaeological Work along the A2: 1966-1974, 

Archaeologia Cantiana 96, 133-183. 

 

 

8: Broom Bungalows, Sutton, Dover 

Excavated by Tony Redding. 

Ceramic Phase: 5. 

Pottery recorded by Peter Couldrey. 

Pottery illustrated by the author.  

 

No site information available at present time of writing, but the site produced a good 

assemblage of early to middle Iron Age pottery. Some of the illustrations have been 

included in the form type series.  

 

 

9: Church Lane, Smeeth 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link site (Oxford Archaeology). 

A total of 50 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1. 

Pottery recorded by Grace Jones. 

 

Site summary: The pottery derived from plough soil layers and two ditches. Pottery 

dating to the early Bronze Age and late Iron Age was also recovered. 

 

Reference: Jones, G. P. 2006. The later prehistoric pottery from Church Lane, Smeeth, 

Kent (ARC CHL98). Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) Specialist Report Series. 

Online: http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 
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10: Cobham Golf Course 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link site (MoLAS). 

A total of 947 prehistoric sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3. 

Pottery recorded by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by Wessex Archaeology. 

 

Site summary: Small-scale settlement site, east-west aligned boundary ditch or field 

system present in the middle Bronze Age. Settlement shifts westwards to higher ground 

in the late Bronze Age. Site associated with salt production and domestic activity such 

as weaving (loom weights are present). The assemblage includes Neolithic, early 

Bronze Age and Post-Medieval pottery. 

 

Reference: McNee, B. L. and Morris, E. L. 2006. The later prehistoric pottery from 

Cobham Golf Course, Kent (ARC CGC 98). Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) 

Specialist Report Series. Online: 

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 

 

 

11: Coldharbour Road, Gravesend 

Excavated by Oxford Archaeology. 

A total of 387 prehistoric pottery sherds were recovered, 380 sherds date to the 

following phases. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 4. 

Pottery recorded by Alistair Barclay. 

Pottery illustrated by Paul Hughes and Karen Nichols. 

 

Site summary: Two parallel linear ditches/field boundaries associated with smaller 

ditches and gullies with attached enclosed settlement. The assemblage also includes 

pottery dating to the late Neolithic/early Bronze Age and Medieval phase.  

 

Reference: Barclay, A. 1994. Prehistoric Pottery. In A. Mudd, The excavation of a later 

Bronze Age site at Coldharbour Road, Gravesend. Archaeologia Cantiana 1994, 385-

393. 

 

 

12: Cromers Wood Pipeline Scheme, Sittingbourne. 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

One sherd was recorded and illustrated by the author. 

Ceramic Phase: 2. 

 

Site summary: The sherd was recovered from the fill of a large pit.  This seemed to be 

an isolated feature, as there were no other features of similar date in the immediate 

vicinity (Damien Boden pers. comm.).  

 

 

13: Cuxton 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link Site (MoLAS). 

A total of 237 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 5. 

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm
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Pottery recorded by Elaine Morris. 

Pottery illustrated by Wessex Archaeology. 

 

Site summary: The pottery was recovered from one large pit, two small pits, two tree-

throws and six postholes.  

 

Reference: Morris, E. L. 2006. The later prehistoric pottery from Cuxton Anglo-Saxon 

Cemetery, Cuxton, Kent (ARC CXT 98). Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) Specialist 

Report Series. Online: http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 

 

 

14: Damhead Creek Power Station, Hoo 

Excavated by Archaeology South- East. 

A total of 654 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

Pottery recorded by Mike Seager Thomas and examined by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by Mike Seager Thomas. 

 

Site summary: Evidence of intensive land use in the middle Bronze Age including pits 

and ditches. During the Later Bronze Age a number of ditches and fence-lines appear to 

have been created, including two closely aligned ditches that may represent a droveway 

allowing livestock access to marsh grazing, and possible enclosure. There is a gap in 

activity between the early/middle and late Iron Age. 

 

Reference: Seager Thomas, M. 2004. Prehistoric Pottery. Damhead Creek Power 

Station. Unpublished Archaeology South-East Report. 

 

 

15: Darenth 

A total of 158 sherds were recovered, and some of the sherds date to the following 

phases 

Ceramic Phases: 3, 4 

Pottery recorded by Peter Couldrey 

Pottery illustrated by (not known) 

 

Site summary: Late Bronze Age pottery was recovered from a pit. The assemblage also 

includes pottery dating to the late Neolithic, late Iron Age, Roman and Saxon phases.  

 

Reference: Couldrey, P. 1984. Late Bronze Age and Iron Age pottery. In B. J. Philp. 

Excavations in the Darent Valley. Kent Archaeology Unit Monograph 4, 123-5.  

 

  

16: Deal-Dover Bulk Supply Water Main 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 241 prehistoric sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3. 

Pottery recorded by Peter Couldrey and examined by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by the author.  
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Site summary: Settlement site, comprising of a middle Bronze Age round house and 

associated pits, ditches and gullies. The assemblage also includes a few sherds dating to 

the early Bronze Age.  

 

References: Couldrey, P. 2004. The pottery from Deal-Dover Bulk Supply Water Main. 

Unpublished Canterbury Archaeological Trust Report. 

 

Parfit, K. and Corke, B. 2003. Deal-Dover Bulk Supply Water Main. Canterbury's 

Archaeology, 26th Annual Report (2001-2002), 35-36. 

 

 

17: Dover Eastern Docks supply water main 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 398 prehistoric sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 3. 

Pottery recorded by Peter Couldrey. 

 

Site summary: Settlement site including pits. A late Bronze Age shouldered jar was 

recovered from a pit associated with a radiocarbon date of 920-800 BC.  

 

References: Couldrey, P. 2004. The pottery from Dover Eastern Docks supply water 

main. Unpublished Canterbury Archaeological Trust Report. 

 

Parfit, K. 2004. Dover Eastern Docks supply water main. Canterbury's Archaeology, 

27th Annual Report (2002-2003), 30-31. 

 

 

18: Downlands Walmer 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 1969 prehistoric sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 4, 5.  

Pottery recorded by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by the author. 

 

Site summary: Intensive pitting in the southern and central part of the site, bounded to 

the north by an east-west boundary ditch. Pottery dating to the late Iron Age was also 

recovered.  

 

References: Jarman, C. 2010. Excavations at Downlands Walmer, Kent. Canterbury 

Archaeological Trust Occasional Paper No 7.     

 

McNee, B.L. 2010. The Prehistoric Pottery. In C. Jarman, Excavations at Downlands 

Walmer, Kent. Canterbury Archaeological Trust Occasional Paper No 7, 43-59. 

 

 

19: Dumpton Gap, Broadstairs 

514 sherds from the following phase were analysed. 

Ceramic Phase: 5. 

Pottery recorded by Elizabeth Bryan. 

Pottery not available for illustration. 
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Site summary: Three pits. 

 

Reference: Bryan, E.V. 2002. Iron Age pottery from Dumpton Gap, Broadstairs. 

Unpublished MA dissertation, University of Southampton. 

 

 

20: East Hall farm, Sittingbourne 

Excavated by Pre-Construct Archaeology.  

A total of  381 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phase: 1 or 2. 

Pottery recorded by Mike Seager Thomas. 

Pottery illustrated by Mike Seager Thomas.  

 

Site summary: Pottery was recovered from six features, which took the form of pits and 

postholes.  

 

Reference: Haslam, A, and Seager Thomas, M. 2008. Prehistoric activity in the 

Medway Valley: A Middle Bronze Age site at Sittingbourne.  Unpublished Pre-

Construct Archaeology Report. 

 

 

21: East Northdown, Margate 

Excavated by the Unit of the Historic Buildings and Monuments Commission. 

A total of 984 sherds were recovered. Some of the pottery belongs to the following 

phase. 

Ceramic Phase: 4.   

Pottery recorded by G.H. Smith.  

Pottery illustrated by C.Thorne. 

 

Site summary: Settlement site with domestic material recovered from a ring ditch. The 

assemblage also includes pottery belonging to the early Bronze Age, Roman, Medieval 

and Post-Medieval phase.   

 

Reference: Smith, G. H. 1988. A Beaker (?) burial monument and a late Bronze Age 

assemblage from East Northdown, Margate.  Archaeologia Cantiana 104, 237-289. 

 

 

22: East Of Newlands 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link Site (Oxford Archaeology).  

A total of 76 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phase: 2. 

Pottery recorded by Grace Jones. 

Pottery illustrated by Wessex Archaeology. 

 

Site summary: The material derived from a truncated cremation pit. 

 

Reference: Jones, G. P. 2006. The late prehistoric pottery from East of Newlands, 

Charing, Kent (ARC 430 99/80+000). Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) Specialist 

Report Series. Online: http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 
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23: Ebbsfleet 

Excavated by The Trust for Thanet Archaeology. 

Unknown number of sherds. 

Ceramic Phase: 4, 5. 

Pottery recorded by Nigel Macpherson-Grant. 

Pottery illustrated by Nigel Macpherson-Grant. 

 

Site summary: Excavations suggested concentrated and continuous occupation for over 

2,400 years. There is a possible hiatus of activity in the middle Iron Age. 

 

Reference: Perkins, D. R. J. 1992. Archaeological Evaluations at Ebbsfleet in the Isle of 

Thanet. Archaeologia Cantiana 110, 269-307. 

 

 

24: Ellington School 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 5996 sherds were recovered, 5422 sherds belong to the following phases. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

Pottery recorded by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by the author. 

 

Site summary: Settlement site including drainage and enclosure ditches, field boundary, 

evidence for bronze working, unusual pit deposits and a middle Bronze Age cremation 

urn. The assemblage also includes small amounts of pottery dating to the early 

Neolithic, late Neolithic/early Bronze Age, Roman and Anglo-Saxon phases. 

 

References: Boden, D. 2006. Ellington School, Pysons Road, Ramsgate, Kent. 

Archaeological Excavation Stratigraphic Report. CAT Client Report 2006/28. 

 

McNee, B.L 2007. Prehistoric pottery from Ellington School, Pysons Road, Ramsgate, 

Kent. Unpublished Canterbury Archaeological Trust Report. 

 

 

25: Eyhorne Street, Hollingbourne 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link Site (Oxford Archaeology). 

A total of 591 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 4, 5.  

Pottery recorded by Grace Jones. 

Pottery illustrated by Wessex Archaeology. 

 

Site summary: The material derived from pits and ditches. 

 

Reference: Jones, G. P. 2006. The later prehistoric pottery from Eyhorne Street, 

Hollingbourne, Kent (420 68+100-68+500 99). Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) 

Specialist Report Series. Online: 

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 

 

 

26: Great Mongeham  
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One pot found. 

Ceramic Phase: 1.  

 

Reference: Stebbing, W. P. D. 1937. Bucket urns found near Deal. Antiquaries Journal 

17, 73-6.  

 

 

27: Hartsdown Technical College, Margate 

Archaeological Solutions Ltd. 

A total of 386 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 4 or 5. 

Pottery recorded by Jonathan Last. 

 

Site summary: Two large enclosure ditches dating to the late Bronze Age/early Iron 

Age. One of these was associated with a crouched inhumation burial of possible early 

Iron Age date.  

 

Reference: Gardner, R. and Gibson, C. 2001. An Iron Age site at Hartsdown Technical 

College, Margate. Archaeological Solutions Ltd unpublished report.  

 

 

28: Hawkinge Aerodrome  

Excavated by Archaeology South- East. 

A total of 2,500 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

Pottery recorded by Mike Seager Thomas and Sue Hamilton and examined by the 

author. 

 

Site summary: The pottery derived from pits, a ring ditch, a roundhouse and postholes. 

One Deverel-Rimbury urn was associated with a cremation. The round house was 

possibly abandoned at some point during the early/middle Iron Age. 

 

Reference: Seager Thomas, M. and Hamilton, S. Earlier first millennium BC pottery. 

The dating and context of a mixed assemblage from Hawkinge Aerodrome, Kent. 

Unpublished Archaeology South-East report. 

 

 

29: Hawkinge Canterbury Road  

Excavated by Archaeology South East. 

Ceramic Phase: 5. 

Pottery recorded by Nigel Macpherson Grant. 

 

No site information available at present. Pottery was examined by the author, and a 

small number of sherds were illustrated for inclusion within the type series.   

 

 

30: Highstead Farm Quarry, Chislet 

Excavated by Archaeology South –East. 

A total of 1,889 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
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Assessment report by Mike Seager Thomas. 

A small number of sherds were examined and illustrated by the author for inclusion 

within the form and fabric type series. 

 

Site summary: A total of 24 probably prehistoric features were revealed. An 

arrangement of four, probably Middle-Late Bronze Age, narrow curving ditches 

apparently enclosed. Within the enclosure lay seven probable pyre deposits/cremations, 

two pits and four post-holes, together with a possible furnace and associated stoke hole. 

A further eight probably prehistoric features lay outside the ditches, comprising a 

middle Bronze Age inurned cremation, two probable pyre deposits/cremations, four pits 

and a post-hole. A possible settlement site and extensive cremation/pyre deposit 

cemetery dated to the late Bronze Age. Some Early Iron Age possibly funerary activity 

was also identified (Greg Priestley-Bell 2002). There is a gap in activity between the 

early/middle and late Iron Age. 

 

References:  Priestley-Bell, G. 2002. Post-Excavation Assessment of Archaeological 

Investigations at Highstead Farm Quarry (Extraction Area 4, Phases 1 and 2), Chislet, 

Canterbury, Kent.  Archaeology South-East.  

  

 

31: Highstead, near Chislet 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 9561 prehistoric sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 4, 5. 

Pottery recorded by Peter Couldrey. 

Pottery illustrated by Nigel Macpherson-Grant. 

 

Site summary: The earliest settlement activity was represented by three enclosures 

including a sub rectangular enclosure defined by a substantial ditch, and an oval shaped 

enclosure (900-600 B.C). Evidence for metal working was present. The site also 

produced pottery dating to the late Iron Age and Roman phases.   

 

Reference: Bennett, P, Macpherson-Grant, N. and Couldrey, P. 2007. Excavations at 

Highstead, Chislet, Kent. Excavations 1975-1977. Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

 

 

32: Hillborough, near Reculver 

Excavated by Pre-Construct Archaeology.  

A total of 344 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3. 

Pottery recorded by Malcolm Lyne. 

Pottery illustrated by Mike Seager Thomas. 

 

Site summary: Two ditches and two pits produced pottery dating to the middle and late 

Bronze Age. The vessels are fairly complete and may have been deposited singularly or 

in pairs. The ditches may be suggestive of routeway markers. The site also produced 

pottery dating to the late Iron Age.   

 

Reference: Bishop, B. and Lyne, M. 2001. Mesolithic Occupation and later prehistoric 

activity at Hillborough, near Reculver. Pre-Construct Archaeology unpublished report.  
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33: Holborough Quarry 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 5287 sherds were recovered, 4668 sherds belong to the following phases. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

Pottery recorded by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by the author. 

 

Site summary: Open settlement with possible internal settlement divisions and post-pits 

representing structures. Evidence of metalworking is present, and sixteen cremation 

burials deposited in pits. A middle Bronze Age pot accompanied one cremation. The 

assemblage also includes small amounts of pottery dating to the early Bronze Age and 

the late Iron Age/early Roman. There is a gap in activity between the early/middle and 

late Iron Age. 

 

References: Boden, D. 2006. Holborough Quarry, Snodland, Kent. Statigraphic report. 

Canterbury Archaeological Trust report no 2006/74. 

 

McNee, B. L. 2007. Prehistoric pottery from excavations at Holborough Quarry, 

Snodland, Tonbridge, Kent. Unpublished Canterbury Archaeological Trust Report. 

 

 

34: Isle of Grain Sites A, B, C, E and H 

Excavated by Archaeology South-East. 

A total of 3185 were recovered.   

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

Pottery recorded by Anna Doherty and examined by the author. 

Permission was granted for the author to illustrate a sample of the pottery. 

 

Site summary: The site is an excavation along the route of a pipeline, and also includes 

middle and late Iron Age pottery. 

 

Reference: Doherty, A. 2009. The Isle of Grain Prehistoric and Roman Pottery. 

Unpublished Archaeology South -East Report. 

 

 

35: Iwade, North Kent 

A total of 1300 prehistoric sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 4. 

Pottery recorded by Sue Hamilton and Mike Seager Thomas. 

Illustrations by Helen Davies and Michael Miles. 

 

Site summary: Five features (four pits and one posthole) contained middle Bronze Age 

pottery. By the beginning of the late Bronze Age elements of a field system and 

trackway had been established. The site also produced pottery dating to the Neolithic, 

late Iron Age, Roman and Medieval phases.    

 

Reference: Hamilton, S. and Seager Thomas, M. 2005. Neolithic and Bronze Age 

pottery: The nature and importance of the Iwade earlier prehistoric pottery. In B. Bishop 
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and M. Bagwell, Iwade: Occupation of a north Kent village from the Mesolithic to the 

Medieval period. Pre-construct Archaeology Limited Monograph No.3. 

 

 

36: Kemsley, Sittingbourne, North Kent 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 1935 prehistoric sherds were recovered, 1659 sherds belong to the following 

phases. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 4. 

Pottery recorded by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by the author. 

 

Site summary: Linear features, possible field enclosure ditches and two possible round-

houses. Evidence of mixed farming regime. One ‘unusual’ ditch deposit. The 

assemblage also includes small amounts of pottery dating to the early Bronze Age, 

Roman and Post-Medieval phases. 

 

Reference: McNee, B.L. 2006. Later Prehistoric Pottery. In M. Diack, A Bronze Age 

settlement at Kemsley, near Sittingbourne, Kent. Canterbury Archaeological Trust 

Occasional Paper No.3, 25-41. 

 

 

37: King Edward Avenue, Broadstairs 

One pot found. 

Ceramic Phase: 1. 

 

Reference: Hurd, H. 1913. Bronze Age urn from Broadstairs. Proceedings Society of 

Antiquaries, 89-90. 

 

 

38: Kingsdown Cliffs, Ringwold, near Deal 

One pot found. 

Ceramic Phase: 1. 

 

Reference: Stebbing, W.P.D. 1937. Bucket urns found near Deal. Antiquaries Journal, 

17, 73-6.  

 

 

39: Kingsmead Park, Allhallows, Hoo Peninsula 

Excavated by Archaeology South- East. 

Unknown sherd count. 

Ceramic Phase: Possibly 4. 

Pottery recorded by Nigel Macpherson-Grant. 

No sherds were illustrated. 

 

Site summary: Pottery dating to 900/800-600 BC was recovered from probable post 

holes, pits and two linear ditches or gullies. Middle Neolithic pottery was also 

recovered.   
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Reference: Macpherson-Grant, N. 2005. The late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age and later 

pottery. In C. Greatorex, Later Prehistoric settlement on the Hoo Peninsula: Excavations 

at Kingsmead Park, Allhallows.  Archaeologia Cantiana 125, 77.  

 

 

40: Little Stock Farm 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link Site (Wessex Archaeology). 

A Total of 2456 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phase: 4,5. 

Pottery recorded by the author and Elizabeth Bryan. 

Pottery illustrated by Wessex Archaeology. 

 

Site summary: Possible field system represented by ditches and vessel holes 

representing possible special deposits. The assemblage also includes pottery dating to 

the Neolithic, early Bronze Age, middle and late Iron Age, Romano-British, Medieval 

and Post-Medieval  

 

Reference: Bryan, E. 2006. The later prehistoric pottery from Little Stock Farm, 

Mersham, Kent (ARC LSF99). Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) Specialist Report 

Series. Online: http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 

 

 

41: Manston Road, Ramsgate 

One pot found. 

Ceramic Phase: 2. 

 

42: Margate Football Club 

One pot found. 

Ceramic Phase: 2. 

 

Reference: www.thanetarch.co.uk. 

 

 

43: Market Way, Canterbury 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 61 prehistoric sherds were recovered, 25 sherds belong to the following 

phase. 

Ceramic Phase: 3.  

Pottery recorded by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by the author. 

 

Site summary: The pottery is residual in later Roman features. The assemblage also 

includes small amounts of pottery dating to the Ebbsfleet or Mortlake style of 

Peterborough Ware. 

 

Reference: McNee, B. L. 2007. Prehistoric pottery from Market Way, Kent. 

Unpublished Canterbury Archaeological Trust Report. 

 

http://www.thanetarch.co.uk/
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McNee, B.L. 2010. Neolithic and late Bronze Age pottery. In R. Helm. and J. Rady, 

Excavations at Market Way, St Stephen’s, Canterbury. Canterbury Archaeological Trust 

Occasional Paper No 8, 11-13. 

    

 

44: Mill Hill 

Excavated by W.P.D.Stebbing. 

Ceramic Phases: 3, 4. 

 

Site summary: Large ring ditch enclosure with interior features including a pit and a 

hearth. 

  

Reference: Champion, T.C. 1980. Settlement and environment in the Later Bronze Age 

Kent. In J. Barrett and R. Bradley (eds.) Settlement and Society in the British Later 

Bronze Age. Oxford: British Archaeological Reports British Series 83, 223-247. 

 

 

45: Minnis Bay, Birchington 

Ceramic Phases: 4 and possibly 5.  

Illustrations by Dr. F. B. Byrom. 

 

Site summary: The site was exposed during a gale, revealing a rectangular hollow 

excavated in the chalk, and flanked by a series of pits.   

 

Reference: Worsfold, F.H. 1943. A report on the Late Bronze Age Site excavated at 

Minnis Bay, Birchington, Kent, 1928-40. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 2, 28-

47. 

 

 

46: Monkton Court Farm, Isle of Thanet 

Excavated by Trust for Thanet Archaeology. 

A total of 2644 prehistoric sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phase: 4. 

Pottery recorded by Nigel Macpherson-Grant. 

Pottery illustrated by Nigel Macpherson-Grant. 

 

Site summary: Late Bronze Age settlement site with field boundaries, huts, pits,  ditches 

and evidence for bronze metallurgy. Late Iron Age, Medieval and Post-Medieval 

ceramics are also present. One ditch deposit may be related to site abandonment. 

  

Reference: Macpherson-Grant, N. 1994. The Pottery. In D. R. J. Perkins, N. 

Macpherson-Grant and E. Healy, Monkton court Farm Evaluation 1992. Archaeologia 

Cantiana 114, 248-288.  

 

 

47: Monkton Mount Pleasant 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 1113 prehistoric sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3. 

Pottery recorded by Nigel Macpherson-Grant and some sherds examined by the author. 
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Pottery illustrated by Nigel Macpherson-Grant. 

 

Site summary: The later prehistoric pottery was recovered from a number of ring ditches 

and includes an imported middle Bronze Age vessel from Cornwall. The assemblage 

also includes pottery dating to the Neolithic and early Bronze Age. 

 

Reference: Bennett, P. Clark, P. Hicks, A. Rady, J and Riddler, I. 2008. At the Great 

Crossroads. Prehistoric, Roman and Medieval discoveries on the Isle of Thanet 1994-

95. Canterbury Archaeological Trust Occasional Paper No.4. 

 

 

48: Netherhale Farm, Thanet 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2. 

Pottery recorded by Nigel Macpherson-Grant . 

Pottery illustrated by Nigel Macpherson-Grant. 

 

Reference: Macpherson-Grant, N. 1992. A Review of Late Bronze Age Pottery from 

East Kent. Canterbury's Archaeology, 16th Annual Report (1991-1992), 55-63. 

 

 

49: Northfleet Water Treatment Works (NWTW Ex 07). 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 183 prehistoric sherds were recovered.  

Ceramic Phases: 2, 3, 4. 

Pottery recorded by the author. 

One sherd suitable for illustration. 

 

Site summary: Early Bronze Age enclosure ditch. Most of the pottery is re-deposited. 

 

Reference: McNee, B. L. 2008. Prehistoric Pottery. In M. Diack, Archaeological 

Investigations at Northfleet Water Treatment Works: Unpublished Canterbury 

Archaeological Trust Report 2008/59, 20-25.  

 

 

50: Pepper Hill 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link Site (Oxford Archaeology). 

A total number of 80 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phase: 4, 5.  

Pottery recorded by Grace Jones. 

Pottery illustrated by Wessex Archaeology. 

 

Site summary: No features were assigned. The pottery is very worn and fairly 

undiagnostic but would not be out of place in an earliest or early Iron Age context.   

 

Reference: Jones, G. P. and Morris, E. L. 2006. Pepper Hill prehistoric pottery, CTRL 

Specialist Report Series. Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) Specialist Report Series. 

Online: http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 

 

 

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm
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51: Princes Road, Dartford 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 67 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases 1, 2, 3. 

Pottery recorded by Peter Couldrey and examined by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by Nigel Macpherson-Grant. 

 

Site summary: Domestic settlement represented by postholes and pits. Cultivation of 

cereals in the middle Bronze Age. Roman and Medieval pottery are also present.   

 

Reference: Couldrey, P. 2003. Prehistoric Pottery. In P. Hutchings, Ritual and Riverside 

Settlement: Princes Road, Dartford.  Archaeologia Cantiana 2003, 55-59.  

 

 

52: Ramsgate (St Lawrence College) 

One pot containing three pins of cast bronze. 

Ceramic Phase: 1. 

 

Reference: Hawkes, S.C. 1942. The Deverel urn and the Picardy pin: a phase of Bronze 

Age settlement in Kent. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 8, 26-47. 

 

 

53: Ramsgate Harbour Approach Road 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 3332 prehistoric sherds were recovered, 3075 sherds belong to the following 

phases. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

Pottery recorded by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by the author. 

The assemblage also includes Neolithic and early Bronze Age pottery. 

 

Site summary: Neolithic causewayed enclosure, early Bronze Age barrow, late Bronze 

Age multi-entranced circular or oval enclosure and field system with possible round 

house. Pottery assemblage includes bowl and jar forms but dominated by coarse jar 

forms. Two ‘unusual’ pit deposits. There is a gap in activity between the early/middle 

and late Iron Age. 

 

References: Shand, G. Archaeological Excavations at Chalk Hill, Ramsgate Harbour 

Approach Road. 1997/9 Stratigraphic Report, Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

 

McNee, B. L. 2006. Later Prehistoric Pottery from Chalk Hill, Ramsgate Harbour 

Approach Road. Unpublished Canterbury Archaeological Trust Report. 

 

 

54: Saltwood Tunnel 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link Site (Oxford Archaeology and Canterbury Archaeological 

Trust). 

A total of 3446 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

Pottery recorded by Grace Jones. 
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Pottery illustrated by Wessex Archaeology. 

 

Site summary: Two possible settlement enclosures with associated field systems, 

unurned cremations, possible mortuary enclosure and establishment of a trackway in the 

early Iron Age The assemblage also included pottery dating to the Neolithic, middle and 

late Iron Age phases. 

 

Reference: Jones, G.P. 2006. The later prehistoric pottery from Saltwood Tunnel, 

Saltwood, Kent (ARC SLT 98, ARC SLT 98C, ARC SLT 99, ARC SFB 99, ARC SFB 01). 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) Specialist Report Series. Online: 

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 

 

 

55: Sandway Road 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link Site (Oxford and Wessex Archaeology).  

A total of 80 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phase: 1. 

Pottery recorded by Grace Jones and examined by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by Wessex Archaeology. 

 

Site summary: The pottery derived from a pit and a ditch. 

 

Reference: Jones, G. P. 2006. The later prehistoric pottery from Sandway Road, 

Lenham,  Kent (ARC SWR99). Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) Specialist Report 

Series. Online: http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 

 

 

56: Shelford Quarry Extraction Area 13  

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 1712 prehistoric sherds were recovered . 

Ceramic Phases: 3, 4, 5.  

Pottery recorded by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by the author. 

 

Site summary: Domestic settlement with post and stake hole structures, pits, hearths, 

agricultural and industrial features, un-unurned cremations and unusual pit deposits. 

Roman and Medieval activity is represented by a few pottery sherds.  There is a gap in 

activity between the early/middle and late Iron Age.  

 

References: Boden, D. and Rady, J. 2003. Shelford Farm Estate, Broadoak Canterbury, 

Kent. Archaeological excavation on the site of the Extraction Area 13. Stratigraphic and 

Assessment Report. Canterbury Archaeological Trust Report Number 2003/6. 

 

McNee, B. L. 2008. Shelford Quarry, Shelford Farm Estate, Broadoak, Canterbury, 

Eastern Attenuation Pond, and Extraction Area 13: Prehistoric Pottery Report. 

Unpublished Canterbury Archaeological Trust Report. 

 

 

57: Shelford Quarry Eastern Attenuation Pond 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 
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A total of 135 prehistoric sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3. 

Pottery recorded by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by the author. 

 

Site summary: Possible fragments of an enclosure on the eastern side of the site and pit 

features.  

 

References: Boden, D. 2004. Shelford Farm Estate, Broadoak Canterbury, Kent. 

Archaeological excavation on the site of the Eastern Attenuation Pond. Stratigraphic 

Report. Canterbury Archaeological Trust Report Number 2004/91. 

 

McNee, B. L. 2008. Shelford Quarry, Shelford Farm Estate, Broadoak, Canterbury, 

Eastern Attenuation Pond, and Extraction Area 13: Prehistoric Pottery Report. 

Unpublished Canterbury Archaeological Trust Report.  

 

 

58: Shrubsoles Hill, Sheppey 

A total of 2916 sherds were recovered, 2393 sherds date to the following phases. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

Pottery recorded by Frances Raymond. 

Pottery illustrated by Thames Valley Archaeological Services.        

                                               

Site summary: Middle Bronze Age features include four funerary deposits and three 

pits. Later Bronze Age features include gullies, pits and postholes and a ditch boundary. 

The assemblage also includes pottery dating to the late Neolithic, early Bronze Age, late 

Iron Age, Roman, Saxon and Medieval phases. 

 

Reference: Raymond, F. 2003. Pottery. In S. Coles, S. Hammond, J. Pine, S. Preston 

and A. Taylor, A, Bronze Age, Roman and Saxon Sites on Shrubsoles Hill, Sheppey and 

at Wises Lane, Borden, Kent. Thames Valley Archaeological Services Monograph 4, 

22-41. 

 

 

59: South of Snarkhouse Wood 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link Site (Oxford Archaeology). 

Ceramic Phase: 2. 

Pottery recorded by Grace Jones. 

 

Site summary: The later prehistoric pottery derived from one pit.  

 

Reference: Jones, G. P. 2006. ARC SNK 99 South of Snarkhurst Wood later prehistoric 

pottery. Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) Specialist Report Series. Online: 

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 

 

 

60: Thanet Earth 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, (possibly 4), 5 

Pottery recorded by the author and Peter Couldrey. 
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Pottery to be illustrated by the author. 

 

Site summary: A total of 670 middle and middle to late Bronze Age sherds were 

recovered. The site also produced a good assemblage of Beakers (12 vessels), early 

Neolithic pottery and approximately 20,000 early Iron Age sherds. There appears to be 

a hiatus of activity throughout most of the late Bronze Age, however, the site is 

currently under analysis at this present moment in time.  

 

References: Couldrey, P. 2010. Assessment of the Iron Age Pottery from Thanet Earth. 

Unpublished Canterbury Archaeological Trust Report.  

 

McNee, B. L. 2010. Earlier prehistoric pottery from Thanet Earth, assessment report. 

Unpublished Canterbury Archaeological Trust Report.  

 

Rady, J. 2009. Thanet Earth. Monkton. Canterbury’s Archaeology 2007-2008, 11-25.   

 

 

61: Tollgate 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link Site (MoLAS). 

A total of 1706 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 5. 

Pottery recorded by Grace Jones.  

 

Site summary: Most of the material was recovered from pits. 

 

Reference: Jones, G. P. 2006. The late prehistoric pottery from Tollgate, Cobham, Kent 

(ARC TLG 98). Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) Specialist Report Series. Online: 

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 

 

 

62: Tutt Hill 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link Site (Oxford Archaeology).  

A total of 2235 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 5.  

Pottery recorded by Dr Elaine Morris. 

Pottery illustrated by Wessex Archaeology. 

 

Site Summary: Three middle Bronze Age cremation burials and a late Bronze Age 

settlement site with possible field system. The assemblage also includes pottery dating 

to the middle and late Iron Age. There appears to be a hiatus of activity during the later 

stages of the late Bronze Age. 

 

Reference: Morris, E. L. 2006. The late prehistoric pottery from Tutt Hill, Westwell, 

Kent (ARC 430 83+800-84+900 99). Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) Specialist 

Report Series. Online: http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 

 

 

63: Updown Farm, Northbourne, East Kent 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 1238 prehistoric sherds were recovered.  
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Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.  

Pottery recorded by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by the author. 

 

Site summary: Pit features, mostly oval or sub-circular and a curving ditch. The 

assemblage also includes small amounts of pottery dating to the Neolithic and late Iron 

Age. There is a gap in activity between the early/middle and late Iron Age. 

 

Reference: McNee, B. L. 2008. Prehistoric Pottery Report: Updown Farm, 

Northbourne, Kent. Unpublished Canterbury Archaeological Trust Report.  

 

 

64: Welling  

Excavated by Kent Archaeological Society.  

A total of 140 prehistoric sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 3, 4. 

Pottery recorded by Peter Couldrey. 

Pottery illustrated by John Willson. 

 

Site summary: Two pits.  

 

Reference: Couldrey, P. 1988. Report on the prehistoric pottery from Welling. Kent 

Archaeological Society 92, 43-7. 

 

 

65: Westborough School, Maidstone 

Excavated by Pre-Construct Archaeology. 

A total of 1027 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

Pottery recorded by Louise Rayner. 

 

Site summary: Pottery was recovered from a possible corn dryer or fire pit, pits, 

postholes and a substantial ditch running on a northwest-southeast orientation. The ditch 

also produced a unique assemblage of finely polished mid to late Bronze Age flints, 

possibly deposited during the early first millennia BC.  Pottery dating to the middle and 

late Iron Age is also present.  

 

Reference: Holden, S. 2005. Assessment of an archaeological excavation of land at 

West Borough School, Maidstone, Kent. Pre-Construct Archaeology Limited 

unpublished report. 

 

 

66: West of Blind Lane, Sevington 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link Site (Oxford Archaeology). 

A total of 37 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1. 

Pottery recorded by Grace Jones. 

 

Site summary: The pottery is in fairly poor condition and recovered from a number of 

features. One ditch produced middle Bronze Age pottery. 
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Reference: Jones, G P, 2006. The later prehistoric pottery from West of Blind Lane, 

Sevington, Kent (ARC BLN 98). Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) Specialist Report 

Series. Online: http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 

 

 

67: West Of Northumberland Bottom 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link Site (MoLAS). 

A total of 1955 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 2, 5. 

Pottery recorded by Elizabeth Bryan and Elaine Morris. 

Pottery illustrated by Wessex Archaeology. 

 

Site summary: Fragments of a middle to late Bronze Age pot was recovered from a 

cremation pit and associated with calcined bone. The main phase of later prehistoric 

occupation dates from the end of the early Iron Age.  

 

Reference: Bryan, E. and Morris, E. L. 2006. The later prehistoric pottery from 

Northumberland Bottom, Southfleet, Kent (ARC330 98, ARCWNB 98, ARCHRD98 Zone 

3). Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) Specialist Report Series. Online: 

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 

 

 

68: Westwood Cross, Broadstairs 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 492 prehistoric sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3.  

Pottery recorded by Peter Couldrey and examined by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust.  

 

Site summary: The first phase represents a field system with clear evidence of land 

division for early agricultural processes.  Remnants of rectilinear enclosed fields and a 

postulated drove-way are present. This phase has two sub-phases (1a and 1b), the 

earliest of which tentatively suggests that before the field system was established there 

was already small-scale domestic activity on the site.  Stratigraphic and spatial evidence 

suggests that this phase was truncated by later phase 2 activities. 

 

Phase 2 is marked by the establishment of an enclosure, delimited by a series of 

substantial ditches and pits, on the site.  There are three identified sub-phases (2a, 2b 

and 2c) with evidence of the enclosure being modified at least once (2b) and possibly 

twice (2c).  Between these phases the enclosure ditches appear to have gone out of use 

and been backfilled (Gollop 2004). 

 

Reference: Couldrey, P. 2004. The prehistoric pottery. In A. Gollop, Detailed 

Archaeological Investigations on land at Westwood Cross, Broadstairs, Thanet. 

Integrated Site Report for Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

 

 

69: White Horse Stone  

Channel Tunnel Rail Link Site (Oxford Archaeology). 

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm
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A total of 7094 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2? 3, 5. 

Pottery recorded by Elaine Morris. 

Pottery illustrated by Wessex Archaeology. 

 

Site summary: Settlement with possible round houses, three human pit burials, a unique 

cremation deposit with metalwork (early to middle Iron Age) and a metal-working area. 

The assemblage also includes pottery dating to the Neolithic and late Iron Age. Some 

late Bronze Age pottery is present but quite limited. 

  

Reference: Morris, E. L. 2006. The late prehistoric pottery from White Horse Stone 

(ARC WHS 98), Pilgrims Way (ARC PIL 98), Boarley Farm East (ARC BFE 98), 

Boarley Farm West (ARC BFW 98) and Boarley Farm (ARC 420 58+200, 59+000, 

59+300 98/9). Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) Specialist Report Series. Online: 

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 

 

 

70: Willow Farm, Herne Bay, North-east Kent  

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

A total of 2112 prehistoric sherds were recovered, 1960 sherds belong to the following 

phases. 

Ceramic Phases: 1, 2, 3, 4. 

Pottery recorded by the author. 

Pottery illustrated by the author. 

 

Site summary: Linear features, possible field enclosure ditches and internal fence line, 

one possible roundhouse, two possible ‘unusual’ deposits from an occupation surface, 

and a pit. The assemblage also includes small amounts of pottery dating to the late Iron 

Age, Roman and early Medieval phase 

 

Reference: McNee, B. L. 2001. Later Prehistoric Pottery. In R. Helm, Archaeological 

investigation at Willow Farm, off Hooper’s Lane, Broomfield, Kent, Assessment report, 

Unpublished Canterbury Archaeological Trust Report 2004/134. 

 

 

71: Zone 2 (ARC 330 98 and ARC SSR 99), Southfleet, Gravesend 

Excavated by Oxford and Wessex Archaeology. 

A total of 52 sherds were recovered. 

Ceramic Phase: 3.  

Pottery recorded by the author. 

 

Site summary: The pottery was recovered from pit and ditch fills, and is probably 

residual in later features.  

 

Reference: McNee, B. L. 2006. The later prehistoric pottery from Zone 2 (ARC 330 98 

and ARC SSR 99). Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) Specialist Report Series. Online: 

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm. 

 

 

 

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm
http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/projArch/ctrl/index.cfm
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Additional Sites 
  

The following sites have been partially assessed by the author in order to establish the 

type of pottery present.   

 

Churchwood Drive, Chestfield 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

Ceramic Phases present: 1, 2, 3. 

 

Queens Gardens, Dover 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

Ceramic Phases present: 3. 

 

South Canterbury Watermain 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

Ceramic Phases present: 2. 

 

Ladysmith Grove 

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

Ceramic Phases present: 1, 2. 

 

Folkestone Transfer Pipeline  

Excavated by Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 

Ceramic Phases present: 3. 
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Appendix 2 

 

 

Regional ceramic form type series 

 

 
 

 

This appendix contains illustrations of the range of pots which have been studied in this 

thesis, and these have been selected from as many sites as possible across Kent. The 

illustrations are intended to graphically display the ceramic data that is present in Kent, 

and this form type series has attempted to present the pottery in chronological order 

from the middle Bronze Age through to the early Iron Age. This is however in need of 

refinement when radiocarbon dates and more pots with whole profiles are available (see 

section 7.8). Each pottery illustration is accompanied by a brief description of the 

regional form type, site name, fabric and scale (where available). The fabric summary 

for each pot is not consistent as they have been referenced from individual site reports 

(see Appendix 1 for a full list of references). 
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Appendix 3 

 

 

Regional Fabric Type Series 

 
 

 

 

 

The methodology has been described in section 3.6.5. This is a theoretical fabric series 

and has been formulated to show the range of fabrics that have been used to make the 

pottery under study in this thesis. The fabric types have been consolidated into a brief 

summary in order to present the main inclusions, clay types and the broad nature of the 

fabric data.  
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F: Flint group with a silty clay matrix.  

 

F/1: Very fine flint with silty clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%) flint up to   

        0.25 mm in size. 

F/2: Very fine flint with silty clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15% - 30%) up  

        to 0.25mm in size. 

F/3: Very fine flint with silty clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over 30%) flint  

        up to 0.25 in size. 

 

F/4: Fine flint with silty clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%) flint 0.25mm to  

       1mm in size.  

F/5: Fine flint with silty clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15% - 30%) flint  

       0.25mm to 1mm in size. 

F/6: Fine flint with silty clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over 30%) flint  

        0.25mm to 1mm in size. 

 

F/7: Medium flint with silty clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%) flint 1-2mm  

        in size. 

F/8: Medium flint with silty clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15% - 30%) flint  

       1-2mm in size. 

F/9: Medium flint with silty clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over 30%) flint  

       1-2mm in size. 

 

F/10: Coarse flint with silty clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%) flint 2-4mm  

         in size. 

F/11: Coarse flint with silty clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15% - 30%) flint  

          2-4mm in size. 

F/12: Coarse flint with silty clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over 30%) flint  

          2-4mm in size. 

 

F/13: Very coarse flint with silty clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%) flint up to 

and over 4mm in size. 

F/14: Very coarse flint with silty clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15% - 30%)  

flint up to and over 4mm in size. 

F/15: Very coarse flint with silty clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over 30%)  

          flint up to and over 4mm in size. 

 

FSa: Flint group with sandy clay matrix; sand is >0.125mm.  

 

FSa/1: Very fine flint with sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%) flint up    

            to 0.25mm in size. 

FSa/2: Very fine flint with sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15% - 30%)  

             up to 0.25mm in size. 

FSa/3: Very fine flint with sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over 30%)  

            flint up to 0.25 in size. 

 

FSa/4: Fine flint with sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%) flint 0.25mm  

            to 1mm in size.  

FSa/5: Fine flint with sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15% - 30%) flint  

            0.25mm to 1mm in size. 
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FSa/6: Fine flint with sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over 30%) flint  

            0.25mm to 1mm in size. 

 

FSa/7: Medium flint with sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%) flint 1- 

            2mm in size. 

FSa/8: Medium flint with sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15% - 30%)  

            flint 1-2mm in size. 

FSa/9: Medium flint with sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over 30%)  

            flint 1-2mm in size. 

 

FSa/10: Coarse flint with sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%) flint 2- 

             4mm in size. 

FSa/11: Coarse flint with sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15% - 30%)  

              flint 2-4mm in size. 

FSa/12: Coarse flint with sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over 30%)  

              flint 2-4mm in size. 

 

FSa/13: Very coarse flint with sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%)  

              poorly  sorted flint up to and over 4mm in size. 

FSa/14: Very coarse flint with sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15% -  

              30%) flint up to and over 4mm in size. 

FSa/15: Very coarse flint with sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over  

              30%) flint up to and over 4mm in size. 

 

FO: Flint and organic group; organic inclusions are >7%; clay matrix can consist 

of silt to fine sand.   

 

FO/1: Fine flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%)  

           flint 0.25mm to 1mm in size; linear voids.  

FO/2: Fine flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15%  

           - 30%) flint 0.25mm to 1mm in size; linear voids. 

FO/3: Fine flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over  

           30%) flint 0.25mm to 1mm in size; linear voids. 

 

FO/4: Medium flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% - 

          14%) flint 1-2mm in size; linear voids. 

FO/5: Medium flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common  

           (15% - 30%) flint 1-2mm in size; linear voids. 

FO/6: Medium flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant  

           (over 30%) flint 1-2mm in size; linear voids. 

 

FO/7: Coarse flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%)  

           flint 2-4mm in size, may include flint over 4mm in size; linear voids. 

FO/8: Coarse flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common  

           (15% - 30%) flint 2-4mm in size, may include flint over 4mm in size; linear 

voids. 

FO/9: Coarse flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant  

          (over 30%) flint 2-4mm in size, may include flint over 4mm in size; linear voids. 
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FG: Mixture of flint and grog group: clay matrix can consist of silt to fine sand.  

 

FG/1: Fine flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%)  

           flint 0.25mm to 1mm in size. Fabric also includes grog >7%.  

FG/2: Fine flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15% - 

30%) flint 0.25mm to 1mm in size. Fabric also includes grog >7%.  

FG/3: Fine flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over  

           30%) flint 0.25mm to 1mm in size. Fabric also includes grog >7%.  

 

FG/4: Medium flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% - 

          14%) flint 1-2mm in size. Fabric also includes grog >7%.  

FG/5: Medium flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common 

(15% - 30%) flint 1-2mm in size. Fabric also includes grog >7%.  

FG/6: Medium flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant 

(over 30%) flint 1-2mm in size. Fabric also includes grog >7%.  

 

FG/7: Coarse flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%) 

flint 2-4mm in size. May include flint over 4mm in size. Fabric also includes grog 

>7%. 

FG/8: Coarse flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15% 

- 30%) flint 2-4mm in size. May include flint over 4mm in size. Fabric also 

includes grog >7%.  

FG/9: Coarse flint with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over 

30%) flint 2-4mm in size. May include flint over 4mm in size. Fabric also includes 

grog >7%.  

 

GF: Mixture of grog and flint group: clay matrix can consist of silt to fine sand.   

 

GF/1: Fine grog with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%) flint 

0.25mm to 1mm in size. Fabric also includes subangular flint >7%.  

GF/2: Fine grog with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15% - 

30%) flint 0.25mm to 1mm in size. Fabric also includes subangular flint >7%.  

GF/3: Fine grog with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over 

30%) flint 0.25mm to 1mm in size. Fabric also includes subangular flint >7%.  

 

GF/4: Medium grog with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%) 

flint 1-2mm in size. Fabric also includes subangular flint >7%.  

GF/5: Medium grog with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common 

(15% - 30%) flint 1-2mm in size. Fabric also includes subangular flint >7%.  

GF/6: Medium grog with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant 

(over 30%) flint 1-2mm in size. Fabric also includes subangular flint >7%.  

 

GF/7: Coarse grog with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%) 

flint 2-4mm in size. May include grog over 4mm in size. Fabric also includes 

subangular flint >7%. 

GF/8: Coarse grog with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15% 

- 30%) flint 2-4mm in size. May include grog over 4mm in size. Fabric also 

includes subangular flint >7%.  
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GF/9: Coarse grog with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over 

30%) flint 2-4mm in size. May include grog over 4mm in size. Fabric also 

includes subangular flint >7%.  

 

G: Grog group; clay matrix can consist of silt to fine sand.   

 

G/1: Fine grog: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%) grog 0.25mm to 1mm in size.  

G/2: Fine grog: Moderate to very common (15% - 30%) grog 0.25mm to 1mm in size. 

G/3: Fine grog: Very common to abundant (over 30%) grog 0.25mm to 1mm in size. 

 

G/4: Medium grog: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%) grog 1-2mm in size. 

G/5: Medium grog: Moderate to very common (15% - 30%) grog 1-2mm in size. 

G/6: Medium grog: Very common to abundant (over 30%) grog 1-2mm in size. 

 

G/7: Coarse grog: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%) grog 2-4mm in size. May include grog 

over 4mm in size. 

G/8: Coarse grog: Moderate to very common (15% - 30%) grog 2-4mm in size. May 

include grog over 4mm in size. 

G/9: Coarse grog: Very common to abundant (over 30%) grog 2-4mm in size. May 

include grog over 4mm in size. 

 

Q: Quartz group; can contain sparse amounts of flint and/or organic matter. 

 

Q/1: Very fine to fine quartz 0.0625-0.25mm. 

Q/2: Medium quartz 0.25-0.5mm. 

Q/3: Coarse quartz 0.5-1mm. 

 

QZ: Quartzite group; clay matrix can consist of silt to fine sand and can include 

flint inclusions.   

 

QZ/1: Fine quartzite with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% - 

          14%) quartzite 0.25mm to 1mm in size.  

QZ/2: Fine quartzite with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common  

          (15% - 30%) quartzite 0.25mm to 1mm in size. 

QZ/3: Fine quartzite with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant  

          (over 30%) quartzite 0.25mm to 1mm in size. 

 

QZ/4: Medium quartzite with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7%  

          -14%) quartzite 1-2mm in size. 

QZ/5: Medium quartzite with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very  

           common (15% - 30%) quartzite 1-2mm in size. 

QZ/6: Medium quartzite with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to  

           abundant (over 30%) quartzite 1-2mm in size. 

 

QZ/7: Coarse quartzite with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -

14%) quartzite 2-4mm in size. May include quartzite over 4mm in size. 

QZ/8: Coarse quartzite with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common 

(15% - 30%) quartzite 2-4mm in size. May include quartzite over 4mm in size. 

QZ/9: Coarse quartzite with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant 

(over 30%) quartzite 2-4mm in size. May include quartzite over 4mm in size. 
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S: Shell group; clay matrix can consist of silt to fine sand.   

 

S/1: Fine shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%)  

        shell 0.25mm to 1mm in size.  

S/2: Fine shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15% -  

        30%) shell 0.25mm to 1mm in size. 

S/3: Fine shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over  

        30%) shell 0.25mm to 1mm in size. 

 

S/4: Medium shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%)  

        shell 1-2mm in size. 

S/5: Medium shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common  

        (15% - 30%) shell 1-2mm in size. 

S/6: Medium shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant  

        (over 30%) shell 1-2mm in size. 

 

S/7: Coarse shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%)  

        shell 2-4mm in size. May include shell over 4mm in size. 

S/8: Coarse shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15%  

       - 30%) shell 2-4mm in size. May include shell over 4mm in size. 

S/9: Coarse shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over  

       30%) shell 2-4mm in size. May include shell over 4mm in size. 

 

SF: Shell and flint group: clay matrix can consist of silt to fine sand.   

 

SF/1: Fine shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%)  

          shell 0.25mm to 1mm in size. Fabric also includes subangular flint >7%.   

SF/2: Fine shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common (15%  

          - 30%) shell 0.25mm to 1mm in size. Fabric also includes subangular flint >7%.   

SF/3: Fine shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant (over  

          30%) shell 0.25mm to 1mm in size. Fabric also includes subangular flint >7%.   

 

SF/4: Medium shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% - 

          14%) shell 1-2mm in size. Fabric also includes subangular flint >7%.   

SF/5: Medium shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common  

          (15% - 30%) shell 1-2mm in size. Fabric also includes subangular flint >7%.   

SF/6: Medium shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant  

          (over 30%) shell 1-2mm in size. Fabric also includes subangular flint >7%.   

 

SF/7: Coarse shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to moderate (7% -14%)  

          shell 2-4mm in size. May include shell over 4mm in size. Fabric also includes  

          subangular flint >7%.  

SF/8: Coarse shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very common  

          (15% - 30%) shell 2-4mm in size. May include shell over 4mm in size. Fabric  

          also includes subangular flint >7%.   

SF/9: Coarse shell with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to abundant  

          (over 30%) shell 2-4mm in size. May include shell over 4mm in size. Fabric  

          also includes subangular flint >7%.   
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V: Vegetable inclusions and voids probably caused by burnt out organic matter; 

clay matrix can consist of silt to fine sand.   

 

V/1: Sparse to moderate voids (7% -14%) 0.25mm to 2mm in size.  

V/2: Moderate to very common voids (15% - 30%) 0.25mm to 2mm in size. 

V/3: Very common to abundant voids (over 30%) 0.25mm to 2mm in size. 

 

V/4: Sparse to moderate voids (7% -14%) poorly sorted > 2mm. 

V/5: Moderate to very common voids (15% - 30%) poorly sorted >2mm.  

V/6: Very common to abundant voids (over 30%) poorly sorted >2mm.  

 

C: Calcareous group: clay matrix can consist of silt to fine sand.   

 

C/1: Fine calcareous inclusions with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to  

        moderate (7% -14%) 0.25mm to 1mm in size.  

C/2: Fine calcareous inclusions with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to very  

        common (15% - 30%) 0.25mm to 1mm in size. 

C/3: Fine calcareous inclusions with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common to  

        abundant (over 30%) 0.25mm to 1mm in size. 

 

C/4: Medium calcareous inclusions with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to  

        moderate (7% -14%) 1-2mm in size. 

C/5: Medium calcareous inclusions with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to  

        very common (15% - 30%) 1-2mm in size. 

C/6: Medium calcareous inclusions with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common  

        to abundant (over 30%) 1-2mm in size. 

 

C/7: Coarse calcareous inclusions with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Sparse to  

        moderate (7% -14%) 2-4mm in size. May include calcareous inclusions over  

        4mm in size. 

C/8: Coarse calcareous inclusions with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Moderate to  

        very common (15% - 30%) 2-4mm in size. May include calcareous inclusions  

        over 4mm in size. 

C/9: Coarse calcareous inclusions with silty to fine sandy clay matrix: Very common  

        to abundant (over 30%) 2-4mm in size. May include calcareous inclusions over  

        4mm in size. 

 

GL: Fabrics dominated by glauconite: clays can also include some quartz and rare 

flint. 

 

GL/1: Moderate to very common (10-30%) subrounded to rounded, very fine to fine  

           sand-sized glauconite. 

GL/2: Moderate to very common (10-30%) subrounded to rounded, medium to coarse  

           sand-sized glauconite. 

 

GL/3: Abundant (30-50%) subrounded to rounded, very fine to fine sand-sized  

           glauconite. 

GL/4: Abundant (30-50%) subrounded to rounded, medium to coarse sand-sized   

           glauconite.  
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GLG: Fabrics dominated by glauconite: clays can also include quartz. Fabrics 

include grog temper >7%. 

 

GLG/1: Moderate to very common (10-30%) subrounded to rounded, very fine to fine 

sand-sized glauconite. Fabric includes grog temper >7%. 

GLG/2: Moderate to very common (10-30%) subrounded to rounded, medium to coarse 

sand-sized glauconite. Fabric includes grog temper >7%. 

 

GLG/3: Abundant (30-50%) subrounded to rounded, very fine to fine sand-sized  

 glauconite. Fabric includes grog temper >7%. 

GLG/4: Abundant (30-50%) subrounded to rounded, medium to coarse sand-sized    

              glauconite. Fabric includes grog temper >7%. 

 

GLF: Fabrics dominated by glauconite: clays can also include some quartz. 

Fabrics include flint temper >7%. 

 

GLF/1: Moderate to very common (10-30%) subrounded to rounded, very fine to fine 

sand-sized glauconite. Fabric includes flint temper >7%. 

GLF/2: Moderate to very common (10-30%) subrounded to rounded, medium to coarse 

sand-sized glauconite: Fabrics include flint temper >7%. 

 

GLF/3: Abundant (30-50%) subrounded to rounded, very fine to fine sand-sized  

glauconite. Fabrics include flint temper >7%. 

GLF/4: Abundant (30-50%) subrounded to rounded, medium to coarse sand-sized  

            glauconite: Fabrics include flint temper >7%. 

 

GLFG: Fabrics dominated by glauconite: clays can also include quartz. Fabrics 

include flint and grog temper >7%. 

 

GLFG/1: Moderate to very common (10-30%) subrounded to rounded, very fine to  

              fine sand-sized glauconite: Fabric also contains subangular flint and grog  

              >7%. 

GLFG/2: Moderate to very common (10-30%) subrounded to rounded, medium to 

                coarse sand-sized glauconite: Fabric also contains subangular flint and grog  

               >7%. 

 

GLFG/3: Abundant (30-50%) subrounded to rounded, very fine to fine sand-sized:  

               glauconite: Fabric also contains subangular flint and grog >7%. 

GLFG/4: Abundant (30-50%) subrounded to rounded, glauconite medium to coarse  

               sand-sized. Fabric also contains subangular flint and grog >7%. 

 

Rare/Miscellaneous Fabrics 

FGV: Flint, grog and organic group. 

FGV/1: The fabric contains inclusions of flint, grog and organic material/voids >7%.   

              Clay matrix can consist of silt to fine sand.   
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I: Iron Group 

I/1: The fabric contains iron ore >15%. Fabrics may also include rare flint and /or 

organic material. 

 

IF: Iron and flint group 

 

IF/1: The fabric contains rounded iron oxides >15%, and sparse to moderate (7% - 

         14%) subangular flint.  

IF/2: The fabric contains rounded iron oxides >15%, and moderate to very common  

         (15% - 30%) subangular flint. 

IF/3: The fabric contains rounded iron oxides >15%, and very common to abundant  

          (over 30%) subangular flint.  

 

IG: Iron and grog group 

 

IG/1: The fabric contains rounded iron oxides >15% and subangular grog >7%. 

 

ISF: Ironstone and flint group   

 

ISF/1: The fabric contains subangular ironstone fragments >7% and subangular flint  

            >7%. 

 

SS: Sandstone group 

 

SS/1: The fabric contains subangular and angular sandstone>7%. 

 

SSG: Sandstone and grog group 

 

SSG/1:  The fabric contains subangular and angular sandstone >7%, and subangular  

               grog >7%. 

 

FGV: Flint, grog and shell or organic matter group 

 

FGV/1: The fabric contains common (20-25%) subangular flint <4mm, sparse (3-7%)  

              subangular grog, and rare lenticular voids (?shell).     

 

GQZF: Grog, quartzite and flint group 

  

GQZF/1: The fabric contains moderate (20%) subangualar grog up to 2mms,  

                 moderate (10%) subangular quartzite up to 3mms, sparse (7%) poorly- 

                 sorted flint up to 1mm and rounded sparse (7%) medium sized quartz  

                 grains. The clay matrix is silty.     

 

VS: Organic and shell group 

 

VS1: The fabric contains common (20%) well sorted organic inclusions <4mm, and  

          sparse to moderate (7-10%) poorly-sorted angular shell, <4mm. Rare iron  

          oxides and rare (2%) angular flint, <3mm, may also be present. The clay matrix  

          contains abundant (>40%) angular quartz grains.  
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Appendix 4 

 

 

Petrology Descriptions and Photomicrographs 

 
 

 

 

The methodology has described in section 3.6.3. The grain-size classification of the clay 

matrices can be found in Table 3.6. The brief macroscopic fabric descriptions are site-

specific ones taken from individual site reports. References can be found in Appendix 1 

(gazetteer of sites). Most of the photomicrographs have been taken in plain-polarised 

light (PPL). Some cross-polarised (XPL) views have taken and this is indicated after the 

sherd number. The magnification is 1.25 lens and the field of view is 6.8mm. Colour 

versions of the photomicrographs can be found on the CD inside the back cover. 
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Bogshole Lane (BLB 2001-72) 

 

Geological Survey Sheet 273 

 

Sherd 1: Pottery Record Number 3, context 1055. The pottery belongs to a late Bronze 

Age jar. 

 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

A fairly coarse fabric containing common (25%) poorly- sorted subangular flint up to 

2mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and contains organic inclusions.   

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly- sorted subrounded and subangular flint up to 1mm 

in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of silt and moderate (15%) subrounded fine sand-sized quartz 

 

Organic inclusions – moderate (10%) linear voids 

   

Glauconite – sparse (3%) poorly-sorted rounded fine to medium sand-sized 

 

Mica – sparse (7%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 2: Pottery Record Number 6, context 1071. The pottery belongs to a late Bronze 

Age jar (no photomicrograph). 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/2 

A coarse fabric containing common (25%) poorly- sorted subangular flint up to 4mm in 

size. The clay matrix is silty and slightly micaceous; fracture is irregular; surface feels 

rough. 
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Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly- sorted subangular flint up 4mm in size 

 

   

Sherd 3: Pottery Record Number 7, context 3020. The pottery belongs to an early late 

Bronze Age jar. 

 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and Grog Type FG/1 

A coarse fabric containing common (25%) poorly- sorted flint up to 5mm and sparse 

(7%) poorly- sorted subangular orange grog up to 2mm in size. The clay matrix is silty 

and contains linear organic voids; fracture is irregular; surface feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 4mm in size 

 

Grog – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted subangular grog up to 1mm in size. Despite 

consolidation the grog has not survived very well and identification of inclusions within 

the grog is difficult. Rare amounts of mica and silt appear to be present 

   

Quartz – groundmass of silt and sparse (3%) poorly-sorted rounded quartz up to 0.5mm 

in size   

 

Glauconite – sparse (3%) poorly-sorted rounded fine to medium sand-sized 

 

Organic – sparse (3%) linear voids  

 

Red iron ore – sparse (3%) fine sand-sized red iron ore 

 

 

Sherd 4: Pottery Record Number 8, context 1147. The pottery belongs to a middle to 

late Bronze Age jar.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/3 

A coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 

4mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and slightly micaceous; fracture is irregular; 

surface feels rough  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 4mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of silt 

 

Grog - sparse (7%) poorly- sorted subangular grog up to 0.5mm in size. The grog has 

not survived very well and identification of inclusions within the grog is difficult, other 

than the presence of rare mica and silt 

 

Organic- sparse (7%) linear voids 

 

 

Sherd 5: Pottery Record Number 13, context 1147. The pottery belongs to an early late 

Bronze Age jar. 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/2 

A coarse fabric containing common (25%) poorly- sorted subangular flint up to 4mm in 

size. The clay matrix is silty and slightly micaceous; fracture is irregular; surface feels 

rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – common (25%) poorly- sorted angular and subangular flint up to 3mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay with moderate (10%) silt grains 

 

Organic – sparse (7%) linear voids 

 

Glauconite – rare (1%) rounded fine sand-sized 

 

 

Church Lane, Seasalter 1998-76 

 

Geological Survey Sheet 273 

  

Sherd 6: Pottery Record Number 1, Context 195. The pottery belongs to a middle to 

late Bronze Age vessel.  

 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

A very coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up 

to 6mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous; fracture is irregular; surface 

feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly- sorted subangular up to 6mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of moderate (10%) silt- sized subrounded quartz 
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Iron Ore – sparse (3%) fine sand-sized red iron ore 

 

 

Cobham Golf Course (ARC CGC 98) 

 

Geological Survey Sheet 272 

 

  

Sherd 7: Pottery Record Number 1063, Context 160. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age bowl.  

 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

This is a moderately coarse hard fabric which contains a very common amount (30%) of 

poorly-sorted angular flint measuring < 3mm in size, with rare examples up to 4 mm 

across. The clay matrix consists of silt or very fine quartz grains and the fabric is very 

laminated in fracture. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - very common (30%) poorly- sorted angular flint up to 3mm in size 

 

Quartz –groundmass of common (20%) silt- sized subangular quartz and rare (1%) 

subangular very fine sand- sized quartz 

 

Glauconite – sparse (3%) rounded very fine sand- sized glauconite 

 

Mica – sparse (7%) thin mica flakes 
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Deal-Dover Bulk Supply Water Main (DDBS-01) 

 

Geological Survey Sheet 290 
 

Sherd 8. Pottery Record Number 1, context 198. The pottery belongs to a middle to late 

Bronze Age vessel (XPL). 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

A very coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up 

to 3mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous; fracture is irregular; surface 

feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (20%) silt- sized to very fine sand-sized subrounded 

quartz 

 

Glauconite – sparse (7%) very fine sand-sized rounded glauconite 

 

Iron ore – sparse (3%) poorly-sorted rounded iron ore up to 0.25mm in size  

 

 

Sherd 9. Pottery Record Number 2, context 142. The pottery belongs to a middle to late 

Bronze Age vessel (no photomicrograph). 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/2 

A very coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up 

to 4mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous; fracture is irregular; surface 

feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 
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Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 4mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (20%) silt-sized to very fine sand-sized subrounded 

quartz 

 

Iron ore – sparse (3%) poorly-sorted rounded iron ore up to 0.25mm in size  

 

 

Downlands, Walmer, near Deal Kent (DWD Ex-04/05) 

 

Geological Survey Sheet 290 

 

Sherd 10: Pottery Record Number 4, Context 269. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

bowl (no photomicrograph).   

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Quartz and Organic Type QO/1 

This is a fine fabric containing abundant (50%) well sorted silt-size quartz grains and 

rare (2%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 0.25mm in size. The clay matrix is an 

organic rich clay containing very common small amounts of organic material which is 

probably naturally occurring; fracture is fine; surface feels smooth.       

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) well-sorted silt-sized subrounded quartz 

grains. There are also larger grains of fine subrounded quartz sand (5%) and sparse 

(3%) coarse silt-sized quartz grains which are angular (low spericity) 

 

Iron Ore – sparse (5%) rounded very fine sand-sized and fine sand-sized iron ore  

 

Glauconite – rare (3%) rounded silt-sized 

 

Flint – rare (2%) subangular and subrounded flint up to 0.25mm in size  

 

 

Sherd 11: Pottery Record Number 5, Context 269. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

bowl (slide 1/ PPL and slide 2/XPL).   
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Quartz and Organic Type QO/1 

This is a fine fabric containing abundant (50%) well-sorted silt-size quartz grains and 

rare (2%) subangular flint up to 0.25mm in size. The clay matrix is an organic rich clay 

containing very common small amounts of organic material which is probably naturally 

occurring; fracture is fine; surface feels smooth. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) well-sorted silt-sized rounded quartz 

grains. There are also larger grains of fine subrounded quartz sand (5%), and sparse 

(3%) silt-size quartz grains which are angular (low sphericity) 

 

Iron Ore – sparse (5%) rounded very fine sand-sized iron ore 

 

Glauconite - rare (3%) rounded very fine sand-sized 

 

Flint – rare (2%) subangular flint up to 0.25mm in size 

 

Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 12: Pottery Record Number 16, Context 269. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

jar. 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and Organic Type FO/2 

This is a coarse fabric containing very common (30%) moderately-sorted subangular 

flint up to 1mm in size. The clay matrix is an organic rich clay containing abundant 

small pellets of organic material which is probably naturally occurring; fracture is 

irregular; surface feels rough.       

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular and angular flint up to 1mm in 

size 

 

Quartz – very common (30%) well-sorted subrounded silt-size quartz grains and   sparse 

(3%) fine sand-sized subrounded quartz grains  

 

Voids – moderate (10%) linear voids 

 

Iron Ore – sparse (5%) rounded very fine sand-sized iron ore 

 

Sandstones - rare (2%) rounded 0.5mm in size containing silt-sized quartz 

  

 

Sherd 13: Pottery Record Number 20, Context 907. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

haematite (red finished) bowl (slide 1/XPL and slide 2/PPL).   
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Quartz Type Q/2 

This is a fine fabric containing abundant (50%) well-sorted silt-size glauconite and 

quartz sand and rare (2%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 1mm in size. The fresh fracture 

is fine; surface feels smooth.    

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) rounded silt-sized quartz grains and rare 

(2%) very fine sand-sized subrounded quartz  

 

Glauconite – moderate (10%) very fine sand-sized rounded glauconite and rare (2%) 

rounded glauconite 0.5mm in size 

 

Iron Ore – sparse (5%) rounded very fine sand-sized iron ore  

 

Flint – rare (2%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 1mm in size   

 

Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 14: Pottery Record Number 21, Context 907. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

bowl (slide 1/PPL and slide 2/XPL).   
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Group F/1  

A fairly fine fabric containing moderate (15%) moderately-sorted subangular flint 

mostly 0.25 - 0.5mm in size, with some larger pieces 1mm in size. The clay matrix is 

silty and micaceous; fracture is fine; surface feels fine to rough.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - moderate (15%) moderately-sorted subangular flint mostly 0.25 - 0.5mm in size, 

with some larger pieces 1mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) rounded silt- sized quartz grains and rare 

(1%) subrounded very fine sand-sized quartz 

 

Glauconite – moderate (10%) very fine sand- sized rounded glauconite and rare (2%) 

rounded 0.5mm in size 

 

Iron Ore – rare (2%) rounded very fine sand-sized iron ore  

 

Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 15: Pottery Record Number 27, Context 907. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

bowl.   

 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Quartz Group Q1 

A fine fabric containing abundant (50%) well-sorted very fine glauconite and quartz 

sand, and rare (1-2%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 1mm in size. The fresh fracture is 

fine; surface feels smooth.    

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) rounded silt-sized quartz grains 
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Glauconite – moderate (10%) very fine sand-sized rounded glauconite and rare rounded 

glauconite 0.5mm in size 

 

Iron Ore – sparse (5%) rounded very fine sand-sized iron ore  

 

Flint- rare (2%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 1mm in size 

 

Grog- rare (2%) poorly-sorted subangular grog up to 1mm in size. The grog itself 

contains silt-sized quartz and very fine flint 

 

 

Sherd 16: Pottery Record Number 57, Context 835. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

rusticated jar.   
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/2 

A coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 

4mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous; fracture is irregular; surface feels 

rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 4mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (20%) silt-sized subrounded quartz  

 

Glauconite - sparse (7%) subrounded very fine sand-sized glauconite and rare (1%) fine 

sand-sized subrounded glauconite 

 

Grog- sparse (7%) poorly-sorted subangular grog up to 1mm in size. The grog itself 

contains silt-sized quartz and fine flint 

 

Iron Ore – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted rounded iron ore up to 0.25mm in size  

 

Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 17: Pottery Record Number 71, Context 845. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

rusticated jar. 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F4 

A fairly fine fabric containing sparse (7%) quite well-sorted subangular flint mostly 

0.5mm in size with very occasional pieces up to 3mm in size. The clay matrix is silty 

and micaceous; fracture is fine; surface feels smooth. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - sparse (7%) quite well-sorted subangular flint mostly 0.5mm in size with very 

occasional pieces up to 3mm in size 
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Quartz - groundmass of common (25%) silt-sized subrounded quartz 

 

Glauconite - sparse (7%) subrounded very fine sand-sized glauconite and rare (1%) fine 

sand- sized subrounded glauconite 

 

Iron Ore – sparse (5%) poorly-sorted rounded iron ore up to 0.25mm in size 

 

Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes 

 

Grog – rare (1%) poorly-sorted subangular grog up to 1mm in size. The grog itself 

contains tiny pieces of flint and the clay matrix is silty    

 

    

Sherd 18: Pottery Record Number 90, Context 204. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

rusticated jar (slide 1/PPL and slide 2/XPL).   

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Shell and Flint Type SF/2 

This is a coarse fabric containing moderate (10%) poorly-sorted shell up to 3mm in size 

and moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 1mm in size. The clay matrix 

is silty and micaceous; fracture is irregular; surface feels quite rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 
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Shell – moderate (10%) poorly-sorted well-rounded (low sphericity) shell up to 3mm in 

size  

 

Flint - sparse (5%) poorly-sorted flint 0.25mm in size 

 

Quartz - groundmass of common (20%) silt-sized subrounded quartz and moderate 

(10%) subrounded and subangular quartz 0.25 – 0.5mm mm in size 

 

Glauconite - sparse (5%) rounded very fine sand-sized glauconite  

 

 

Sherd 19: Pottery Record Number 105, Context 204. This belongs to a very late Bronze 

Age jar.  

 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Quartz and Organic Type QO/2 

This is a fairly fine fabric containing abundant (50%) well-sorted silt-size quartz grains 

and sparse (5%) subangular flint up to 2mm in size. The clay matrix is an organic rich 

clay containing very common small pellets of organic material which is probably 

naturally occurring; fracture is quite fine; surface feels smooth to rough.       

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) well-sorted silt-size rounded quartz grains 

and sparse (3%) silt-size quartz grains which are angular (low spericity). There are also 

sparse (5%) larger grains of fine subrounded quartz sand 

  

Flint – moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm 

 

Voids – moderate (10%) poorly-sorted linear voids up to 3mm in size  

 

Iron Ore  – sparse (5%) poorly-sorted rounded iron ore up to 0.25mm in size  

 

Glauconite – rare (2%) rounded very fine sand-sized glauconite  

 

Mica – Rare (2%) thin mica flakes 
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Sherd 20: Pottery Record Number 106, Context 507. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

jar.   

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and Organic Type FO/1 

This is a coarse fabric containing common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 

3mm in size, common (20%) poorly-sorted linear voids and also organic inclusions up 

to 3mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous; fracture is irregular; surface 

feels rough.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in size  

 

Quartz - moderate (15%) silt-sized quartz grains 

 

Voids – moderate (10%) poorly-sorted linear voids 

 

Iron Ore  – sparse (5%) poorly-sorted rounded iron ore up to 0.25mm in size  

 

Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 21: Pottery Record Number 118, Context 507. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

rusticated jar.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and Grog Type FG/1 

This is quite a coarse fabric containing moderate (15%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 

up to 2mm in size and sparse (3%) subrounded grog 1mm in size. The clay matrix is 

silty and micaceous; fracture is irregular; surface feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – moderate (15%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm 

 

Quartz –groundmass of very common (30%) subrounded silt-sized quartz and sparse 

(7%) subrounded and subangular quartz up to 0.5mm in size  

 

Iron Ore  – sparse (5%) poorly-sorted rounded iron ore up to 0.25mm in size  

 

Glauconite - sparse (7%) subrounded very fine sand-sized glauconite and rare (1%) fine 

sand- sized subrounded glauconite 

 

Grog – rare (1%) very fine sand-sized subangular grog  

 

 

Sherd 22: Pottery Record Number 153, Context 337. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

rusticated jar.   

 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/6 

This is a fairly coarse fabric containing common (20-25%) quite poorly-sorted 

subangular flint up to 2mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous; fracture is 

irregular; surface feels smooth.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (20%) quite poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size 

 

Quartz –groundmass of common (20%) silt-sized subrounded quartz 
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Glauconite - sparse (7%) subrounded very fine sand-sized glauconite and rare (1%) fine 

sand-sized  

 

Iron Ore  – sparse (5%) poorly-sorted rounded iron ore up to 0.25mm in size  

 

 

Sherd 23: Pottery Record Number 210, Context 223. This pottery sherd belongs to an 

early Iron Age haematite coated bowl (slide 1/XPL and slide 2/PPL).   

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/6 

This is a fairly coarse fabric containing common (20-25%) quite poorly-sorted 

subangular flint up to 2mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous; fracture is 

irregular; surface feels smooth.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – moderate (15%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 1.5mm in size 

 

Quartz - groundmass of common (25%) silt-size subrounded quartz and sparse (7%) 

subrounded and subangular polycrystalline quartz 0.5mm in size 

 

Glauconite – rare (2%) are rounded very fine sand-sized glauconite 
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Sherd 24: Pottery Record Number 248, Context 913. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

rusticated vessel (slides 2 and 4/XPL and slides 1 and 3/PPL).    
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/5  

A fine fabric containing common (25%) well-sorted subangular flint mostly 0.25 - 

0.5mm in size with some larger pieces 1mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and 

micaceous; fracture is fine; surface feels fine to rough.   

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (25%) well-sorted subangular flint mostly 0.25 - 0.5mm in size 

 

Grog - sparse (3%) subangular up to 0.75 mm in size. The grog contains silt-size quartz 

and very fine subangular flint  

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) silt-sized subrounded quartz  

 

Glauconite – sparse (7%) very fine sand-sized rounded glauconite and rare 2% 

subrounded fine sand-sized glauconite  

 

Iron Ore  – sparse (5%) poorly-sorted rounded iron ore up to 0.25mm in size  

 

Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes 

 

Organic matter - rare (2%) liner strands 

 

 

Sherd 25: Pottery Record Number 255, Context 913. This pottery sherd belongs to an 

early Iron Age bowl (no photomicrograph)   

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/8 

This is fairly coarse fabric containing moderate (15%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 

mostly 0.25 - 0.5mm in size, with some larger pieces 1-2mm in size. The clay matrix 

consists of very fine sand and is micaceous; fracture is quite fine; surface feels fine to 

rough.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) silt-sized quartz grains 

 

This particular sherd is quite crumbly, and the consolidation process has been 

unsuccessful. As a consequence it is not possible to identify some of the inclusions. 

 

   

Sherd 26: Pottery Record Number 262, Context 552. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

vessel (XPL).  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/3 

A fairly coarse fabric containing moderate (10-15%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up 

to 4mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous, fracture is irregular, surface 

feels quite rough.     

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular and angular flint up to 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) silt-sized subrounded quartz and sparse (7%) 

subrounded and subangular polycrystalline quartz 0.25 mm in size  

 

Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes 

 

Organic matter - rare (2%) liner strands 

 

 

Sherd 27: Pottery Record Number 287, Context 327. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

rusticated jar.   
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1  

A fairly fine fabric containing (15%) moderately-sorted subangular flint mostly 0.25 - 

0.5mm in size, with some larger pieces 1mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and 

micaceous; fracture is fine; surface feels fine to rough.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – moderate (15%) moderately-sorted subangular flint mostly 0.25 - 0.5mm in size. 

There are also thin linear splinters of flint  

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (30%) silt-sized subrounded 

 

Glauconite – sparse (7%) rounded very fine sand-sized glauconite  

 

 

Sherd 28: Pottery Record Number 320, Context 309. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

rusticated jar.   

 

 

 
 

 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/2 

A coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 

4mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous; fracture is irregular; surface feels 

rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 4mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (30%) subrounded silt-sized subrounded quartz 

 

Glauconite – sparse (7%) rounded very fine sand-sized glauconite  

 

Iron Ore – sparse (5%) poorly-sorted rounded iron ore up to 0.25mm in size  
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Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 29: Pottery Record Number 375, Context 514. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

jar (XPL).   

 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

   

Quartz and Flint Type QF/3 

This is quite a coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) well-sorted quartz sand 0.20mm 

in size, and moderate (15%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 4mm in size. The fresh 

fracture is irregular; surface feels rough. 

  

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - moderate (15%) poorly- sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in size 

 

Quartz – moderate (10%) subrounded silt- size quartz, moderate (10%) subrounded  

0.25mm in size and moderate (10%) subrounded 0.5mm in size 

 

Glauconite – sparse (5%) rounded and subrounded very fine sand-sized 

 

Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 30: Pottery Record Number 379, Context 837. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

rusticated jar.   
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/4 

A fairly fine fabric containing sparse (7%) quite well-sorted subangular flint mostly 

0.5mm in size with very occasional pieces up to 3mm in size. The clay matrix is silty 

and micaceous; fracture is fine; surface feels smooth. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - sparse (7%) quite well-sorted subangular flint mostly 0.5mm 

 

Grog - sparse (3%) angular 0.25mm in size. The grog itself contains silt-sized quartz 

and rounded iron ore 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) silt-sized subrounded quartz  

 

Glauconite – sparse (7%) very fine sand-sized rounded glauconite and rare 2% 

subrounded fine sand-sized glauconite  

 

Iron Ore  – sparse (5%) poorly-sorted rounded iron ore up to 0.25mm in size  

 

Organic matter - rare (2%) liner strands 

 

Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes 
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Sherd 31: Pottery Record Number 380, Context 350. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

rusticated jar.   

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/2 

A coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 

4mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous; fracture is irregular; surface feels 

rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 4mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) silt-sized subrounded quartz 

 

Glauconite – sparse (7%) very fine sand-sized rounded glauconite  

 

Organic – sparse (7%) linear voids 

 

Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 32: Pottery Record Number 402, Context 763. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

bowl.   
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Shell and Flint Type SF/2 

This is a coarse fabric containing moderate (10%) poorly-sorted shell up to 3mm in size 

and moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 1mm in size. The clay matrix 

is silty and micaceous; fracture is irregular; surface feels quite rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 1mm in size 

 

Shell - moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subrounded shell up to 3mm  

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (20%) silt-sized subrounded quartz and moderate 

(10%) subrounded and subangular quartz 0.25 – 0.5mm mm in size 

 

Glauconite - sparse (5%) rounded very fine sand-sized glauconite  

 

Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes 

 

Grog – rare (2%) poorly-sorted grog up to 0.5mm in size. The grog itself contain silt- 

sized quartz 

 

 

Sherd 33: Pottery Record Number 403, Context 581. This belongs to a late Bronze Age 

bowl (no photomicrograph)   

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and Grog Type FG/2 

This is quite a fine fabric containing common (25%) quite well-sorted subangular flint 

mostly 0.25mm in size, with some larger pieces 1mm in size, and moderate (10%) 

poorly-sorted grog up to 0.5mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous; fracture 

is fine; surface feels smooth. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – common (25%) quite well-sorted subangular flint mostly 0.25mm in size 
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Grog – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted subangular grog up to 2mm. The grog itself  contains 

silt sized quartz 

 

Quartz- groundmass of common (20%) silt-size with sparse (3%) very fine sand-sized 

grains 

 

Glauconite – sparse (5%) very fine sand- sized rounded glauconite 

 

Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes. 

 

 

Sherd 34: Pottery Record Number 404, Context 581. This belongs to a late Bronze Age 

jar.   

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/9 

This is a very coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) quite poorly-sorted subangular 

flint 3mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous; fracture is hackly; surface 

feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) quite poorly-sorted subangular flint 3mm in size 
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Quartz – groundmass of fine grained clay material with moderate (10%) subrounded 

medium silt-sized quartz  

 

Iron – moderate (10%) silt-sized rounded iron ore 

 

Linear voids – sparse (7%) linear voids 

 

Glauconite - rare (3%) rounded very fine sand- sized glauconite 

 

Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 35: Pottery Record Number 470, Context 486. This belongs to an early Iron Age 

jar (slide 1/PPL and slide 2/XPL).   

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Quartz and Flint Type  QF/4 

This is quite a coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) well-sorted fine glauconite 

sand, and moderate (10-15%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size. The 

fracture is irregular; surface feels quite rough.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size 
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Quartz – moderate (10%) very fine sand-sized subrounded quartz and sparse (5%) 

rounded and subrounded quartz 0.5mm in size 

 

Glauconite – very common (30%) well-sorted rounded and subrounded glauconite 

mostly 0.25 mm in size although smaller grains are present  

 

 

Ellington School, Pysons Road, Ramsgate (ESR Ex 05) 

 

Geological Survey Sheet 274 
 

 

Sherd 36: Pottery Record Number 1, Context 2019. This pottery belongs to a middle 

Bronze Age cremation urn.  

 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint type F/1 

A coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 5mm in 

size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous with traces of red iron ore; fracture is 

hackly; surface feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - abundant (40%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 5mm. 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay and moderate (15%) fine silt-sized 

subrounded quartz  

 

Iron Ore – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted rounded iron ore up to 0.25mm in size 

 

Glauconite – rare (2%) rounded very fine sand-sized  

 

 

Sherd 37: Pottery Record Number 14, Context 2123. This pottery belongs to a middle 

to late Bronze Age jar.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint type F/3 

A coarse fabric containing common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in 

size. The clay matrix is micaceous and consists of silt to very fine quartz grains with 

traces of red iron ore; fracture is hackly; surface feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) silt-sized quartz and rare (3%) rounded fine 

quartz 

 

Iron Ore – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted iron ore up to 0.25mm in size 

 

Glauconite – rare (3%) rounded fine sand-sized glauconite  

 

Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes 

 

Organic matter – rare (2%) linear voids containing linear strands 

 

 

Sherd 38: Pottery Record Number 18, Context 2180. This pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age Plain Phase jar.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint type F/4 

A fairly coarse fabric containing very common (30%) fairly well-sorted subangular flint 

average size 1mm. The clay matrix is silty; fracture is hackly; surface feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to1 mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) silt-sized quartz and rare (1%) rounded and 

subangular quartz 0.25mm in size 

 

Iron Ore – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted iron ore up to 0.25mm in size 

 

Mica – rare (2%) thin mica flakes   

 

 

Sherd 39: Pottery Record Number 21, Context 2169. This pottery belongs to a middle 

to late Bronze Age jar (slide 2/XPL). 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and grog type FG/1 

A coarse fabric containing common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in 

size and common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular grog up to 3mm in size. The clay 

matrix is silty and micaceous with traces of red iron ore; fracture is hackly; surface feels 

rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in size 

 

Grog - common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular grog up to 2mm in size. The grog 

contains silt-sized quartz and subangular flint 

 

Quartz – groundmass of abundant (40%) silt-sized quartz and sparse (5%) poorly- 

sorted subrounded and subangular polycrystalline quartz up to 0.25mm in size 

 

Iron ore – sparse (5%) rounded very fine sand-sized iron ore 

  

Mica – sparse (7%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 40: Pottery Record Number 22, Context 2033. This pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar (no photomicrograph) 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint type F/4 

A fairly coarse fabric containing very common (30%) fairly well-sorted subangular flint 

average size 1mm. The clay matrix is silty; fracture is hackly; surface feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (25%) fairly well-sorted subangular flint average size 1mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) silt-sized quartz and rare (1%) rounded and 

subangular quartz 0.25mm in size 

 

Iron Ore – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted iron ore up to 0.25mm in size 

 

 

Sherd 41: Pottery Record Number 29, Context 4112. This pottery belongs to an early 

Iron Age bowl (no photomicrograph). 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Grog and flint type GF/1 

A fairly fine fabric containing common (25%) subangular grog average size 1mm plus 

some smaller fragments 0.25mm in size and moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular 

flint up to 1mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous with traces of red iron 

ore; fracture is fine; surface feels smooth. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Grog - common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular grog up to 2mm in size 

 

Flint - moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 1mm in size 

 

Quartz – very common (30%) silt-sized and very fine sand-sized quartz with sparse 

(7%) poorly-sorted subrounded and subangular quartz up to 0.5mm in size 

 

Iron ore – sparse (7%) rounded very fine sand-sized iron ore 

 

 

Sherd 42: Pottery Record Number 32, Context 2017. This pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar (no photomicrograph).  

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint type F/3 

A coarse fabric containing common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in 

size. The clay matrix is micaceous and consists of silt to very fine quartz grains with 

traces of red iron ore; fracture is hackly; surface feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 
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Flint - moderate (15%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size 

 

Quartz  –groundmass of common (25%) silt-sized quartz 

 

Mica – sparse (7%) thin mica flakes 

 

Iron ore – sparse (7%) rounded very fine sand-sized iron ore 

 

 

Sherd 43: Pottery Record Number 46, Context 4322. This pottery belongs to an early 

Iron Age bowl (no photomicrograph).  

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Quartz sand type QS/2 

This is a fine fabric and consists of abundant (>50%) very well-sorted very fine to fine 

rounded quartz sand, sparse grains of glauconite and moderate (10%) poorly-sorted 

subangular flint up to 2mm in size. Fracture is fine; surface feels smooth.        

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) subangular silt-sized and very fine sand-

sized quartz and rare (7%) subrounded and subangular quartz up to 0.25mm in size. 

Some grains may have been deliberately added 

 

Iron ore – sparse (3%) rounded very fine sand-sized iron ore  

  

Glauconite – rare (2%) rounded very fine sand-sized  

 

 

Sherd 44: Pottery Record Number 47, Context 4322. This pottery belongs to an early 

Iron Age bowl (no photomicrograph).  

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Quartz sand type QS/2 

This is a fine fabric and consists of abundant (>50%) very well-sorted very fine to fine 

rounded quartz sand, sparse grains of glauconite and moderate (10%) poorly-sorted 

subangular flint up to 2mm in size. Fracture is fine; surface feels smooth.        

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – sparse (5%) poorly-sorted subangular up to 1mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) subangular silt-sized and very fine sand-

sized quartz and rare (7%) subrounded and subangular quartz up to 0.25mm in size 

which may have deliberately added.  

 

Iron ore – sparse (3%) rounded very fine sand-sized iron ore  
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Glauconite – rare (2%) rounded very fine sand-sized  

 

 

Sherd 45: Pottery Record Number 50, Context 4322. This pottery belongs to an early 

Iron Age bowl (XPL).  

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Quartz sand type QS/2 

This is a fine fabric and consists of abundant (>50%) very well-sorted very fine to fine 

rounded quartz sand, sparse grains of glauconite and moderate (10%) poorly-sorted 

subangular flint up to 2mm in size. Fracture is fine; surface feels smooth.        

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – moderate (10%) moderately-sorted subangular flint up to 1mm  

 

Quartz – groundmass of moderate (15%) silt-size quartz, and moderate (15%) quite 

poorly sorted subrounded and subangular quartz up to 0.25mm in size which may have 

deliberately added  

 

Iron ore – sparse (3%) rounded very fine sand-sized iron ore  

  

Glauconite – rare (2%) rounded very fine sand-sized glauconite 

 

 

Sherd 46: Pottery Record Number 412, Context 2086. This pottery belongs an earliest 

Iron Age jar.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Grog and flint type GF/3 

A soft fabric containing moderate (15%) poorly-sorted grog up to 1mm in size and 

moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 1mm in size. The clay is 

micaceous and consists of very fine sand; fracture is fine; surface feels quite smooth and 

soapy.    

   

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 1mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) silt-sized quartz with rare (1%) fine sand-sized 

quartz 

 

Glauconite – common (25%) rounded fine sand-sized 

 

 

Sherd 47: Pottery Record Number 435, Context 2296. This pottery belongs to a middle 

to late Bronze Age jar.   
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Grog and flint type GF/4 

A crumbly fabric containing very common (30%) poorly-sorted grog up to 1mm in size 

and moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 1mm in size. The clay matrix 

is silty; fracture is irregular; surface feels rough and soapy. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in size 

 

Grog- moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular grog up to 0.5mm in size. The grog 

contains silt 

.  

Quartz – groundmass of fine grained clay with silt-sized quartz 

 

Red Iron Ore – sparse (7%) poorly sorted fine sand-sized  

 

 

Sherd 48: Pottery Record Number 481, Context 2022. This pottery sherd belongs to a 

late Bronze Age jar.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Grog type G/5 

A fairly fine fabric containing common (25%) well-sorted grog mostly 0.5mm in size 

and sparse (7%) poorly-sorted flint mostly 0.25mm in size. The clay matrix is silty; 

fracture is fine; surface feels soapy. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Grog – moderate (15%) well-sorted 0.5mm in size. The grog contains silt-sized quartz 

 

Flint – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted subangular and angular up to 0.75mm in size  

 

Quartz – groundmass of abundant (40%) fine silt-sized quartz 

 

 

Sherd 49: Pottery Record Number 610, Context 3332. This pottery sherd belongs to a 

middle to late Bronze Age jar.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and grog type FG/1 

A coarse fabric containing common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in 

size and common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular grog up to 3mm in size. The clay 

matrix is silty and micaceous with traces of red iron ore; fracture is hackly; surface feels 

rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – moderate (15%) poorly-sorted subangular up to 3mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) silt and moderate (15%) rounded fine sand- 

sized quartz  

 

Mica – sparse (7%) thin mica flakes 

 

Organic – sparse (7%) linear voids  

 

Despite consolidation the grog has not survived very well 
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Holborough Quarry (HQS Ex 04) 

 

Geological Survey Sheet 272 

 

Sherd 50: Pottery Record Number 1, Context 158. The pottery belongs to a middle to 

late Bronze Age cremation urn.    

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and Grog Type FG/1 

A coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 

5mm in size and common (25%) fairly well-sorted angular orange grog mostly 1mm in 

size, with the occasional piece 3mm in size. The clay matrix is silty; fracture is hackly; 

surface feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 
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Flint - very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm 

 

Grog – moderate (10%) poorly-sorted angular grog up to 1mm in size. The grog has not 

survived very well and it is difficult to see the inclusions within the grog   

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay and sparse (7%) silt-sized subrounded quartz 

 

Iron Ore – sparse (5%) poorly-sorted rounded up to 0.25mm in size 

 

 

Sherd 51: Pottery Record Number 3, Context 164. The pottery belongs to a late  

Bronze Age jar (slide 2/XPL).   
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Glauconitic Sand and Flint type SF/1 

A coarse and crumbly fabric containing abundant (50%) very well-sorted rounded 

glauconite and common (25%) poorly-sorted flint up to 3mm in size. Fracture is 

irregular; surface feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – common (25%) poorly-sorted flint subangular up to 6mm in size 

 

Glauconite - very common (30%) well-sorted subrounded mostly 0.25mm in size 

 

Quartz – sparse (5%) poorly-sorted subrounded quartz up to 0.75mm in size 

 

 

Sherd 52: Pottery Record Number 12, Context 164. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar.   

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

A fairly coarse fabric containing common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 

2mm in size. The clay matrix consists of very fine sand and red iron ore, fracture is fine; 

surface feels rough.     

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay with sparse (7%) fine silt-sized subrounded 

quartz 

 

Iron Ore – sparse (5%) poorly-sorted rounded up to 0.25mm in size 

 

 

Sherd 53: Pottery Record Number 34, Context 700. The pottery belongs to an earliest 

Iron Age bowl (no photomicrograph).  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/4 

A fairly fine fabric containing moderate (10%) quite well-sorted flint up to 1mm in size. 

The clay matrix consists of very fine sand and mica; fracture is irregular; surface feels 

smooth 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - moderate (10%) quite well-sorted flint up to 1mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) subrounded very fine sand-sized quartz   

 

Iron Ore – sparse (5%) poorly-sorted rounded fine sand-sized  

 

 

Sherd 54: Pottery Record Number 40, Context 700. The pottery belongs to a middle to 

late Bronze Age jar.  

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/3 

A coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 4mm in 

size and rare (2%) red iron ore. The clay matrix is silty; fracture is laminated; surface 

feels rough.    

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in size 

 

Quartz - groundmass of fine textured clay sized material and sparse (7%) fine silt-sized 

subrounded quartz 

 

Grog – rare (1%) poorly-sorted angular grog up to 1mm in size. The grog contains fine 

silt-sized quartz and very fine flint 

 

Iron ore – rare (2%) poorly-sorted subrounded iron ore up to 0.25mm in size    
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Sherd 55: Pottery Record Number 41, Context 700. The pottery belongs to a middle to 

late Bronze Age jar. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and Grog type FG/2 

A coarse fabric containing common (25%) poorly-sorted flint up to 2mm in size and 

moderate (15%) poorly-sorted grog 0.5mm in size. The clay matrix is silty with sparse 

red iron ore and organic inclusions; fracture is hackly; surface feels rough.   

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – common (25%) poorly-sorted flint up to 2mm in size 

 

Grog - moderate (15%) poorly-sorted grog 0.5mm in size, and occasional larger piece 

2.5mm.  The grog contains subangular flint and silt-sized quartz 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) subrounded silt sized quartz and rare 

(<1%) rounded fine sand-sized quartz   

 

Voids – sparse (5%) burnt out linear organic material 

  

Iron Ore – sparse (5%) poorly-sorted rounded fine sand sized  

 

 

Sherd 56: Pottery Record Number 87, Context 624. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age bowl.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/5 

A fairly fine fabric containing common (25%) quite well-sorted flint up to 1mm in size. 

The clay matrix is silty; fracture is fine; surface feels smooth 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (25%) quite well-sorted flint up to 2mm 

 

Quartz - groundmass of moderate (10%) subrounded silt sized quartz and rare (2%) 

subrounded quartz 0.25mm in size   

 

Glauconite – common (25%) subrounded glauconite up to 0.25mm in size 

 

 

Sherd 57: Pottery Record Number 97, Context 1351. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar. 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/6 

A coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 6mm in 

size and rare (2%) red iron ore.  The clay matrix is silty; fracture is laminated; surface 

feels rough.    

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay sized material and sparse (7%) silt-sized 

subrounded quartz 

 

Clay pellet – rounded 1mm in size containing silty quartz 

  

Iron Ore – sparse (5%)  poorly-sorted rounded up to 0.25mm in size 

 

 

Sherd 58: Pottery Record Number 178, Context 382. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar (no photomicrograph). 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Glauconitic Sand and Flint type SF/1 

A coarse and crumbly fabric containing abundant (50%) very well-sorted rounded 

glauconite and common (25%) poorly-sorted flint up to 3mm in size. Fracture is 

irregular; surface feels rough. 
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Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – common (25%) poorly-sorted flint subangular up to 2mm in size 

 

Glauconite -very common (30%) well-sorted subrounded mostly 0.25mm in size 

 

Quartz – spare (5%) poorly-sorted subrounded  quartz up to 0.75mm in size 

 

 

Sherd 59: Pottery Record Number 222, Context 1526. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age bowl.  

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/7 

A fairly coarse fabric containing sparse (7%) poorly-sorted flint up to 3mm in size.  

The clay matrix is silty; fracture is laminated; surface feels quite smooth.    

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular up to 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) silt size quartz 

 

Iron Ore - sparse (5%) poorly-sorted rounded fine sand-sized  

 

 

Sherd 60:  Pottery Record Number 403, Context 2088. The pottery belongs to a middle 

to late Bronze Age jar. The slide shows a coil join 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

A fairly coarse fabric containing common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 

2mm in size. The clay matrix consists of very fine sand and red iron ore, fracture is fine; 

surface feels rough.     

 

Petrological Examination 

 

 Flint – common (25%)  poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) silt-size quartz and sparse (7%) rounded fine to 

medium quartz  

 

Iron Ore – sparse (5%) poorly-sorted rounded fine sand-sized  

 

Shelly limestone – sparse (7%) very worn poorly-sorted rounded shell up to 1mm in 

size 

 

 

Sherd 61: Pottery Record Number 568, Context 625. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age bowl (no photomicrograph). 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/9 
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A fine fabric containing common (25%) well-sorted subangular flint 0.25mm in size. 

The clay matrix is silty; fracture is fine; surface feels smooth. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – common (25%) poorly-sorted up to 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) silt-sized quartz 

 

Iron Ore – sparse (5%) poorly-sorted rounded fine sand-sized  

 

 

Sherd 62: Pottery Record Number 763, Context 1095. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar (no photomicrograph). 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Glauconitic Sand and Flint type SF/3 

A medium coarse fabric containing abundant (50%) very well-sorted rounded 

glauconite and moderate (10%) fairly well-sorted flint up to 1mm in size. The clay 

matrix contains moderate (10%) rounded quartz up to 0.5mm in size; fracture is 

irregular; surface feels quite smooth. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – moderate (10 %) poorly-sorted subangular flint 1mm in size 

 

Glauconite - very common (30%) well-sorted subrounded mostly 0.25mm in size 

 

Quartz – spare (5%) poorly-sorted subrounded  quartz up to 0.75mm in size 

 

 

Kemsley, near Sittingbourne (KFSEX 98) 

 

Geological Survey Sheet 288 

 

 

Sherd 63: Pottery Record Number 14, Context 236. This pottery sherd belongs to a late 

Bronze Age Plain Phase jar. 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/4 

The fabric contains moderate (10%) poorly-sorted sub-angular flint up to 2mm in size. 

The clay matrix consists of silty clay with silt size quartz grains and tiny specks of mica. 

Fabric is hard; surface feels rough, texture is quite fine and firing is irregular. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Calcined Flint – moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) subrounded silt size quartz grains 

 

Organic – sparse (7%) linear voids 

  

Mica – rare (<1%). 

 

 

Sherd 64: Pottery Record Number 15, Context 239. This pottery sherd belongs to a 

middle Bronze Age jar. 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

This is a coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted sub-angular flint 2-

3mm in size, and also larger pieces of flint up to 6mm. The clay matrix consists of  silt-

size grains of quartz, rare (1%) rounded poorly-sorted red iron ore 0.5mm in size and 

tiny specks of mica. Fabric is hard; surface feels harsh and has been irregularly fired, 

with a patchy coloured surface, light orange to grey, and a dark grey core. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – abundant (40%) subangular poorly-sorted 2-3mm in size and some larger pieces 

up to 6mm in size. There are also non-calcined subrounded pieces of flint, average size 

3mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of moderate (15%) rounded silt-sized quartz grains and sparse 

(3%) poorly-sorted subrounded quartz 0.25mm in size  
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Voids – sparse (7%) burnt out linear organic material 

  

Red Iron Ore – rare (1%) rounded 0.5mm in size 

 

Mica – rare (<1%)   

 

 

Sherd 65: Pottery Record Number 26, Context 36. This pottery sherd belongs to a 

middle Bronze Age jar. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

This is a coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted sub-angular flint 2-

3mm in size and also larger pieces of flint up to 6mm. The clay matrix consists of silt-

size grains of quartz, rare (1%) rounded poorly-sorted red iron ore 0.5mm in size and 

tiny specks of mica. Fabric is hard; surface feels harsh and has been irregularly fired, 

with a patchy coloured surface, light orange to grey and a dark grey core. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – abundant (40%), subangular poorly-sorted 2-3mm in size and some larger pieces 

up to 6mm in size. There are also non-calcined subrounded pieces of flint, average size 

3mm 
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Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) rounded silt size quartz grains and sparse (3%) 

poorly-sorted subrounded quartz 0.25mm in size  

 

Red Iron Ore – rare (1%) rounded 0.5mm in size 

 

Mica – rare (<1%)   

 

 

Sherd 66: Pottery Record Number 32, Context 137. This pottery sherd belongs to a 

middle to late Bronze Age jar. 

 

 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and Grog Type FG/1 

The fabric contains common (20%) poorly-sorted sub-angular flint and common (20%) 

poorly-sorted angular pieces of grog up to 2mm in size. Surface feels smooth; texture is 

irregular; firing is irregular. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Grog – moderate (15%) poorly-sorted angular up to 2mm in size. The grog contains silt-

sized quartz grains 

 

Calcined flint – moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size  

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) subrounded silt-sized quartz grains and sparse 

(3%) poorly-sorted subrounded quartz 0.25mm in size  

 

Voids – sparse (3%) burnt out linear organic material 

 

Mica – rare (<1%).   

 

 

Sherd 67: Pottery Record Number 63, Context 239. This pottery belongs to a middle 

Bronze Age jar.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/2 

This is a medium coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poor to moderately-

sorted sub-angular flint 3mm in size and also smaller pieces 0.5mm in size. The clay 

matrix consists of silt-size quartz grains; rare (1%) rounded poorly-sorted red iron ore 

0.5mm in size and tiny specks of mica. Fabric is hard; surface feels harsh and has been 

irregularly fired. The pottery has a patchy coloured surface, light orange to grey with a 

dark grey core. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted angular and subangular flint 0.5 - 3mm in 

size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) silt size quartz grain 

 

Voids – sparse (3%) burnt out linear organic material 

 

Red Iron Ore – rare (1%) rounded, 0.5mm in size 

 

Mica – rare (<1%)  

 

 

Sherd 68: Pottery Record Number 65, Context 27. The pottery sherd belongs to an 

earliest Iron Age haematite bowl.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Quartz Type Q/1 

The fabric contains abundant (40%) very well-sorted well-rounded fine quartz sand. The 

fabric also contains sparse (5%) poorly-sorted sub-angular flint and rare (1%) red iron 

ore. Fabric is hard; surface feels smooth; texture is smooth and the pottery is unoxidized 

throughout. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - moderate (10%) moderately-sorted subangular flint 0.25mm – 0.5mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine quartz with rare (1%) rounded quartz 0.5mm 

 

 

Sherd 69: Pottery Record Number 68, Unstratified.  This pottery belongs to a middle 

Bronze Age jar.  

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

This is a coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted sub-angular flint 2-

3mm in size and also larger pieces of flint up to 6mm. The clay matrix consists of  silt-

size grains of quartz; rare (1%) rounded poorly sorted red iron ore 0.5mm in size and 

tiny specks of mica. Fabric is hard; surface feels harsh and has been irregularly fired, 

with a patchy coloured surface, light orange to grey and a dark grey core. 

 

Petrological Examination 

Flint – abundant (40%), subangular poorly-sorted 2-3mm in size and some larger pieces 

up to 6mm in size. There are also non-calcined subrounded pieces of flint average size 

3mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of moderate (15%) rounded silt-size quartz grains 

 

Red Iron Ore – sparse (7%) rounded, up to 0.5mm in size 

 

Mica – Rare (<1%) 
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Sherd 70: Pottery Record Number 82, Unstratified.  This pottery belongs to a middle 

Bronze Age jar (slide 2/XPL).  

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/2 

This is a medium coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poor to moderately 

sorted sub-angular flint 3mm in size and also smaller pieces 0.5mm in size. The clay 

matrix consists of silt-size quartz grains; rare (1%) rounded poorly-sorted red iron ore 

0.5mm in size and tiny specks of mica. Fabric is hard; surface feels harsh and has been 

irregularly fired. The pottery has a patchy coloured surface, light orange to grey with a 

dark grey core. 

 

Petrological Examination 
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Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 0.5 - 3mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) silt-size quartz grains 

 

Red Iron Ore – rare (1%) rounded poorly-sorted up to 0.5mm in size 

 

Mica – rare (<1%)  

 

Grog – moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular grog up to 1mm in size. The grog 

contains silt and subangular quartz 

 

Glauconite – rare (<1%) rounded 0.25mm in size 

 

 

Sherd 71: Pottery Record Number 84, This pottery belongs to a middle Bronze Age jar 

(XPL).  

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

This is a coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 2-3mm 

in size and also larger pieces of flint up to 6mm. The clay matrix consists of  silt-size 

grains of quartz; rare (1%) rounded poorly-sorted red iron ore 0.5mm in size and tiny 

specks of mica. Fabric is hard; surface feels harsh and has been irregularly fired, with a 

patchy coloured surface, light orange to grey and a dark grey core. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – abundant (40%), subangular poorly-sorted 2-3mm in size and some larger pieces 

up to 6mm in size. There are also non-calcined subrounded pieces of flint, average size 

3mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay with moderate (15%) rounded silt-sized 

quartz grains 

 

Red Iron Ore – rare (1%) rounded 0.5mm in size 

 

Mica – rare (<1%)   
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Sherd 72: Pottery Record Number 85, Unstratified. This pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age Plain Phase jar.  

 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type (F/15) 

The fabric contains common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular flint mostly 3mm in size. 

The clay matrix consists of silty clay; fabric is hard; surface feels rough; texture is 

laminated; firing is irregular. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm 

 

Quartz - groundmass of fine textured clay with moderate (15%) rounded silt-sized 

quartz grains 

 

Red Iron Ore – rare (1%) rounded up to 0.5mm in size 

 

 

Sherd 73: Pottery Record Number 95, Context 239. This pottery belongs to a middle 

Bronze Age base.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

This is a coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 2-3mm 

in size and also larger pieces of flint up to 6mm. The clay matrix consists of  silt-size 

grains of quartz; rare (1%) rounded poorly-sorted red iron ore 0.5mm in size and tiny 

specks of mica. Fabric is hard; surface feels harsh and has been irregularly fired, with a 

patchy coloured surface, light orange to grey and a dark grey core. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – abundant (40%), subangular poorly-sorted 2-3mm in size, and some larger 

pieces up to 6mm in size. There are also non-calcined subrounded pieces of flint, 

average size 3mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay with moderate (15%) rounded silt-sized 

quartz grains 

 

Voids – sparse (5%) burnt out linear organic material  

 

Red Iron Ore – rare (1%) rounded up to 0.5mm in size 

 

Mica – rare (<1%)    

 

 

Sherd 74:  Pottery Record Number 96, Context 239. This pottery belongs to a middle 

Bronze Age base.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

This is a coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted, subangular flint 2-

3mm in size and also larger pieces of flint up to 6mm. The clay matrix consists of  silt-

sized grains of quartz; rare (1%) rounded poorly-sorted red iron ore 0.5mm in size and 

tiny specks of mica. Fabric is hard; surface feels harsh and has been irregularly fired, 

with a patchy coloured surface, light orange to grey and a dark grey core. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – abundant (40%) subangular poorly-sorted 2-3mm in size and some larger pieces 

up to 6mm in size. There are also non-calcined subrounded pieces of flint, average size 

3mm. 

 

Quartz – groundmass of groundmass of fine textured clay and moderate (15%) rounded 

silt-sized quartz grains. 

 

Voids – sparse (3%) burnt out linear organic material  

 

Red Iron Ore – rare (1%) rounded up to 0.5mm in size. 

 

Mica – rare (<1%) 

  

 

Sherd 75: Pottery Record Number 106, Context 228. This pottery belongs to a middle 

Bronze Age jar.  

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

This is a coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 2-3mm 

in size and also larger pieces of flint up to 6mm. The clay matrix consists of  silt-sized 

grains of quartz; rare (1%) rounded poorly-sorted red iron ore 0.5mm in size and tiny 

specks of mica. Fabric is hard; surface feels harsh and has been irregularly fired, with a 

patchy coloured surface, light orange to grey and a dark grey core. 

 

Petrological Examination 
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Flint – abundant (40%), subangular poorly-sorted 2-3mm in size and some larger pieces 

up to 6mm in size. There are also non-calcined subrounded pieces of flint, average size 

3mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of moderate (15%) rounded silt-sized quartz grains 

 

Voids – sparse (7%) burnt out linear organic material  

 

Red Iron Ore – rare (1%) rounded up to 0.5mm in size 

 

Mica – rare (<1%)   

 

 

Sherd 76: Pottery Record Number 109, Context 239. This pottery belongs to a middle 

Bronze Age jar.  

 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/2 

This is a medium coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poor to moderately 

sorted subangular flint 3mm in size and also smaller pieces 0.5mm in size. The clay 

matrix consists of silt-sized quartz grains; rare (1%) rounded poorly- sorted red iron ore 

0.5mm in size and tiny specks of mica. Fabric is hard; surface feels harsh and has been 

irregularly fired. The pottery has a patchy coloured surface, light orange to grey with a 

dark grey core. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 0.5-0 3mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) silt-sized quartz grains 

 

Red Iron Ore – sparse (3%) poorly-sorted rounded up to 0.25mm in size 

 

Grog – rare (1%) subangular grog which contains silty clay 

 

Mica – rare (<1%)  
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Sherd 77: Pottery Record Number 118, Context 40. This pottery belongs to a middle 

Bronze Age jar.  

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

This is a coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly sorted subangular flint 2-3mm 

in size and also larger pieces of flint up to 6mm. The clay matrix consists of silt-sized 

grains of quartz; rare (1%) rounded poorly-sorted red iron ore 0.5mm in size and tiny 

specks of mica. Fabric is hard; surface feels harsh and has been irregularly fired, with a 

patchy coloured surface, light orange to grey and a dark grey core. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – abundant (40%) subangular poorly-sorted 2-3mm in size and some larger pieces 

up to 6mm in size. There are also non-calcined subrounded pieces of flint, average size 

3mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay with moderate (15%) rounded silt-sized 

quartz grains 

 

Organic – sparse (7%) linear voids  

 

Red Iron Ore – rare (1%) rounded up to 0.5mm in size 

 

Mica – rare (<1%) 

 

 

Sherd 78: Pottery Record Number 120, Context 448. This pottery belongs to a middle 

Bronze Age jar.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and Grog Type FG/1 

The fabric contains common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular flint and common (20%) 

poorly-sorted angular pieces of grog up to 2mm in size. Fabric is soft to hard; surface 

feels smooth; texture is irregular; firing is irregular. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Grog- common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular grog up to 2mm in size. The grog has 

silt-size quartz in it and organic matter (linear voids) 

 

Flint – moderate (15%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) silt-sized quartz and sparse (7%) subrounded 

and subangular quartz 0.25 mm in size. 

 

Voids – rare (2%) burnt out linear organic material  

 

Mica – Rare (<1%) 

 

 

Sherd 79: Pottery Record Number 123, Context 60. This pottery belongs to a middle 

Bronze Age jar.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

This is a coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 2-3mm 

in size and also larger pieces of flint up to 6mm. The clay matrix consists of  silt-sized 

grains of quartz; rare (1%) rounded poorly sorted red iron ore 0.5mm in size and tiny 

specks of mica. Fabric is hard; surface feels harsh and has been irregularly fired, with a 

patchy coloured surface, light orange to grey and a dark grey core. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – abundant (40%), subangular poorly-sorted 2-3mm in size and some larger pieces 

up to 6mm in size. There are also non-calcined subrounded pieces of flint, average size 

3mm. 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay with moderate (15%) rounded silt-sized 

quartz grains and rare (2%) rounded quartz 0.25mm in size. 

 

Voids – moderate (10%) burnt out linear organic material  

 

Red Iron Ore – rare (1%) rounded 0.5mm in size. 

 

Mica – rare (<1%) 

 

Grog - rare (1%) subangular grog 0.5mm is size. The grog contains silt-sized quartz 

grains and flint     

  

 

Sherd 80: Pottery Record Number 127, Context 29. This pottery belongs to a middle 

Bronze Age jar.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

This is a coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 2-3mm 

in size and also larger pieces of flint up to 6mm. The clay matrix consists of  silt-sized 

grains of quartz; rare (1%) rounded poorly sorted red iron ore 0.5mm in size and tiny 

specks of mica. Fabric is hard; surface feels harsh and has been irregularly fired, with a 

patchy coloured surface, light orange to grey and a dark grey core. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – abundant (40%) subangular poorly-sorted 2-3mm in size and some larger pieces 

up to 6mm in size. There are also non-calcined subrounded pieces of flint, average size 

3mm. 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) silt-sized quartz and sparse (7%) subrounded 

and subangular quartz 0.25 mm in size. 

 

Red Iron Ore – rare (1%) rounded 0.5mm in size. 

 

Mica – rare (<1%) 

 

 

Sherd 81: Pottery Record Number 174, Context 403. This pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age Plain Phase bowl. 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/5  

The fabric contains common (25%) poor to moderately-sorted sub-angular flint between 

0.5mm and 1mm in size. The clay matrix consists of silty sand; fabric is hard; surface 

feels rough, texture is laminated; firing is irregular. 

  

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – common (25%) moderately-sorted subangular flint 0.5-1mm in size 

 

Grog – moderate (10%) quite well-sorted subangular up to 0.25mm in size. The grog 

contains silt and very fine flint 

 

Quartz – fine textured clay with moderate (15%) silt-sized quartz.  

 

Red Iron Ore – rare (1%) rounded silt-sized  

 

Mica – rare (<1%) 

 

 

Sherd 82: Pottery Record Number 180, Context 503. This pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age Plain Phase jar. 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/4 

The fabric contains moderate (10%) poorly-sorted sub-angular flint up to 2mm in size. 

The clay matrix consists of silt-sized quartz grains and tiny specks of mica; fabric is 

hard; surface feels rough, texture is quite fine and firing is irregular. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Calcined Flint – moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size 

 

Shelly Limestone – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted angular limestone up to 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) subrounded silt-sized quartz grains and sparse 

(7%) subrounded and subangular quartz average size 0.25mm 
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Voids – sparse (3%) burnt out linear organic material  

 

Mica – rare (<1%). 

 

 

Sherd 83: Pottery Record Number 225, Context 73. This pottery belongs to a late  

Bronze Age jar.  

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Vegetable Type V/1 

The fabric is very fine silty clay containing common (20%) grass or straw inclusions. 

Fabric is hard; surface feels smooth; texture is laminated and the pottery is unoxidized 

throughout. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Voids – common (20%) burnt out linear organic material  

 

Flint – moderate (10%) subangular poorly-sorted up to 1mm 

 

Quartz - groundmass of common (25%) rounded silt-sized quartz grains 

 

 

Monkton Mount Pleasant 

 

Sherd 84: Pottery Record Number 35, Area 7, Cremation 2026. The pottery belongs to 

a middle Bronze Age vessel. 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/2  

A coarse fabric containing very common (30%) moderately-sorted subangular flint up 

to 2mm in size. The clay matrix is silty; fracture is irregular; surface feels rough; firing 

is patchy. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) subangular flint up to 3mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of silt with rare (1%) very fine sand     

 

 

Sherd 85: Pottery Record Number 38, Context 2099. The pottery belongs to a middle to 

late Bronze Age vessel (no photomicrograph)  

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/7  

A coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in 

size. The clay matrix is silty; fracture is irregular; surface feels rough; firing is patchy. 

 

Petrological Examination 
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Flint - abundant (40%) subangular flint up 4mm 

 

 

Northfleet (NWTW Ex-07) 

 

Geological Survey Sheet 271 

 

Sherd 86: Pottery Record Number 13, Context 22. The pottery belongs to a late Bronze 

Age vessel (XPL).  

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Quartzite Type QZ/1 

A coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular quartzite up to 

2mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous; fracture is irregular; surface feels 

rough.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Quartzite – moderate (15%) silt-sized and common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular and 

subrounded up to 0.5mm. This may have been deliberately added  

 

Flint – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted subangular up to 0.5mm in size 

Organic – sparse (3%) linear voids 
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Mica – sparse (3%) thin mica flakes 

 

Iron Ore – sparse (3%) fine sand-sized red iron ore 

 

 

Princes Road 

 

Geological Survey Sheet 271 

 

Sherd 87: Pottery Record Number 1, Context 171. The pottery belongs to a middle to 

late Bronze Age vessel.  

 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

A fairly coarse fabric containing common (20%) poorly-sorted flint up to 1mm in size 

and common (20%) poorly-sorted orange and buff coloured grog up to 2mm in size. 

The clay matrix consists of silt.     

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Grog – common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular up to 2mm. The grog itself contains 

silt-sized quartz, subangular and subrounded flint, thin mica flakes and silt-sized 

rounded iron ore. 

  

Flint – moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – ground mass of common (20%) silt-sized quartz 

 

Iron ore – sparse (5%) rounded silt-sized iron iron 
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Ramsgate Harbour Approach Road (RHAR 97) 

 

Geological Survey Sheet 274 

 

Sherd 88: Pottery Record Number 101, Context 449. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar. 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and Iron Oxide Type F/I 1 

This is a coarse fabric containing common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 

3mm in size and moderate (15%) poorly-sorted rounded red iron up to 2mm in size. The 

clay matrix is silty; fracture is irregular, surface feels rough.    

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) subrounded silt-sized and very fine sand-sized 

quartz and sparse (3%) subrounded and subangular quartz 0.25mm 

 

Red Iron Ore – moderate (15%) poorly-sorted rounded and subrounded iron ore up to 

1mm in size  

 

 

Sherd 89: Pottery Record Number 103, Context 449. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar (no photomicrograph). 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/2 

A fairly fine fabric containing common (25%) well-sorted subangular flint 0.25mm in 

size and sparse (5%) flint detritus 2mm in size. The clay matrix is silty; fracture is fine; 

surface feels quite smooth. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (25%) well-sorted subangular flint 0.25mm in size and sparse (5%) flint 

detritus 2mm in size 
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Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) subrounded very fine sand-sized quartz and 

sparse (7%) subrounded 0.25m in size 

 

Red Iron Ore - moderate (15%) poorly-sorted rounded red iron up to 2mm in size 

 

 

Sherd 90: Pottery Record Number 106, Context 449. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar. 

 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F4 

A coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) moderate to poorly-sorted subangular flint 2 

- 3mm in size. The clay matrix is silty; fracture is irregular; surface feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular and angular flint up to 2mm in 

size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) subrounded silt-sized and very fine sand-sized 

quartz 

 

Iron ore – sparse (7%) rounded very fine sand-sized 

 

Mica – sparse (5%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 91: Pottery Record Number 107, Context 449. The pottery belongs to an earliest 

Iron Age bowl (no photomicrograph). 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F5 

This is a fine fabric containing common (20-25%) well-sorted subangular flint 0.25-0.5 

mm in size and flint ‘dust’. The clay matrix is silty; fracture is fine; surface feels smooth  
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Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (20-25%) well-sorted subangular flint 0.25-0.5 mm in size and flint 

‘dust’ 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) subrounded silt-sized and very fine sand-ized 

quartz and sparse (7%) subrounded 0.25m in size 

 

 

Sherd 92: Pottery Record Number 109, Context 449. The pottery belongs to an earliest 

Iron Age jar. 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/6 

This is quite a fine fabric containing moderate (15%) well-sorted subangular flint 

0.25mm in size and sparse (5%) flint detritus 3mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and 

micaceous. Fracture is fine; surface feels quite smooth. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - moderate (15%) well-sorted subangular flint average size 0.25mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) subrounded fine and silt-sized and very 

fine sand-sized quartz 

 

Iron ore – sparse (7%) rounded very fine sand-sized 

 

Mica – sparse (5%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 93: Pottery Record Number 116, Context 449. The pottery belongs to an earliest 

Iron Age bowl (no photomicrograph). 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Quartz Type Q/1 

This is a fine fabric containing very fine sand and rare (1%) red iron ore and rare 

(1%) subangular flint. Fracture is fine; surface feels smooth.  
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Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – rare 1% 0.25mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) subrounded silt-sized and very fine sand-

sized plus rare (1%) subrounded and angular quartz 0.25mm in size 

 

Iron ore – sparse (7%) rounded very fine sand-sized 

 

Mica – sparse (5%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 94: Pottery Record Number 152, Context 449. The pottery belongs to an earliest 

Iron Age bowl. 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/7 

This is a fine fabric containing abundant (40%) well-sorted subangular flint 0.5-1.0mm 

in size. The clay matrix is silty; fracture is smooth; surface feels smooth. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) quite well-sorted subangular flint average size 0.5mm and 

sparse (7%) subangular flint 1mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (20%) subrounded silt-sized   

 

 

Sherd 95: Pottery Record Number 169, Context 357. The pottery belongs to an earliest 

Iron Age jar. 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/8 

This is a medium coarse fabric containing common (20%) moderately-sorted 

subangular flint 1mm in size and occasional larger pieces 2-3mm in size. The clay 

matrix consists of fine sand; fracture is smooth; surface feels quite smooth. 

  

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (20%) quite poorly-sorted subangular flint 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) subrounded silt-sized and very fine sand-sized 

quartz and moderate (10%) quite poorly-sorted subrounded and subangular quartz up to 

1mm in size 

 

Iron ore – sparse (7%) rounded very fine sand-sized 

 

Glauconite – rare (1%) rounded very fine sand-sized 

 

 

Sherd 96: Pottery Record Number 174, Context  357. The pottery belongs to an earliest 

Iron Age bowl. 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Shell Type S/1 

This is quite a fine fabric containing very common (30%) moderately-sorted shell up to 

1mm in size. The clay matrix is silty; fracture is fine; surface feels smooth.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Shell – very common (30%) poorly-sorted fossil shell up to 2mm in size 

 

Flint – sparse (3%) poorly-sorted angular flint up to 1mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of moderate (15%) silt and very fine sand-sized quartz and sparse 

(3%) subangular quartz, possible deliberately added. 

  

 

Sherd 97: Pottery Record Number 182, Context 357. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar (no photomicrograph).   

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Quartz and Flint Type Q/F1 

This quite a fine fabric containing fine to medium rounded quartz grains and sparse (5 - 

7%) poorly-sorted subangular flint. Fracture is quite fine; surface feels quite smooth.   

 

Petrological Examination 
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Flint – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted subangular flint.up to 1mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) subrounded silt-sized and very fine sand-

sized quartz 

 

Iron ore – sparse (7%) rounded very fine sand-sized 

 

Mica – sparse (5%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 98: Pottery Record Number 207, Context 355. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar.   

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/11 

This is a fairly coarse fabric containing moderate (10 - 15%) poorly-sorted subangular 

flint 2mm in size. The clay matrix is silty with sparse (7%) round black iron oxides 

0.5mm in size; fracture is irregular; surface feels quite smooth. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of very common (30%) subrounded silt-sized and very fine sand-

sized quartz 

 

Iron ore – sparse (7%) rounded very fine sand-sized 

 

Mica – sparse (5%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 99: Pottery Record Number 216, Context 355. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar.   
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/12 

This is a coarse fabric containing abundant (40-50%) well-sorted subangular flint 0.5 – 

1mm in size. The clay matrix is silty; fracture is fine; surface feels smooth.   

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) fairly well-sorted subangular flint up to 1mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay sized material and sparse (7%) fine silt-sized 

subrounded quartz 

 

Iron Ore – moderate (15%) poorly-sorted up to 0.25mm in size 

 

Mica - sparse (5%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 100: Pottery Record Number 277, Context 371.  The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar (no photomicrograph).   

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and Iron Oxide Type F/I 1 

This is a coarse fabric containing common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 

3mm in size and moderate (15%) poorly-sorted rounded red iron up to 2mm in size. The 

clay matrix is silty; fracture is irregular, surface feels rough.    

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in size 

 

Iron ore - moderate (15%) poorly-sorted rounded red iron up to 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – common (25%) silt-sized subrounded quartz  
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Sherd 101: Pottery Record Number 439, Context 111. The pottery belongs to an 

earliest Iron Age jar. 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/14 

This is a medium coarse fabric containing moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular 

flint up to 2-3mm in size. The clay matrix is silty; fracture is irregular; surface feels 

rough. 

   

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) silt-sized subrounded quartz and sparse (7%) 

subrounded quartz up to 0.20mm in size 

 

Glauconite – sparse (7%) rounded very fine sand-sized glauconite  

 

Mica – sparse (5%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 102: Pottery Record Number 482, Context 447. The pottery belongs to an 

earliest Iron Age bowl. 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Iron and Flint Type  IF/1 

This is a coarse fabric containing common (20%) rounded fairly well-sorted black iron 

oxide up to 2mm in size and moderate (15%) subangular flint mostly 2mm in size. The 

clay matrix is silty; fracture is irregular; surface feels fine. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Iron Oxide – moderate (15%) rounded fairly well-sorted black iron oxide up to 1mm in 

size 

 

Flint - moderate ((15%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of abundant (50%) silt-sized quartz and rare (2%) subrounded 

quartz 0.25mm in size. 

 

 

Sherd 103: Pottery Record Number 523, Context 447. The pottery belongs to an 

earliest Iron Age jar (no photomicrograph). 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and Ironstone Type F/IS  

This is a coarse fabric, containing common (20 – 25%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 

up to 2mm in size and moderate (15%) poorly-sorted subangular ironstone fragments. 

The clay matrix is silty; fracture is irregular; surface feels rough.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Quartz – moderate (15%) subrounded silt-sized quartz 

 

 

Sherd 104: Pottery Record Number 532, Context 333. The pottery belongs to a middle 

to late Bronze Age jar. 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Grog and Flint Type G/F1 

This is a coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted subangular grog up to 

3mm in size and common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 5mm in size. The 

clay matrix is silty; fracture is hackly; surface feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Grog – common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular grog up to 3mm. The grog contains 

silt and poorly sorted subangular flint   

 

Flint – common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in size 

  

Quartz – goundmass of fine textured clay sized material and sparse (7%) silt-sized 

subrounded quartz 

 

Iron Ore – moderate (15%) poorly-sorted up to 0.25mm in size 

 

 

Sherd 105: Pottery Record Number 591, Context 85. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age vessel 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/15 

This is a coarse fabric containing common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 

4mm in size and sparse (5-7%) poorly-sorted rounded black and red iron ore. The clay 

matrix consists of fine sand with rare rounded quartz grains 0.25mm in size; fracture is 

hackly; surface feels rough.    

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) silt-sized subrounded quartz and sparse (7%) 

subrounded quartz up to 0.20mm in size 

 

Glauconite – sparse (7%) rounded very fine sand-sized glauconite  

 

Mica – sparse (5%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Shelford Quarry (SQA 13) 

 

Geological Survey Sheet 289 and 273 

 

 

Sherd 106: Pottery Record 1, Context 1144. The pottery belongs to a late Bronze Age 

shouldered jar. 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

A medium coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 

up to 3mm in size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous and contains sparse (5%) 

poorly-sorted specks of red iron ore; fracture is hackly; surface feels quite rough. 

 

 Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of clay- sized material with moderate (10%) subrounded silt-sized 

quartz 

 

Iron ore – sparse (3%) rounded poorly-sorted iron ore up to 0.25m in size 

 

Organic – sparse (3%) linear voids 

 

Mica – sparse (3%) thin mica flakes 

 

Glauconite – rare (<1%) rounded very fine sand-sized glauconite 

 

 

Sherd 107: Pottery Record 3, Context 1144. The pottery belongs to a late Bronze Age 

shouldered jar. 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 
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Flint Type F/2 

A coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 4mm in 

size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous; fracture is hackly; surface feels rough. 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of clay sized material with moderate (10%) subrounded silt-sized 

quartz 

 

Iron ore – sparse (3%) rounded poorly-sorted iron ore up to 0.25m in size 

 

Mica – sparse (3%) thin mica flakes 

 

Glauconite – rare (<1%) rounded very fine sand-sized glauconite 

 

 

Sherd 108: Pottery Record Number 102, Context 1111. The pottery belongs to an 

earliest Iron Age bowl. 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Grog and Flint Type GF/3 

A fairly coarse fabric containing moderate (10%) poorly-sorted grog up to 1mm in size 

and moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size. The clay matrix 

is silty and micaceous and also contains sparse (7%) poorly-sorted rounded quartz 1mm 

in size. The fracture is irregular; surface feels rough.    

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Grog – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted subangular grog up to 1mm. The grog contains silt -

sized quartz 

 

Flint – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of clay sized material with moderate (10%) silt-sized subrounded 

quartz, and rare (2%) subrounded quartz 0.25mm in size  

Iron ore – sparse (3%) rounded poorly sorted iron ore up to 0.25m in size 
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Mica – sparse (3%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 109: Pottery Record Number 156, Context 1013. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age Plain Phase jar. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/4 

A coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 5mm in 

size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous with traces of red iron ore; fracture is 

hackly; surface feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – abundant  (40%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 4mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of clay sized material with moderate (10%) subrounded silt-sized 

quartz 

 

Iron ore – sparse (3%) rounded poorly-sorted iron ore up to 0.25m in size 

 

Mica – sparse (3%) thin mica flakes 
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Sherd 110: Pottery Record Number 157, Context 1013. The pottery belongs to an early 

Iron Age bowl.  

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/8 

A medium coarse fabric containing very common (30%) quite well-sorted subangular 

flint 0.5 – 1mm size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous; fracture is fine; surface 

feels quite smooth. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint- very common (30%) quite well-sorted subangular flint 0.5 – 1mm size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (20%) subrounded silt-sized quartz 

 

Mica – sparse (7%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 111: Pottery Record Number 171, Context 1013. The pottery belongs to an 

earliest Iron Age jar. 

 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 
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Flint Type F/5 

A medium coarse fabric containing common (25%) medium-sorted subangular flint 

average size 1mm. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous; fracture is fine; surface feels 

smooth.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (25%) medium-sorted subangular flint average size 1mm  

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (20%) subrounded silt sized quartz and rare (1%) 

subrounded quartz 0.25mm in size 

 

 

Sherd 112: Pottery Record Number 267, Context 1333. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar (slide 1/PPL and slide 2/XPL). 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and Vegetable Type FV3 

A medium coarse fabric containing moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 

3mm in size and moderate (10%) poorly-sorted linear voids. The clay matrix is silty and 

micaceous; fracture is hackly; surface feels rough.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size 
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Quartz – groundmass of common (20%) subrounded silt-sized quartz 

 

Voids - moderate (10%) poorly-sorted linear voids 

 

Mica – sparse (7%) thin mica flakes 

 

Clay/sandstone pellets – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted rounded clay pellets up to 2mm in 

size. The pellets contain silt-sized quartz and thin mica flakes.  

 

 

Shelford Quarry (SQAP – 01) 

 

Geological Survey Sheet 289 and 273 

 

Sherd 113: Pottery Record Number 1, Context 713. The pottery belongs to a middle 

Bronze Age jar 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

A coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 5mm in 

size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous and contains sparse (5%) poorly-sorted 

specks of red iron ore; fracture is hackly; surface feels  rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in size and thin 

splinters 0.5mm in length   

 

Quartz – groundmass of clay-sized material with scattering of very fine quartz and rare 

(1%) subrounded quartz 0.5mm in size 

 

Organic - sparse (7%) linear voids 

 

Red Iron Ore – sparse (5%) rounded red iron ore  

 

Mica – sparse (7%) thin mica flakes 
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Sherd 114: Pottery Record Number 61, U/S. The pottery belongs to a middle to late 

Bronze Age jar.  

 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and Grog Type FG/1 

A coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 

1mm in size and moderate (15%) quite well-sorted grog average size 0.25mm. The clay 

matrix is silty and micaceous; fracture is hackly; surface feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangualar up to 3mm in size  

 

Quartz – groundmass of silt 

 

Organic – sparse (7%) linear voids 

 

Mica – sparse (7%) thin mica flakes 

 

Grog inclusions have not survived very well. 

 

 

South Street, Thanet Way 1995 

 

Sherd 115: Pottery Record Number 1, context 253. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar. 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1. 

 A fairly coarse fabric containing common (25%) moderately-sorted subangular 

calcined flint up to 2mm in size. The clay matrix is slightly micaceaous, and consists of 

coarse silt and rare red iron ore. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular up to 3mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine grained clay   

 

Red Iron Ore – rare (3%) rounded  

 

 

Updown Farm (UFN Ex 07) 

 

Geological Survey Sheet 290 

 

 

Sherd 116: Pottery Record Number 2, Context 1128. The pottery belongs to a middle to 

late Bronze Age jar 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint type F/2 

A coarse fabric containing common (25%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in 

size. The clay matrix is silty and micaceous with sparse (5%) very fine glauconite; 

fracture is irregular; surface feels quite rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of silt-sized quartz and rare (3%) poorly-sorted very fine quartz  

 

Red Iron Ore - sparse (7%) poorly-sorted and subrounded  
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Westwood Cross (WCT Ex 03) 

 

Geological Survey Sheet 274 

 

Sherd 117: Pottery Record Number 7, Context 21. The pottery belongs to a middle to 

late Bronze Age jar.  

 

 
 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint type F/1 

A fairly coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up 

to 4mm in size and rare (3%) rounded red iron ore. The clay matrix is silty and 

micaceous; fracture is irregular; surface feels quite rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular up to 3mm in size  

 

Quartz - groundmass of abundant (40%) silt-size quartz and rare (2%) very fine sand-

sized quartz 

 

Mica - sparse (7%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 118: Context 19. The pottery belongs to a middle to late Bronze Age jar.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint type F/1 

A fairly coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up 

to 4mm in size and rare (3%) rounded red iron ore. The clay matrix is silty and 

micaceous; fracture is irregular; surface feels quite rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) up to 2mm in size  

 

Quartz - groundmass of silt- sized quartz (15%) and rare (2%) very fine sand 

 

 

Sherd 119: Context 145. The pottery belongs to an early late Bronze Age jar.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint type F/2 

A fairly coarse fabric containing common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 

3mm in size. The clay matrix is silty; fracture is hackly; surface feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular up to 3mm 

 

Quartz- ground mass of silt-sized quartz and sparse (3%) rounded quartz 0.5mm in size. 

 

 

Sherd 120: Pottery Record Number 12, context 170. The pottery belongs a late Bronze 

Age jar.  

 

 
 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and grog type FG/1 

A fairly coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) well-sorted subangular flint 1mm in  

size and common (25%) fairly well-sorted grog 0.5mm in size. The clay matrix is silty; 

fracture is hackley; surface feels rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – abundant (40%) well-sorted subangular flint average size 1mm 
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Grog - common (25%) fairly well-sorted grog up to 0.5mm in size. The grog contains 

flint, silt and organic matter (linear voids) 

 

Quartz - ground mass of silt-sized quartz  

 

Glauconite: Rare (2%) very fine rounded   

 

 

Sherd 121: Pottery Record Number 9, context 170. The pottery belongs to a middle to 

late Bronze Age jar 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint and grog FG/1 

A fairly coarse fabric containing abundant (40%) well-sorted subangular flint 1mm in 

size and common (25%) fairly well-sorted grog 0.5mm in size. The clay matrix is silty; 

fracture is hackly; surface feels rough. 

 

Flint – very common (30%) quite well-sorted subangular up to 0.75mm in size 

 

Grog- moderate (15%) quite poorly-sorted grog up to 0.75 mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of silt 

 

Glauconite: rare (2%) very fine rounded   
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Sherd 122: Context 18. The pottery belongs to a middle to late Bronze Age jar (no 

photomicrograph) 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/3 

A fairly coarse fabric containing very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up 

to 4mm in size and rare (3%) rounded red iron ore. The clay matrix is silty and 

micaceous; fracture is irregular; surface feels quite rough. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular up to 3mm in size 

 

Quartz - Groundmass of silt-sized quartz and rare (2%) very fine sand 

 

 

Willow Farm (WFB Ex 00) 

 

Geological Survey Sheet 273 

 

 

Sherd 123: Pottery Record Number 1001, Context 1313. This pottery belongs to a 

middle to late Bronze Age jar (the top photomicrograph shows a coil join). 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/5 

This is a very coarse hard fabric, and contains very common (30%) poorly-sorted 

subangular flint 3mm in size and occasional larger pieces of flint 4mm in size. The clay 

matrix is silty clay and can contain rare rounded red iron ore. 

   

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) poorly-sorted subangular flint 3mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay with moderate (10%) silt-sized subrounded 

quartz 

 

Iron ore – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted rounded up to 0.25mm in size 

 

Glauconite – rare (1%) rounded very fine sand-sized   

 

 

Sherd 124: Pottery Record Number 1008, Context 1305. This pottery belongs to a 

middle to late Bronze Age jar (no photomicrograph) 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/4  

This is a coarse hard fabric which contains very common to abundant (30 – 40%) 

moderately-sorted subangular flint mostly 1 – 2mm in size, although there are also some 

smaller pieces of flint which are also moderately-sorted. The clay matrix is silty clay 

and can contain rare red/black iron ore.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - very common (30 %) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 4mm  

 

Quartz – moderate (15%) subrounded silt-sized quartz and rare (1%) subrounded quartz 

0.5 – 0.75 mm in size 

 

 

Sherd 125: Pottery Record Number 1016, Context 2171. The pottery belongs to a 

middle to late Bronze Age jar.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

This is a coarse hard fabric. The fabric contains common (20-30%) poorly-sorted 

subangular flint 0.25 – 3mm in size. The clay matrix consists of silty clay.  

   

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – moderate (15%) quite poorly-sorted subangular and angular flint up to 2mm in 

size  

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay with moderate (10%) silt-sized subrounded 

quartz. 

 

Iron ore – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted rounded up to 0.25mm in size. 

 

Glauconite – rare (1%) rounded very fine sand- sized   

 

 

Sherd 126. Pottery Record Number 1017, Context 2171. This pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age Plain Phase jar (no photomicrograph)  

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Quartz Type FQ/1 

The fabric contains abundant (40%) very well-sorted well rounded very fine quartz 

sand. The fabric also contains sparse to moderate (7-10%) poorly-sorted angular flint up 

to 2mm in size and rare (1%) red iron ore. The fabric is hard; pottery feels smooth; 

texture is smooth and the pottery is unoxidized throughout. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 1mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay with moderate (10%) silt-sized subrounded 

quartz 

 

Iron ore – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted rounded up to 0.25mm in size 
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Organic – sparse (3%) linear voids 

 

Glauconite – rare (1%) rounded silt-size   

 

 

Sherd 127: Pottery Record Number 1018, Context 2171. This pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age Plain Phase jar (no photomicrograph)  

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/14 

The fabric contains abundant (40%) very well-sorted well rounded very fine quartz 

sand. The fabric also contains sparse to moderate (7-10%) poorly-sorted angular flint up 

to 2mm in size and rare (1%) red iron ore. The fabric is hard; pottery feels smooth; the 

texture is smooth and the pottery is unoxidized throughout. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay with moderate (10%) silt-sized subrounded 

quartz 

 

Iron ore – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted rounded up to 0.25mm in size 

 

Glauconite – rare (1%) rounded very fine sand-size   

 

 

Sherd 128: Pottery Record Number 1019, context 2171. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age bowl (no photomicrograph). 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/9 

Fabric contains common (20 - 30%) quite well-sorted subangular flint up to 1.0mm in 

size. The clay matrix is silty; the pottery feels smooth and the texture is fine. The 

exterior surface is partially oxidized; brown in colour and the interior surface and core is 

unoxidized and dark brown.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – moderate (15%) well-sorted subangular flint 0.25 – 0.5mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay with moderate (10%) silt-sized subrounded 

quartz 

 

Iron ore – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted rounded up to 0.25mm in size 

 

Glauconite – rare (1%) rounded very fine sand-size   
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Sherd 129: Pottery Record Number 1023, Context 2171. This pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age Plain Phase jar.  

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/15 

This is quite a fine fabric which contains common (20%) well-sorted rounded very fine 

quartz sand moderate (15%) and moderately-sorted subangular flint 0.5 – 1mm in size. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - moderate (15%) moderately-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay with moderate (10%) silt-sized subrounded 

quartz 

 

Iron ore – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted rounded up to 0.25mm in size 

 

Glauconite – rare (1%) rounded silt-size   

 

 

Sherd 130: Pottery Record Number 1028, Context 1347. This pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar.  
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/3   

This is a medium coarse hard fabric which can have either a rough or a smooth finish. 

The fabric contains common (25%) moderately-sorted subangular flint 0.5 – 1mm in 

size, and occasional poorly-sorted larger pieces of flint which are 2 – 3mm in size and 

some flint dust. The clay matrix is a fine silty clay which is slightly micaceous and can 

contain a small amount of red iron ore.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (25%), moderately-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – common (25%) subrounded silt-sized quartz grains and rare (1%) subangular 

poorly-sorted quartz up to 1mm in size.  

 

Mica – sparse (5%) thin mica flakes 

 

Iron Ore – rare (2%) very fine sand-sized iron ore 

 

 

Sherd 131: Pottery Record Number 1036, Context 2172. This pottery belongs to an 

earliest Iron Age bowl (no photomicrograph) 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Quartz Type FQ/2 

The fabric contains common (25%) moderately-sorted rounded quartz grains up to 

0.5mm in size (includes glauconitic sand). The fabric also includes moderate (15%) 

moderately-sorted flint up to 1mm in size.   

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Quartz - common (25%), moderately-sorted rounded quartz grains up to 0.5mm in size. 

 

Flint - moderate (15%) moderately-sorted flint up to 1mm in size.   

 

 

Sherd 132: Pottery Record Number 1038, context 2172. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age bowl 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/8 

This is quite a fine fabric which contains very common (30%) well-sorted  subangular 

flint 0.5 – 1mm in size and occasional larger pieces 1.5mm in size. The clay matrix is a 

fine silty clay which can also contain rare red iron ore. Fracture is fine; surface feels 

quite smooth. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint- common (25%) quite well-sorted subangular flint up to 0.75mm 

 

Quartz – common (20%) silt 

 

Organic – sparse (7%) linear voids 

 

 

Sherd 133: Pottery Record Number 1064, Context 2172. This pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age bowl (no photomicrograph). 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/1 

This is a coarse hard fabric. The fabric contains common (20-30%) poorly-sorted 

subangular flint 0.25 – 3mm in size. The clay matrix consists of coarse silty clay.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (20%) poorly-sorted subangular flint up to 3mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay with moderate (10%) silt- sized subrounded 

quartz 

 

Iron ore – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted rounded up to 0.25mm in size 

 

Glauconite – rare (1%) rounded very fine sand-sized   
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Sherd 134: Pottery Record Number 1068, Context 2172. This pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar (no photomicrograph). 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/10  

The fabric contains abundant (40%) moderate to well-sorted subangular flint 0.75mm in 

size. The clay matrix is silty; fracture is irregular, surface feels rough. The exterior and 

interior surfaces are oxidised and a buff/light orange colour; the core is unoxidised and 

dark brown.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – common (25%) moderately-sorted subangular flint average size 0.75mm and 

spare (5%) flint 2mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine textured clay with moderate (10%) silt-sized subrounded 

quartz 

 

Iron ore – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted rounded up to 0.25mm in size 

 

Glauconite – rare (1%) rounded very fine sand-sized   

 

 

Sherd 135: Pottery Record Number 1071, Context 2172. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar.   

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/7   

The fabric contains common (20%) moderately-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in 

size. It can also contain occasional larger pieces of flint, 3mm in size, and flint dust. The 

clay matrix is a fine silty clay. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - common (20%) moderately-sorted subangular flint up to 2mm in size 
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Quartz – common (25%) subrounded silt-sized quartz grains and rare (1%) subangular 

poorly-sorted quartz up to 1mm in size 

 

Mica – sparse (5%) thin mica flakes 

 

Iron Ore – moderate (10%) poorly-sorted iron ore up to 0.25mm in size and linear 

streaks of iron 

 

Glauconite – rare (2%) rounded very fine sand-sized 

 

 

Sherd 136: Pottery Record Number 1088, context 2180. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar. 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Quartz Type FQ/1  

The fabric contains very common (30%) well-sorted flint 0.5mm in size. The clay 

matrix consists of very fine sand and sparse (5%) poorly-sorted quartz grains up to 1mm 

in size. 

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – common (25%) moderately-sorted subangular up to 0.5mm 

 

Quartz – groundmass of fine grained clay and moderate (15%) silt   

 

 

Sherd 137: Pottery Record Number 1143, context 2208. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar. 
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Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Quartz Type FQ/2 

The fabric contains common (25%) moderately-sorted rounded quartz grains up to 

0.5mm in size (includes glauconitic sand). The fabric also includes moderate (15%) 

moderately-sorted flint up to 1mm in size.   

 

Petrological Examination 

Flint – common (25%) moderately-sorted subangular up to 0.5mm 

 

Quartz – very common (30%) very fine sand and sparse (3%) rounded quartz up to 

25mm in size 

 

Iron Ore- moderate (15%) fine sand-sized 

 

 

Sherd 138: Pottery Record Number 1141, Context 2208. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar (no photomicrograph). 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Quartz Type FQ/2 

The fabric contains common (25%) moderately-sorted rounded quartz grains up to 

0.5mm in size (includes glauconitic sand). The fabric also includes moderate (15%) 

moderately-sorted flint up to 1mm in size.   

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - moderate (15%) moderately-sorted flint up to 2mm in size   

 

Quartz – moderate (10%) silt-sized quartz and rare (2%) rounded quartz up to 0.75mm 

in size  

 

Glauconite –sparse (3%) rounded and subrounded glauconite up to 0.25mm in size 

 

Iron Ore – sparse (7%) poorly-sorted subrounded up to 0.5mm in size 
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Sherd 139: Pottery Record Number 1143, Context 2208. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age jar. 

 

 
 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Quartz Type FQ/3 

The fabric contains common (25%) moderately-sorted rounded quartz grains up to 

0.5mm in size (includes glauconitic sand). The fabric also includes moderate (15%) 

moderately-sorted flint up to 1mm in size.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - moderate (15%) moderately-sorted flint up to 2mm in size   

 

Quartz – groundmass of common (25%) subrounded silt-sized quartz and rare (2%) 

poorly-sorted subrounded quartz up to 0.5mm in size 

 

Iron Ore – sparse (7%) subrounded up to 0.5mm in size 

 

Mica  – sparse (5%) thin mica flakes 

 

 

Sherd 140: Pottery Record Number 1178, Context 1239. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age bowl (no photomicrograph). 

 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Iron Type FI/1 

The fabric contains moderate (15%) poorly-sorted iron and moderate to common (15 – 

20%) poorly-sorted flint, mostly 0.5 – 1mm in size with occasional larger pieces up to 

2mm in size.  The clay matrix consists of very fine quartz.   

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint - moderate (15%) poorly-sorted flint, mostly 0.5 – 1mm in size with occasional 

larger pieces up to 2mm in size 

 

Iron Ore - moderate (10%) poorly-sorted subrounded iron up to 0.5mm in size 
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Quartz - very common (30%) fine silt-sized quartz and rare (2%) rounded quartz up to 

0.25mm in size 

  

 

Sherd 141: Pottery Record Number 1180, Context 1725. The pottery belongs to a late 

Bronze Age bowl. 

 

 

 
 

Macroscopic Examination 

 

Flint Type F/13 

This is a very fine fabric, with a fine silty clay matrix and common (25%) well-sorted 

flint <25mm in size.  

 

Petrological Examination 

 

Flint – very common (30%) moderately-sorted mostly 0.5mm in size 

 

Quartz – groundmass of silt-sized quartz and rare (3%) poorly-sorted very fine quartz  
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